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yatha hi gran tho granthena yuktya yuktis tatha yadi I 
.. to yuktil' bhaved yuktir anyatha tu na kalpayet II . 

As the text (is completed) by reason, 
So is reason (revealed) by the text; 
Therefore, let there be reason, 
Let there be no other discrimination than reason. 

Lanka x, gatha 883 
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Foreword 

Dr. Sutton has written a striking book, which is the first systematic 
work on the subject since D. T. Suzuki's path-breaking work on the 
Lmikavatiira Satra. It sets forth a radically different view from Suzuki's: 
it sees that the Yogacara was not a subjective idealism. In this, 
Mr. Sutton's analysis is attractive, for it enables him to do full justice 
to the dialectical-critical nature of Yogacara. The result of a 
systematic understanding of the LaitkavatiJra Satra places it in relation
ship to some key Western philosophical and psychological ideas-.to 
the linguistic analysis of Wittgenstein, the dialectics of Hegel, the 
depth psychology of Freud and Jung, the Humean flux and Kant's 
critical stance. But he also emphasizes the soteriological flavor of 
Buddhist thought. He points out that the idea that Yogacara is 
'consciousness-only' refers to its spiritual practice, not to its 
metaphysics, which has room for a theoretical realism, not unlike 
Kant's ideas of a world 'out there' of things-in-themselves, inacces
sible to perception and beyond narrow conceptualization. He also 
emphasizes the closeness of Madhyamika and Yogacara approaches: 
for Yogacara too, he argues, rejects a specific philosophical point of 
view, in favor of a dialectical relativism. He concludes that the 
Yogacara wisdom may help to enlighten our planet and encourage 
tolerance. I agree. It conduces to an attitude of mellowness in 
relation to transcendental and absolutist claims, without abandoning 
the essence of contemplative religion, which is wanting in many 
areas of secular and religious thought. 

Ninian Smart 
J. F. Rowny Professor of Comparative Religions 
Department of Religious Studies 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTABARBARA 



Preface 

This is an interpretation of the Mahayana Buddhist world of ideas 
and spiritual aspirations, as it appeared toward the end of its 
Indian phase, before its further expansion beyond the land of its 
birth into China, Korea, and Japan. Our focus is the Yogacara 
philosophy, as reflected primarily in that fourth-century creative 
synthesis called The Visit to Lanka. This is perhaps the least explored, 
and certainly the most controversial, school of philosophical Bud
dhism, in spite of the enormously influential role it played in the 
subsequent development of Buddhism, especially in the Zen schools 
of China and Japan. 

During the last half century since the publication of Professor 
Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki's outstanding Studies in the Lankavatara Satra, 
"One of the most important texts of Mahayana Buddhism, in which 
almost all its principal tenets are presented, including the teaching 
of Zen" (London: 1930, reprint in 1968), there have been to my 
knowledge only three book-size studies of this school, and a handful 
of scholarly articles. The first of these three books, Asok Kumar 
Chatterjee's The Yogacara Idealism (Varanasi: 1962), made no attempt 
to reinterpret critically the groundwork laid by Professor Suzuki's 
initial interpretation of the school as an "absolute idealistic monism." 
The two subsequent books, however, can be said to represent major 
steps away from this traditional interpretation, which was almost 
unanimously, and perhaps too uncritically, embraced by the students 
of this school, from both East and West, for an amazingly long 
time. 

Janice Dean Willis' study On Knowing Reality (New York: 1979) 
contains a brief yet insightful introduction to her translation of the 
Tattvartha chapter of Asa:ri.ga's Bodhisattvabhumi.ln this introduction 
she characterizes Yogacara as "a kind of nominalist philosophy" 
(p. 36) which underscores "the ordinary being's chief delusion," that 
is the error of confusing the naming of objects with the objects 
themselves. Although she attributes the "mistaken" interpretation 
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of the Yogacara as absolute idealism to the misleading literal 
translation of the key notion of "Mind-only" (Citta-matra), Willis' 
makes a distinction between the early writings of the two masters 
of the school, Asailga and Vasubandhu, and the writings of the 
"later historical and philological period," particularly the Lmikavatara
satra (pp. 25, 31, 36) where, she claims (unfortunately without 
adequate documentation), the terms "Conceptualization-only" 
(Vijfiapti-matra) and "Mind-only" (Citta-matra) are employed "in 
senses that seemingly deny the existence of external objects alto
gether" (p. 36). To be fair, however, one should also note that she 
does not exclude the possibility (first suggested by the great medieval 
master TSOI'l-kha-pa) that most of the "idealistic" proclamations of 
the sutra were intended in a "provisional sense" only, in order "to 
divert sentient beings from their preoccupation with materialism" 
(p.32). 

The third and latest book-length attempt to re-interpret the 
school of Yogacara, Thomas A. Kochumuttom's A Buddhist Doctrine 
of Experience (Delhi: 1982) is, in author's own words, "an invitation 
to a re-evaluation of the traditional interpretation" (namely in 
terms of realistic pluralism, n.n.), "rather than a categorical rejection 
of it" (p. xvi). Based upon his translations of Vasubandhu's four 
essential works (Madhyantavibhaga-karika-bha~ya, Trisvabhava-nirdesa, 
Tri1')1satika, and Vi1')1satika, the last two being traditionally grouped 
together as the Vijiiapti-mafrata-siddhi), Kochumuttom's invitation to 
re-interpret Yog1\cara as a return to the realistic pluralism of the 
early Hinayana Buddhism is, admittedly, a half-hearted one, neither 
convinced nor convincing (see pp. xvi, xxi, and 232f.). Although he 
acknowledges the fact that "Vasubandhu's understanding of reality 
defies all descriptions, because for him reality is ineffable (anabhilapya)" 
(pp. xxi & 22M.), Kochumuttom allows himself to fall too easily into 
a classical dualistic trap, that very trap that the Buddhists themselves 
were taught to avoid. For, just because there is no justification in 
the writings of Vasubandhu (and, one may add, of other Yogacara 
writers as well) for a belief in monism and in an "absolute mode of 
existence in terms of consciousness," as the author rightly observed, 
it does not necessarily follow that he, Vasubandhu, believed in the 
opposite extreme, that of "realistic pluralism," as the author would 
like to conclude-I think-on the rather weak and arbitrary ground 
that "an assumption of plurality of beings does not contradict any 
part of the texts" (p. 229). 

My answer to Kochmuttom'sinterpretation of the Yogacara is 
threefold. First, many Yogacara texts, and the Lailkavatara-sutra in 
particular, repeatedly deny that a plurality, or multiplicity of beings 
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can be admitted, in the ultimate sense. To wit, here is just one quote 
from Larika III: 154, verse 32: 

Multiplicity (of dharmas) is produced from the habit-energy 
of discrimination; it is born of mind, but it is called among the 
people as (something) external (to the mind)-this I declare to 
be nothing but mind (ciUa-miitra). 

Second, and related to the first, all Buddhist schools agree that 
everything is temporary, nothing is permanent. All dharmas are 
transient (anitya). Therefore, pluralism can be admitted only in the 
immediate, not in the ultimate sense. Third, and most importantly, 
it is quite possible, in my opinion, to consciously refuse to be 
hemmed in by anyone-sided philosophical view and embrace, 
instead, a transcendental position to any and all conceptualizations 
about reality, as the Yogacaras (and the Madhyamikas before them) 
have done, on purely epistemological, but also on spiritual grounds, 
as we shall see. This is the conclusion that I arrived at from my 
reading of the Larikavatara-sUfra, the text that most authors have 
perceived to express the alleged idealistic monism of the Yogacaras 
in its strongest terms. 

To summarize, the difficulty of placing the Yogacara school 
within the larger perspective of Buddhist doctrinal history revolves 
around two crucial issues: first, the paradoxical language of the texts 
belonging to this school (especially the Larikavatiira-sUfra), which avoids 
expressing a definite philosophical position regarding Reality, on 
account of its transcendence of conceptual language; and second, the 
controversial interpretation of the central tenet of the school, Citta
matra (or Mind-only). This concept has been taken to be either an 
outright denial of external Reality, or a form1,lla indicating the 
essential role of subjective factors in cognition and the limitations of 
conceptual thinking, as well as a metaphor for the primacy of Yogic 
meditation over philosophical speculations about the nature of 
Reality itself. If interpreted ontologically, as a denial of an intrin
sically objective Reality, the Mind-only doctrine would, indeed, 
place the Yoga car a school alongside other idealistic orientations 
in Indian philosophical history. If interpreted epistemologically, 
however, this doctrine would represent a.powerful critique against 
(a) the objectification of language, (b) the artificiality of dualistic 
logic, and (c) the type of conventional knowledge derived from both. 

This kind of knowledge, according to the Yogacara Buddhist, 
the philosophical meditator, is really no knowledge, since it can only 
provide the delusion of facticity, or the "Suchness" of things, tainted 
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as it is by the subjective factors of perception and biased judgment. 
True knowledge, on the other hand, can only be attained within the 
context of the totality of human existence, that is to say in the direct 
experience of life, which transcends verbal categories, dual logic, 
and a pseudo-ontology based upon the reification of thoughts and 
ideas (including the idea of Mind-only itself!). 

Now, in order to reach the core of Yogacara thought, I have 
made use of the following methodological approaches, either 
individually, or in various combinations, as the topic required: 
the text-critical (philological), the Buddhist-hermeneutical (philo
sophical), the historical, the psychological, and the sociological 
methods. Structurally, the study is divided into two major sections
each with a general introduction-and a final overview. Each of 
the two major sections contains several topical chapters organized 
in such way that, together, they afford the reader a systematic and 
comprehensive grasp of the Yogacaras' metaphysical system-their 
epistemology and soteriology. 

Looking back, however, one has to admit that the immensity of 
the project seemed overwhelming at times, since even for more 
seasoned scholars the difficulties of interpreting such a text as 
the Laflkavatara-sutra are enormous, especially when one takes into 
account the complex and unsystematic nature of this ancient and 
esoteric work. In addition, the textual difficulties seem to be com
pounded for someone who is not as familiar with the living Buddhist 
tradition as one who grew up in the Buddhist world might be. 

And yet, in spite of these caveats, the world of ideas waiting 
to be discovered is so rich, so original and fascinating, and so little 
has been written about it in recent years that, enormous as the 
challenge has been, it has certainly been worth the effort. Consider, 
for instance, the mere fact of discovery by the West of the existence 
of a distant and exotic culture, such as happened with Zen Buddhism 
following the military occupation of Japan at the end of World War II 
-a discovery that, surprising as it may seem, has since enriched 
our own freedom and civilization. 

For, if civilization represents the maximum of human freedom, 
and freedom means the maximum of existential options to choose 
from, then learning about a different mode of existing in the world, 
and of interpreting human experience, will make us aware of our 
own self-imposed limitations and stimulate self-reflection. And that 
in itself may help bring about the fostering of a new, intellectually 
coherent worldview, consistent with our diverse experiences, a real 
necessity in a culturally divided world which still lacks a common 
basis for a mutually acceptable dialogue. 
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This kind of cognitive integration will bring to the fore once 
again the original meaning of the word religion,-from the Latin 
re-ligare, 'to tie, to connect,' or reconnect with the 'other', with the 
past, the present, and hopefully, the future-which is, in more ways 
than one, related in meaning to the word education-also from the 
Latin e-ducare, 'to carry through, to direct, to lead toward, to provide 
a compass, a guidance through a multitude of seemingly disconnected 
ideas or events.' And that is precisely what this book attempts to do, 
namely to bring about a systematic coherence in the 'forbidden 
forest' of exotic Buddhist ideas, and to try to put them in the larger 
perspective of a possible world history of religious philosophy. 

Therefore, for those who feel attracted by the history of human 
thought in general, and are intrigued by the questions raised by 
the Buddhist way of interpreting the world in particular, I sincerely 
hope that their investment of time and effort will be rewarded 
with sufficient food for thought to keep them nourished for some 
time to come, in whatever spiritual journey they have undertaken. 
This in itself would constitute a special reward that would meet 
and even exceed the author's highest aspirations. 
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O@ 1 ~ The Purpose of the Study, and the 
Significance of the Lankttvatilra-sutra within 
Buddhist Doctrinal History 

The scope of this study is to investigate some of the essential ideas 
of the last creative phase of Indian Buddhism, namely the Yogacara 
school, as presented in one of its earliest and most influential texts, 
the LafzkiivaUira-5ulra. 1 The school of Yogacara, which is sometimes 
referred to as the idealistic school of 'ConSciousness-only' (Viji'lana
vada), represents not only the highest point of Mahayana philosophy, 
but also a unique attempt to synthesize the best elements of both 
Mahayana and HInayana doctrines, as one author puts it. 2 

The credit for this accomplishment goes usually to the two 
illustrious patriarchs of the school, the half-brothers Asanga and 
Vasubandhu, who initially followed the Sarvastivada (HInayana) 
tradition. They lived some time between A.D. 359-450 in the north
western region of Gandhara which has been, since the time of 
Alexander the Great, under strong Graeco-Roman influence, shown 
-according to certain writers-by the presence of Manichaean and 
neo-Platonic elements in their works. 3 It is important to note, 
however, that these two brothers were rather late converts to, 
and interpreters of, a religious system which was already in existence 
all over India, not only in the northern regions, but in the more 
remote coastal areas of the South, as well. 4 

Indeed, the findings of many scholars seem to converge toward 
a common belief, namely that between 100 B.C. and A.D. 200, the 
bulk of Mahayana Buddhist literature developed around the Andra 
district of Southeast India, which was an apparent Mahasanghikan 
stronghold. s The most renowned Mahayanist, Nagarjuna (c. A.D. 

150-250), the founder of the Madhyamika school, was also born 
in the Andhra district (near SrI Parvata or SrI Sailam) and lived most 
of his life there, according to his biography translated by KumarajIva, 
in the fourth century.6 

1 
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Aside from his own works, which influenced all subsequent 
Mahayana literature to some degree, he greatly contributed to the 
spread of the Prajiiii-piiramitii corpus of writings among the Maha
sanghikan circles throughout the South. What all these early Maha
yana scriptures had in common was a certain doctrinal core, at 
various levels of development, which revolved around such concepts 
as universal Voidness, a transcendental Buddha, the Bodhisattva 
stages, the Essence of Buddhahood, an intrinsically pure Mind, 
etcetera. 7 While there was no doctrinal agreement among the various 
Mahasanghikan sub sects (such as the Ekavyavaharika, Lokottara
vada, and Kukkutika), these concepts are found in the texts they all 
quoted: the Avata1J!salca, MahiiparinirViitra, Srfmiiiiidevf, Vimaiakfrti, 
Suvartraprabhiisa, Prajiiiipiiramitii, and others. 8 The close doctrinal 
affinity between some of these texts (Avaia1J!saka, Srfmiiliidevf, Prajiiii
piiramitii with regard to the Citta-matra, Tathagata-garbha, and 
Sunyata concepts, respectively) and the Lankiivaliira-sutra, indicates 
in all likelihood a common cultural milieu, to say the least. 

The very title of the text which constitutes the subject of this 
work (Aryasaddharma-Iankavatiironiima-mahiiyiina-sutram, or "A Maha
yana scripture, called 'The descent into Lanka,' containing the noble 
orthodox teaching of Buddhism") suggests either South India or 
Ceylon as its origin. According to an old Pali legend, dear to the 
southern Buddhists, the Buddha is said to have visited the island of 
Lanka three times during his preaching career. On the other hand, 
the name Lankii may also be taken in the metaphorical sense to 
symbolize a magical place (either a solitary island in the middle of 
the ocean, or a citadel on the peak of Mount Malaya) where beings 
larger than life, such as an omniscient, transcendental Buddha and 
the many-headed king of the riikfasas, Raval).a, meet for the purpose 
of hearing the doctrine of Enlightenment, as laid out in the first 
chapter of the book.9 

The southern origin of the text may also be inferred from the 
fact that its first translators into Chinese, Dharmaraksha and Guna
bhadra, came from central India, and were Law-Teachers of the 
Tripifaka, the southern (Theravada/Hlnayana) canon, who had
just like the two brothers in the North, Asanga and Vasubandhu
only recently joined the ranks of Mahayana converts.10 

Conversions such as these were by no means uncommon, 
especially when southern Buddhists travelled to northern monastic 
centers of learning. ll For example, the Tibetan historian Taranatha 
(Kun-dga'-snin-po) mentions among the twelve Tantrika teachers 
of VikramasIla in the eighth century a certain iiciirya called Lanka
jayabhadra (or Jayabhadra from Lanka, or Ceylon; Tibetan: Lanka-
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rgyal-bzan). Having become a bhik~u pal.1Qita, versed in all the Sravaka 
Pifakas, he went to Magadha, where he became a Mahayanist and 
Tantric scholar, particularly of the Guhya-tantra school. Then he 
went back to the southern town of Konkana, where he preached 
Guhya-tantrayana before finally establishing himself as the Tantra
acarya of VikramasIla.l2 

By that time (seventh-eighth century), the monastic university 
of VikramasIla (in the area of modern Bihar) had already become 
the hub of Buddhist missionary activity, as well as learning. It was 
from such places of high learning that the teachings of the Yogacara 
school were first taken into China by the second (actually the first) 
Ch'an Patriarch, Bodhidharma, in the fifth century, and to Tibet 
by Padmasambhava in the seventh century, where it has survived 
up to modern times as one of the main strands of Tibetan Buddhism. 

According to Chinese tradition, Bodhidharma is said to have 
received the teaching of the Lankavatara (later known as the Ch'an) 
school, directly from GUDabhadra, the second of the four known 
translators of the Satra, and the alleged first patriarch of the school.13 
He is also believed to have written a commentary on the Lailkavatiira
satra, the Leng-chia yao-i, also known as Ta-mo lun. 14 Unfortunately, 
the life of Bodhidharma is shrouded in mystery-due partly to the 
scarcity of reliable evidence, and partly to the mythological embellish
ments added in later periods-as is the possible use of the Lailkavatiira
sutra in the early history of Ch'an.15 According to J. R. McRae, the 
following is known from Chinese sources: 16 

He was a native of South India, a Brahmin by birth and perhaps 
a member of the ruling family of some unknown and probably 
minor principality. He was a Mahayanist and a meditation 
instructor who focused his proselytic efforts on the Lo-yang 
area. Other than these few remarks and what may be inferred 
from his E]SH] [Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun or Treatise on the Two Entrances 
and Four Practices, McRae's abbreviation, n.n.], nothing else can 
be said about him with any certainty. 

As far as the transmission of the Lailkavatara-sutra itself, and the 
role it played in the subsequent development of the school, McRae 
points out two separate issues, namely (1) whether or not Bodhi
dharma and/or Hui-k'o (his first disciple and the second patriarch) 
actually used the Lailkavatiira-sutra, and (2) the connection between 
this text and the Ch' an tradition descended from him,17 

To answer the first question, McRae analyzes three references 
to the Lailkavatara found in Hui-k'o's biography, as preserved in 
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Tao-hsuan's Hsu Kao-seng-chuan (Biographies of Famous Buddhist Monks, 
or HKSC, in short). For their relevance to our study, let us r,eproduce 
them here (in McRae's translation), as follows: 18 

[1] In the beginning Dhyi'ina Master (Bodhi)dharma transmitted 
the four-fascicle Laflki'i(vati'ira SUlra) to (Hui)-k'o, saying: 
"this Satra is the only one that is suitable for China. If you 
base your practice on it you will attain salvation," (Hui}-k' 0 

single-mindedly imparted the mysterious principle (of the 
Lailki'ivati'ira to his students) just as it had been explained 
before (by Bodhidharma). 

[2] At the end of each of his sermons, (Hui}-k'o said: "(The 
understanding of) this Satra will become superficial after 
four generations. How utterly lamentable!" 

[3] Therefore the Masters Na and (HuH-man always carried 
the four-fascicle (version of the Laflki'ivati'ira Satra as the 
"essential (teaching) of the mind" (hsin-yao). They preach 
and practice it at every occasion, never varying from (the 
true understanding thereof) that had been bequeathed 
to them. 

One can glean from these statements that the Satra was held 
in high regard during the early stage of its transmission into China. 
However, according to McRae's findings, "These three short state
ments appear quite out of context in the Hsu Kao-seng-chuan," and they 
may have been interpolated into the text of Hui-k' o's biography along 
with other biographical materials.19 

Therefore, McRae concludes, the first issue cannot be defini
tively resolved, because "there is no direct evidence to suggest that 
Bodhidharma and Hui-k'o did in fact use the Laflki'ivati'ira." Indirect 
evidence would suggst that interest in the Laflki'ivati'ira peaked some
time between the sixth and seventh centuries, but waned after a 
short period. While it is conceivable, McRae argues further, that 
Bodhidharma and Hui-k'o were among the first Buddhists in China 
to make use of the text, it is quite certain that a final blow to its 
popularity was incurred by the career of Hsuan-tsang, who refused 
to permit lecturing on previously-translated scriptures, specifically 
the Laflki'ivati'ira. 20 

As far as the possibility of a real connection between the Satra 
and the later Ch'an tradition of the North is concerned, and of its 
use by the Dhyi'ina Masters of the North as a justification for the idea 
of sudden Enlightenment, after thoroughly researching the evidence, 
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McRae concludes:21 

. . . The c,Onnection between the Laflkavatara Satra and the 
Northern School during the early eighth century was equally 
tenuous. Although this scripture apparently had some kind of 
mystical appeal to the followers of early Ch'an, there is no 
evidence that its contents had any impact on the development 
of the School. 

5 

However, our contention is that the impact of the text should 
not be judged exclusively by the specific references to it found in 
the works of one author or another, nor by the continuity of a single 
idea, such as that of sudden Enlightenment. 

Rather, the Satra's influence should be judged in the context of 
the number of characteristic concepts it had in common with other 
related texts, as we have previously pointed out. That would explain 
why so many different schools of thought claimed relation to, and 
derived authority from the Laflkavatara-satra. Since this text represents 
an attempt to gather many of the concepts floating freely, so to speak, 
in the South Indian Buddhist cultural milieu (such as Tathagata
garbha and Alaya-vijfiana, Sunyata and Dharmadhatu, Self-lessness 
and Self-realization), its insights and solutions fueled the inquisitive
ness of the Chinese mind for a much longer time and at a much 
deeper level than the texts themselves would allow us to infer. One 
cannot but agree with Suzuki's assessment in this respect that "It 
it difficult to say how significant these characteristics of this text 
were to the earliest Ch' an figure S."22 

More recently, another scholar, Bernard Faure, after an impres
sive investigation of the lineage and doctrine of the northern Ch'an, 
gives us a more committed assessment, which concurs with the 
broader view regarding the influence of the text in China and beyond 
(see below). He says:23 

The heterogeneity of the Laflkavatara thus allowed quite 
different currents of thought to harken back to this sutra. While 
a master of the tradition of Hua-yen like Li Tung-hsuan (635-
730) could characterize it by the Yogacara theories such as the 
"five dharmas"(paiica-dharma), the "three Self-natures" (tri
svabhava), the "eight vijiianas" and the "double absence of SeW' 
(nairatmya-dvaya-lak?a1;a), a representant of Ch' an like Yung
ming Yen-shou (904-975) retains of it only the emphasis given 
to "the spirit of the Buddha's words." 
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According to Faure, the divergent trends with regard to practice 
(sudden or gradual Enlightenment), just as those with regard to 
doctrine, can also be traced back to the Lmikavattira. He continues: 24 

On the practical level, the Lailkavatiira provided the adepts 
of Ch'an with the notions of "suddenness" or the "dhyana of 
the Tathagata./I Kuna Horyu had already stressed that this 
sutra was not as "gradualistic" as Shen-hui and his heirs pro
claimed it to be. Hence, it is possible that the "masters of the 
northern dhyana," amongst whom Chih-i, the patriarch of the 
T'ien-t'ai school, criticizes the excessive "suddenness' [doctrine, 
n.n.], and who claim their lineage from the Laflkavatiira, are none 
other than the disciples of Bodhidharma. For Yanagida, the 
Ch' an of Bodhidharma and of Hui-k' o-whose Sequence to Bio
graphies points out the specifics-is doubtless the "dhyana of 
the Tathagata" as defined by the La ilkavatiira. 

In conclusion, Faure aptly points out, all these divergent trends 
betray the myth of a purely spiritual search ('1e myth d'un Ch'an 
'angelique'," perpetuated by Suzuki and others), the search for a 
transcendental Truth uncontaminated by its relation with the 
molding agents of history, political and otherwise. 25 Indeed, one can 
say that, from the larger, historical perspective, dichotomies such 
as orthodoxy and heterodoxy, northern and southern, sudden and 
gradual (Enlightenment), reason and faith, scriptural knowledge and 
mystical insight, by themselves, prove the relative nature of any 
'transcendental Truth' held by one school or another, at one time 
or another, based upon this text or the other. 

Furthermore, it is important to remember in this context that 
there was another school in the study of the Laflkavatiira-sUlra beside 
the one transmitted by Bodhidharma and his followers of the 
northern (Ch' an) school ~f Buddhism. This was the school known 
as Yogacara idealism, based upon Asari.ga's Mahayana-sarrrgraha, whose 
lineage is still traceable today.26 Since this school revolves around 
the garbha theory, as well as the system of the Eight Vijfianas 
(especially the 1l.laya-vijiiana), the Lailkavatiira has been used as one 
of its central authorities. 27 When these two concepts (Garbha and 
Alaya) became combined under one theory of Citta-Matra, as taught 
in the Avatamsaka SUlra, the Lailkavatiira was even more eagerly sought 
by the followers of both schools. 28 Some of the commentaries on 
the treatise written by Asari.ga were in fact the work of obscure 
Zen Masters, such as Ch'ien and Shih. 29 Jikido Takasaki's opinion 
is relevant in these matters and well worth quoting:30 
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The Lmikavaliira is actually a collection of various theories among 
Mahayana Buddhism, among which the garbha theory, and the 

. Vijfianavada are prominent, and these two are combined under 
the theory of cit/amatra taught in the Avata1J1saka. Later Vijfiana
vadins regarded the Lankavatara as one of the authorities, but 
in China it was respected by the followers of the Avataqlsaka 
school as well, because of its exposition of the cittamatra and 
garbha theory. This is quite significant for determining the fate 
of the garbha theory, to which we will refer at the end of this 
introduction. 

7 

His assessment supports the point that the influence of the 
text went beyond its immediate transmission and use by a narrow 
circle of early followers of Bodhidharma's teachings. 

Now, the first Chinese translation of the text is, unfortunately, 
lost, but we do know that it was done in A.D. 420 by Dharmaraksha, 
whose title was: "Master of the Law, Teacher of the Tripitaka, of 
Central India." It had four fasciculi and bore the simple title, The 
Lanka-SUlra. The second translation (which is, in fact, the first extant 
one), also in four fasciculi under the longer title, The Lankavatara
Treasure-SUlra, was done by GUIJ.abhadra, as mentioned, in A.D. 443. 
Two more translations from "the same text" were subsequently 
attempted: one by the northern teacher Bodhiruci (criticized by 
Fa-tsang) in A.D. 513, and the other by Sikshananda, between 700-
714, with a preface by the Empress Tse-t'ien Wu-hou (and revised 
by Fa-tsang and others). These last two versions had, respectively, 
ten and seven fasciculi. 

It was the fourth and last translation, entitled The Mahayana 
Lankavalara SUlra, that was considered by Suzuki to be the best of 
all the Chinese versions, being the product of cooperative effort 
by both Chinese and Indian scholars.31 However, the only extant 
commentaries by Chinese and Japanese scholars are based upon the 
older, and shortest translation in four fasciculi attributed to GUIJ.a
bhadra. One of the two extant Tibetan translations was also done 
from GUIJ.abhadra's version of the original Sanskrit. The origin and 
date of the other is, unfortunately, quite obscure. 32 

Most commentaries still extant are in Chinese, none in Sanskrit. 
There are altogether fifteen works dealing with the subject of the 
Lanlcavalara-sUlra in Chinese: two of the rang dynasty, four of the 
Sung dynasty, seven of the Ming dynasty, and two of the Ch'ing 
dynasty. One of the rang commentaries has received special 
attention among Japanese scholars. It was written by Fa-tsang as 
a comprehensive introduction to the study of the Lanlcavalara and 
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it represents, in Suzuki's opinion, the "most valuable literature ever 
written in connection with the sutra."33 

Incidentally, in as far as the Ch'an patriarchal tradition is 
concerned, one should also be aware of the occasional substitution 
of names, especially in Tibet, where, for instance, the lineage of a 
fifth century Kashmiri monk, Dharmatrata, becomes Bodhidharma's 
lineage, while Bodhidharma himself becomes known as Bodhi
dharmatrata. In China, too, the names of the early translators 
(Bodhiruci, GUl:).abhadra and Bodhidharma) were often confused 
and biographical details easily transferred. 34 

In Japan, the SUira was known and studied from the Nara era 
in the eighth century, when owning or copying a Buddhist text was 
considered a deed of merit. However, it was not until the fourteenth 
century that the first commentary was written by a Zen monk 
called Kokwan Shiren (1278-1346). In this eighteen-fasciculi work, 
entitled Butsugoshinron (or, "Treatise on the Essence-or Heart-of 
the Buddha-teaching"), he undertook a division of the SUira into 
eighty-six sections, according to various topics that he distinguished 
in the text. Since he was also the author of a thirty-fasciculi history 
of Buddhism, known as The Genko Shakusho, his authority was respected 
by successive commentators, who maintained his topical division 
of the SUira as a useful frame of reference in analysing its contents. 
Thus, Tokugan Yoson's commentary, written in 1687, is considered 
to be an improved and expanded version of Kokwan's work. 

A third Japanese book on the Lankiivatiira is Ryogakyo Koyoku by 
Koken, mentioned by Seigai Omura and Gisho Nakano in the 
Explanatory Noles to the Nihon Daizokyo (completed in 1921).35 In 
addition, more recent Japanese studies are also referred to by Suzuki 
in his Studies, p. 65. They are: Sogen Yamakami's Japanese rendering 
of Sikshananda's translation of A.D. 714 (the Tang version in seven 
fasciculi); Shoshi Mitsui's brief exposition of the Lankiivatiira teaching; 
and Hokei Idzumi's Japanese translation of the Nanjio edition of 
the Sanskrit original, which was used also by Suzuki for his own 
English translation. 36 

Aside from the Nanjio edition, which is the most complete and 
therefore most widely used one today, there are two other Sanskrit 
versions of the Lanlciivatiira-sUira. The first was issued by the Buddhist 
Texts Publishing Society with an introductory note by Dr. Kaikyoku 
Watanabe entitled "Concerning the Original Text of the Lankiivaliira 
and Its Chinese Translations." The editor, the Reverend Shoshi 
Mitsui, also included a free rendition of the contents, referred to 
above. His edition was superseded by the Nanjio text of 1923, which 
mentions it as one of the sources consulted.37 
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A more recent edition, entitled Saddharmalailkiivatiirasutra, (Dar
bhanga: 1963), was put out by P. L. Vaidya, with an Introduction by 
S. Bagchi. Although I did not consult it during the writing of this 
book, it does riot seem to add further material, since it is based on 
the same manuscript (No.3 from the Buddhist Sanskrit Texts in 
the possession of the Asiatic Society of London) which was used, 
among other sources, by Nanjio. 

In Nepal, the Lailkiivatiira is still used as one of the nine principal 
Mahayana texts (the Nava Grantha) of Newari Buddhism. Along 
with the Ga1J4avyuha, it represents the quintessential teachings of 
the Yogacara school in what is, in fact, the last authentic survival 
of Indian Mahayana Buddhism.38 

Now, the relation between the Lailkiivatiira and Zen (Ch'an) may 
be summarized thus: Bodhidharma brought from southern India 
the mystical outlook propounded by the Ekayiina school with its 
stress on meditation (dhyiina).39 There is good reason to believe that 
he either knew about the SUlra before returning to China, or he 
became acquainted with it from the writings of Gw)abhadra. At any 
rate, once familiar with the contents of the text, he felt inclined to 
emphasize its experiential, mystical side, rather than its doctrinal 
and metaphysical aspects. It is highly probable that certain state
ments found in the text caught his attention and guided his teachings. 
Such statements are found in abundance throughout the SUlra; here 
are a few samples from chapter III, pages 194-97: 40 

Mahamati, words (utterances) are dependent on letters, but 
meaning is not. (p. 194,11. 1-2) 

Mahamati, a son or a daughter of a good family who conforms 
himself/herself to the letter (vyaficana) will ruin his/her (under
standing of) the ultimate truth/reality, and will cause (others) 
to fail to recognize (the truth, paramiirtha). (195, n. 1-3) 

Therefore, Mahamati, let son or daughter of a good family 
take good heed not to get attached to words as being in perfect 
conformity with meaning, because (the meaning) of truth 
(does not come) from the letter. 

You must not be misled by looking at the finger-tip. For 
instance, Mahamati, when someone with his finger-tip points 
something to somebody, he (the latter) may mistake the finger
tip for the things to be pointed at. (196, 11. 4-8) 

This is explained at length in the following paragraph (197,11. 1-8): 
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Mahamati, the meaning is pure [vivikta, lit., kept apart, separated, 
abstract, clear] and is the cause of Nirvar:ta. Words [rula, 
utterance] are tied to discrimination [or imagination, vikalpal 
and are the vehicle of transmigration (Sa!p.sara). Moreover, 
Mahamati, meaning is attained from the accumulation of much 
learning; and this much learning, Mahamati, means to be 
experienced with meaning and not to be skillful with words. 

Then, to be experienced with meaning means (to have) 
a view which is not at all affected by any philosophical school, 
and which will keep not only yourself but others as well from 
falling away (from truth). So is said, Mahamati, that much 
learning is (conducive to) true meaning. 

Therefore, let those (possessing much learning) be honored 
by him who is longing for meaning, while those acting in the 
opposite way to this, namely those who are attached to (the 
idea) that meaning is the same as the words, they are to be 
disregarded and shunned by truth-seekers. 

The emphasis on the spirit rather than the letter of the scripture 
is very concisely expressed in the following verse which, perhaps, 
gave currency to the celebrated metaphor and most frequently 
quoted word of wisdom in the entire history of Zen Buddhism: 41 

As the immature observes the finger-tip and not the moon, 
so indeed those who cling to the letter (ak~ara) do not see my 
truth [or essence, taUva]. 

Statements such as quoted above may very well have influenced 
Bodhidharma's general frame of interpretation of the Buddhist texts, 
including the Lankavalara, which in our time led Buddhologists like 
Suzuki and others to draw the following retrospective assessment: 42 

(If) all religious experience requires its intellectual interpre
tation, Zen, too, must have its philosophical background, which 
is found in the Lankavatara ... 

. . . The transcendental intuitionism of Zen and the teaching of 
Pratyatmagatigocara in the Lankavatara were what connected 
the two so closely. 

If one accepts Suzuki's interpretation, the next step would be 
to say that whatever attracted a religious virtuoso like Bodhidharma 
to the study of this sutra-be it the abandonment of reason, or 
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mystical experience-proved to be tantamount to "attaining the 
unattainable" for the great majority of his followers. This might 
explain why the study of the Lankavatiira-sutra after Fa-ch'ung (who 
was contemporary with Hung-jen, the fifth patriarch of Zen Bud
dhismt gradually fell into neglect being replaced by that of the 
Vajracchedika, a sutra belonging to the Prajiia-paramita literature. 
Whether this change was due to textual and doctrinal difficulties, 
as Suzuki suggests,43 or on account of the preferences and idiosyn
cracies of one master or another, as Bernard Faure discovered,44 
it is a complicated and difficult issue to decide, especially when, 
regretfully, one does not have access to the Chinese and Japanese 
sources. According to Suzuki, in the Preface to the Chin-shan 
edition, (Sung dynasty, l08St Su Tung-pei wrote the following;45 

The Laflkavatiira is deep and unfathomable in meaning, and in 
style so terse and antique, that the reader finds it quite difficult 
to punctuate the sentences properly, not to say anything about 
his adequately understanding their ultimate spirit and meaning 
which go beyond the letter. 

This was the reason why the sutra grew scarce and it 
became almost impossible to get hold of a copy. 

What both Faure and Suzuki seem to suggest is that once Zen 
became popular outside the small circle of early followers of the 
Laflkavatiira, the pressure to favor the larger body of Prajiia-paramita 
literature, rather than relying exclusively upon a single authoritative 
text, increased. 46 In addition, the growing belief that for those 
endowed with unusual sharpness of mind, Buddhahood could be 
attained through a flash of insight, triggered by a mere gesture or 
pithy utterance, contributed to a general attitude of aloofness from 
all the written scriptures, characteristic of the late Zen followers.47 



0.2. Dating the Text: Problems of Form 
and Interpretation 

Ascertaining the date of the LaitktivaUira-satra, as of many other 
Mahayana texts, is a very hazardous endeavor. One thing that can 
be said for certain, is that it was written before the first (reported) 
Chinese translation of A.D. 443. Beyond that, one has to rely on 
inferential judgement. In such a case, we are faced with two kinds 
of evidence from which one may infer, rather than ascertain, the 
date of the scripture; these are: external and internal. 

As to the external evidence, if one first accepts the common 
supposition that the stistras carne after the satras, then, one would be 
inclined to think that the LaitktivaUira was written before the major 
commentarial works of, for instance, Vasubandhu, who in his 
Vijiiaptimtitrafti-frirrr-sikti treats of the same concepts found in the 
Satra, without, however, referring to it explicitly. 

It is important to note that it was not until the works of Sthira
mati and Dharmapala that the Satra was first quoted with explicit 
mentioning of its name. 1 Therefore, one cannot discard the pos
sibility that, regardless of the order in which they were written, 
both the LaitktivaUira-satra and the commentarial works of AsaJi.ga 
and Vasubandhu made use of the same disparate source materials 
circulating among the Mahayana Buddhists. The problem is com
pounded by the uncertainty regarding the dates of AsaJi.ga and Vasu
bandhu themselves. 

In a 1982 article, entitled "Sources of the LaitktivaUira and its 
position in Mahayana Buddhism," Jikido Takasaki juxtaposes the 
opinions of two noted Japanese scholars regarding the possible dates 
of AsaJi.ga and Vasubandhu, and accordingly, the date of the Laitkti
vattira. 2 Thus, the late Dr. H. Ui ascribed to AsaJi.ga the date of 
300-380, and, to his younger brother Vasubandhu, 320-400. Since 
neither mentioned the Satra by name, he assumed that the Laitktivattira 
must have corne into existence toward the end of the fourth century 
A.D.3 The late Dr. S. Yamaguchi, however, having examined the Tibetan 

13 
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translation of the Vyiikhyiiyukli (attributed to Vasubandhut and found 
a series of verses identified with 'Iv. 135-7 in the Sagiithakam chapter 
of the Lankiivatiira, concluded that at least some portions of the Sfitra 
might have been known to Vasubandhu (assuming that the attri
bution referred to above is correct). 

Consequently, two possible scenarios may be considered re
garding the date of the text: (a) to suppose that the Lailkiivatiira was 
compiled in the early half of the fourth century, or even earlier; or 
(b) to admit that Vasubandhu lived approximately between 400-
480 (as it is generally assumed today), and, therefore, to accept that 
the Sfitra was gradually put together over a period of time stretching 
from the last part of the fourth century into the first half of the 
fifth century. According to Takasaki, this latter hypothesis seems 
to have been favored by Dr. Yamaguchi, although it was not clearly 
stated in his original article. 4 

Takasaki himself affirmed on two different occasions that the 
Siitra was compiled after Vasubandhu. 5 His evidence, however, is 
based almost entirely upon an internal criterion which (impressive 
as it may seem) is, according to Suzuki, "more or less of the character 
of an ingenious surmise."6 The internal criterion invoked in asserting 
the date of the Lailkiivaliira is the identification of Alaya-vijfiana (the 
Repository-of-impressions) with Tathagata-garbha (the Womb
of-Buddhahood), a novel idea which is not found in the works of 
Asar\ga and Vasubandhu. On the other hand, neither the Tathagata
garbha theory, nor the Vijfiapti-matra (or Citta-matra, Mind-only) 
concept was known to the famous Madhyamika philosopher, Nagar
juna. Therefore, the Lailkiivatiira appeared after these writers had 
produced their works. 

In addition to these important doctrinal differences, other 
internal criteria may also be considered. In the above-mentioned 
article, Takasaki further outlines an impressive array of evidence 
by which the date of the Siitra may be judged. The evidence is grouped 
roughly under three headings, as follows: 

(1) Proper names of sutras, of personae, and of historical persons 
(e.g., the MahiiparinirviiIJa siitra, Ch. 8, p. 258, v. 16; the Srfmiiliidevf
siitra, Ch. 6, pp. 222-23; and the Niigiihvaya-siitra (= Niigiirjuna-siitra), 
Sagiithakam: 286, v. 165, respectively);7 

(2) Idiomatic initiating phrases, such as yad ukta1]'! bhagavata (lit., 
"that was spoken by the Lord," or "thus spake the Lord"), and others, 
which seem to refer to previous (Hlnayana or Mahayana) works, 
according to the respective contents of the particular passage thusly 
introduced (e.g., the expression avacanam buddhavacanam, "Buddha's 
word is a silent word/' or "Buddha's word is a No-word," a cliche 
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commonly found in the Pali Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, as well 
as in the Sanskrit Prajiia-paramita literature; the Tathagata-garbha 
theory alluded to in the Srfmaladevf-siitra and in the Tathagata-garbha
siitm, or the expression vijiiaptimiJIravasthana, 1/ Abiding in imagination 
only," whose complete explanation is found in the treatise of thirty 
verses, the VijiiaptimiJIratii-frirrrsika of Vasubandhu);8 

(3) Technical terms, or key words indicating a system of doc
trines (e.g., Yogacara-vijfianavada, Madhyamika, the Bodhisattvas
Mahasattvas, the Pratyekka-buddhas, the four kinds of Sravakas, 
and the theory of the Eight Vijfianas contrasted with the traditional 
Abhidharma theory of the Six Vijfianas, etc.).9 

After marshaling all these data, however, Takasaki seems to 
have changed his conclusion when he says that: 1o 

... the LmikavatiJra was not acquainted with the developed 
Vijfianavada established by Vasubandhu and that probably the 
Laflkavafara is located a bit earlier than Vasubandhu. 

In this conclusion, he is in agreement with David J. Kalupahana, 
who says the following: 11 

The VijiiaptimiJIratiJsiddhi of Vasubandhu represents a systema
tization of the metaphysical Idealism embodied in the early· 
Yogacara texts like Safldhinirmocana-siitra and Laflkavafara-siitra, 
but there is no fresh evaluation of the ideas found in these 
early texts. 

Moriz Winternitz, on the other hand, favors a later date for 
this important sutra, when he says in his History of Indian Literature, 
vol. 2 (Calcutta University: 1933), pp. 333-37, that: 12 

We could infer that Chapter X was written not long before 
A.D. 513. The philosophy of the Vijfianavada, which is taught 
in all the parts of the LaflkavatiJra, coincides with the doctrines 
of Maitreya-natha, AsaIi.ga, and the Mahayana Sraddhotpada, 
which may be ascribed to the 4th century A.D. at the earliest. 
It is, therefore, probable that the LaflkavatiJra, even in its earliest 
form, was not in existence more than 50 or, at its very most, 
100 years before A.D. 443. 

He seems to base his judgement upon the general structure of the 
text, which reflects its historical development. Inconclusive as the 
internal evidence appears to be, in the light of Takasaki's analysis 
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(and Suzuki's words of caution), I personally feel inclined to follow 
the structural approach, suggested by both Winternitz ,and Suzuki. 
The latter was the first to point out that the Satra: 13 

... is just a collection of notes unsystematically strung together, 
and, frankly speaking, it is a useless task to attempt to divide 
them into sections, or chapters (parivarta), under some specific 
titles . 

. . . If this, however, is to be done successfully, the whole 
arrangement as it stands of the paragraphs must be radically 
altered; and this redaction is possible only by picking up and 
gathering together cognate passages which are found promis
cuously scattered throughout the text, when for the first time 
a kind of system would be brought into the text. 

Suzuki (and others) also noted that the extreme sections of the 
text (i.e., the first and the last three chapters) are clearly incongruous 
with the main body of writing (chapters II-VII of the Nanjio edition), 
and therefore, they must have been added at a later date. For the 
reader's convenience, I shall give first the chapter headings, as found 
in the Nanjio edition: 

1. "Chapter One Known as RavaDa-invitation" (riiVaIJii
dhye?aIJiiparivarto niima prathama;), pages 1-21; 

II. "Thus (ends) Chapter Two Known as the Collection of 
All the pharmas in the Thirty-six Thousand (slokas) 
Lankiivatiira" (iti lankiivatiire §attri1]'!satsiihasre sarvadharmasamuc
cayo niima dvitfya; ... parivarta;), pages 22-135; 

III. "Thus (ends) Chapter Three on Impermanency in the 
Lankiivatiira, a Mahayana Sutra" (iti lankiivatiire mahiiyiina
satre 'nityatiiparivartas trtfya;), pages 136-210; 

IV. "(Here ends) Chapter Four on Realization" (abhisamaya
parivartas caturtha;), pages 211-16; 

V. "Thus (ends) Chapter Five on the Permanency and Imper
manency of the Tathagata" (iti tathagatanityiinityatvaprasanga
parivarta; pancama;), pages 217-19; 

VI. "Thus (ends) Chapter Six on Momentariness" (iii k§aIJika
parivarta; §a?tha;), pages 220-39; 

VII. "Thus (ends) Chapter Seven on Egolessness" (iti nair
miiIJikaparivarta; saptama;), pages 240-43; 
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VIII. "Thus (ends) Chapter Eight on Meat-eating from the 
Lankavatiira which is the Essence of All the Buddha
teachings" (iti lankavatiirat saniabuddhapravacanahrdayan marrzsa
bhak~a1Japarivarla '~famab), pages 244-59; 

IX. "Thus (ends) Chapter Nine Known as DharalJl in the 
Lankavatiira" (iti lankavalare dharalJl parivarlo nama navamab), 
pages 260-63; 

X. "Thus (ends) the Mahayana Sutra Called the Arya" 
Saddharma-Lankavatara, here completed with the Verses" 
(ily aryasaddharmalankavatara nama mahayanasUlrarrz sagathakarrz 
samaptam Hi), pages 264-376. 

Now, the first discrepancy to strike the reader of this SUlra, is 
the random alternation between prose and verse sections. Scruti
nizing the text from various angles, Takasaki set forth the hypothesis 
that the verses represent the original form of the SUlra, which was 
later expanded through numerous prose commentaries interpolated 
by various compilers.14 With the help of the section division first 
attempted by Kokwan Shiren in his fourteenth-century edition, 
Takasaki separated the prose sections which stand independently 
from those which are related in content to the verses present in 
both the main body and the verse section, Sagathakam. Thus, he 
arrived at the conclusion that the independent prose sections are of 
later origin than those accompanied by verses similar in content,15 

Another criterion employed by Takasaki to peel away the layers 
of the text is the reference to the 108 questions (prasna) and state
ments (pada), all denied (Ch. II, gathas 12-59 and pp. 34-37). This 
preliminary outline of the topics, however, is not borne out by the 
main body of the SUlra, where the term a~fatlarasala appears only 
three times and is used rather loosely. Of these three instances, 
only the first (a?fotlare nirabhasapadasale, II: 97, 1.3) may refer to the 
108 clauses in the introductory section, since their common referent 
is the imaginary nature of all concepts. The second instance refers 
to magical formulae ('sya?fatlarasatiibhimanlriiena, IX: 261, 1. 14), while 
the third indicates philosophical doctrines (a?faltararrz nayasatarrz, 
Sagalhakam: 306, v. 317).16 

The disconnection between the different sections is also shown 
by the fact that, in all, there are fewer than 108 topics treated in 
the main text, while important subjects (such as the system of the 
Eight Vijfianas) are not even mentioned in the initial 108,17 Most 
significant, however, is the contrast between the mythological 
character of the RavalJa chapter, with its heavy borrowing from the 
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Ramaya;;ta epic, and the deeply philosophical nature of the rest of 
the text.1 8 J. W. Hauer believed that the first chapter was without 
doubt the oldest, since it is the only one taking place in Lanka, from 
which the entire sutra takes its name."19 That this is not necessarily 
true is shown by the fact that the GU:Q.abhadra translation of A.D. 443 
already bore the title of The Lankavatara-Treasure-Satra, although the 
Rava;;ta chapter, as well as the Dhara;;tf and the Sagathakam chapters, 
were missing. 20 

Hauer is quite convincing, on the other hand, when, considering 
the differences in style and content between chapters, he classifies 
the Satra into five sections or layers, to which he ascribes different 
time periods, as follows: 21 

(1) Chapter 1, the Rava;;ta chapter (which he believes to be the 
earliest): standing on its own, with no connection to the rest of the 
Satra, it lays the basic mood (Grundton) for the appreciation of the 
novel Yogacara philosophy in broadly acceptable mythological terms, 
typical of its time; 

(2) Chapters II-VII, as the exposition of the uniqueness of the 
Mahayana world of ideas: hang together as the main body of the text 
to which the rest of the chapters were added at different times. 
While the introductory section seems to be older, these two strands 
were obviously written before A.D. 443; 

(3) Chapter VIII, on the prohibition against eating meat, shows 
the Mahayanists' defensiveness in the face of the early encroachmen t 
of Tantric elements (such as eating meat, drinking wine, etc.). It 
may have been written shortly before A.D. 443 (7), since it was 
included in GU:Q.abhadra's translation.22 

(4) Chapter IX, the Dhara;;tf chapter, despite being only three 
pages long, introduces a full-blown Tantric world of magical spells 
and rituals. Its sharp contrast to the main ideas of the text (such 
as Citta-matra or Mind-only) is clearly revealed in the last sentence, 
which states (X: 263, 11. 1-2): 

imani bhavata mantrapadani bha~itani rak~asanarp nivara:Q.a
rthamll 

These magic phrases are given by the Blessed One to guard 
against the (hindrances of the) Rak9asas. 

But, if all ideas about the world are mere mental constructs, of 
what use are mantras against something which is characterized 
as nothing but imagination? (Time frame: A.D. 443-513). 

(5) Chapter X, the Sagathakam, consisting of 884 verses, attempts 
to review the entire content of the Satra (minus the Tantric elements). 
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According to Hauer, however, it represents "a grandiose monotony 
on the principle of 'Nothingness' (Nichtsein)," from the 'absoluten 
Negativismus' to the 'individuellen Idealismus.' It was appended 
as the last layer of the text, shortly before A.D. 513, the date of 
Bodhiruci's translation (supra, p. 7). As Takasaki suggested, it 
may have developed independently from the same source materials 
as the main text, until they were finally combined by an anonymous 
compiler into one volume. 23 While over two hundred gathas may 
be found elsewhere in the Sutra, 680 are completely new, dealing 
mainly with refutations of various doctrines, especially those held 
by the Saqlkhya philosophers. 24 

Now, as already mentioned, the only English translation to date 
is that of Suzuki (1932), which was followed by an index of technical 
terms, with their Chinese and Tibetan equaivalents (1933).25 These, 
along with the extensive explanations and glossary found in his 
earlier Studies (1930), have been immensely helpful not only in 
guiding my steps through the slippery field of Buddhist Sanskrit, 
but also for inspiring my thoughts through the arcane and lofty 
heights of Mahayana philosophy and religion. In so far as the quality 
of Suzuki's translation of the text is concerned, I shall let the 
author speak his own mind: 26 

As regards the English translation of the Sutra, I have decided 
after much hesitation to send it out to the public with all its 
many imperfections. It is a bold attempt on the part of the trans
lator to try to render some of the deepest thoughts that have 
been nourished in the East in to a language to which he was 
not born. But his idea is that if somebody did not make a first 
attempt, however poor and defective, the precious stones may 
remain buried unknown except to a few scholars, and this 
perhaps longer than necessary. And then things develop. As it 
is illustrated in the long history of the Chinese translations of 
the Buddhist texts, there must be several attempts before the 
work assumes something of finality. 

The present work is precisely such an attempt to expand and build 
upon the foundation laid down through his efforts. Any self-avowed 
imperfections notwithstanding, my debt of gratitude to Professor 
Suzuki for making available to the Western reader the complete 
knowledge of this text is in no way diminished, for without his 
lifetime contribution, I would hardly have dared to study, let alone 
venture to fathom the depths of this important Mahayana treatise. 

Sharing a common fascination with the metaphysical heights 
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of the Yogacara philosophy, however, should not stop us from 
critically assessing Suzuki's interpretation of the text" especially 
in regard to some of the most crucial concepts of the School found 
in the Larlkavaftira, such as. Citta-matra and Tathagata-garbha. 
Consequently rather than duplicate Suzuki's good work (which 
would not have served any purpose), or retranslate the entire tE~xt 
(an awesome and forbidding task, given the dimensions of the 
manuscript), I selected only those essential concepts which define 
the distinct contribution of the Larlkavalara-sulra to the development 
of Yogacara thought-concepts which Suzuki has either insufficiently 
treated (such as Tathagata-garbha), or insufficiently understood 
(such as Citta-matra, or Vijfiapti-matra, which he mistakenly inter
prets as expressing the rejection of the external, objective world 
as an illusion produced by the mind: loka1]1 vijiiaplimtilram).27 

It seems that there has been a general following of Suzuki's 
initial explanation of these terms found in the SUlra, which has 
led to the overall assessment of the Yogacara philosophy not only 
as the school of Mind-only (which it is, in the sense of Yoga practice), 
but also as the school of radical Subjective Idealism a la Bishop 
Berkeley (which it is not, as we shall see). 

It is true that one of the ten essential teachings of the Yogacara 
school, as given by Asanga in his Mahayanasa1]1parigraha-Sastra, 
proclaims that "the objective world and the subjective ego are only 
manifestations of the universal Consciousness (Alaya)."28 But 
without going too far into detailed explanations (which will be 
given in the course of this study), let us say briefly that the term 
alaya (or alaya-vijiiana) is primarily a psychological one, having the 
general meaning of "abode" (as in Himalaya, the "abode of snow") or 
"receptacle" (here, of perceptions; the equivalent of the Western 
notion of the subconscious, as it were).29 

Therefore, Asanga's statement has an epistemological, rather 
than an ontological, import, and here the confusion begins. For, 
when read in the context of Yogacara epistemology, which is closely 
related to and based upon the practice of meditation, the words 
objective world should be taken to infer "as erroneously perceived, 
and subjectively interpreted as such," on account of imagination, 
discrimination (vikalpa), and mental habits or memories (vasana). 
Also, 'Universal Consciousness' is best understood as the conscious
ness which is common to all men, and, in this sense, universal (Le., 
the subconscious in its most basic, or pure state, the 'Alaya'), rather 
than some universally present 'stuff', 'entity', or 'substance', existing 
independently (svabhava), outside the realm of human mental activity. 
This meaning is clearly conveyed by the following verse from the 
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Lankiivatara-sutra (III; 186, v. 77); 

vikalpama:trarp tribhavarp ba:hyam artharp na vidyatel 
vikalparp dplyate citrarp na ca ba:lair vibha:vyatell 

The triple world is nothing but imagination; the external 
object{s) does not exist; it is the discrimination (which) sees 
multiplicity (of objects); but this is not understood by the 
immature. 

21 
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The Sanskrit version upon which the present study is based, 
represents in fact a reconstruction (by several scholars, English and 
Japanese) of the (lost) original from a number of more or less 
complete copies found in Nepal circa one hundred years ago.l 
According to Bunyiu Nanjio, the editor of this Sanskrit version, 
the Nepalese manuscripts were carefully checked (with the help 
of another Japanese scholar, Dr. Unrai Wogihara) against an earlier 
Indian edition of the Lanka:vatara-siitra, the Tibetan translation, and 
the three extant Chinese versions of the text. 2 Thus, all possible 
variants and corrections were carefully incorporated either into the 
text itself, or into the numerous footnotes. This gives the reader 
a number of options in the reading of a difficult word or turn of 
phrase in Sanskrit, which can be quite helpful in clarifying certain 
obscurities in the development of a philosophical argument. I have 
taken advantage of such options only where the meaning of the 
text could be made clear by a simple substitution of a case ending, 
gender, or diacritical mark, as suggested in a footnote by the editor 
himself, according to one or another version of the text, as indica ted. 
In addition, I have also separated the independent syntactic con
structions in accordance with current practice, which greatly facili
tates the reading of the text, especially when this text is written in 
the so-called Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, characterized by strings of 
long compounds and a scarcity of verbal forms. 

In the elaboration of this study, however, my main concern was 
not so much with textual issues, as with problems of meaning and 
interpretation. Therefore, I have given this study a topical format, 
better suited to the purpose of isolating the main strands of philo
sophical discussion pursued in the text. Given the nature of these 
topics, I have alternately, or simultaneously, used several her
menuetical approaches. As appropriate, historical, philosophical, 
logical, psychological, and sociological concepts have been made 
use of, not to supplement, l?ut rather to complement the primarily 

23 
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linguistic orientation of this investigation into Yogacara thought. 
I have tried (if not always successfully) to keep my personal specu
lation to a minimum, relying instead on authoritative explanations 
found in other related texts, as well as on the competent opinions 
of various specialists in Buddhist Mahayana doctrine. 

Of the latter, most helpful were the works of Daisetz Teitaro 
Suzuki, the great teacher and popularizer of Zen Buddhism in the 
West, whose translation of the Lailkiivatiira in its entirety, along with 
his Studies, provided the inspiration and the starting point for my 
own study. His contribution to an emerging philosophical world 
culture was acknowledged by the most original and influential 
European philosopher in our century, Martin Heidegger, with the 
words: "If I understand this man correctly, this is what I have been 
trying to say in all my writings."3 

Furthermore, of great assistance to my understanding of the 
wondrous mind of the fourth century Indian Buddhist in general, 
and of the Lailkiivatiira world of ideas in particular, were the writings 
of several other great scholars of Buddhism, past and present, such 
as those of F. Th. Stcherbatsky, Jikido Takasaki, David J. Kalupahana, 
and Alex Wayman.4 Their investigations of different facets of 
Buddhist philosophy as presented in the Lailkiivatiira and other related 
texts have much enriched our knowledge of a fascinating system 
of thought that is yet to receive the scholarly attention and effort 
it fully deserves. 

I have divided my study in two major sections. Each attempts 
to bring into focus one important aspect of Buddhist thought 
expressed in the Lailkiivatiira: the first, its ontological position, or 
worldview, and the second, its epistemological, or rather gnoseo
logical position. In a way, they are complementary, for one is 
expressed in terms of the other; in other words, one presupposes and 
even reinforces the other. Many ideas presented in the Satra may 
be taken one way or the other (such as Citta-matra, or Alaya-vijfiana), 
since either their meaning and significance vary contextually, or they 
may overlap. Taken together, they give an idea of the way in which 
the Yogacara Buddhist perceived his relationship with, or thought 
about, the world. 

His thought, was informed however, by an ultimately religious 
purpose, which in Buddhist terms is freedom from suffering (dubkha 
nirodha), or Self-realization (Pratyiifma-gocara). This soteriology is 
evident throughout the Satra, so that no matter where one begins to 
inquire, analyzing one concept or another, eventually one is led to 
the recurring motif of Self-realization, or Buddhahood. All concepts 
are, in the last analysis, according to the Lailkiivatiira, nothing but 
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artificial constructs, made of Mind-only (CiUa-matra), the purpose 
of which is to teach the adept the primacy of personal experience 
over the empty speculations of various theorists and philosophers, 
Hindu as well as Buddhist. It is for this reason that my initial plans 
to add a third section on ethics and soteriology (which would have 
completed the ideological triad which informs any religious system) 
were dropped. Indeed, in as far as the Lailkavatara-siitra is concerned, 
the importance of practice, in terms of ethical development and the 
attainment of Self-realization, is so pervasive and implicit in the 
treatment of every topic under discussion, that a separate section 
would only have repeated what has already been said over and 
over again. 

This fact, however, should not be taken as an indication that 
the text by itself can replace the personal training and spiritual 
guidance of a competent teacher of meditative practice. For the 
Lailkavattira was originally intended to complement not supplant the 
direct communication between a spiritual guide, the Master, and 
his pupils, the religious disciples. 

The role of the religious scholar, the historian of religion, on 
the other hand, is (or should be) strictly limited to the interpretation 
of the text in the light of his linguistic, historical, and philosophical 
expertise. The latter, in particular, should be used cautiously, and 
only on corroboration with other authoritative textual material 
collected from both within and without the Buddhist tradition. 

It is from this theoretical standpoint that I wish to approach 
the exegesis of a religious text such as the Lailkavattira, as well as 
the criticism of its interpreters, whether Buddhist or otherwise. 
It is my aim to clarify the ideas presented in the text itself, and 
render them comprehensible to the contemporary Western reader, 
and not to pass judgment upon the religious value (or lack thereof) 
of those ideas in the life of any living being, Buddhist or non
Buddhist. This, of course, should not stop anyone from assessing 
the role these ideas have played in the lives of the historical com
munities from which they arose, nor should it inhibit us from 
reporting their impact upon past and present cultural phenomena 
and historical events. Admittedly, the task of the cultural historian, 
the critic of ideas, is a delicate, even a dangerous one at times, 
steering, as he must, between a necessary measure of objective 
reporting and his own and others' personal convictions and life 
experience. 

Bearing all this in mind, I shall now describe how I have 
structured the wealth of ideas scattered rather amorphously through
out the ten chapters of the Lailkavattira-siitra. 
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Part On.e, on the ontology of the Sutra, contains, after the 
opening introductory section, three chapters on thr?e different 
doctrines dealing with various aspects of Being: its inner essence, 
and its outer manifestations in time and space. The initial intro
ductory section (ch. 1.0.) is an atempt at placing the Buddhist view 
of the world within the larger spectrum of possible ontological 
interpretations available in both Eastern and Western rehgio
philosophical traditions. In final analysis, they can all be reduced 
to two fundamentally opposite points of view, namely: philosophies 
of 'substance', of immutability, and of Being, on the one hand, and 
philosophies of 'process', of dynamic change and transformation, 
and of Becoming, on the other. The essential core of Buddhist philo
sophy belongs to the latter, but the process of clarification and the 
debates related to these issues went on for many centuries, within 
the Buddhist philosophical circles. 

The reason for this becomes obvious if one considers the impli
ca tions of this choice for the achievemen t of the main goal of religious 
pursuit: liberation, or salvation, from the unsatisfactoriness of 
human condition, or existence. The simple fact is that while, in 
religious systems which adopt a static ontology of Being, as a given, 
once and for all, salvation tends to depend on who you know (i.e., 
the Supreme Being, the Creator, the Law-Giver, the Lord God, etc.), 
in religions where the dynamic ontology of Becoming prevails, 
salvation depends on what you know. Knowledge (Greek: gnosis, 
Sanskrit: jilana) becomes the main vehicle for the universally coveted 
goal of spiritual freedom.s 

And yet, that does not necessarily mean that those who know 
most become saints, while those who are ignorant remain the 
sinners in Buddhism. For, in the word of continual Becoming, 
knowledge, too, can become a hindrance to salvation. Concepts and 
ideologies can also be oppressive and non-conducive to liberation 
(just like external tyrants), especially when one considers the 
inescapable fact that they are all tied to artificial dichotomies of 
thought, and to the conventionality of language. Consequently, 
in the ultimate confrontation with an ever-changing Reality, 
knowledge, too, has to be transcended, according to Buddhism. 

Thus, knowledge for the Buddhist practitioner represents only 
the first step toward Self-realization. The second, more decisive 
step is its application, and the third, and most important one, is its 
transcendence in the final act of Enlightenment. Therefore, one 
can safely say that for the Buddhist practitioner, Self-realization 
equals Self-transcendence (i.e., going beyond the Self and what 
belongs to the Self: knowledge, memories, attachments of all kinds). 
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This act is truly a change in ontological status,. a change of one's 
being, and of one's existence. Hence, the practical, experiential 
character of Buddhist ontology in general, and of the Yogacara 
philosophy, in' particular. 6 

Furthermore, this emphasis on practice and spiritual experience 
also explains why the dominant discourse in the Lailkavatara-sutra 
is descriptive, rather than prescriptive (as is the case with most other 
religious texts). The Satra merely describes the general direction of 
one's spiritual striving, and the conceptual frame needed to get 
from here to there, without ascribing ultimate ontological validity 
to any of the concepts discussed, which, according to the text, are 
to be regarded as mere didactic tools, to be used and eventually 
discarded at the appropriate time in one's spiritual development 
when their usefulness has come to an end. 

Finally, one can also say that the philosophy of the Yogacaras 
is truly ontology, not metaphysics, in the older Aristotelian sense, 
since it is content to describe, without commitment, the nature of 
Reality of Being. It does not make apodictical claims about the 
ultimate ontological status of the existential entities under dis
cussion, or about the relations between them. For, according to all 
Yogacara texts, all things exist interdependently, and all notions 
about them are nothing but artificial constructs of our own mental 
imagination. 

Bearing all this in mind, here is how the ancient Buddhists 
have conceived the structure of the surrounding world. In order 
to express the essential nature of Being, the Yogacaras developed the 
original theory of Tathagata-garbha (ch. 1.1.). A careful treatment 
of its historical roots is given together with the threefold meaning 
accepted by the Lailkavatara and other related texts (such as the 
Srfmaladevi, the Ratnagotravibhaga, and the Tathagata-garbha). It will be 
shown that, unlike its historical precedents (i.e., the Vedic Hiral)ya
garbha and the Upani!1adic Atman), the Tathagata-garbha is nothing 
more than an impersonal principle, whose value is primarily didactic 
(rather than purely ontological). 

This chapter is further subdivided according to the three 
different meanings of the concept, given alternately in the text, 
namely: Tathagata-garbha as the essential, supramundane, pure 
dharma (which represents a vague Buddhist echo of the Upani!1adic 
Atman); Tathagata-garbha the Embryo-of-Buddhahood (which 
parallels the Vedic 'Golden Egg', Hiral)yal)<;ia, used interchangeably 
with the 'Golden Womb', Hiral)ya-garbha, in the ~g-veda 10. 121. 1); 
and Tathagata-garbha as the Womb, or Matrix-of-Buddhahood, 
identified with Alaya-vijfiana on account of its peaceful and receptive 
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qualities, in sharp contrast to the constant turmoil of the other, 
evolving Vijnanas (pravrtti-vijnanas). 

The second chapter (ch. 1.2.) provides an in-depth survey of 
the Yogacaras' notions of Self, the paradigmatic manifestation of 
Being in time, as it were. While the focus is on the theory of the 
Five Skandhas (the personality aggregates), it includes a brief over
view of the Atman controversy in Buddhism, prior to the Laizkavatara
sUira. The necessity of such an overview becomes obvious if one 
considers the fact that the exposition of the Self concept in the 
LaizlcavaMra has a pronouncedly polemical character, primarily directed 
against the Hindu-Brahmanic view of Self, and it continues an 
age-long debate regarding the specific nature of non-Self (Anatman), 
within the Buddhist community (saJpgha) .. 

Within the Skandhas chapter, this historical overview is followed 
by five other subsections. The first two of these are mainly 
descriptive, dealing with the two types of aggregates described 
in the LaizkavaMra: the formative (rupa) and formless (nama, arupin) 
elements of. personality. The next two subsections revolve around 
the relation between the Skandhas and the total personality, when 
regarded from the point of view of (a) the empirical self (pudgala), 
and (b) the trans-empirical, or transcendental Self (i.e., the Tatha
gata, as the realized being, the Buddha, the Enlightened One). And 
finally, the sixth subsection of the Skandhas chapter points out that 
according to the LaizktivaMra-sutra no metaphysical theory (including 
that of the five personality aggregates) is adequate to represent 
Reality, and therefore, all that can be said about the manifestations 
of Being in time, is that "the Tathagata, or Self, is neither the same, 
nor different from the Skandhas." This represents the quintessence 
of the Buddhist theory of Indeterminacy (Avyakrta), which is in 
fact a denial of metaphysical dualities (such as 'sameness' and 'other
ness'), otherwise known as "Sunyata," or "Voidness." 

The third, and last chapter dealing with ontological questions 
(ch. 1.3.), introduces the spatial manifestation of Being, as symbolized 
by the broad technical term Dharmadhatu, or the "Realm-of-the
existential-elements." This concept designates the totality of all 
possible worlds, both real and ideaL Therefore, along with the 
physical, cosmic universe, it also includes as its eqUivalents the 
Buddhist notions of TathaM (Suchness), Buddhata (Buddhahood), 
SunyaM (Voidness), DharmaM (Realm of Religion), traidhatuka, tri
bhava (Triple World), or trikaya (Three bodies), Paramartha (Absolute 
Truth), Bhutakofi (Limit of Reality) and Nirva1Ja (Extinction). As 
the extension of Being in space, Dharmadhatu represents the meta
physical complement of the Five Skandhas, which are the extension 
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of Being in time, and therefore, its impermanent aspect. But 
Dharmadhatu (or its synonyms, Tathata, Sl1nyata, etc.) is also 
similar to the Five Skandhas in that it partakes of both the physical, 
or objective, and the spiritual, or subjective, sides of existence. 
Being heavily pregnant with soteriological meanings, the term 
Dharmadhatu may also be rendered as the "Sphere-of-religion," as 
in the older Pali scriptures. 

The conclusion of this section points out that the writer's 
division of the Larlkiivatara-sutra's description of existence into three 
ontic categories, corresponds to Maitreya's (the founder of the 
Yogacara school) threefold characterization of the nature of Being, 
as follows: 7 (1) Always non-existing (i.e., Tathagata-garbha); 
(2) Existing, yet not from the absolute point of view (i.e., the five 
Skandhas existing only in the relative sense, being dependent upon 
external causes and conditions); and (3) From the absolute point 
of view, existing and yet non-existing (i.e., Dharmadhatu which 
symbolizes the Absolute Reality of the universal Law, Dharma, 
and of the state of Suchness, Tathata, and Voidness, Sl1nyata, of 
the physical universe, and which is yet non-existing as the repre
sentation of the illusory phenomenal world, or as the summation 
of all the metaphysical worlds concocted by human imagination, 
Vikalpa, Vijftapti-matra, or Citta-matra). 

Part Two, which presents the epistemological concepts elabo
rated in the Sutra, has five chapters. First (ch. 2.0.) comes as an 
introduction to, and a historical review of, the most fundamental 
tool of logical analysis in Buddhist epistemology, the tetralemma 
(catu?koti), or the four logical alternatives (all denied). They are: 
(1) Affirmation; (2) Negation; (3) Conjunction of both; and (4) Dis
junction (i.e., neither affirmation, nor negation, hedging). By denying 
the absolute validity of each of the four alternatives, Buddhist 
epistemology in general, and Yogacara thought in particular (having 
as its cornerstone the doctrine of Mind-only), can be regarded as: 
(a) a radical critique of any form of philosophical dogmatism, and 
(b) a ruthless exposure of the relativity of knowledge, on account 
of its conditioning by the subjective aspects of cognition (e.g., 
selective perception, memory of past experience, and arbitrary 
judgment). 

In addition to the subjectivity of the process of cognition, the 
inherent limitations of language, based upon metaphorical imagery 
and dual categories (such as high and low, this and other, good and 
bad, Sarp.sara and Nirvar;a, etc., all having a tendency to be reified, 
or objectified, in the minds of most people) also render any claim 
to absolute validity of a given point of view, or philosophical position, 
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absolutely baseless and utterly untenable, under close scrutiny. 
Hence, the apparent irrationality, or paradoxical nihilism"of certain 
Mahayanist concepts, such as the Relativity (or Voidness) doctrine 
of Nagarjuna, or the Mind-only doctrine of the Yogacaras. 

According to the statements made by their proponents, however, 
as preserved in authoritative texts, such as the Mulamadhyamih
karikas of Nagarjuna and the Lairkavati'fm-sUlra, these concepts are not 
to be taken literally, but rather as meditational tools for the purpose 
of liberating the mind from the fetters of dogmatising, concep
tualising, and absolutising. Incidentally, the Buddhist tetralemma 
dialectics not only precedes the two best known dialectical formu
lations used in the West (Le., the ancient Aristotelian dilemma and 
the more recent Hegelian triad) but also supersedes them in its 
completeness and its consistent application throughout the first 
thousand years of Buddhist ratiocination, and even beyond. 

Now, the following four chapters, each devoted to one of the 
original Yogacara constructs, are conceived as exemplifications of 
the four limbs of the tetralemma logic, the paradigmatic formula 
of Buddhist epistemology. The first, and most important such 
construct Citta-matra (ch. 2.1.), holds a central position in the 
LaJikavati'fra, and it is still considered to be the hallmark of the Yogacara 
school, which is sometimes referred to as "the School of Mind-only." 
Obviously, it can be regarded as a strong, positive affirmation of 
the existence of Mind, and 'affirmation' is the first limb of the 
tetralemma. Unfortunately, it is also the most misunderstood of 
all Yogacara concepts. 

Beginning with Professor Suzuki's interpretation, most scho
lars of Buddhism mistook the Citta-matra concept (whose origins 
can be traced to the purity of mind sought after in the process of 
meditation) to mean a cognitive statement regarding the ultimate 
nature of the world (Le., made of 'mind-only'). Hence, the prevalent 
misconception of the Yogacara school as a school of radical, 
Subjective Idealism. 

Our contention, however, is that (a) historically speaking, the 
term arose from a specific practical context of Yogic meditation 
(whence the name of the school, Yogacara, or "Yoga-practice"), and 
(b) philosophically, and in accordance with the explanations given 
in the Laflkavati'fra, Citta-matra refers to that fundamental epistemo
logical error committed by those who fail to distinguish between 
a philosophical system which purports to describe the world (when, 
in fact, it merely makes statements about it), and the nature of the 
world itself. For, ultimately, all speculative statements are "nothing but 
the mind (or thoughts)," while the world cannot be described in words. 
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Now, when the compound is taken apart, three meanings for 
the cit/a appear in the discourse of the Lankiivatara-sutra. The first 
designates the empirical mind, -or the conscious activity of the 
ordinary self. The second may be identified with Alaya-vijfiana, 
or undefiled Tathagata-garbha (when taken as essence); as shown, 
it refers to the transcendental Self, or the Unconscious in its original 
state (Le., untainted by kleSas, the adventitious defilements accrued 
as a result of good and evil action, or karma). The third, and most 
elusive meaning, seems to indicate the idea of a universal Mind, 
projected upon the world at large (vide: the equation between tribhava 
and ciUa). It is the cognitive equivalent of Tathagata-garbha, when 
taken to mean either the universal womb, in which all beings are 
included, or the essence of all dharmas (or existential building blocks). 
A modern approximation may also be found in the Jungian concept 
of the Collective Unconscious, remote as itmay be from the cultural 
point of view. 

There are two reasons why this third meaning of cit/a cannot 
stand by itself (apart from the first two) as a denial of the external 
world as such: First, it is, in the final analysis, a psychological 
construct rather than an ontological assessment of Reality beyond 
the mental realm of cognition, and second, like any construct, its 
spurious nature is due to artificial discrimination (vikalpa), based 
upon conventional language and error (bhriinti), both removed 
from Reality as such. Consequently, it can neither affirm nor deny 
the existence of the external world (biihya). Ultimately, it is "merely 
one's own mind" (Citta-matra) reflecting itself in verbal projections 
(see Lankii. III: 208; 11. 16-17). 

This, indeed, represents the most important epistemic thesis 
of the Yogacara philosophy, namely that every statement about 
the world is a metaphorical statement, a mere representation of it 
(Vijfiapti-matra) which tells us more about our own mind, our 
own tainted perceptions, reasoning, and memory of past experiences 
and habits (viisaniis), than about the external Reality as such 
(Tathata). Thus, the statement "Mind-only" (Citta-matra) is not a 
prima facie description of the world and its essence, but a characteri
zation of all our statements about the world and their unavoidable 
limitations. I venture to call this thesis, so insisted upon in the 
Lankiivatiira-sUfra, the 'epistemological reduction of the Citta-matra 
doctrine.' 

The details of this cognitive process are spelled out in the 
next chapter (ch. 2.2.) on the five Epistemic Categories (Dharmas), 
the three Modes of Cognition (Svabhavas), and the attainment of 
Superior Knowledge (Aryajiiana). Since it is beyond empirical 
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cognition, call this transcendental state, the state of religious 
wisdom, of Gnosis, or simply, the state of No-mind. 8 

According to the Siitra, there are five steps in the acc1.).mulation 
of knowledge. 9 They are described as follows: first, there is the 
mental propensity to substitute a name, or a symbol (nama) for the 
object itself, which leads to the recognition of the object in its 
particularity, but also places the subject one step away from its 
object, that is, from Reality in its immediacy. The supsequent 
recognition of the object is the 'Sense-perception' (or 'Appearance', 
nimitta). Together, these two steps, or categories of cognition, con
stitute a highly contrived mode of cognition, based upon the 
imagination (of various terms and their recognition), and therefore 
called "False- (i.e., media ted) knowledge" (parikalpitfl-svabhavfl). 

The next step in the hierarchy of Epistemic Categories is based 
on discrimination (vikalpa) between qualities of various objects. 
Therefore, it is designated as a 'relative' mode of knowing Reality 
(lit., "cognition of existence depending on another," or paratantra
svabhava), in contrast to the 'absolute', or 'perfect' knowledge (lit., 
"cognition fully developed, perfect, true to existence," or parini§panna
svabhava), designated by us as 'Gnosis'. 

The last two Epistemic Categories fall under this absolute Mode 
of Cognition. They are called "Right-knowledge" (samyagjiiana), 
and "Suchness" (tathaM). While both are transcendental to empirical 
cognition, the former represents the synthesizing function of the 
mind, the awareness of common patterns between phenomena, 
while the latter conveys the supreme cognitive ability tosee through 
the veil of delusion, into the pure essence of Reality, therebyc:ausiI)g 
an ecstatic state of joy (pralimudila). 

The third chapter in the second half of our study (<;h, 2.3.) further 
expands the investigation into the cognitive theories developed 
by the Yogacaras. The emphasis is placed here on the general theory 
of consciousness, known as the psychological ~ystem of the Eight 
Vijn.anas. It will be shown that, while there i3.re several usage? of 
the term vijiiana, it was the meaning of 'perception', or 'sense.,. 
consciousness', which caused some Western scholar? to call this 
school Vijiianavada, or the "School of Representation (."o1)ly)." As 
a rather sophisticated map of consciousness which, for th~ first time 
in history, erects a complex psychological system on the purely 
empirical basis of observation and experien<;e, this theory admits 
two broad divisions of the states of COnsciol,lsness.= on the one hand 
we are offered seven dynamic states of consciousness, impelled. py 
constant interaction with the external world through the five seI)~es 
and the power of will (which can be either conscious, or unconscious, 
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i.e., via impulses), and on the other hand, the text speaks of a static 
repository (Alaya-vijfiana), where all sense-impressions are stored 
for future retrieval. These two functionally, but not structurally, 
different types of Vijfianas are constantly compared with the 
agitation of the waves, when blown by the wind of the senses, on 
the surface of the deep and tranquil waters of the ocean of 
consciousness. 

While strictly speaking a psychological theory, the Vijfiana 
system attempts, from the epistemological point of view, to integrate 
the two different cognitive modes, namely the empirical, concrete, 
accumulative, discriminative mind, on the one hand, and its oppo
site state of No-mind, on the other. The latter represents the intuitive, 
abstract, spontaneous, wholistic, and transcendental aspect of 
mentation, which is said to be free from one-sided attachments and 
dualistic logic. 

If the Mind-only doctrine stands for the affirmative mode of the 
Buddhist fourfold dialectic (tetralemma), and Transcendental Gnosis 
(Aryajfiana) for its negation (No-mind), then the system of the Eight 
Vijfianas (states-of-consciousness) illustrates their conjunction into 
an organic, functional unity, consistent with the inner, psychological 
experience. But, to become fully aware of this fundamental unity 
one has to realize, according to the Satra, an inner revolution (para
vrtti). That is to say, a process of reversal (vyavrtti, parivrtti) is needed 
in order to return the wave-like agitation of the seven pravrtti-vijiianas 
back to the profoundly peaceful state of the Repository-of-impres
sions (the eighth state, Alaya-vijfiana). However, according to the 
text, the Vijfianas do not completely vanish from sight, since they 
do not really exist in or by themselves, apart from Alaya. In other 
words! Mind and No-mind, like all other dualities, co-exist inter
actively, co-dependently, like two sides of the same coin. 

Therefore, it is further pointed out that all such distinctions 
are mere conventions, similar to the images appearing in a mirror, 
in a vision, or a dream, without real existence outside the mental 
realm (Citta-matra, Vijfiapti-matra). Thus establishing the ultimacy 
of the inner experience over the external world (pratyiitma-aryajiiana 
or gocara), the author(s) of the Satra, the Yogacara Buddhist, is in 
fact making a powerful statement regarding the objective limits 
in knowing the truth about the external Reality. The far-reaching 
implications of this epistemological position, and its soteriological 
value, will be fully explored in the fourth and last chapter of this 
study (ch. 2.4.), the chapter on Causation (Hetu-pratyaya, causes 
and conditions). 

In this chapter, which is both historical and doctrinal, the writer 
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presents the Yogacara Buddhist's epistemological dilemma vis-a.-vis 
the question of how one can know the truth in a world characterized 
by change and impermanency. The issue of causality is crucial in 
answering this question, for, jf we know how things are derived 
from one another, we may also know which things are primary 
and which are secondary, and perhaps arrive at the first cause, the 
creator, the atom, and so on. However, the frame of mind from which 
the author of the Sutra begins his inquiry into the issues related 
to Causation may be summarized by the disjunctive formula: Neither 
this, nor that . .. 

Now, the Yogacara view of causality is the product of criticism, 
integration, and synthesis of the early ideas regarding the problem 
of change, of origination and disappearance. Therefore, this chapter 
opens with an attempt to explain, albeit briefly, how the Buddhist 
ideas of causality have gradually expanded from the early, purely 
psychological notions (such as the Chain of Causation) regarding 
the origins of pain, old age, and death (j.e., the original meaning of 
Dependent Origination, paficca-samuppada) to the Mahayana view 
of Causation as a cosmic philosophical principle. Thus, it is pointed 
out that the idea of Causation in the Pali Nikayas was not only 
thoroughly internal and subjective, but also simple and linear, 
of the type "A causes B," or "whenever A is present, B is present" 
(imasmi7}'! saN ida7}'! haN, Majjhima-Nikaya 1.264). 

The later Mahayana view of Determinism, to which the author 
of the Laizkavatara-sutra subscribes, is, however, not only complex, 
but even paradoxical at times, challenging one's common sense 
assumptions and logic. Its essence is expressed by the concept Hetu
pratyaya, which includes both a causal nexus and causal condi
tioning through a multitude of factors and relations. No single factor 
or one-sided rela tion will do: Neither this, nor that . .. All factors interact 
with and feed on one another. This is the Mahayanist view of 
Causation. But since in Buddhism, philosophy is always intermingled 
with religion, there is another, religious perspective on Causality. 

From this religious point of view, the Yogacara Buddhist denies 
all four possibilities of Causation: namely that things originate either 
from themselves (i.e., internal causation), or from another (Le., 
external causation), from both (self and other), or from neither. 
Such a radicalism is, admittedly, intended to discourage the Buddhist 
adept from pursuing the intractable complexities of the infinite net 
(as opposed to the chain of primitive Buddhism) of causal factors and 
relations. The theoretical and practical consequences of this fact are 
investigated in the subsections of this chapter. 

First, a theoretical basis is implicitly laid down for a truly monistic 
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view of the universe. Having decided that no entity has independent 
existence (ni~svabhava), or egohood (nairiUmya), the ancient ontological 
duality symbolized by the two terms Sarpsara and NirvaI:la is replaced 
in the Lmikavatara-sutra by all-inclusive concepts such as the "Womb
of-Buddhahood" (Tathagata-garbha), the Repository-of-impres
sions" (.Alaya-vijfiana), and Mind-only (Citta-matra). (However, 
it should be noted that in the Lankavatara-satra, these Yogacara 
concepts are used synonymously, with minor differences of meaning 
depending on the context). Furthermore, at a closer look, it becomes 
obvious that the older, ontological duality has merely been replaced 
with.a new, epistemological duality, that of the relative and absolute 
points of view regarding Causation. This duality will become more 
clear in later scriptures, which speak specifically of "conventional" 
and "absolut~" truths (salJ1vrti- and paramartha-satya). Thus, instead 
of the phenomenological duality of subject and object, one defines 
Reality in terms of lower (philosophical) and higher (religious) 
points of view. 

On the practical side, two important consequences are noted: 
(a) the use of the theory of Causation as a teaching device, in order 
to help the novices rid themselves of the attachment to the illusion 
of permanence, Original Cause, Creator, time, atom, Self, and other 
(than Self); and (b) the denial of the idea of Causality itself which 
brings about absolute freedom from all cognitive associations
thereby closing the gap between the inner and outer realities-and, 
ultimately, the cessation of affliction. In that consists the soterio
logical value of the theory of causation, from the Yogacaras' point 
of view. These two practical consequences constitute the topics 
of the two subsequent subdivision of this last chapter. 

An excursus is also inserted between them, highlighting Nagar
juna's thought in respect to Causation. Its purpose is to point out 
the similarity, if not absolute identity, between the Yogacara and 
the Madhyamika schools, in that regard. 

* * * 

In concluding this introductory section, let us reiterate our 
statement of purpose. This work is an attempt mainly to clarify and 
systematize the Lankavatara world of ideas, which, after half a 
century of virtual neglect following Suzuki's brilliant studies, now 
require reevaluation in the light of modern scholarship. At a time 
when the exchange of all sorts of ideas between different cultures 
has become the hallmark of our century, it is highly imperative 
that we are careful to set these ideas in the right historical and 
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cultural perspective. 
Thus, at the end of this book, the reader may be surprised to 

learn, among other things, that the Buddhists elaborated the first 
empirically based system of depth psychology (two millenia before 
Freud), that they understood the Self as a psycho-physical com
bination, or stream of events, rather than a fixed entity (long before 
David Hume's 'bundle of perceptions' shocked Western conscious
ness), that the Buddha and his followers used dialectical logic skill
fully from the sixth century B.C. onward (before Zeno, Socrates, 
Aristotle, and Hegel did so in the West), and that by applying it 
with remarkable thoroughness in the fields of perception, language 
analysis, and religious philosophy, they established the limits of 
reason and of language in understanding and expressing Reality 
(many centuries before Kant and Wittgenstein discovered those 
limits). Thus, one may add, the Buddhist philosophers made a 
remarkably creative and original contribution on the long and 
arduous path to the liberation of humanity from the shackles of 
intellectual dogmatism and absolutism of every kind. 

For all these reasons, it is the writer's hope that this and other 
similar studies of Buddhist philosophy, will help to settle the Yogacara 
school of thought in its proper place, not only vis-a.-vis the Asian 
cultural world (Japanese Zen culture is only one of its heirs), but 
also within an integrated, global history of man's intellectual 
discoveries, religious and non-religious. With its ruthless analysis 
of the inherent limitations of language, logical reasoning, and 
knowledge, Yogacara thought could at least make a contribution 
in revealing the importance of subjective factors in the cognitive 
process, which has only recently begun to be given its due, and 
long-awaited, recognition. 



Part One: 

CONCEPTS OF BEING 



1.0. The Nature of Buddhist Ontology 

General Considerations 

The importance of the contribution of Buddhist thought to the 
universal cultural history of man has often been understated. Not 
only is the Buddhist religion one of the oldest religions on earth 
showing a continuous development over the course of twenty-five 
hundred years, but it is also the first to claim as its scope the whole 
of mankind, thereby asserting for the first time, in both theory and 
practice, the universality of man, beyond all cultural, spatial, and 
temporal boundaries. 

In addition, it also gave rise to the first attempt to formulate a 
systematic psychology, based on empirical experience as well as 
rigorous introspection. The spread of the written word on a wide 
scale, as well as the beginning of a truly refined Indian art, can also 
be traced to the Buddhist milieu. In China, the invention and growth 
of the technique of printing with wooden blocks was a direct 
consequence of Buddhist missionary fervor. Indeed, the oldest 
preserved book is a Buddhist text printed in 868.1 

Overall, the height and depth of Buddhist ethics, metaphysics, 
and logic, attained in the savant works of the most prominent 
expounders of the Buddhist· cultural tradition, are only now 
beginning to gain the recognition they deserve, and their eminent 
place in the universal history of ideas is increasingly acknowledged. 
In this context of growing recognition of the originality and 
profundity of Buddhist insight into the nature of inner and outer 
realities, one is forced to consider the fact that Buddhism was the 
first religio-philosophical system to assert and demonstrate, with 
great argumentative power, the ever-evolving nature of Reality, in 
both its subjective and objective aspects.2 

True, both the early Pali texts, as well as the later commentarial 
literature, portray the Buddha as a great ethical teacher pointing 
toward the escape from suffering for all mankind. Practical matters 
of discipline, nonattachment, and freedom from all pa.ssions were 
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his most important concerns. And yet, in spite of this emphasis on 
salvation and his disdain for all philosophical speculation, he could 
not avoid building his own metaphysical system. For, any ethical 
formulation (since it cannot float in the air all by itself) presupposes, 
and indeed requires an underpinning worldview, an ontological 
vision to s,upport it, that is to give it cosmic stability and validation. 

This inescapable fact was intuitively felt by the Buddha 
Sakyamuni when he declared ignorance as the root cause of suffering. 
Having done this, the question arose as to what constitutes the 
nature of ignorance-the dispelling of which would bring about the 
longed-for end of suffering-and the corollary of this question, the 
whole issue regarding the accumulation of the right kind of 
knowledge which would destroy ignorance, the root cause of 
suffering. Hence the elaboration of the specifically Buddhist world
view, which takes the idea of Impermanence (Anitya) as its corner
stone-a dynamic view to be sure-in which everything flows from 
one state of Being to the next, in a continuous Chain of Causation 
(PratItya-samutpada). The other two essential marks of existence 
(bhava-lak?a1Jam): non-Self (Anatman) and suffering (Dul;kha) follow 
logically from the first.3 

Since the only continuous thing in the world around us is 
change, and the same can be said about ourselves as fragile and 
perishable beings subject to birth, old age, sickness, and death, pain 
becomes a universal characteristic of animate existence. The only 
escape from the Sa:q1saric 'Wheel of Becoming' is through the proper 
understanding of, and inner detachment from, the idea of perma
nence, either in its positive aspect (i.e., world substance, personal 
Self, space, Causation, Nirval).a), or in its negative interpr~tation 
(i.e., total denial of the reality of the world, of the personal Self, 
Non-Causation, No-Liberation, and so on). 

Although the dogmatic formulations vary considerably from 
one school to another, these issues constitute the common thread 
running throughout the development of the Indian phase of 
Buddhism and beyond. Thus, trom the Realistic Atomism of 
'primitive' Buddhism (which took the dharmas as the irreducible 
'elements of existence'), to the Dialectical Relativism of the Sunya
vadins, and the Nominalism of the Vijfianavadins, the Buddhist view 
of Reality clearly posited itself against the static, unchanging Hindu
Brahmanical worldview (which regarded the unity of the Brahman
Atman polarity as the underlying Essence of Being, both cosmic and 
personal), thereby affirming a more complex and radical view of 
human personality and of its relation with its cosmic environment. 
This view, although less amenable to clear-cut explanations based 
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on the dual system of logic (Le., the "either/or" system applied to the 
reality of Being and Non-Being being replaced by the fourfold 
negative alternative, the catu$kofi logic), had the advantage of turning 
the transiency factor-the stumbling block of any ontology-into 
an organic component of a truly dynamic concept of Reality, in which 
'change' (Le., 'Becoming') is as important, if not more so, as 'Being.' 

Now, there are two general types of religio-philosophical 
systems: the 'substance' and the 'process' varieties, that is, philo
sophies of Being on the one hand, and Becoming, on the other. 
Examples of the first are-in the West-the philosophies of 
Parmenides, Aristotle, Descartes, Leibniz, Spinoza, Locke, and Kant, 
and-within the Indian context-Jainism, SaI11khya, and Vedanta. 
Examples of the second are-in the West-Heraclitus, Henri Bergson, 
Alfred North Whitehead, and-on the Indian stage-Buddhism. 4 

It has become customary in the last three hundred years of 
Western philosophical history to substitutewith increasing frequency 
in discussions regarding the nature of Being and Becoming the term 
ontology for the older (Aristotelian) term metaphysics. The term ontology 
was first suggested by the French Cartesian philosopher Joannes 
Claubergius (or Clauberg, 1622-65) in a posthumous edition of his 
Elementa Philosophia: sive Ontosophia, which was first written and 
published in 1647.s Just as theology is said to be the science (logos) 
about God (theos), argued Clauberg, so ontosophy, or ontology should be 
the name for the science about Being in general (on). 

The term caught on, and the major thinkers of subsequent 
centuries gave it both prestige and specificity of meaning. Kant, for 
instance (1724-1804), called ontology "the science of the general 
attributes of all things" which, he wrote, "can teach us nothing about 
things as they are in themselves, but only the a priori conditions 
under which we can know things in our general experience, i.e., 
principles of the possibility of experience" (my italics).6 Ontology 
represents the main subject matter of Hegel's (1770-1831) Science of 
Logic, in which the title of the first section defines logic as "The 
Doctrine of Being."7 

In our own time, the great existentialist philosopher Martin 
Heidegger (1889-1976) writes in Being and Time that the only fruitful 
approach to the general notion of Being (Sein) can be made through 
an existential description of the particular being of man (Dasein), and 
that the "Fundamental ontology, from which alone all other ontologies 
can take their rise, must be sought in the existential analytic of Dasein."8 

For Heidegger, philosophy-and, one can also add, religion-is 
first of all ontology, that is to say a statement about the mode in 
which Being (Sein), or Existence (Existenz), constitutes itself in the 
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world of phenomena (Dasein), and the task of ontology is to clarify 
the meaning of this constitutive structure of Being. In Being and Time 
(p. 13), Heidegger says: 

Basically, all ontology, no maHer how rich and firmly compacted 
a system of categories it has at its disposal, remains blind and 
perverted from its ownmost aim, if it has not first adequately 
clarified the meaning of Being, and conceived this clarification 
as its fundamental task. 

Like the modern phenomenologists, the Buddhist philosophers 
did not hold universal categories as real, for, in their view, it was the 
individual phenomena alone which accounted for the manifestation 
of Being in the world. According to the AvayavinirakaralJa (Six Buddhist 
Nyaya Tracts, Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1910), individual atoms 
continually rise into being and die the next moment, while the 
appearance of "wholes" is only an illusion. Only the constituents 
exist, and not the constituted. In a discussion regarding the "Onto
logical Problems on which the Different Indian Systems Diverged," 
Surendranath Dasgupta writes (in The History of Indian Philosophy, 
Cambridge: 1963, vol. 1, 165): 

Buddhism holds everything to be momentary, 50 neither cause 
nor effect can abide. One is called the effect because its 
momentary existence has been determined by the destruction 
of its momentary antecedent called the cause. There is no 
permanent reality which undergoes the change, but one change 
is determined by another and this determination is nothing 
more than "that happening, this happened." 

Specifically referring to the Vijfianavada ontological position, 
as reflected in the Lmikavatara-sutra, Dasgupta further proceeds to 
offer this view of the system (History, 147): 

All phenomena both being and non-being are illusory (sadasantab 
mayopamab). When we look deeply into them we find that there 
is an absolute negation of all appearances, including even all 
negations, for they are also appearances. This would make the 
ultimate truth positive. But this is not so, for it is that in which 
the positive and negative are one and the same (bhavabhava
samiinata). Such a state which is complete in itself and has no 
name and no substance had been described in the Lmikavafiira
sutra (p. 70) as thatness (tathafii). This state is also described in 
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another place in the Lankiivaliira (p. 78) as voidness (sunyatii) 
which is one and has no origination and no essence. In another 
place it is also designated as tathiigalagarbha (p. 80?). 

43 

His view is essentially correct, providing that one bears in mind the 
important qualifying fact that the specific categories elaborated and 
presented in the Buddhist texts (such as Tathata/"Thatness," 
SunyataI"Voidness," Tathagata-garbhal"The Essence-of-Buddha
hood") are never purely and solely ontological (in the sense in which 
it is understood in Western philosophy), but they also carry psycho
logical, epistemological, and even soteriological connotations, each in 
various proportions, as the case may be. 

Therefore, it is sometimes with difficulty, and never with 
absolute certainty, that the distinction between the ontologicaL 
epistemological, or soteriological concepts can be made. This will 
become clearer by means of illustration. In Lankii III: 176-77; 11.19-20, 
1-4, for instance, the following questions (named the "indetermin
ables," or "inexplicables," avyiikrtam), are asked: 

Moreover, 0 Gotama, is everything determinable? (Or) is it all 
indeterminable? Is there a self? Is there no self? Does the 
world exist? Does this world not exist? Is there another world? 
Is there no other world? And is another world existent or 
non-existent? 

Is there liberation? Is there no liberation? Is it all 
momentary? Is it all non-momentary? Are space, cessation (of 
rebirth) without premeditation, and Nirval)a, 0 Gotama, 
created or uncreated? Is there intermediate existence? Is there 
no intermediate existence? 

In replying to these questions, the author rejects both alternatives, 
positive as well as negative, as extreme views held by the worldly 
philosophers who tend to dichotomize Reality into neatly separated 
categories which, subsequently, become reified, or objectified, thus 
taking on a pseudo-ontological life of their own. The importance of 
this phenomenon, that is, of the interaction between concepts and 
the intrinSically objective Reality, is underscored in Yogacara 
Buddhism by the doctrine of Mind-only, or Imagination-only. 
(Citta-matra, or Vijfiapti-matra). 

Along with a cluster of related concepts (e.g., Voidness, 
Suchness, multiple Causality, the Relativity of things), this doctrine 
in particular brings to the fore the role of subjective factors in 
defining Reality, the delusion of the "facticity" of things, and the 
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limitations of cognition in general, when judged against the back
ground of the totality of human experience. It makes one aware and 
appreciative of the multiple shades and nuances of truth, and of the 
ever-shifting relationships between language and what we decide to 
call at a given moment "the intrinsically objective or identifiable 
Reality," which has always been a matter of convention, or consensus 
among philosophers (Lanka III: 177; II. 5-16):9 

I (then) said this to him, Mahamati: "If so, 0 brahman, this is 
merely materialism, brahman. It is not mine, brahman, this is 
your worldly philosophy. 1, 0 brahman, explain that in the 
triple world, the cause of evil is due to the habit-energy of 
imagination and erroneous thinking since beginningless time. 
Discrimination, 0 brahman, develops from the lack of aware
ness that there is nothing (to be discriminated) but what is seen 
in one's own mind, and not from the perception of external 
object(s). According to the philosophers there is a triple 
concordance between the objective (world), the (five mediating) 
senses, and the (subjective) Self, (but) such (a view) is not mine. 

o brahman, I am neither (an adherent to) the school of 
Causation, nor to the school [or doctrinel of No-causation, 
except that having understood through meditation that the 
(duality of) subject [grasping, grahyal and object [grasped, grahal 
is merely (due to) imagination, I teach the (doctrine of) 
Dependent Origination. And yet, this is not perceived by you, 
nor understood by others who are beset by (their) attachment 
to (the idea of) Self and its continuity. Mahamati, cessation, 
space, Nirva.Qa exist in the manner of name (only); as realities, 
they are unascertained. Hence, the question of whether they 
are created (or not) is likewise [or, once again unobtainable, 
superfluous, futile, pointlessl." 

These lines express the fundamental concern with the establish
ment of a valid ontological basis for the essentially pragmatic process 
of liberation. The key concept here is the idea of Dependent 
Origination (pralftya-samutpada) which is skillfully employed to demon
strate the insubstantiality of both the external Reality (artha, drsya) 
and the empirical Self (atman). Such a view, then, would imply the 
continuity between all (apparently isolated, or independent) events 
and/or entities. Consequently, even the boundaries set up by the 
common-sense philosophers between the subject (inner reality), the 
object (outer reality), and the intermediary realm of the senses 
(which partakes of both), are rejected as the illusion of the 'threefold 
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relation', or concordance (smrrnikar?a-trayanam). Thus the Lanka II: 
80-81; II. 14-17, 1-3 further explains: 

By this is meant that all existing (things) are to be regarded as 
forms born of a dream or a vision, and they are not produced 
from self, other, or both, (which are) non-existent (abhava). 

Having understood that the non-evolving of the 5ense
perceptions (vijnanas) is due to the seeing of the non-existence 
of the external world, which is merely in accordance with one's 
mind, considering the triple world as arising from the causal 
conditions, from imagination, and from a complex network 
[lit., implacable multitude, akafa-rasitval of causal factors, they 
(the Bodhisattvas) find that by means of non-recognition of all 
dharmas, external and internaL which are beyond [recognition, 
or description}, and from learning that there is nothing (to be 
seen as) self-nature, and in desisting from the views (regarding) 
birth, they (the Bodhisattvas) obtain the recognition that things 
are unoriginated, which is in accordance with (the view) that 
one's own existence, (as well as) the elements of existence 
(dharmas), etc., are an illusion (maya). 

However, one important fact needs to be emphasized at this 
point. This and other similar passages found in the Laftkavatara, where 
the nature of existence seems to be equated to that of a dream 
(svapna), or an illusion (maya), are not to be taken to mean an outright 
denial of Reality as such. The fault lies not in the external world 
per se, but rather in our own mind, with its self-deceptive proclivity 
of discrimination (vikalpa). This is made very dear in the following 
lines (Lanka II: 52; n. 1-3): 

Mahamati, body, sensory-enjoyment, and habitat have their 
existence only when measured by imagination. The hare's 
horns neither are, nor are not; there can be no discrimination 
(about them)! So it is, Mahamati, with all things: their coming 
forth (into being) neither is, nor is not. One must have no 
discrimination (about them)! 

The truth about Reality can be seen only when the mind 
relinquishes its obstinate habit of perception through contrasting 
categories, or opposite polarities, which are mutually definable, 
their illusory (independent) existence being mutually conditioned. 
Thus the Lanka II: 54; 125 and vv. 127-28: 
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The visible (world) is not found (as such); the multiplicity (of 
things) arises from what is seen in the mind (only). Eody, 
sensory-enjoyment, and habitat betray [or, are declared to be, 
khyiiyatel our own subconscious [or, Repository-of-impressions, 
iilaya-vijfiiina l. 

Long and short, etc., come into existence bound up with one 
another; when existence is asserted, there is non-existence, 
and where non-existence is presented, there is existence. 

When analyzed down to the atom, there is indeed not even a· 
form [or substance, rilpal to be discriminated (as such); what 
can be established is merely the [truth, effect, or impact of thel 
mind (only); which does not please the heretics [Le., the 
Sarpkh ya philosophers l. 

This conclusion leads us to the following observations which, 
without being new, will help us set the philosophy of the Yogacara 
school, as presented in the Lmikiivafiim-silfra, within the proper 
hermeneutical perspective. 

The Practical Aim of the Y ogacara Philosophy 
First of all, the entire thrust of the discourse in the 5ilfra is 

directed, as we have already pointed out, toward a practical, rather 
than a theoretical aim. This is referred to throughout the text as the 
"inner truth of noble Self-realization" (svapratyiifmiiryagatigocara). In 
view of this aim, the method of analysis of the nature of Reality is 
decidedly empirical, or practical in intention. Of course, given the 
transcendental nature of the goal, this sort of empiricism has quite a 
different meaning from what is commonly understood in the West. 
However, considering the important role played by intuition in any 
introspective activity, be it psychological or spiritual in nature, one 
can safely speak of a Buddhist empiricism, at least at the level of 
intent, if not of actual and consistent application.lo 

Another interesting fact worthy of consideration here is the 
decidedly descriptive approach (as opposed to prescriptive, the dominant 
form of discourse in religious texts)' which is, most probably, a direct 
consequence of the practical orientation of the Yogacara school, 
referred to above. 

In the Lmikiivafiira, the issues are presented as answers to 
questions raised by the disciple Mahamati, as we have seen. 
Sometimes, these answers are aphoristically short, and sometimes 
they are elaborated and extensive, but their appeal is rarely 
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authoritative, never revelatory, and most frequently challenging 
one's capacity of reasoning and understanding. As we have pointed 
out in relation to the above quotations, and as we will see in the 
subsequent analyses of specific topics, the author(s) of this important 
Mahayana sutra approaches the philosophical concepts as objects of 
reflection, as didactic tools for use in the teaching of Buddhist 
novices, and consistently refuses to commit himself as to their 
ultimate ontological validity. 

Consequently, and now we come to our third observation, one 
can say that the philosophical concepts presented in the Lailkavatiira 
are truly ontological in their essential nature. This is especially true 
if we take the term ontological to mean something quite different from 
the older Aristotelian term metaphysical, in the sense that, while 
metaphysics is the science that makes existential assertions about 
different kinds of entities and the relations between them, ontology 
merely describes such entities and relations, without deciding whether 
they actually exist.ll Then one can further say that the Buddhist 
worldview, as presented to us in the Lailkavatiira-sUfra, is remarkably 
consistent, and also unique, in abstaining from metaphysical 
commitment regarding the ultimate existential Reality of the 
Mahayana entities and constructs it discusses. 

This singular feature (among the Mahayana corpus of literature) 
is brought about through the persistent application of two key 
Buddhist concepts: the 'Middle Way' between extremes, and its 
corollary, Dependent Origination. Thus, whether it is the Tathagata
garbha idea (here regarded only as a teaching device, as a stepping
stone toward the understanding of the difficult to grasp non-Self, 
Anatman, doctrine), or the Five Skandhas (personality aggregates), 
the Dharmadhatu, or the realm of NirvaI).a, the discussion invariably 
ends with a forceful rejection of both extreme views regarding their 
existence (sat), or non-existence (asat); as we have pointed out in the 
passages quoted above. 

Now, inout presentation of Yogacara ontology, as described in 
the Lailkavatiira-sUfra, we have selected three concepts out of a large 
number of qualifying choices, too cumbersome to be analyzed within 
the space of a single book. For one thing, many of these Mahayana 
ideas are quasi-synonyms, their meanings overlapping, or at least 
interlocking, e.g., Dharmadhatu (Absolute Realm), Dharmakaya 
(Body-of-Law), DharmaM (Religious Realm), TathaM (Suchness), 
SunyaM (Voidness), Tathagata-garbha (Essence-of-Buddhahood), 
Buddhatii (Buddhahood), Aryavastu (Noble Realm), Alaya-vijfiana 
(Repository-of-impressions). The three pivotal concepts (which are 
in themselves complex ideological constructs made up of a number 
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of subordinate ideas, or levels of meaning) are: Tathagata-garbha, 
the Five Skandhas, and Dharmadhaiu. The choice is not altogether 
arbitrary. Aside from the fact that they all playa major role in the 
development of Mahayana thought in generaL and that of the 
Yogacara school in particular, they represent three paradigmatic 
categories which inform any ontological system, as explained by 
Edmund Husser! in his fundamental book Ideas: General Introduction to 
Pure Phenomenology (London: 1931, reprint New York: 1962).12 

Naturally, every transcendental ontology sets out to describe, 
first and foremost, the nature of the 'Essential Being'. In Buddhism, 
this is the paradigm of the Enlightened Being, the Buddha who has 
transcended all conditioning, or-as is the case in the later, Mahayana, 
stage of development-the abstract transcendental principle of 
Buddhahood, called by its various names: Buddhata (Buddhahood), 
Tathata (Suchness), Dharmata (Lawfulness), Sunyata (Voidness), et 
cetera. In a substantial portion of the Yogacaraliterature, the 
Lafzkavatara-sutra included, this abstract cosmic 'substance,' impreg
nating, but also enveloping the universe, as it were, is referred to as 
Tathagata-garbha, the "Essence-of-Buddhahood." 

This abstract, transcendental Buddha-nature can be both static, 
receptive, and unmanifested, as well as dynamic, active, and 
manifested. Although, as we shall see, it is said to be beyond both 
Being and non-Being, its outer, manifested aspect can make it 
available in temporal and spatial dimensions. One can say, therefore, 
that the system of the Five Skandhas, or the "Five Personality 
Constituents," represents the most significant form of Tathagata
garbha's manifestation in time, that is in the external world of 
Becoming, to which the transient human personality conspicuously 
belongs. 

The other fundamental dimension of the structure of Being, in 
its outer, manifested form (that is to say, immanent rather than 
transcendent)' is its extension in space, illustrated here by the concept 
of Dharmadhatu, the "Realm -of-the-existen tial-elemen ts ," as it were. 
According to its usage in the Lafzkavatara-sutra, as explained by D. T. 
Suzuki, it expresses "the most comprehensive view of the universe, 
including not only this visible sense-world, but all possibly conceivable 
ideal worlds."D 

With the risk of repeating what I have already stated, it is 
important to keep in mind, however, that when it comes to Buddhism, 
any attempt at systematic categorization will be just that-an 
attempt, for the mere purpose of clarification, ridden with a degree 
of artificiality extrinsic to the nature of Buddhism, which is practical 
in method and religious in purpose. Having said that, I can also add 
that for a work such as this, even given these unavoidable limitations, 
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my ontological categories are not as neat and homogenous as 
delineated above, for they constantly interact with other related 
concepts, crisscrossing various levels of existence: inner and outer, 
physical and ideal, temporal and spatial. 

I shall now proceed with the topical investigation of the threefold 
ontological structure as presented in the Lankavatara-satra, namely 
the essential nature of Buddhahood (Tathagata-garbha), and its 
personal (the Five Skandhas) and cosmic (Dharmadhatu) manifes
tations. 



14!1 1. The Threefold Meaning of 
Tath.agata-garbha and its Relation to 
Alaya-vijfiana: the Essence of Being 

Preliminary Considerations 

The Tathagata-garbha concept is one of the most Widely discussed 
in the Mahayana literature, and like the Citta-matra principle-its 
epistemological counterpart in the Yogacara school-has engendered 
a broad range of scholarly interpretations and comments regarding 
its meaning and significance. However important this may be, Iwill 
not attempt to review here the relevant iiterature rega-rdfng the 
meaning of the term garbha, since (a) it has been done elsewhere in 
great detail, and (b) it falls beyond the limited scope of the present 
work. 1 What I intend to pursue in this section is the hermeneutics 
of the concept, as it appears in the InfzkavaUira-satra (using both 
philological and historical approaches, when appropriate), in the 
hope that more light can be shed on its multiple and complementary 
levels of meaning, and on its relation with other, parallel, meta
physical constructs, both Buddhist and Hindu (e.g., Alaya-vijfiana, 
the Repository-of~impressions, and Atman, the Self, respectively). 

In reviewing the various renditions of the term Tathagata-garbha 
provided by the translators and the interpreters of the essential 
Mahayana texts, one is impressed by the fact that these authors, as 
a rule, tend to opt for a single meaning disregarding all other 
possible meanings which are embraced in turn by other texts and 
by their respective translators. To limit the discussion to the texts 
just quoted above, Takasaki, for instance, in his Study of the Ratnagotra
vibhaga, uses the expression "The Matrix of the Tathagata," while 
Hideko and Alex Wayman, in their joint translation of the Srfmaladevf
satra, prefer the opposite term "Embryo of the Tathagata." When 
Suzuki, on the other hand, undertook the difficult task of translating 
the InfzkavaUira-satra, relying mostly on Chinese sources, he decided 
to maintain the expression in its original Sanskrit form, although 
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he indicated his preference in his Studies, where he says that it 
represents the "womb where the Tathagata is conceived and 
nourished and matured."2 

Having considered the different contexts in which the expression 
appears in the Lankavaltira, however, and bearing in mind the various 
meanings attributed to Tathagata-garbha by noted authorities who 
studied the related texts, I came to the conclusion that no one 
consistent rendition would accomodate all situations encountered in 
the text. For instance, we will find that quite often Tathagata-garbha is 
used with a sense resemblant to the Hindu Atman, that is, as an under
lying ontological Reality, or essential nature behind phenomena. 

This can be said to attribute a passive, or static, quality to the 
garbha element in the compound. An opposite meaning is distinguish
able when the Tathagata-garbha is said to evolve, or be set in 
motion, along with the personality aggregates (skandhas), elements 
(dhatus), and bases (ayatanas). In such a case, the meaning of garbha is 
very appropriately rendered by the words "embryo," "germ," or 
"seed," which suggest a dynamic, active sense. A third possible, 
intermediate, meaning-rendered by the words "womb," "matrix," 
or "receptacle" -as something potentially active but dormant (like 
a seed or an embryo) is conferred by Tathagata-garbha when 
explicitly equated with Alaya-vijfiana, a situation uniquely evidenced 
in the Lankavaltira-sutra. 

Although it is not always easy to extricate these three distinct 
meanings, I believe it is well worth the effort for the sake of rendering 
more precisely the complex soteriology advanced in this important 
Mahayana sutra. Such an approach not only does justice to the 
subtlety of the Yogacaras' metaphysical thought, but it also resonates 
with similar uses of the term in parallel texts, the closest doctrine 
being the Srfmaladevf-sUira. A. Wayman, who first translated this 
scripture into English (from Tibetan, Chinese, and Japanese sources, 
and some Sanskrit fragments) with the collaboration of his wife, 
Hideko Wayman, has subsequently come to a more nuanced inter
pretation of the Tathagata-garbha concept. This appears in his 1981 
article on "The Title and Textual Affiliation of the Guhyagarbha
tantra," where he states (p. 4, n. 5):3 

Accordingly, it appears that all three senses of the word garbha 
are alluded to in a passage of the Srfmaladevfsirrrhanada-sUira; 
d. the translation of Alex Wayman and Hideko Wayman, The 
Lion's Roar of Queen Srf-Mala (New York, 1974), p. 106, where, 
however, the translators can now acknowledge, by reason of 
the present information of three kinds of garbha, that they 
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wrongly translated the word garbha each time as 'embryo'. It 
would be just as wrong, of course, to translate it each time as 
'womb'. The passage can now be understood this way: "Lord, 
this Tathagatagarbha is the Illustrious Dharmadhatu-womb 
(first kind of garbha); the Dharmadhatu-embryo (second kind 
of garbha); the essential of supramundane dharma and the 
essential of the intrinsically pure dharma (third kind of garbha)." 
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Such a flexible interpretation not only does justice to the various 
nuances of meaning found in the texts, but is also in full accordance 
with the commentarial tradition. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, for 
instance, in the Vijiiaptimatmtasiddhi quotes the work Buddhatasastra 
(belonging to the Chinese canon and attributed to Vasubandhu) as 
saying that the word garbha has three meanings: garbha which is 
enveloped (saJpgrhfta), garbha which is hidden, and garbha which is 
enveloping. 4 Based on these three meanings, according to the sastm, 
all beings can be considered to be Tathagata-garbha: first, because 
they are included in Tathata (the "thusness" which is the nature of 
the Buddhas); second, because Tathagata is not manifest in beings, 
but is concealed in them; and third, because all qualities of the 
Buddha (I.e., the thirty-two marks of the Superman, dvatrirrrsanmaha
puru~alak~al}arupadharin) are present in every sentient being, albeit in 
potential, or embryonic state. 5 

In addition, Vasubandhu also explains (following Srimalika) that 
the Tathagata-garbha is of five kinds, namely: 1. tathagata-garbha, 
where garbha has the meaning svabhava, "nature," which comprises 
all dharmas (except Atman), the realm of the Tathagatas; 2. saddharma
garbha, which means the cause (hetu) of all good dharmas, corres
ponding to the nature of the Tathagatas; 3. dharmakaya-garbha, which 
has the sense of attainment, or mastery (adhigama, pratipatti); 
4. lokottara-garbha, where the word garbha is taken as "reality" (tattva); 
and 5. pmkrtisuddha-garbha, which implies that the originally pure, 
true essence of all dharmas is secretly concealed, as the inner nature 
of the Tathagatas. 6 

In his Study on the Ratnagotmvibhaga (p. 25, n. 44), Jikido Takasaki 
also agrees on the possibility of interpreting the compound Tathagata
garbha from three different angles, or points of reference. He says: 

The word tathagatagarbha is interpreted in the Ratna. in three 
ways, namely: 1) tathagatasya ime garbhab sarvasattvab, (p. 70. 17); 
2) tathagatas tathatai~arrr garbhab sarvasaUvanam, and 3) tathagatadhatur 
e~arrr garbhab sarvasattvanam. They correspond to dharmakaya, 
tathata, and tathagatagotm, respectively. 7 
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He further explains these three correspondences thus: 1) "the 
Absolute Body (dharmakaya) of the Tathagata penetrates alL living 
beings;" 2) "the Tathagata, being the Reality (lathaM), is the undiffer
entiated whole;" and 3) "there exists the Germ of the Tathagata 
(lafhagalagolra) (in every living being)."8 In a subsequent footnote 
(p. 198, n. 9), Takasaki gives the textual basis for his interpretation, 
which consists of the following three sentences: 1) (saruasattve?u) 
lalhagala-dharmakaya-parispharm;arlha; 2) lathagala-Ialhata-'vyalirekarlha; 
and 3) lalhagala-golra-sa7!1bhavarlha, where the term sa7!1bhava would 
mean, according to him, the idea of' origination,' or 'manifestation,' 
as in the expression lrividha-svabhava of tathagaladhatu. 9 

Takasaki's interpretation of the threefold meaning of the 
Tathagata-garbha comes close to the similar division of the term 
given in the Buddhagotrasasira, as pointed out first by Poussin (see 
above reference to the BuddhaMsaslra), namely: 1) tathagata, as garbha 
in which salivas are 'enveloped'; 2) garbha in which tathagata is 'hidden'; 
3) saitvas possessed of garbha of tathagata, that is, of garbha 'enveloping' 
tathagata. 

The first one, says Takasaki, shows the "all-pervadingness of 
dharmakaya," the second should be applied to samala lathaM ("Reality 
mingled with pollution") in the sense of saruaklesa-kosopagu~ho dharma
kayab ("the Absolute Body is concealed by the cover of all defil~
ments"), and the third "shows the existence of golra among sattvas".lO 
Bearing this in mind, we shall now see what, if any, similarities to 
such theories can be found in the Laftkavaltira-sutra, and consider their 
implica Hons. 

Tathagata-garbha as Essential, Supramundane, 
Pure Dharma, and its Contrast with the Hindu Alman 

Although it is not clear how many monks of the Mahayana 
schools came from the upper strata of Indian society, it is widely 
believed that many were educated people, which, at that time, meant 
that they were familiar with the general philosophy of the Vedas 
and the Upani!j>ads. The latter, as well as the earlier Fali scriptures 
concur in giving this impression. In an article entitled "The Back
ground of Early Buddhism," J. W. de Jong gives the following 
assessment:ll 

It cannot, however, be doubted that the majority of the monks 
belonged to the upper strata of society, the castes of the 
brahmans, the k!j>atriyas and the rich merchants. It should, of 
course, be remembered that conversions among the upper 
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classes usually attract more attention. But in the case of 
Buddhism it can safely be assumed that the information given 
by the texts faithfully records the true facts. For Buddhism is 
an aristocratic doctrine of deliverance, making high ethical and 
in tellectual demands. 
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Starting from this premise, it should not be too difficult to 
admit the possibility that a number of Hindu-Brahmanical ideas, 
both new and old, found their way into the communities of Buddhists 
which were in constant movement across the Indian subcontinent, 
and that when carefully scrutinized, these ideas may be traced back 
to their original forms, lurking just beneath their newly adopted 
Buddhist garb.12 

To the extent of my knowledge, this possibility has not yet been 
fully investigated in regard to the Tathagata-garbha concept. Its 
sudden emergence in certain Mahayana texts poses a theological 
problem not only in respect to the early Hlnayana nominalism (Le., 
the doctrine of the individuality and impermanence of all phenomenal 
dharmas-anitya-and of their composite nature-anatman), but also 
in relation to other Mahayana schools, such as the Madhyamika and 
Sunyavada, which-as is known-reject all physical and metaphysical 
entities outside the realm of Dependent Origination (pratftya
samutpada),13 

Thus, in apparent contradiction to these most basic Buddhist 
ontological principles, the entity called "Tathagata-garbha" is 
described in the Laitkavatara-siltra with the following words (II: 77-78; 
11. 13-18, 1): 

At this time, Mahamati, the Bodhisattva, the Great Being, said 
this to the Lord: "Now the Blessed One mentions the essence
(garbha)-of-Buddhahood (tathagala) in the scriptures. And verily 
it is described by you exactly as pure, free from error, clear 
primary substance (or fundamental form, prakrti) endowed with 
thirty-tvv:o (characteristic) marks (of excellence), hidden in the 
body of every being like a gem (ratna) of great value enwrapped 
in a dirty cloth, enveloped in the raiment of the personality 
aggregates, of elements and bases, and soiled with the impurity 
of false imagination, of delusion, hatred and passion, being 
also described by the Lord as eternal, auspicious, firm and 
constant." 

For the puzzled disciple, such a characterization is tantamount 
to the re-acceptance of the discarded Hindu notion of the underlying 
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metaphysical entity of the universe, the Atman. To dispel his doubt 
and confusion, he further questions his Master (II: 78; 11. 1-4):. 

Is not this teaching regarding the essence~of-Buddhahood 
similar to the Atman doctrine of the philosophers, 0 Blessed 
One? (For) the heretics also, 0 Lord, do teach the doctrine of 
Atman as being an eternal Creator, unqualified, omnipresent 
and imperishable. 

However, the reply seems to indicate that the Tathagata-garbha is 
taught as an impersonal principle, whose value is primarily didactic 
(rather than ontological), for the purpose of dispelling the fear 
inspired in immature minds by the all-to-radical doctrine of Egoless
ness, as an intermediary step toward its deep comprehension, as it 
were. Thus the Lanka II: 78; n. 5-18: 

The Lord replied: "Not at all, Mahamati, my 'Essence-of
Buddhahood' is not equal to the Atman doctrine taught by the 
heretics. For what the Tathagatas teach, Mahamati, is the 
doctrine of Essential Nature of Buddhahood having the 
meaning of being devoid of will-effort, ineffable, unborn, 
NirvaDa, Reality-limit, Voidness. 

The Tathagatas, the Arhats, the Fully-enlightened Ones, 
teach the doctrine pointing to the Essence-of-Buddhahood for 
the purpose of making the immature cast aside all trace of fear 
due to (the teaching of) Selflessness, and (for the purpose of 
realizing) the state of non-imagination and non-discrimination. 

But, Mahamati, (I hope that) the present and future 
Bodhisattvas, the great beings, would not become attached to 
the (idea of) Selfhood. Mahamati, as a potter makes various 
vessels from a mass of clay of one sort through the combination 
of effort, thread, water, stick and manual skill, likewise, 
Mahamati, the Tathagatas preach the doctrine of Selflessness 
of dharmas, which removes the traces of every imagination, by 
various combinations of skills and means, with insight; so, 
either through the teaching of the Essence-of-Buddhahood, or 
through the doctrine of Selflessness, like the potter, in various 
ways, they teach through synonyms, figurative expressions 
and terms. 

Because of this reason, Mahamati, the teaching of the 
Essence-of-Buddhahood is not the same as the doctrine of 
Selfhood (Atman) of the philosophers!" 
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The comparison with the potter, who makes use of all resources 
at his disposal for the purpose of achieving his goal, clearly indicates 
the author's emphasis upon a combination of skills, means, and 
insight (prajfia-upaya-kausalya-yoga) that is essential in the process of 
teaching difficult-to-understand doctrines, such as that of Self
lessness (Nairatmya). In this context, the Tathagata-garbha concept 
is no more than a teaching device, a figurative expression (vyafijana), 
a figure of speech (paryaya), a conventional term (pada), devoid of the 
absolute value attributed to such a significant concept as the Atman; 
behind which an all-pervasive, real, and powerful ontological 
substance is believed to exist. And yet, the question of its origination, 
as well as that of its close association with the concept of the Atman 
in the minds of some Buddhist novices is worthy of investigation, to 
say the least. 

We know, for instance, that one of the oldest terms used for the 
creator of the universe, source of all life, human and celestial, as well 
as ground of the world by which the continuity of phenomena is 
maintained, was HiraIJya-garbha (lit., the "Golden Womb") (~g-veda, 
10. 121. 1). This concept represents the first use of the word garbha 
in a compound with metaphysical (cosmogonic) implications. Signifi
cantly, for the purpose of our investigation, this compound was used 
interchangeably with HiraIJyalJifa (lit., the "Golden Egg"t· already 
conveying a sense of ambiguity, or dilemma, of "the chicken and the 
egg" type. 

Gradually, though, such naturalistic principles regarding the 
origins of the world were superseded by anthropomorphic ones 
symbolized by names of divine beings-Prajapati and Brahma (who 
himself was born from a golden egg),14-and, eventually, by the 
thoroughly abstract principles of brahman and titman, pralJa (neuter, 
impersonal power) and sakti (feminine power), puru~a (spirit) and 
prakrii (matter). With the exception of the last two, used mainly by 
the Sarp.khya school, all those terms were also used interchangeably, 
at one time or another. The general meaning was that of all-pervasive 
essence, filling the air, the earth, and heaven (~g-veda 1. 115. 1), 
accounting for the unity of the universe, its vital force (titman, praIJa), 
and the cosmic Self (brahman, paramtitman).1 5 

Later, the Upani~ads and the AraDyakas attempting to build a 
monistic view of the world, expanded the range of speculative consid
erations to include the realm of subjective reflection, that is to say, of 
a thinking individuality or personal self (titman). The older concept of 
Hirm;ya-garbha was still referred to (especially in the later Upani~ads), 
along with all the other metaphysical entities accumulated side by 
side, in the course of time. In the Svelifsvaiara Upani~ad 3. 4, we read: 
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yo devanaID prabhavas codbhavas ca visvadhipo rudro mahar!?i}:tl 
hiraDya-garbhaID janayamasa purvarr. sa no buddhya subl}aya 
samyunaktul 

He who is the source and origin of the gods, the ruler of all, 
Rudra, the great seer, who of old gave birth to the Golden Germ 
(hirmJya-garbha), may He endow us with clear understanding. 

This stanza is repeated elsewhere (4. 12) with slight modification 
(" ... who beheld the Golden Germ when he was born," hiravya
garbha1]1 pasyata jayamana1]1), revealing an ambivalence regarding the 
order of birth which echoes the Vedic ambiguity concerning the 
womb and the egg. 

Now, it is not altogether unlikely, although difficult to prove, 
that such multiple levels of meaning may have been carried over 
into the later Buddhist concept of Tathagata-garbha. The senses of 
Womb, Germ (or Embryo), as well as that of cosmic Essence, or Self 
(acquired as a result of HiraDya-garbha's close association with 
Atman) are present in both compounds (HiraDya-garbha and 
Tathagata-garbha) which include the term garbha, as we have seen. 
In the MaUri Upani'iad, one of the late Upani!?ads, which-according 
to Radhakrishnan-shows the influence of Buddhist thought, we 
find the following enumeration, repeated twice (7. 7; see also 6. 8):16 

He is the Self which is free from sin, ageless, deathless, sorrow
less, free from uncertainty, free from fetters, whose conception 
is the real, whose desire is the real. He is the supreme lord, he 
is the ruler of beings, he is the protector of beings. He is the 
determining bridge. 

This Self, verily, is the lord, the beneficent, the existent, 
the terrible, the lord of creatures, creator of all, the Golden 
Germ (hiravya-garbha), truth, life, spirit, the ruler, the unshaken, 
the pervader, NarayaDa. 

He who is in the fire, he who is here in the heart, he who 
is there in the sun, he is the one. To you who are this, endowed 
with all forms hidden in the real space, be adoration! 

If we compare these lines with the description of the Tathagata
garbha given in the Lalikavatara-sutra II: 77; 11. 13-18 (vide supra), the 
numerous similarities in imagery and style would not fail to impress 
us. The flow of ideas between the late Upani!?adic and early 
Mahayana scriptures should not be very surprising after all, especially 
if we consider the fact that both were products of the sramava culture 
of the wandering ascetics, who were so fond of exalted flights 
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of speculative imagination. 
In his discussion about "The World-Sou!," Dasgupta seems 

skeptical with regard to the direct connection between the mono
theistic tendencies of the later J.\g-veda (10. 121. 1) and the Upani~adic 
doctrines, such as those reflected in the SvetZisvalara 3. 4 and 4.12 (vide 
supra). He says (History v. I, 52): 

The passages in Svetasvalara clearly show how from the supreme 
eminence that he had in R.V. X.121, HiraI).yagarbha had been 
brought to the level of one of the created beings. 

Concluding from this that the HiraI).yagarbha doctrine is philo
sophically "wholly irrelevant" in the Upani~ads, he comes in sharp 
disagreement with Paul Deussen, whose estimation is totally the 

. opposite, as seen from the following passage (which Dasgupta 
quotes):17 

... The entire objective universe is possible only in so far as it 
is sustained by a knowing subject. This subject as a sustainer 
of the objective universe is manifested in all individual objects 
but is by no ·means identical with them. For the individual 
objects pass away but the objective universe continues to exist 
without them; there exists therefore the eternal knowing 
subject also (hiravyagarbha) by whom it is sustained. Space and 
time are derived from this subject. It is itself accordingly not in 
space and does not belong to time, and therefore from an 
empirical point of view it is in general non-existent; it has no 
empirical but only a metaphysical reality. 

Be this as it may, in so far as its relevance to the Upani~ads is 
concerned, the fact is that the Garbha concept reverberates, to some 
degree or another, throughout many major Indian religious texts, 
both Hindu and Buddhist. 

In the Bhagavad Gila, for instance, it is said that Lord Kr~I)a (i.e., 
Vi9I)u) delivers his seed, or germ (garbha) in the womb, or matrix 
(yoni, not garbha) of the great Brahma, resulting in the creation of all 
beings (Bhagavad Gfta. 14, 3): 

mama yonir mahadbrahma tasmin garbharp dadhamy aham 
In that great Brahma's womb I deliver my seed. 

Likewise, in Asvagho;;a's Buddhacarita we find cosmological 
imagery, bringing together the ideas of womb, its gold-like contents 
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(i.e., Embryo of Buddhahood) and the subsequent illuminating 
impact upon the world:1B 

pratal; payodadiva tigmabhanul; samudbhavanso 'pi ca matr
kuk;;eb I sphuranmayukhai~ihatandhakaraiscakara lokaIjl 
kanakavadatam 1/ (Book 1, verse 26) 

Like the bright sun bursting from a cloud in the morning, so 
he, too, when he was born from his mother's womb [here kukfa 
instead of garbhal, made the world bright like gold, dispelling 
darkness. 

dlptya ca dhairyeDa sriya raraja balo ravirbhumimiva-avatlrDal; I 
(1. 31, first line) 

Radiating with constancy and inflamed, he shone like a young 
sun-god descended upon the earth. 

jagatyayaIjl mohatamo nihantuIjl jvali~yati jfianamayo hi 
suryal; 1/ (1. 74, second line) 

He will shine forth as a sun of knowledge to destroy the 
darkness of illusion in the world. 

Other Buddhist texts also make use of birth imagery in which 
the word garbha appears frequently in association with the name of 
the Buddha. The somewhat apocryphal Milinda-panha (which Mrs. 
Caroline Rhys Davids believed to have been composed "by a Brahman 
of Buddhist collegiate training, called Manava")19 compares the 
creation of the path to salvation (tirya-mtirga) to a birth process 
(4. 5, 15).20 Paul Demieville's translation of Hiuen-tsang's Chinese 
version of the Sandhinirmocana-sUfra reads: 21 

Within the Fruit of the Buddha there is nothing but true identity 
(bhUfatathata) and wisdom about true identity (bhutatathatabodhi), 
without any quality constituted by the coarse lakfalJa-s such as 
form and sound. 

We cannot but concur with Paul Masson-Oursel's observation that 
since "the fundamental entity of the Yogacaras, the bhuta-tathata 
(i.e., the Suchness of Existence), is purposely the 'fruit de Bouddha,' 
it is of little concern whether the- Sanskrit word rendered by the 
Chinese translator is garbha, or phala."22 

Even more poignantly, the Lanktivattira-sutra itself echoes the 
implications of HiraDya-garbha as the source and ground of all 
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beings, which becomes visible by purification, like shining gold 
among pebbles (Sagathakam: 358; gathas 750, 751): 

The originally clear Mind is the pure essence (garbha) of 
Buddhahood; for, being granted to [or, the ground of] every 
being, it is free from limitation and non-limitation. 

As the splendid color of gold, and brilliancy of gold among 
pebbles become visible through purification, so is the essence 
of personality aggregates [here garbha is substituted by its 
equivalent, aZaya, nn.] in a sentient being. 

Thus, Deussen's interpretation of the Upani!?adic HiraDya
garbha as the "sustaining subject of the objective universe," 
"manifested in all individual objects, but by no means identical (or 
limited) to the~," and therefore, having "no empirical but only a 
metaphysical reality," (vide supra) is fully validated by the corres
ponding descriptions of the Tathagata-garbha in the Lailkavatara-satra. 
Indeed, the only and crucial difference between the Atman and the 
Tathagata-garbha is that the latter is not taken as an empirical 
entity, a real individual and/or cosmic substratum, but as a merely 
metaphysical construct, adopted for convenience and didactic 
expediency. The Satra makes this clear when it states (II: 79; 
II. 1-13; v. 139): 

Thus indeed, Mahamati, they (the Tathagatas) proclaim 
through the doctrine regarding the Essence-of-Buddhahood 
the goal of attracting the philosophers (still) persevering in the 
doctrine of Self-hood, toward the doctrine of the Essence-of
Buddhahood. 

In what manner the minds who have fallen into the views 
of imagining the non-existent Self as real, succumbing in their 
fallen hearts to the domain of the triple emancipation, may 
qUickly be awakened into the state of supreme Enlightenment? 

In this manner, Mahamati: The Tathagatas, the Arhats, 
the fully enlightened ones, produce the doctrine of the Essence
of-Buddhahood. Yet, this is not the same as the heretics' 
doctrine of Selfhood (atmavada). 

Therefore, Mahamati, in order to relinquish the philo
sophers' view, you must strive after the essential (garbha) 
egoless nature (nairatmya) of the Tathagata. 

At that moment, the Lord appropriately recited this verse: 
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The personal Selt its continuance, the personality aggre
gates, the causal conditions, the atoms, the Supreme Spirit, 
the Lord, the Creator-they are merely imagined by the mind 
(cifta-matra) . 

Clearly, here and in other similar lines, the concept of the 
Tathagata-garbha is posited as a transcendental, supramundane ideal 
with great inspirational value for the religious life of the Buddhist 
novice, which does not by itslef contradict the basic Mahayana 
ontological postulates regarding Self-Iessness (Anatman), Imperma
nence (Anitya), and Voidness (Sunyata). 

According to the author of the SlUm, though comparable with 
the Hindu concept of Atman (through both historical and philo
sophical association), the idea of Tathagata-garbha is not to be 
adhered to, for, like all other metaphysical constructs, it is devoid 
of real ontological substance (attributable by the Hindus to the 
Atman), being no more than a skillful means (upaya kausalya) devised 
by the Teacher for the benefit of those who cannot yet envisage the 
awesome truth of the ego-Iessness of all things (dharma-nairatmya). 

Tathagata-garbha as Embryo, 
and the Dynamics of Buddhahood 

In his study of the Vijiiaptimatratasiddhi, La Vallee Poussin 
reproduces the following lines from the Tathagata-garbha-slUra (Nanjio 
384, Wassilieff's French translation):23 

In all beings is hidden the nature of the Tathagata: as the 
precious child is hidden in the entrails of the poor mother, as 
gold in an impure place ... etc. 

As we have already pointed out, such imagery is common in the 
Lankavatara-slUra (e.g., II: 77-78, supra), as well as in other texts (such 
as the Gatl4avyfiha, the Sik§asamuccaya, quoted by Poussin, loco cit.), 
where it is stated that the Bodhisattva is an embryo of the Buddha 
(buddhagarbha) because he is the "germ of the thought of enlighten
ment" (bodhicittakalala), and a "tender foetus" (kTparbuda) growing 
toward Buddhahood.24 

When taken in this dynamic aspect, usually associated with the 
system of the Five Sense-perceptions (the Vijfianas which are not 
subject to transmigration), the Tathagata-garbha compound is best 
translated as the "Embryo-of-Buddhahood." Such is the case in the 
following excerpt from the Lanka VI: 236; 11. 4-8: 
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Mahamati, the system of the five Sense-perceptions is not 
(subject to) transmigration, neither does it follow as a conse
quence of pleasure and pain, nor is it the cause conducive to 
NirvaDa. However, Mahamati, it is the Embryo-of-Buddhahood 
(tathagata-garbha) which develops along with the cause of pain 
and pleasure that are experienced (as a result), and it is the 
Embryo-of-Buddhahood which recedes, (having been) thickened 
with the fourfold habit-energy [or memories, vasanasl. 

Still, the immature do not understand this, for (their) 
thinking is infused with the habit-energy [or impressions, 
memories] of discrimination, due to the (wrong) views 
(regarding) momentariness. 
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In asserting the capacity for development of the Tathagata
garbha, when taken as 'embryo', the author of the Lmikavatara-sutra 
clearly distinguishes between one level of meaning ('embryo'), and 
another ('womb', or 'matrix'). It is quite possible, as we have already 
suggested, that this distinction came about gradually, in the course 
of the accretion of Mahayana literature. 

Gishin Tokiwa, in his article on the "Tathagata Garbha," 
attempts to outline a chronology in the development of the concept. 25 
According to him, the idea of "Tathagata's matrix-abode derives 
from that of Sakyamuni as a bodhisattva, or an Awakened being in 
quest of Awakening, abiding in the womb of his mother Lady Maya." 
This idea is traced back to the line: bodhisattva matub kuk?i-gatab, found 
in the sixth chapter, "Entering the Matrix" (Garbha-avakranti) of the 
Lalitavistara (Vaidya edition, p. 50 et al.).26 Thus, "the bodhisattva 
being in the belly of his mother" can only be in the shape of an 
embryo, namely the embryo of the Buddha to be. 

The Tathagata-garbha-sutra further developed this idea, when it 
stated that: 27 

... At that time there was a Buddha named Perpetual-light
Emitter ... When as a bodhisattva he was in his mother's womb, 
he emitted light, which shone through ... II 

... The Limitless-light bodhisattva once asked the Buddha 
about this truth of the Embryo-of-Buddhahood (tathagata
garbha). 

The next stage in the historical development of the Tathagata
garbha concept is the Srfmaladevf-sutra, which, according to Tokiwa, 
directly succeeds Lalitavislara and "should be regarded as the most 
important of sutras on the tathagata-garbha view."28 
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Indeed, as we have already pointed out at the beginning of this 
chapter, all three possible interpretations of the word garbha; may be 
distinguished in certain portions of this important text. One such 
passage, in Alex Wayman's revised translation referred to above, 
reads: 29 

Lord this Tathagatagarbha is the womb of the Illustrious 
Dharmadhatu, the embryo of the Dharmakaya, the essence of 
supramundane dharma, the essence of the intrinsically pure 
dharma. 

Likewise, the Ralnagolravibhaga, which contains many expressions 
from the Srfmaladevf-sUira in Sanskrit, contains the verse (in· Zuiru 
Nakamura's edition, p. 57, k. 34) which says:30 

garbha-slhanmp dhyana-saukhyam 

Comforting meditation (of the Bodhisattva) abiding in the 
womb [garbha, matrix]. 

Elsewhere in the Raina other, complementary meanings can be 
found, as in this passage translated by Takasaki: 31 

And now, in every living being, there exists the Essence-of-the 
Tathagata arisen, in the form of embryo (garbha-gala). But 
these living beings do not know about it. 

Such quotes echo similar statements found in the L.il1ikavatara-sUira 
(VI: 236, 11. 5-8, quoted above) since-according to Takasaki-the 
Lanka predates Ralnagolravibhaga by at least half a century.32 

Other siltras, later than the Raina, continued to develop the 
Garbha theory up to the sixth century A.D. One is entitled Arya
candroltaradarika-vyakaratta and is preserved in its Chinese translation 
of A.D. 591,33 and the other is the Mahayana-sraddholpada-saslra, which 
contains-again according to Takasaki-the most systematic exposi
tion of the Garbha theory, as well as its final development. 34 For the 
purpose of our investigation, however, suffice it to say that the 
sense of 'embryo' seems to have emerged initially from the association 
with the birth of the Bodhisattva from the Lady Maya's womb. 
Almost immediately, the texts also expanded the meaning to include 
the womb itself, which sometime later acquired cosmic dimensions 
(perhaps in association with the Dharmadhatu idea, or the Upani?adic 
notions of Atman, of Hira.Q.ya-garbha). In this later sense, the 
meaning of garbha became the equivalent of "essence," or "essential, 
pure nature." 
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The distinctive criterion between womb, or essence, on the one 
hand, and embryo, on the other, is-to be sure-the static or dynamic 
quality of each, respectively. Thus, the Ratna is replete with state
ments of the following sort: 

The Tathagata's matrix-abode is not born, does not get Old or 
die; it does not perish or rise. 35 

The Essence that exists since beginningless time 
Is the foundation of all elements, 
Owing to its existence, all Phenomenal Life (gati) 
As well as the acquisition of Nirvar:ta exists. 36 

o Lord, the Matrix of the Tathagata is the transcendental 
Matrix; the Matrix, perfectly pure by nature. 

The Buddha's Body penetrates everywhere, 
Reality is of undifferentiated nature, 
And the Germ (of the Buddha) exists (in the living beings) (sarve 

dehinab = sarvasattvab) 
Therefore, all living beings (sarva sarfri1Jab) 
are always possessed of the Matrix of the Buddha. (28)37 

It is indivisible from the Buddha's Properties, 
Its Germ has been perfected as it is (tadgotrasya tathagamab), 
It is not of false, deceptive nature (a1J1T§amo?adharmitva) 
And it is quiescent (adiprakrtisantata) from the very outset. (86)38 

The Srfmaladevf-siltra, too, describes the Tathagata-garbha with 
similar words:39 

But, Lord, the Tathagatagarbha is not born, does not die, does 
not pass away to become reborn. The Tathagatagarbha excludes 
the realm with the characteristic of the constructed. The 
Tathagatagarbha is permanent, steadfast, eternal. Therefore 
the Tathagatagarbha is the support, the holder, the base of 
constructed (Buddha natures) that are non-discrete, not disso
ciated, and knowing as liberated from the stores (of defilement); 
and furthermore is the support, the holder, the base of external 
constructed natures that are discrete, dissociated, and knowing 
as not liberated. 

Surely, this sort of Tathagata-garbha cannot be the same as the 
Tathagata-garbha referred to in the Laitkavatara-siltra as evolving 
among the individual components of personality, physical and 
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psychological, which are in continuous agitation, subject to birth 
and dissolution. In such a case, the word garbha can only ad,mit the 
rendition of "germ," or "embryo." Thus, Lanka VI: 221; 11. 12-19: 

And when a transformation does not take place in the 
Receptacle-of-impressions, known under the name of the 
Womb-of-Buddhahood, there is no cessation of the seven 
evolving Sense-perceptions. Why? Because the evolution is 
dependent upon this ground (of the five senses), but anything 
out of the reach of the Sense-perceptions evolves among the 
bases, the elements, and the personality aggregates, from the 
sum of one's own individual and general characteristics, out of 
the perception of egolessness of one's person, for [the benefit 
of those who arel versed in the discipline of the philosophers, 
and of all Sravaka disciples and of the fully enlightened ones. 

The Embryo-of-Buddhahood (Iathagata-garbha) becomes 
quiescent (nivartate) due to the understanding of the egolessness 
of things through the five Knowledge-states, and by returning 
to the following of the gradual stages (of the Bodhisattva's 
path), one is able not to be led astray by the views in regard to 
the paths of the other philosophers [Le., the hereticsl. 

What this passage clearly states is that, in opposition to the 
statements quoted from the Ratna and the Srfmalifdevf (see supra), 
Tathagata-garbha (or, at least a certain ki~d of garbha, which we 
translated as "embryo") is a constituent part of an individual's 
psycho-physical make up, and-as a consequence of that-can 
become subject to growth, agitation, and eventual quiescence. 
Being closely associated with the system of the Sense-perceptions 
(Vijnanas), it is only through its purification, or reabsorption 
(paravrtti) thatthe Embryo-of-Buddhahood may emerge in its original 
state. To this aspect of Tathagata-garbha we shall turn next. 

Tathagata-garbha as Womb or Matrix of Buddhahood 
If the womb of Lady Maya is the place where the Embryo of 

Buddhahood, or the Bodhisattva, is first conceived, then it is again 
a womb-like quality of peace and quietude which is the goal of 
Buddhist striving in this world of Sarpsara. Except that this time, 
the womb (or matrix, garbha) is not a clearly perceivable physical 
reality, but rather a hard-to-obtain, ineffable, metaphysical ideal, 
which is attained only by practicing assiduously the meditational, 
trance-like states which are referred to in the Satra as "the ten 
Samadhis." Thus, the Lankavatifra states (VI: 221-22; n. 19, 1-8): 
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Now, by establishing oneself at the Bodhisattva stage of the 
(eighth) immovable [concentration; acaiaya], he [the Bodhisattva 
disciplel attains the path leading to the bliss of the ten Samadhis. 
Supported by the Buddhas in Samadhi, with humility towards 
the observance of one's own: contemplation of the law of 
Enlightenment [or, the truth of the Buddhal which is beyond 
thought, refraining from (reaching) the limit of reality, (which 
is) the bliss of Samadhi; by means of the noble course of inner 
Self-realization, by the paths of (various) disciplines (yogamarga), 
but not by the refuge obtained by the heretics, the novices, and 
the self-enlightened ones-(thus) one reaches the ten-fold path 
of the noble family (of Tathagatas), and the body which is made 
of will and knowledge, free from passing into (the state of) 
Samadhi [Le., into Buddhahoodl. 

For this reason, Mahamati, let the Womb-of-Buddhahood 
Uathagata-garbha), which is known as the Receptacle-of-impres
sions (alaya-vijiiana), be purified [or cleansedl by the Bodhisattvas, 
the great beings, (who are inspired by this) most excellent goal. 
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The passage underscores the connection between theTathagata
garbha and the Alaya component of the Vijnana system. One 
important point needs to be emphasized, however. While the Garbha 
taken as "embryo" is associated with the seven evolving Vijnanas 
(Le., the five Sense-perceptions, the Manas, and the Manovijnana), 
the Garbha as "womb" is virtually identical with Alaya-vijnana. 
This is said to be the deepest stratum of consciousness, in itself pure 
and tranquil, and from which all the other Vijnanas emerge (Lanka 
VI: 220-1; 11. 13-16, 1): 

Because of the habit-energy of erroneous thinking accumulated 
variously since the beginningless time, the so-called Receptacle
of-impressions (alaya-vijiiana) is accompanied by the seven 
Sense-perceptions (which) are produced by the condition due 
to the habit-energy and ignorance. It is like the waves of the 
great ocean, forever rolling, (while) the body [Le., the mass of 
deep waters, or the Alayal continues to be uninterrupted (or 
undisturbed), free from the fault of impermanence, unperturbed 
by the doctrine of Selfhood, and thoroughly pure in its essential 
nature. 

From this passage it would seem that the Vijnanas are of two 
kinds: the evolving, dynamic pravrtti-vijfianas, and the pacific, pure 
Alaya-vijnana. In fact, the Satra tells us of three kinds of Vijnanas, 
as follows (Lanka II: 37; 11. 12-15): 
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There are three kinds of consciousness in manifested aspect: 
the (cause-) produced [or developing] form; the active [or 
effect-producing] manifested form; and the generic [i.e., fixed 
by birth, genetic, or family lineage, inherent character of its 
race, its true] form. 

Now, it is this generic, inherited, original form of consciousness, 
referred to here as jati-vijilana, and elsewhere as sva-jiili-lakfalJa (Le., 
"having the mark of one's own lineage, or racial, genetic, originally 
pure form"), which is the equivalent of both Alaya-vijfiana and 
Tathagata-garbha (when taken with the meaning of "womb," or 
"matrix"). Without further insistence upon the complex intricacies 
of the theory of the Eight Vijfianas (which will be treated as a 
separate topic in Ch. 2.3. of this work), let us say that the Naya can 
neither originate, nor disappear, but can only be purified and 
tranquillized. For to allow its complete cessation would be the 
theoretical equivalent of Nihilism (Ucchedavada), one of the two 
extreme views the Buddha warned against, in no uncertain terms. 40 

Thus, the Lanka II: 38-39; 11. 13-19, 1-2: 

Even so, Mahamati, if the evolving perceptions were different 
from their original form, the Repository-of-impressions (alaya
vijilana), their cause(s) (hetukani) could not be the Repository
of-impressions. 

Now, if they were not different (ananyani), the cessation of the 
evolving perceptions would mean the cessation of the Reposi
tory-of-impressions, but there is no cessation of one's own 
original form [svajiililakfaIJa, the equivalent of the alaya-vijilana]. 

Therefore, Mahamati, what (causes) the Sense-perceptions' 
(dissolution) is not the cessation of one's own pure, original 
form (of consciousness), but the cessation of the tainted, active 
form [of consciousness, i.e., karma-lakfalJa-1Jijilana]. 

However, had there been any ceasing of one's own original 
form [or consciousness, s1JajatilakfaIJa], the cessation of the 
Repository-of-impressions would have occurred. 

Moreover yet, if the dissolution were to take place in the 
Repository-of-impressions, this doctrine would be in no way 
different [or distinguishable] from the Nihilism of the heretical 
philosophers. 

To regard Alaya-vijfiana, on the other hand, as an indissoluble, 
persistent ontological entity (comparable with the Hindu Atman) 
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may bring one dangerously close to the other perverted theoretical 
extreme of Eternalism (Sasvatavada). Sensing such a danger, the 
author of the Lailkiivati'iracsfitra proposes a dialectical way out of this 
philosophical' tightrope, when he states in the following gathas 
(II: 46; vv. 102-104) that the seven evanescent Vijfianas are neither 
the same nor different from the eighth, quasi-permanent, AJ.aya, 
for they are all part of the same, organically interdependent system 
called the Mind (ciUa): 

They [Le., the seven evolving VIJnanas plus the ii/aya, here 
referred to as ciUa, the deep, subconscious mind] are neither 
different, nor non-different, they are considered as the waves 
and the ocean; thus are the seven Sense-perceptions connected 
with the mind (ci/ta). 

As the waves in their multiplicity are stirred upon (the surface 
of) the ocean, so in the Repository-of-impressions (iilaya) is 
produced a variety of what is known as Consciousness-states 
(vijfiiinas). 

Citta [or Alaya, the subconscious mind], Manas [or volition, 
the preconscious mind, as it were], and Vijfiana [the conscious 
perception] are discriminated in respect to their form (lak?aIJa
artha); (yet in substance) the eight (vijfiiinas) are not to be 
individualized (as something distinctivet for there is neither 
that which is qualified [or observable, lak§yaL nor that which 
qualifies [or observing, lak?a1;zar[!]. 

In other words, we are facing here a categorical denial of the absolute 
validity (or existence) of both the intrapsychical categories subsumed 
under the Vijfiana system (which are to be regarded as mere mental 
constructions, Citta-matra), and of the enduring personal conscious.., 
ness (Le., the illusion of Selfhood, Anatman, or the observing agent, 
na ea lak?aIJar[!).41 

Moreover, the same position is reflected in the similar descrip
tions of the role of the Tathagata-garbha in the system ofVijfianas 
as both the source and the ultimate resting place of the seven 
evolving Consciousness-states. Here is one such example (Lankii 
VI: 222; 11. 9-14): 

Mahamati, if-as it appears-there were no Womb-of-Buddha
hood, known as the Receptacle-of-impressions, there would 
be, Mahamati, neither the developing nor the disappearing [of 
thought forms, the vijfiiinas] in the Receptacle-of-impressions, 
known as the Matrix-of-Buddhahood (tathiigata-garbha). 
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But Mahamati, there is rising and disappearing of the foolish 
as well as of lofty (thoughts, vijnanas). (Knowing this), the Ypgis 
who spend (their time) by wandering in the bliss of Dharma 
and contemplating their inner noble Self-realization, do not 
abandon (working) hard and are not frustrated (in their efforts). 

Thus, the polemical tone in which this discourse is presented 
betrays a certain ambigl.lity (or ambivalence?) regarding the ultimate 
validity of the Vijfiana system, as well as the specific functions 
attributed to its various components. This ambiguity, which the 
author of the Lmikavatara attempts to overcome, reflects the fluidity 
of the Tathagata-garbha theory, its nature and role within the 
Vijfiana system, at the time when this text was compiled. 

Consider, for instance, the issue of purity, which is strongly 
emphasized in the Lmikavatara, as we have already pointed out in 
previous descriptions of the Tathagata-garbha. The Yogacaras 
apparently held the view that the .Alaya-vijfiana (or Tathagata
garbha, its synonym in the Lmikavalara) is pure in its essential nature, 
while other Buddhists held the view that it is tainted by adventitious 
defilements (klesas). This is clearly stated in the following passage 
(Lanka VI: 222; 11. 14-19): 

Mahamati, this domain of the Receptacle-of-impressions, which 
is the Womb-of-Buddhahood, is primarily pure, and is beyond 
the (speculative) views of the philosophers, the self-enlightened 
ones, and of all the disciples; and yet it appears to them (as 
being) impure, as it is soiled by these external defilements; but 
not so to the Tathagatas. (For), again Mahamati, to the 
Tathagatas it is the realm of direct perception, like (seeing) the 
.Amalaka (myrobalan fruit) in the palm of the hand. 

This confusion regarding the purity of the Tathagata-garbha 
may very well be due to the various meanings attributed to the word 
garbha. Thus, in the case of "embryo" (garbha seen as potentiality for 
Buddhahood) one can speak of an impure condition, while in the case 
of "womb," or "essence" (garbha taken as fulfillment, or actualized 
Buddhahood) the impurities have been removed, as a result of the 
purifying process of meditation. 

This point of interpretation is supported by both the Ralnagolra
vihhaga (where the Tathagata-garbha constitutes the central topic, 
the text itself being based upon a lesser-known scripture, the 
Talhagalagarbha-siilra), and the Srfmaladevf-siilra (which is mentioned by 
name in the Lankavatara). Further light on this issue is shed by 
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Wayman in his Introduction to his translation of the Srfmaladevf-siitra, 
where he says:42 

The te~m "Thusness" (tathata) is also employed in a qualified 
way for the Tathagata-garbha. According to the Ratnagotra
vibhaga (E. H. Johnston, ed., The Ratnogotravibhaga Mahaya~ottara
lantrasastra, text I, 26, Patna: 1950), Thusness defiled is the 
Tathagatagarbha, and Thusness undefiled is Enlightenment. 
The Srf-Mala states, "Lord, 'incomparable rightly completed 
enlightenment' is an expression for the nirvaI).a-realm. 
'NirvaI).a-realm' is an expression for the Dharmakaya of the 
Tathagata." In the Sri-Mala there are two main conditions for 
the "embryo of the Tathagata": either covered by defilements, 
when it is called only "embryo of the Tathagata"; or free from 
defilements, when the "embryo of the Tathagata" is no more 
the "embryo" (potentiality) but the Tathagata ( = Dharmakaya) 
(actuality). 

Seen in its actuality, or as Dharmakaya, the Tathagata-garbha 
is characterized in the Srfmaladevf (and other related texts) by four 
qualities: permanent (nitya), steadfast (dhruva), calm (siva), and 
eternal (sasvata). In a passage from the Mahabherfharaka-siitra a fifth, 
Self (a/man) is also added: 43 

Kasyapa, accordingly at the time one becomes a Tathagata, a 
Buddha, he is in nirvaI).a, and is referred to as 'permanent,' 
'steadfast,' 'calm,' 'eternal,' and 'self' (iitman)." 

Furthermore, these terms are explained in yet another scripture, 
the Anunatvapun;atvanirdesaparivarta, quoted by vVayman: 44 

This Dharmakaya, Sariputra, is permanent, by reason of being 
the unalterable true nature with boundless natures (dharma). 
This Dharmakaya, Sariputra, is steadfast, by reason of being 
the steadfast refuge at the uttermost limit. This Dharmakaya, 
Sariputra, is calm, by reason of being the nondiscursive true 
nature with nondual natures. This Dharmakaya, Sariputra, is 
eternal, by reason of being the unfabricated true nature with 
indestructible natures. 

One more point needs to be made here, namely that the degree 
of understanding of the Tathagata-garbha theory varies with 
advancement on the path to Buddhahood. From the combined 
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reading of the Srfmaladevf, Raina, and Laflkavaftira, there seem to be at 
least three, and perhaps four, categories of understanding, according 
to the class of person. 

The first belongs to ordinary people, non-Buddhists, sometimes 
referred to as heretics (tfrthyas), or to the philosophers (ordinarily 
brahmins). They are either nihilists (materialists), or eternalists 
(believers in Atman, the Hindus). 

The second class of beings are the Hlnayana Buddhists, usually 
called the two "Noble ones," the Disciples (Sravakas) and the Self
Enlightened ones (Pratyekabuddhas). They only see impermanence, 
suffering, the non-Self, and impurity, but do not reach the Nirva:Q.a
realm (Dharmakaya, the Womb of the Tathagatas) which has 
permanence, pleasure, Self, and purity. 

The third would be the Mahayanists who take Voidness 
(Sunyata) as the ultimate and do not see the absolute nature of 
Buddha's Essence (Tathata) which is not void, but steadfast and pure, 
as described in the texts. 

Finally, there are the Tathagatas, or Bodhisattvas, the Great 
Beings who, having eliminated through insight (prajfia) the defile
ments of lust, hatred and delusion, have attained the spiritual power 
to help others in their own striving along the same path, towards 
the final goal: cessation of suffering (Nirva:Q.a). 

Free from imagination concerning the world of Sarp.sara and 
Nirva:Q.a, they regard the Tathagata-garbha as Thusness (Tathata), 
that is beyond all dualities of Self and non-Self, pure and impure, 
permanence and impermanence. This is how the texts describe them. 
First, the Ratnagotravibhaga (pp. 76-77, alluding to the preceding p. 74) 
says the following: 45 

(1) The embryo of the Illustrious Dharmadha:tu is not accessible 
to ordinary persons, who fall into the belief in a real personality; 
because the embryo of the Illustrious Dharmadhatu is the 
realm without flux that is the cessation of a real personality. 

(2) The embryo of Dharmakaya and the embryo of supra
mundane dharma are not accessible to the Disciples and the 
Self-Enlightened, who adhere to waywardness; because they 
contempl<lte the ideas of impermanence, suffering, nonself, 
and impurity (of sarp.sara) instead of the permanence, pleasure, 
self, and purity of the Tathagatagarbha ( = nirva::Q.a). 

(3) The embryo of the intrinsically pure dharma is not accessible 
to the Bodhisattvas newly entered in the Great Vehicle, whose 
thoughts are distracted by voidness; because they seek the 
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"voidness door of liberation" for destruction of modes-of
beings, and do not understand voidness as the Tathagatagarbha 
which is void of defilement and not void of Buddha natures 
[according to Sri-Mala's interpretation]. 
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The fourth class of beings, not mentioned in the Ratna, is 
described in the Lankavati'ira as the Bodhisattvas, the Great Beings 
who are not attached to the letter of the texts, but realize through 
their own inner experience the meaning of the concept of Buddha
hood, which is only alluded to in the scriptures. Thus the Lanka 
VI: 222-23; 11. 20, 1-13: 

This is what was indicated to me in the canonical text relating 
to the Queen Srlmala and in another (text) which relies upon 
the Bodhisattvas endowed with subtle, sharp and pure psycho
logical insight: 

The Embryo-of-Buddhahood, known as the Receptacle-of
impressions, evolves together with the seven Sense-perceptions. 
This is expounded for the purpose of making the disciples who 
are persevering (in their wrong views) see into the egolessness 
of things, and the realm of the Tathagata is (also) expounded 
(here) for the scope of (the spiritual) attainment of the Queen 
Srlmala. This realm does not belong to the speculative system 
of the (heretical) philosophers, or of the self-enlightened ones 
and of the disciples. 

On the other hand, Mahamati, the realm of the Tathagatas, 
which is the same as the Womb-of-Buddhahood, the range of 
the Receptacle-of-impressions, belongs only to the Bodhisattvas, 
the Great Beings, those who like you are endowed with 
penetrating intellect, with sharp and subtle thought-'power, 
and (whose understanding) is in accordance to the meaning, and 
not to the self-enlightened ones, the disciples, and all other 
philosophers who are attached to the letter of the canonical 
books. 

For this reason, Mahamati, may you and other Bodhi
sattvas, Great Beings, practice the yoga of comprehending the 
Receptacle-of-impressions, the Essence-of-Buddhahood in 
which (you will find) the dominion of all the Tathagatas, so that 
you may not become (constrained) by mere (bookish) learning. 

This particular passage expresses in a uniquely condensed form 
the essential features of the Tathagata-garbha theory as presented 
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in the LailkiivaMra-sutra. Not only do we find all four levels of under
standing of the concept referred to above (the four classes of beings 
on the path of Buddhahood), but we can also discern the three 
nuances of meaning implicit irt this important Mahayana construct. 
FOT, the meaning of garbha in the first paragraph can only be translated 
as "embryo" (i.e., the dynamic sense, since it evolves together with 
the "developing sense-perceptions," or pravrlti~vijfiiinas), that of the 
second paragraph admits the sense of "womb" (Le., the static sense, 
the source of the power of the intellect), and in the third paragraph 
the reference to the teaching of the Buddha contained in the canonical 
books (Dharmakaya), suggests the sense of "essence/' since it is this 
essential nature of the Buddhist Dharma which constitutes the goal 
of Buddhist strivings and not learning per se. In this, all related 
texts seem to agree. 

Thus, the Uttaratantra, quoting the Tathiigatagarbha-sutra states: 
"All sentient beings are endowed with the Essence of the Buddha." 
The meaning of this statement is explained by Maitreya himself, the 
presumed founder of the Yogacara school, with the words: 46 

The Absolute is (one) undifferentiated (whole). 
And the Germ of (Buddhahood) exists (in every living 
being), 

Therefore, for ever and anon, all that lives is 
endowed with the Essence of the Buddha. 

And also: 

Just as, being essentially free from (dialectical) 
thought-construction, the element of space is ubiquitous, 

In the same way the Immaculate Essence which is 
of Spiritual nature, pervades all that exists. 

The Ratnagotravibhiiga also presents three senses as implicit in the 
statement regarding all sentient beings (pp. 25-26):47 

(1) The Tathagata's Dharmakaya permeates all sentient 
beings; 

(2) The Tathagata's "Thusness" (lathaM) is omnipresent 
(avyatibheda) in them; and 
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(3) The Tathagata's species (sotra) occurs in them. 

Finally, what remains truly unique to the Laizkavafara is the 
radical interpretation of the Tathagata-garbha as a soteriological 
device, a didactic construct meant to be discarded, once its symbolic 
value has been understood. For it is the object, the moon, arid not its 
symbol, the finger-tip pointing to the moon, that needs to be grasped 
by the mind. This is conveyed in rich poetical imagery by the Satra, 
as follows (Laizka VI: 223-24, vv. 1-4): 

The (essential) nature of the Tathagatas is indeed united with 
the seven Consciousness-states (vijfianas)i Duality arises from 
attachment, (but) from accurate. understanding, it ceases [i.e., 
the subject/object duality]. 

The thinking mind, created by thought [or desire, mati] since 
the beginning, is seen like a (reflection in the) mirror, (but) 
when reality (bhata) is seen as such [or, as it is, yathal, there is 
neither object (artha), nor subject [or, the reality-maker, artha
akara]. 

As the immature observes the finger-tip and not the moon (to 
which it points), so indeed those who cling to the letter (ak$ara) 
do not see my truth (tattva). 

(For) the mind (ciNa) dances like a dancer, the impulses (manas) 
resemble a clown, the power of will [or, the thinking conscious
ness, mano-vijfiana] along with the five (Sense-perceptions, 
pravrtii-vijfianas) imagine a world (drsya) like a stage [i.e., made of 
mere appearance contrived by the mind, citta-miitra]. 

We can only add that these celebrated lines opened a new and 
higher level of awareness regarding the power of metaphorical 
speech, which left deep traces in the minds of succeeding generations 
of Buddhists. Particularly, the Ch'an and Zen schools of China and 
Japan found in such verses the inspiration for the creation of a new 
genre of religious literature, the aphoristic kiJans, as well as a fresh 
way of looking at nature through highly symbolic forms of art, such 
as painting, rock-gardens, and flower arrangement, where every 
detail has a self-transcending significance. 
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Conclusion 

The Tathagata-garbha concept is a relatively late arrival into 
the Buddhist metaphysical pantheon. Most probably, it was brought 
in by converts from the Hindu educated strata, familiar with Vedic 
and Upani!?adic cosmogonic speculations. One such myth of cosmic· 
genesis spoke of a Golden Germ (Womb or Egg), named hiralJya-garbha, 
from which all things were born. This ancient Vedic image re
emerged in the Buddhist Yogacara texts, during the first centuries 
of our era, perhaps as a lay reaction to the hard-to-digest Nihilism of 
the Madhyamika philosophers. By contrast, many scholars agree 
that the Tathagata-garbha concept admits the possibility of at least 
two meanings: the containing and the contained. In the preceding 
sections, we had the opportunity to show that in the LailkiJvatiJra-siitra, 
and other related texts, the term can appear in three different 
contexts, with three different meanings, namely as "Essence" of 
Buddhahood, as "Germ" (or "Embryo"), and as "Matrix" (or "Womb") 
of all things in the universe. 

Now, the term was important in the development of Buddhist 
philosophy and religion for a number of reasons. First, from a purely 
theoretical, doctrinal point of view, it rekindled the old, yet ongoing 
'Self versus non-Self' controversy, by providing the Yogacaras with 
a new, positive platform of defense against both the Hindu Eternalists 
and the Buddhist Nihilists. As we will see in the next chapter (ch. 1.2), 
the Yogacaras embraced the original Middle Way position of the 
Buddha against all extremes (Le., the Personalists on one side, and· 
the Abhidharma Nihilists on the other), by saying that the Self 
neither is, nor is not present among the five personality constituents 
(Skandhas). 

Second, from the practical point of view, the Tathagata-garbha 
could be used as an intermediary step in the process of meditation, 
half-way between the familiar Hindu concept of Self CAtman) and 
the difficult to grasp Buddhist concept of non-Self (Anatman). The 
importance of the correct understanding of the non-Self concept in 
Buddhism cannot be understated. Let us remember that in the 
Indian religious traditions, Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain, the view of 
Self was perceived as inextricably bound to the larger view of the 
world, with the theory of Being and of Becoming. As a direct 
consequence of this fact, the understanding and the realization of 
the personal Self was believed to be tied in with, and to bestow upon 
one the mastery of the power of Being itself, in its cosmic dimensions. 

Thus, the religious quest of Self-realization, the paramount 
goal of all the esoteric traditions of India, acquired a cosmic signifi-
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cance in the mind of the adept. For, by understanding correctly the 
nature of the Self, one could also gain insight into the nature of the 
universe itself. The Tathagata-garbha concept afforded the disciple 
the opportunity to visualize the Self as the Embryo to be nurtured 
to fully-grown Buddhahood, the universe as an all-encompassing 
Matrix-of-Buddhahood, and all things partaking of the same 
Essence-of-Buddhahood, identified with the universal teaching of 
Buddhism (or Dharma). The effect of such visualizations would, of 
course, be the broadening of one's mental horizons, the weakening 
of one's attachment to a narrowly defined concept of Self, and 
eventually, the emergence of one's consciousness into the broad, 
indeed unlimited freedom of non-Self. 

Furthermore, from the ethical point of view, the Tathagata
garbha theory reinforced the new altruistic ethos of the Mahayana 
school, for it affirmed the claim to freedom and perfection for all 
beings, on account of the ever-present Buddha nature in all things, 
even "in the tiniest speck of dust." In contrast with other religious 
doctrines of both East and West, which focus more on the negative 
aspects of the human soul (such as, for example, the Original Sin), 
the Womb, or the Essence-of-Buddhahood concept, represents a 
strongly positive affirmation of the fundamental goodness of the 
world, and of all creatures contained therein. 

This essential goodness of the universe, however, should not 
be regarded as a justification for a complacent and passive attitude 
towards the world, since it is balanced by the presence at the 
individual level of the Germ-of-Buddhahood, in ever-present need 
of nurturing and self-perfection. For, if the Essence-of-Buddhahood 
symbolizes the passive, static quality of the Dharma teaching, the 
Embryo represents its active, dynamic potential for growth and 
development. Thus, one may say that the Tathagata-garbha signifies 
both the source and the final aim of spiritual strivings, according to 
Yogacara Buddhism. That explains why so many other important 
Mahayana ideas were also drawn into its sphere of meaning, or 
sometimes even used as its synonyms (e.g., Dharmadhatu, Dharma
kaya, Tathata, Hetu, etc.).48 

One such synonym, .Alaya-vijiiana (or the "Repository-of
impressions"), was a characteristic innovation of the Yogacara school 
(see chapter 2.3. on the eightfold Vijiiana system, below). Never
theless, its identification with the passive aspect of the Tathagata
garbha concept (i.e., the Essence of pure dharmas) is not found in 
any other Vijiianavada work prior to the Lmikavaiara, including those 
of Vasubandhu, the most prominent systematizer of the schoo1. 49 

Later, in China, this innovation was continued by the followers of 
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the Avatarpsaka school as well, who further combined the Garbha 
theory with the Citta-Matra (Mind-only) concept, yet another 
Laflkavattira doctrinal hallmark. 5o . 

Last, but not least, let us also point out the unique insistence 
of the Laflkavattira upon the primarily didactic function of the. 
Tathagata-garbha concept, as an intermediary stepping-stone toward 
the more difficult understanding of the non-Self doctrine (Anatman). 
For, to take the Garbha concept literally, that is, to believe in its 
real, ontological substance, would amount to confusing Tathagata
garbha with the Hindu Atman, or Self (the sin of believing in 
metaphysical Eternalism). According to the text, it should only be 
regarded as a tool, a teaching device, to be discarded once the goal 
of understanding of the true doctrine of non-Self has been reached. 
It is yet another demonstration of the Teacher's skill-in-means, a 
compassionate concern for the pupils' progress on the arduous path 
of knowledge and spiritual development. 

Let us now shift our focus from the essence of Being, to the 
temporal manifestation of Being, the human personality, or the 
fivefold personality aggregates, in order to better understand the 
difference between Self and non -Self, according to Y ogacara 
Buddhism. 



1 @I 2. The five Skandhas: 
the Temporal Manifestation of Being 

Introduction 

If Tathagata-garbha symbolizes the essence, or the Germ of Buddha
hood in Yogacara Buddhism, the transcendental notion of Being 
which permeates all animated existence, the Skandhas represent its 
most conspicuous embodiment on the temporal plane of physical 
reality, the psycho-physical complex known as the human person
ality. This fivefold group of personality constituents, fused together 
in a dynamic river of energy, is the Buddhist equivalent of the Hindu
Brahmanical answer to the problem of Self, the concept of Atman, 
which triggered a cluster of other issues related to human destiny, 
karma and transmigration, the nature of the world and of human 
salvation. 

In the Laflkavatara-satra, too, there are several strands of ideas 
connected with the group of five personality aggregates, namely: 
the problem of Selfhood, the issue of the Realized Being, the 
Tathagata, the relation between the material and immaterial 
components of a being, the problem of transmigration, the Selfhood 
of inanimate objects, the interaction between life and matter, Being 
and Non-Being, subject and object, and so on. Therefore, a separate 
treatment of the most relevant ideas, or group of ideas, will be 
required. In addition, as we shall see, the Skandhas in the Laflkavatara
satra are constantly compared with, and differentiated from the 
Hindu Atman (or Pudgala), whose knowledge is taken for granted 
by the author of the Satra. 

To better understand the nature of the Atman-Skandhas 
controversy, a brief review of the relevant Brahmanic and early 
Buddhist literature on these important subjects will also be necessary. 
Thus, the highlighting of the doctrinal landmarks of the Self 
concepts within the historical background of Indian Buddhism will 
provide the substance of our first subsection. 
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The second and third subsections will focus specifically upon 
the analysis of the Five Skandhas in the Lailkavati'ira, according to 
their two major divisions into the formative (rupa) and formless 
(nama) elements, or constituents of human personality. The last 
three subsections are organically related to the first three, in that 
they present the continuous elaborations of the Personality theory 
in the Mahayana schools, particularly Yogacara. Each subsection 
highlights a particular aspect of the Skandhas theory, in relation to 
the personal or empirical self (pudgala, iifman), the transcendental 
or trans-empirical Self (the Tathagata or the Realized Being, the 
Buddha), and the impersonal, abstract metaphysical principles (such 
as Being and non-Being, life and matter, subject and object oneness 
and hothness, etc.), as distinguishable in our representative text, 
the Lmikavati'ira-satra. 

It is the contention of the writer that without an initial, 
historical review of the doctrinal disputations regarding the Self in 
the primitive Buddhist scriptures, the later, more complex arguments 
regarding the doctrine of non-Self (Anatman, and the Five Skandhas) 
-as found in the Lailkavati'ira and elsewhere-could hardly be under
stood. Thus, the careful observer will not fail to notice that the 
argument sustained in the Satra is, in some meaningful way, 
c-onnected with the view of the Self presented in the Pali scriptures, 
which is considerably different from that of the later Abhidharmists. 

Brief Overview of the Afrnan Controversy 
Prior to the LaMciJvaiiJra.,.si'ttra 

Unlike the Upani!?adic Self CAtman), which was said to be blissful 
(ananda), imperishable and indestructible (avinasl va are 'yam iifma 
an-ucchitti-dharma, BrhadarmJyalca Upani?ad 4. 5. 14), the Buddhists 
regarded the notion of Self merely as a convenient appelation used 
in lieu of the psycho-physical pentad (rupa and nama-skandhas), which 
was believed to be in constant change and transformation toward 
the ultimate dissolution brought about by death, or Nirvar:ta: 

For there is suffering, but none who suffers; 
Doing exists, although there is no doer; 
Extinction is, but no extinguished person; 
Although there is a path, there is no goer. 

Thus spoke Buddhaghosa in Visuddhi-Magga 16. 90; and he con
c1uded: 1 
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So void of lastingness, and beauty, pleasure, self, 
Is the first pair, and void of self the deathless state, 
And void of lastingness, of pleasure and of self 
Is the path,too; for such is voidness in these four. 
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These lines summarize a millenium-long tradition of resistance 
against the temptation to regard the common-sense perception of 
the unity of human personality as more than an illusion. In a sense, 
one could say that Buddhism is more orthodox, that is, more faithful 
to the Vedas, than is th~ Upani;;adic tradition. For, the Vedas already 
contained the germ of a process ontology of sorts, when it asserted 
that the primal (and also the ultimate) condition of the universe is 
the amorphous state of "neither Being, nor Not-being" (~g-veda 
10. 129), appropriately symbolized by the unfathomable ocean, the 
cosmic egg, the golden embryo "which the waters bore" (hira;Jya
garbha), the windless energy (svadha), and so on. 

The Upani~ads, on the other hand, developed a static, 'substance' 
ontology, strongly revolving around the personal entity called 
Atman or Puru~a, like the universe around the Earth, in the archaic 
cosmologies. The idea of a primordial state of pure Being-ness is 
forcefully asserted in the fourth Brahma;Ja of th~ Brhadarar;yaka 
Upani~ad, entitled "The Creation of the World from the Self" (1.4.1). 
It is well worth quoting, as it offers a strong contrast to the 
subsequent Buddhist development of the subject of Self, as we shall 
see later in this paper.2 

In the beginning this (world) was only the Self (atman), in the 
shape of a person (puru§a-vidha). Looking around he saw nothing 
else than the Self (atman). He first said: 'I am.' Therefore arose 
the name of I. Therefore, even to this day when one is 
addressed he says first: 'This is l' and then speaks whatever 
other name he may have. Because before (piirva) all this, he 
burnt (au~at) all evils, therefore he is a person (puru$a). He who 
knows this, verily, burns up him who wishes to be before him 
(piirvo bubhii~ati). 

Bearing in mind this view of the person as the crux of Upani;;adic 
ontological and psychological thinking, which was influential in 
Buddha's time, we can better grasp the revolutionary dimension of 
Buddhist philosophy, which became the official worldview by the 
time of the Asoka empir~, barely two hundred years after the great 
Teacher's demise. 
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Official acceptance, however, does not usually have the power 
, to automatically dissolve deep-seated beliefs that have long historical, 
literary, and folk traditions behind them. So, between the time of 
Asoka (240 B.C. 7) and that of the Yogacara school, as reflected in 
the Lailkavatara (4th century A.n.), a long and tortuous history of 
doctrinal disputes and rivalries followed. 3 

The ensuing controversies have their roots in the very questions 
that the Teacher left unanswered, such as the ultimate nature of 
Self, of Buddhahood, of Nirva:Q.a, of the world. Thus, the question 
of the universal accessibility of Buddhahood split the SaIpgha during 
the first Council, while that pertaining to the nature of atta versus 
the anatta reached its peak around the time of the third Council, held 
under Asoka's leadership at Pataliputra (Patna) in the third century 
B.C. There, many of those who supported the Atta viewpoint (such 
as a certain very learned, but wicked brahma:Q.a, Vatsa of Kashmir) 
were not only expelled, but also kil1ed. 4 

Subsequently, the Anatta doctrine came to be regarded as the 
only orthodox teaching adopted by the Sthaviras, or the Vibhajya
vadins (lit., "Those who make distinctions"). The supporting 
evidence comes from both Asoka's rock edicts condemning the 
dissent-causing monks (the Sarvastivadins and the Pudgalavadins, 
those who believed in the reality of all dharmas, including the 
personhood, Pudgala),s as well as from various texts, the most 
important of which being the Kiifha- Vatthu ("The Points of Contro
versy," or "Subjects of Discourse," the fifth of the seven books of 
the Abhidhamma Pifaka of the Pali canon). This apologetic work was 
written, according to the "Commentator's Introduction," for the 
purpose of "giving account of the soul (alta) and such points contro
verted" at the time of the third Asokan Council, where "to avert all 
bases of heresy that had arisen," the Elder Tissa Moggali's son 
separated "by the method which had been delivered by the Master" 
five hundred orthodox statements from five hundred heterodox 
ones, thereby "purging religion of its stains."6 

The book presents the points of view of the two major parties 
of that time, the Theravadins and the Puggalavadins, in the form of 
dialogues, interspersed with the author's own commentary.7 The 
main thrust of the Theravadin argument went in the direction of 
forcing the opponent to admit that puggaZa (Sanskrit pudgaZa, i.e., 
"person"-the term that gradually replaced atta in the Abhidharmist 
literature) cannot be something different, as a. "real and ultimate 
fact," than each of the fifty-seven "real and ultimate" dhammas that 
constitute the totality of our conscious experience, nor can it be 
the sum of all these taken together, for this would account for a 
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composite (sa7]1skrta), not ultimate (asa7]1skrta) reality.s 
Apparently, the Personalists were not convinced by this argu

ment, and returned the polemical fire by quoting the Teacher as 
saying that "there are (souls or) persons working for their own 
good," which would imply continuity of personality. A counter
quote was then presented by the Theravadins from the SuUa-Nipata 
(1116), which records the following words of the Buddha to a disciple: 
"Consider, Mogharaja, that the world is empty of soul (aHa)." At this 
point, the commentator inserts his own thoughts, albeit in a some
what neutral, philosophical tone: 9 

Hence, by the quotation, it is as easy to deny soul (pugga/o natthi) 
as to affirm it (pugga/o althi), or to say: 'that which exists not is 
all persons' (naUhi sabbo pugga/o) as to say that 'that which exists 
is not all persons' (althi na sabbo pugga/o). 

The meaning of these enigmatic words is clarified in conjunction 
with the Personalist assertion that although there is a clear line 
between Being (althi) and non-Being (nalthi), not all existent things 
are persons (i.e., have independent being, or atthi):10 

Theravadin: Is the person something that is, and conversely? 
Personalist: Nay, that cannot truly be said ... 

. Theravadin: Does the person exist, and conversely? 
Personalist: The person exists. Conversely, of the existent, 

some is person, some is not person. 

Theravadin: Does 'person' mean a reality and conversely? 
Personalist: 'Person' is a reality. Conversely, 'reality' means 

in part person, in part not person. 

Far from being gratuitous, the subtleties of this dialogue are 
directed to a specific target, namely to bridge the apparently contra
dictory statements of the Teacher into a coherent ontology, agreeable 
to all factions, so that the split of the Saqlgha could be healed and 
the Order prosper, unhindered by internal dissension. But, as is 
often the case, the wish for unity did not materialize beyond the 
level of polite discussion at best, and later we find a whole chapter of 
Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosa (9) devoted to the same topic: the 
refutation of the heretical Atmavada doctrine. Indeed, with the 
passing of time, the polemic on this subject-far from diminishing
became even more complex, especially when other schools of 
thought opened new lines of inquiry with new terminology. 
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Thus, the ~umbersome issue of continuity of personal identity 
over a life-span (memory, habits), as well as before and, after it 
(rebirth, transmigration, karma), received a number of hypothetical 
solutions, none of which proved satisfactory enough to OVercome 
the others and settle the dispute once and for all. The orthodox 
Abhidharmist position was, in fact, also the most vulnerable. Its 
roots branched out into certain canonical passages regarded as highly 
authoritative, although subject to interpretation, such as this from 
the Sa1J1.yutta-Nikaya 3. 127:11 

With regard to these five groups (khandhas), I do not find any 
Ego (at/a), or something "belonging to an Ego" (attaniya) ... I am 
no longer subject to the thoughts of "I am," or "This I am." 

Having taken Buddha's words literally, the Abhidharmists 
rejected out-of-hand any counter-evidence and as a result, they fell 
an easy prey to the annihilationist trap. Their contention in regard 
to the idea of transmigration (sankanli), in order to be consistent with 
the Khandhas theory (as per Buddhaghosa, Visuddhi-Magga 16), was 
that "it is the wandering (sa1J1.sara) which wanders," a nonsensical 
statement, according to Professor E. Conze.l 2 

At some point, the Theravadins put forward the theory of a 
'life-continuum' (bhavanga). which was said to be subconscious to a 
certain degree.13 The idea of a "continuous existence of a very subtle 
consciousness" had already been embraced by the Sautrantikas, 
while another important Buddhist school, the Mahasanghikas, 
argued in favor of a basic (mula) consciousness, the seat of karmic 
accumulations.l4 Hence, the Yogacaras' metaphysical constructions, 
such as the Receptacle-of-perceptions (or, the Store-consciousness, 
A.laya-vijnana), the Sphere-of-Dharma(s) (Dharmadhatu), the Body
of-Dharma (Dharmakaya), Thusness (Tathata), the incorruptible 
'pure seeds' (anasrava-brjas, or the aryadharmas), and so on.l5 

We have pOinted out above that the Puggalavadins' position was 
that "the person is neither identicaL nor different from the 
Khandhas." In contrast, other Samatiya groups (such as the 
Sautrantikas, the Vatsiputriyas, or the Avantakas) supported their 
belief in the persistence of a personality core (the 'seeds of goodness', 
which lead one to Nirva:r;a) by invoking Buddha's words as recorded 
by Vasubandhu in the Abhidharmakosa, which says: "I see this 
extremely subtle seed of salvation like a seam of gold hidden in 
metal-bearing rock."16 

The more one tries to comprehend the kaleidoscopic variety of 
the proposed solutions to the Anatta concept, the more one is' 
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inclined to agree with Theodore Stcherbatsky that "the whole of the 
history of Buddhist philosophy can be described as a series of 
attempts to penetrate more deeply into this original intuition of the 
Buddha, what he himself believed to be his great discovery./f17 One 
of the most poignant, if not the clearest expressions of this intuition 
is found in the Drgha-Nikiiya 1. 31. 1 (repeated also in 32. 4; 34. i &ff.):18 

Some Brahmal).as maintain, in 16 ways, that the soul after 
death is conscious (sannim af!i;inam) ... some maintain, in 8 ways, 
that the soul after death is not subject to decay, and inconscious 
(asannim atfanam); others maintain, in 7 ways, the theory of 
annihila tion . . . 

After having considered all these doctrines, without committing 
himself to any, the Buddha, elsewhere, denies having preached "the 
disintegration, destruction, and extirpation of existing creatures/' 
that is Annihilationism (Ucchedavada) (Majjhima-Nikaya I. 140). 

On the other hand, however, he also states that when an Arhat 
(or a 'truth-finder', a Tathagata) "is thus delivered, not Indra or 
Brahma or Prajapati, with all their trains of gods, can succeed in 
tracking down aught on which depends a truth-Finder's consciousness 
(vififiana). And why? Because, say t already, here and now, the 
truth-finder is untraceable."19 This idea is also stated in the 
Dhammapada 2. 1. 57: "With minds by perfect knowledge freed, No 
track or path the Slayer [i.e., Mara, the god of death] finds."2o 

But still, what is the fate of the individual consciousness in the 
case of the ignorant, who-according to Buddhist doctrine-will be 
subject to rebirth in a future existence? The most respected spokes
man of the orthodox Abhidharma tradition, Buddhaghosa, gives a 
rather ambiguous explanation in that regard (VisuJdhi-Magga 
17. 163):21 

(When) the body, like a green palm-leaf exposed to the sun, 
dries up by degrees ... then consciousness residing in that last 
refuge, the heart, continues to exist by virtue of karma, other
wise called predispositions. This karma, however, still retains 
something of what it depends on, and consists of such former 
deeds as were weighty ... ; or else this karma creates a reflex of 
itselt or of the new mode of life now being entered upon, and 
it is with this as its object that consciousness continues to 
exist ... in as much as desire and ignorance have not been 
abandoned. 
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In other w~rds, according to Buddhaghosa,· it is karma which 
transmigrates, the deeds independent from the doer who per;formed 
them. He says: "Ignorance (through deeds) causes karma, and karma 
(through transmigration) causes consciousness" (Visuddhi-Magga 
17. 41).22 It is worth mentioning, however, as a number of noted 
authorities have pointed out, the fact that the Buddha himself taught· 
nothing on the doctrine of Rebirth to begin with, since it contradicted 
his fundamental theory of non-Self ("all things are passing away," 
sabbe dhamma anaita).23 Jennings, for instance, has indicated that the 
only word alluding to rebirth found in the famous first sermon, the 
Dhammacakkappavatana-suita (which is ponobbavika, lit., "causing re
existence"), is a later interpolation that fits badly in the context.24 

Buddhaghosa, however, in an attempt to pull the orthodoxy 
away from the Annihilationist trap, which would make it succumb 
to the attacks of its opponents, revived and tailored to his purpose 
the classical doctrine of the two NirvaI).as, with and without defile
ments.2S Although his solution was as debatable from the Pudgala
vadin point of view as any of the Buddha's own utterances on the 
subject, it had at least the practical advantage of preserving the 
most-cherished Anatta doctrine, while offering a compromise rooted 
in the solid ground of tradition. In addition, it also came half-way 
to the then very influential Siinyavadin position, which asserted-as 
Ninian Smart puts it-"that all views about reality are contradictory, 
while the positive teachings of the Buddha, for example about the 
'groups' (as part of his Anatta doctrine), are intended only as a thesis 
that has to be transcended."26 

Now, all later doctrinal developments, such as those elaborated 
by the Madhyamika, Yogacara, and even the Vajravada (Tantric) 
school of Tibet, share in a common ideological nucleus, the doctrine 
of universal Voidness (Siinyata). This-as Professor Stcherbatsky 
pointed out-is but the old theory of the insubstantiality of the Self 
writ large (Le., expanded to cosmic proportions), with a renewed 
emphasis upon the teaching of Dependent Origination (Paticca
samuppada).27 And yet, the exponents of the Siinyavada doctrine 
had to defend themselves constantly against the accusations of 
Nihilism. "We are Relativists, not Negativists!" wrote Candraklrti 
in the sixth century.28 In that, he followed faithfully the principles 
laid down by his teacher, Nagarjuna, in his influential Mula
madhyamika-karikas, where he said (ch. 18, v. 6):29 

The Buddhas have disclosed the (idea of ) iilman, and they also 
taught the (truth of) aniilman; and yet, neither Self, nor non-Self 
whatsoever has been taught by the Buddhas. 
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We shall now see to what extent the position adopted by the 
author of the Lairkavatara-satra is consistent with, or differs from the 
traditional Buddhist teachings regarding the Self, as summarized 
above. 

Rupa, or the formative Elements of the five Skandhas 

Beginning with the Pali utterances, such as the oft-quoted 
sabbe dhamma anatia (Dhammapada, v. 279) and ending with the 
celebrated simile of the chariot from the extra-canonical writings 
(Milinda-pafiha 25. 1), the idea of non-Self (Anatta), became the most 
distinctly Buddhist concept from the point of view of the outsiders, 
and probably the most fiercely debated one within the Buddhist 
community itself. To account for the phenomenal unity of the 
human personality, or Self, an alternative explanation was needed. 
Hence, the 'bundle' of personality factors, or constituents: the five 
Khandhas (Sanskrit, Skandhas). This psycho-physical pentad was 
not purely descriptive. It also fulfilled a soteriological function, for 
it helped the novice learn how to dissociate himself from each and 
every factor which accounts for the misperceptions of one's own 
continuous existence. Thus, the Sa7flyutfa-Nikaya 3. 45: 

If a monk's citta is not attached to the element of form (feeling, 
perception, activities, consciousness), and is released from the 
obsessions without basis, then by its release it is steadfast; by 
its steadfastness it is content; being content it does not become 
excited; free from excitement it attains nibbana by itself. 

Now, the term khandha can also be found in the Upani!?ads, albeit 
only twice (in the Chandogya Upani?ad 2. 2. 3 and the MaUri Upanifad 
7. 11), according to C. A. F. Rhys Davids, having the general meaning 
of 'body' of doctrine, and of 'mass' of smoke, respectively.3D This 
word evokes a peculiar blenlof static and dynamic qualities, as 
described in the Psalms of the Sisters (v. 69, 43), and of the Brethren 
(1255):31 

She taught me the Norm, wherein I learnt 
The factors, organs, bases of this self
Impermanent compound. 

These "factors" (Khandhas) of personality are usually translated 
as "aggregates," "elements," "classes," "groups," or "heap" of 
qualities, or constituents.32 They are of two kinds: material (rupa) 
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and mental, or immaterial (nama, arupin). The latter are further sub
divided into four categories pertaining to specific activities· of the 
mind, such as: sensation or emotions (vedana), perceptions (sanna), 
volition, predispositions, or impulses (sankhara), and cognition or 
consciousness (vinnana).33 

A comprehensive presentation of the rupa elements is given in . 
the Maha-Hatthi-Padopama-sutta of the Majjhima-Nilcaya, where Sariputta 
speaks about the attachment to visible shapes. The realm of visible 
forms is here explained as being constituted of the four principal 
elements, that is, water, fire, wind, and earth. 34 Each of these can be 
either personal or external (to the physical person). Through a 
detailed analysis of all possible identifications with such elements, 
or with their adjectival derivatives (that is, fluidity, heat, breath, and 
solidity, respectively), Sariputta arrives at the conclusion that no 
self-identification is acceptable with the physical substances, on 
account of their continuous transformation: 

The right way to regard this as it really is ... is to say: "This is 
not mine, this is not 1, this is no self of mine ... (for) ... No T is 
here, no 'mine,' no 'I am/-nothing at a11."35 

Now, the author of the Lankavalara must have been quite familiar 
with this sort of ratiocination, for a similar presentation of the 'gross' 
material elements (mahabhiifas) and their secondary derivatives 
(bhautikas) is found in the text (Lanka II: 124i 11. 2-10): 

Now, Mahamati, which are the secondary elements derived 
from (bhaulikas) the gross elements (mahabhiifas)? They are 
said to be the following: 

The gross element discriminated as moisture, Mahamati, issues 
forth the element of water (abdhatu), inner and outer. 

The gross element discriminated as fiery energy, Mahamati, 
brings about the element of fire (tejodhatu), inner and outer. 

The gross element discriminated as mobility, Mahamati, 
produces the element of wind (vayudhatu), inner and outer. 

The gross element discriminated as the divisibility of form, 
again Mahamati, gives birth to the element of earth (prthivf
dhatu), together with (the element of) space (akasa), inner and 
outer. 

(However), it is (only) because of the attachment to the 
imaginary [or, incorrect, mithyaJ truths (such as) the multitude 
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[or bundle] of the five personality aggregates (skandhas), that 
(the notion of) the primary (gross) and secondary (derivative) 
elements arises. 
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We have pointed out that the Pali scriptures rejected the 
identification between the Skandhas and the individual· Self on 
account of their impermanence. Here is an example of the ancient 
argument which can he found throughout the Pali canon with only 
minor modifications (Sa1'[lyutta-Nikaya 4. 54; also in Vinaya-Pifaka, 
Maha-vagga 1. 6. 38f; 1. 13f; 1. 21, etc.): 

Our physical form, feeling, perception, impulses, and con
sciousness are all transitory, and therefore not permanent (and 
not good). That which is transitory, suffering, and liable to 
change, is not the eternal soul. So, it must be said of all physical 
forms whatever past, present, or to he; subjective or objective; 
far or near; high or low: "This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my eternal soul." 

The Yogacara writer carries this line of argumentation one step 
further to include the physical elements themselves, in as far as they 
represent mere imaginary constructs devised by naive minds trying 
to freeze an unstable reality into artificial categories of thought, by 
means of naming. For, the names we use become meaniilgless when 
we consider the natural fact that what we call "fire" can quickly 
disappear into thin "air," which may turn into "water," which is 
dissipated into "earth," which again-as solid matter-may be burnt 
as coal, or wood, by means of "fire," scattered by the "wind," and so 
on ... In addition, according to Buddhism, supernatural elements 
may also intervene in this cyclical process of causation. Thus, the 
following explanation of human genesis is given in Laflka II: 124; 
11. 10-16: 

Further, Mahamati, as to the Sense-consciousness, because 
it is the cause of attachment to sense-objects at various levels, 
the Sense-consciousness proceeds to union with another 
destiny. 

o yes, Mahamati, indeed there is an instrumental cause 
(on account of) the secondary and primary elements of earth, 
but (the Sense-consciousness itself) does not belong to the 
primary elements. 

Why so? Because it is this way: 
The characteristics of a living thing [bhava-liflga, state of 
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being, concrete state, embodiment] of those that have union 
with the shape being chosen (acquired) are due to the occurrence 
of the coitus of the parents, but this does not take place when 
there is no presence of a subtle body [getting embodied in a 
concrete state of a living thing, bhava-linga]. 

Therefore, Mahamati, this [I.e., living thing, bhava-linga] is 
sought after by the heretics in the characteristics of the 
secondary and primary elements, but not so by me. 

This passage attempts to elucidate the mysteries of human 
birth, and by implication, the mystery of life itself. While the coarse 
elementary particles, or primary elements (mahabhfitas), are evidently 
present in all animate life, life itself represents the outcome of a 
complex interplay between the primary and secondary, or derivative 
factors (bhautikas), as well as the immaterial factors, such as the shape 
of an intermediate state of being known as gandharva (Pali, gandhabba), 
seeking its embodiment. 36 This explanation is consistent with the 
Buddhist tradition, as first explained in the Assalayanasutta of the 
Majjhima-Nikaya: "We do know, sir, how there is conception. There 
is here a coitus of the parents,it is the mother's season and the 
gandhabba is present; it is on the conjunction of these three things 
that there is conception."37 

Now, having considered the process by which the personality 
aggregates come into existence, and the important role played by 
the formative elements (rapa, bhilta, bhaufika) in this process, the 
author goes next to analyzing the more imponderable, formless 
elements (nama) of the personality compound (I.e., nama-rapa). We 
shall pursue our investigation along the same lines. 

Nama, or the Form.less Elements of the Five Skandhas 

According to Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosa, Chapter 3, 30a, 
"nama is the aggregates (skandha) that are not rapa."38 As Professor 
Wayman points out, however, this use of the compound nama-rapa 
for the five personality constituents is of later, Upani!?adic origin, 
and it is not encountered within the old Vedas, where they are 
treated separately.39 That such a twofold division of the 5kandhas 
came only later in Buddhism as well, can be seen from the fact that 
in the Lanka:vatiira (whose older portions precede Vasubandhu's 
works) the first aggregate is separated from the other four by means 
of the expressions rapa (having form) and arapin (without material 
form), and not by means of the nama-rapa compound. 50 we read in 
Lanka: II: 124-25; 11. 17-18, 1-4: 
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Furthermore, Mahamati, I will explain what characterizes the 
self-nature of the personality aggregates. Now, Mahamati, 
what are the five personality constituents? They are: form, 
sensation, perception, volition, and cognition. Further, Maha
mati, four of these personality constituents have no (material) 
form (arupin)-sensation, perception, volition and cognition. 
Form (rupa), Mahamati, belongs to what is made of the four 
primary elements, and these elements are different from one 
another in their characteristics (vilak?attas). 
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Having denied ontological reality to the four primary elements 
and to their derivatives, the author turns next to the formless 
aggregates (arupin-skandhas), which-the text points out-are even 
more elusive for those who seek a firm basis for self-identification. 
In this respect, the Larikavalara-sfitra is in full agreement with the 
earlier scriptures, such as the Sutta-Nipata of the Maha-vagga, which 
says:40 

anattani attamanirp passa lokarp sadevakarp I 
niviHharp namaro.pasmim idam saccan ti mannati " 

The world-both men and gods-seeing the non-Self as Self, 
devoted to name-and-formation deems this as 'true.' 

This is explained in the Maha-vagga 1. 6. 38 to mean that:41 

As respects all sensation whatsoever ... as respects all percep
tion whatsoever ... as respects all predispositions---'-past, future, 
or present, be it subjective or existing outside, gross or subtile, 
mean or exalted, far or near-the correct view in the light of 
the highest knowledge is as follows: 'This is not mine; this am I 
not; this is not my Ego.' 

The same position is presented in the Larikavalara, with the added 
argument that the formless constituents differ from the formative 
one (rupa), like space from the physical matter which it surrounds, 
and, just like space, they are not subject to precise computation~ 
lacking reckoning marks. Hence, they are also removed from the 
dualities of Being and non-Being, sameness and otherness, and so 
on. As a result, they are nothing more that a product of constructive 
imagination, like images seen in a dream, or a vision. Thus Larika 
II: 125; 11. 4-15: 
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But, Maha~ati, the reckoning of the four formless [aggregates, 
arupinJ is like (the reckoning of) space. For, Mahamati" as the 
space cannot be described through reckoning, and it is (only 
due to our) imagination that space is (perceived) as such, like
wise, Mahamati, the personal aggregates which are beyond 
(exact) computation, as they have no reckoning marks, are 
exempt from (the categories of) Being and non-Being, and 
removed from the four alternatives; (and yet) they are being 
thought by the immature (as endowed with) the certainty of 
(precise) computation; not so by the wise. 

Again, Mahamati, by the wise ones (the skandhas) are 
regarded as free from the (duality of) otherness and non
otherness, being like the manifold (or various) constructions 
and figures, like people and images in a dream (svapna), or in a 
vision (maya). 

As they have nothing inherent on which to depend [Le., 
for their independent existence], and as they obscure the 
passage of Noble Wisdom, there is, Mahamati, what is known 
as the imagination of the personality aggregates. This is, 
Mahamati, what characterizes the self-nature of the (five) 
personality constituents. And this imagination is to be rejected, 
and having turned away from it, you should declare the 
teaching of the truth of solitude [or purity, viviktaJ. 

This long passage is concluded with an equally long exhortation 
concerning the practical implications of this freedom from the belief 
in and the tyranny of metaphysical constructs (such as Self, non-Self, 
material or formless Skandhas, etc.). The Satra says (Lanka II: 125-26; 
11. 15-18, 1-5): 

With the teaching of the truth of solitude, Mahamati, the views 
of the heretics are to be kept off among the multitudes of the 
assemblies of all the Buddhas and-having done so-the 
teaching of the egolessness of (all) dharmas is purified and the 
entrance upon the stage of the Far-going takes place. 

He who (does this) becomes the master of many Samadhis, 
entering upon the great stage of the Far-reaching. And from 
realizing the body made of mind, the Samadhi (known as the) 
Maya-like is reached. Thoroughly progressing and unrestrained 
through his (own) psychic faculties and powers, he (the 
Bodhisattva) becomes like the earth, the supporter of all beings. 
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As the great earth, Mahamati, is the supporter of all (sentient) 
beings, and exactly so, Mahamati, is the Bodhisattva, the great 
being (and) the supporter of all beings. 
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This exhortation ends on a strongly ethical note which empha
sizes not only the reality of the external world, but also the supreme 
duty of the Realized Being to bestow his hard-won virtues back 
upon the world. 

The Skandhas and the Empirical Self, or Personality 

In the Abhidharmakosa (4, 71c-d), Vasubandhu warns against 
taking the nama-rupa as the object of false views. But the LailKavalara
sfitra was first (since its main ideas must have preceded the actual 
compilation of the text) to express the theoretical position (distinct 
from that of the Abhidharmists), namely that the Skandhas were 
"neither the same, nor different" (nanyo nananyab) from the individual 

. person, or self. The common denominator of all the passages in the 
Lailkavatiira relative to the fivefold psycho-physical complex is 
precisely this denial of both sameness and difference between the 
aggregates and whatever larger entity they were credited to 
constitute in their totality. For, although the essence of the argument 
is similar, the terms vary to include not only the personal self 
(pudgala, atman), but also that of the Tathagatas (presumably tran
scendental, or immaterial), as well as such abstract principles as 
Being and non-Being, life and matter, subject and object, oneness 
and otherness. 

Thus, the already thorny problem regarding the proPer relation 
between the five Skandhas and fhe self which greatly preoccupied 
the minds of the early Buddhist philosophers, became even more 
complex as the .scope of the debates grew to include the transcen
dental notions mentioned above. In addition, the ontic domain 
covered by the Skandhas in later literature has also been broadened 
through the introduction of new categories, such as the eighteen 
dhatus (realms or spheres) and the twelve ayatanas (bases or abodes), 
with which the aggregates became increasingly associated. 42 

In the Lailkavatiira, ch. III: 146-47; 11. 17, 1, is written the 
following: 

The personality aggregates, the realms and the bases, by 
succeeding and combining (with one another), having disap
peared, now they are returning ... 
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These lines show that by the time the Lailktivatara was compiled 
(c. fourth century A.D.), a certain kind of ontology had developed
one in which processes, not entities, predominate, and the separating 
lines between phenomena, be they internal or external (to the 
person), is rather diffuse and constantly shifting. Let us now see 
how the argument is presented from the vantage point of this ne~ 
ontological perspective. 

First, we shall look at the relation between the Skandhas and 
the Self (the Self being here alternately referred to either by the 
term titman, or pudgala). The most clearly stated passages are found 
among the gathas of the last, and somewhat apocryphal chapter, the 
Sagtithakam, where it is said (pp. 358-59, vv. 752-61); 

The Buddha is neither the personality-soul (pudgala), nor the 
personality aggregates (skanqhas); he is knowledge free from 
defilement(s). Clearly perceiving (him) to be eternally serene, 
I take refuge (in him). 

The best of speakers points out that the originally clear mind 
(ciUa), along with the. defilements, (such as) pride, etc., are 
united within the Self (titman).43 

The originally pure mind is certainly different from that pride, 
etc.; but since karmic accretions are piled up by those (defile
ments), the result is that both (ciUa and defilements) are 
tarnished. 

The clear Self has been soiled by primal and adventitious 
defilements and (therefore) is regarded like a soiled garment 
which has been washed off. 

As the destruction of dust in a garment, or as the gold is free 
from its impurities, they (the garment and the gold) are not 
destroyed (completely), but remain as they are (clean, pure); so 
is the Self (tifman) freed from its defilements. 

Now, as an exquisite sound is produced in a lute, a conch-shell, 
and in a kettle-drum, so would an unskilled person seek some
thing of a personal entity (pudgala) among the personality 
aggregates (skandhas). 

As one tries to find jewels in the earth, in water, and also in the 
treasure-house, so (do they seek for) the personal entity in the 
personality constituents. 

As the unskilled do not understand the mind, the bundle of 
mental elements, and their functions connected with the 
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personality constituents, so (they cannot find) the personal 
entity (pudgala) among the personal aggregates (skandhas). 

Indeed, as the womb cannot be seen by the woman who feels it, 
in the very same manner he who lacks wisdom cannot see the 
Self (atman) among the personality aggregates (skandhas) .. 

Like the power of the medicinal herb, or like the fire in the 
kindling, so those without wisdom do not see the personal 
entity (pudgala) within the personality constituents (skandhas). 
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In 50 far as the Self is said not to reside among the Skandhas, 
the LaJikiivati'ira argument presented above falls along the orthodox 
tradition of the Abhidharmists (Anatman). But in so far as the 
personal Self (atman) is said to be somehow associated with the 
Skandhas (their sum total minus the adventitious impurities, the 
klesas, or do~as), the position adopted in the LaJikiivatiira sides with the 
Pudgalavadin school. To better understand the difference, let us 
recall a frequently invoked argument against the Absolutist position 
of the Abhidharmists, which was used from old by this factional 
school of the Personalists. The argument is laid out in "Burden
Sutra 22" (the Bharam-sutta of theSarrzyutta-Nikiiya 1, repeated in the 
Khandha-sarrzyutta and the Khandha-vagga), where the Teacher is said 
to have uttered this:44 ' 

A burden indeed are the five compound (aggregates, or 
khandhas), and the bearer of the burden is the individual 
(puggala). 

The taking of the burden in the world is sorrow (dukkha) 
The laying down of the burden is bliss (sukha). 

He who lays down the heavy burden, 
And does not grasp at any other, 
Having eradicated craving (tanha) 
Being without longing, he is completely at peace 

(parinibbuta). 

Here, a clear attempt is made to differentiate between the 
individual, person, or ego (puggala), and its various determinants, 
with which it is usually identified (khandhas). The goal of the 
Buddhist adept, or the 'burden-bearer' (AJiguttara-Nikiiya 1. 22 and 
9. 259), was to lay down the burden, that is, "to eradicate craving," 
to detach himself from the five compounds, whose essential mark 
is transitoriness. 
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Does this imply that there was, beyond the five ephemeral 
aggregates, some kind of permanent entity waiting to beJiberated 
from the heavy burden? Not in the least, claimed the orthodox 
Abhidharmists, for the preceding Khandhas oppress the subsequent 
ones, and are therefore the burden, the latter being the Bearer of 
the burden (Abhidharmakosa, 9. 257). "Yes and no," replied the 
Pudgalavadins, arguing that "the Person is neither identical with 
the Khandhas, nor is he in the Khandhas, nor outside them," and he 
(the Person) "can be conceived in correlation with the Khandhas 
which have been appropriated at any given time inwardly" (Abhi
dharmakosa, 9. 233).45 

That is to say, according to an explanation given by Professor 
Conze, the Person (Skt.: pudgala) does not disappear with the flashing 
of the various skandha-moments (which is proven by the persistence 
of memory and habits), nor does he subsist eternally, attributeless 
and without any connection with the Skandhas (or at least some of 
them).46 

To be sure, a categorical denial of the individual entity, or Self, 
is rather foreign to the spirit of the early discourses of the Master, 
who-according to the Pali texts-consistently refused to commit 
himself to· either the Eternalist (Sassatavada), or the Nihilist 
(Ucchedavada) point of view. That this was so is made crystal clear 
in two celebrated instances, in which the Buddha replies to the 
question of the existence of the individual entity apart from the five 
aggregates in two different ways, according to the inquirer's own 
level of understanding. Thus, afirst answer is given to the feeble
minded Vacchagotta through silence. As the Teacher subsequently 
explains to the puzzled Ananda, his favorite disciple, the silence was 
sufficient to refute both of the extreme views that arose in the mind 
of those limited to the common-sense, dual logic of: the Self either is, 
or is not (Sa1]1yutla-Nikiiya 4. 400f.; 3 .. 99; Udana 67).47 

A second, and more sophisticated answer is given to the 
venerable Malukya (Cula-Malukya-Ovada-sutta in the Majjhima-Nikiiya 
1. 427f.),48 where by making use of the "Four-cornered Negation" 
(the tetralemma, cafu~koti logic),49 the Buddha-in the suggestive 
words of Dr. Herman Oldenberg-"closes up all joints and loopholes, 
by which the true facts of the case might escape being caught in the 
logical net:"50 

What have I said to thee before now, Malukyaputta? Have I 
said: ' ... I shall teach thee, whether the vital faculty is identical 
with the body or separate from it? Whether the Perfect One 
lives on after death or does not live on, or whether the Perfect 
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One lives on and at the same time does not live on after death, 
or whether he neither lives on nor does not live on?' 
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This purposeful evasiveness of the Buddha in regard to the 
ultimate questions, is fUTther justified by his thoroughly practical, 
non-speculative approach to the problems of the human condition, 
aiming not at the continual stimulation and unrest of thought, but 
rather at its appeasement, its passionlessness, tranquillity, liberation, 
Nirval}a (Majjhima-Nikaya 1. 431). When prevailing over the facts of 
experience, the speculative views-such as the unwarranted insist
ence upon one of the six wrong outlooks: "I have a Self; I have not a 
Self; by Self I perceive Self; by Self I perceive non-Self; by non-Self I 
perceive Self; by non-Self I perceive non-Self,"51-are all just as 
"unprofitable and not fundamental to the higher life," are as 
irrelevant as questions regarding the archer's social status or the 
technology employed for the production of arrows are for a man 
transfixed by a poisoned arrow (see Majjhima-Nikaya .1. 429). 

"Therefore, Malukyaputta/' concludes the Master, "whatsoever 
has not been revealed by me, let that remain unrevealed, and what 
has been revealed, let it be revealed" (Majjhima-Nikaya 1. 432). 

These two different answers lead us to believe, in concordance 
with most authorities on this subject (Conze, Dutt, Oldenberg, 
Poussin, Rhys Davids, Robinson, Stcherbatsky, Thomas, Trenckner, 
Wayman), that initially nothing was taught dogmatically one way or 
the other, and only later the balance was tipped (by the Abhidharm
ists) toward the notion of synonymity between the five Skandhas 
and the Anatman (non-Self).52 Undoubtedly, the personal preference 
of the two great commentators, Buddhaghosa (Visuddhi-Magga 
14. 218) and Vasubandhu (Abhidharmakosa, ch. 9), or rather their 
misapprehension of the original intent of the Buddha (which was 
thoroughly undogmatic, as indicated), played a significant role in the 
subsequent depersonalizing tendency of the Abhidharmists.53 

Their position is pursued to the limit by the followers of the 
Sunyavada-Madhyamika school of Mahayana. In spite of their 
persistent denials, the absolutization of the doctrine of Voidness 
(Sunyata) brings them in fact dangerously close to their being viewed 
by the Yogacaras as Nihilists. This is clearly seen from a careful 
reading of the Lmikavatara discussion of the existence of Self in 
relation to the five aggregates. Thus, the Lanka X: 359, vv. 762-771 
(Sagathakam chapter): 

Trying to find permanency and voidness in all things, the 
unenlightened cannot see (them); likewise, (they cannot 
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see) the personal entity (pudgala) among the aggregates 
(skandhas). 

For, truly if there is no personal entity (iitman) there are no 
(Bodhisattva) stages, no psychic abilities, no highest initiation, 
and no excellent Samadhi. 

If a (Buddhist) Nihilist, having come around, would say: "If 
that (Self) exists, let it be shown (proven)!" He, the wise man, 
should reply: "Your own discrimination [svavikalpa, i.e., between 
Self and non-Self] made it visible (clear)!" 

Those who propound the doctrine of non-Self are to be 
shunned in the religious rites of the monks, and not to be 
spoken to, for they are offenders of the Buddhist doctrines, 
having embraced the dual views of Being and non-Being 
[existence and non -existence]. 

The doctrine of the Self shines brilliantly; it is like the rising 
of the apocalyptic fire [lit., the fire of the end of the world, 
yuga-anta-agnil, burning up the forest of Self-lessness, wiping 
away the faults of the heretics. 

Molasses, sugar-cane, sugar, and honey; sour milk, sesame oit 
and ghee-each of them is found- (to have) its own taste; but 
one who has not tasted it, cannot conceive it. 

Likewise the Self being taken.to be fivefold in the accumulation 
of the personality aggregates, the ignorant cannot see it, but 
the wise having seen it, are liberated. 

By means of illustrations provided by the sciences, etc., the 
(nature of the) mind is not accurately determined [i.e., it cannot 
be measured precisely]; whither, from which, and what 
meaning has the sum (of mental phenomena)? - That cannot 
(accurately) be determined. 

Indeed, things (dharmas) have different characteristics, but the 
mind is one (citiam eka1J!)-this is not (properly) understood 
among the (speculative) philosophers (who imagine it) as 
causeless (ahetu) and unevolving (apravrtti); (thus) one becomes 
attached [to the notion of personal Self]. 

But when the Yogin reflects upon the mind, he does not see 
the mind in the mind; the perceiving (pasyaka) is produced by 
the perceived [or, what is seen, drsyal. (For), what is seen (by 
the mind) (drsya)-how is (its) rising, and what is (its) cause 
[i.e., if not the external world which causes the sight]? 
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If these gathas are not interpreted as an attack against the rival 
Mahayana school of the Sunyavada, they would, indeed, seem very 
confusing in the light of those immediately preceding, which (as we 
have seen) forcefully deny the presence of the Self among the 
Skandhas. In two notes appended to gathas 764 and 765 of his 
translation of the Lankiivatara-sii/ra (Boulder: 1978, pp. 283-84), D. T. 
Suzuki writes the following: 

The statements so far made here regarding an ego-soul (iifman 
or pudgala) as they stand seem to contradict one another, and 
some really violate the Buddhist doctrine of Non-atman as far 
as we know. (p. 283, n. 1) 

... It is not easy to determine the purport of these verses as 
they stand all by themselves without any explanatory prose. 
In fact these verses in the Sagiilhakam which have no direct 
connection with the main text, except those that are quite 
obvious in meaning, are mostly difficult to know precisely 
what they intend to signify. (p. 284, n. 1) 

But the verses aim precisely at dispelling both extreme views, 
namely: (a) that the Self is the same as the Skandhas (Le., the 
Eternalist position forcefully rejected by the Hlnayanists through 
the doctrine of Anatta (Skt.: Anatman) and presented here in gathas 
752-61), and (b) that the Self cannot be accounted for, since all 
dharmas are void, including the Skandhas, sarvabhiive?u sunyata1]1 (i.e., 
the Nihilist position attributed to the Sunyavadins and rejected by 
the Yogacaras). This will be made clear in the next section of this 
presentation, which deals with the relationship between the 
Skandhas and the Tathagata. For now, let us mention only in passing 
that this neutral position taken by the Lankiivatiira (between the two 
extremes) is rather unique in its darity. For even Asanga's own view 
regarding the Self, which carries the weight of his authority as the 
founder of the Yogacara school, seems to have been closer to the 
Madhyamika Nihilism than to the middle position expressed in the 
Lankiivatiira. To wit, here are the first three verses of Asanga's 
treatise, the Paramiirtha-giilhii, as translated by A. Wayman in Buddhist 
Insight (Delhi: 1984), 335: 

1. svamI na vidyate kascin na karta napi vedaka!) I 
dharma!) sarve 'pi nisce~ta atha ced vartate kriya II 

There is no proprietor at all, no doer, no feeler; 
Although all the dharmas are inactive, yet possible activity 
evolves. 
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2. dvadasaiva bhavangani skandhayatanadhatavah j 

vicintya sarval)Y etani pudgalo nopalabhyate j j 

The twelve members of phenomenal life are the aggregates 
(skaridhas), sense bases (ayatanas), and realms (dhatus). Pondering 
all those, a person (pudgala) is not found. 

3. sunyam adhyatmika11l sarva11l sunya11l sarva11l bahirgata11l j 

na vidyate so 'pi kascid yo bhavayati sunyata11l j j 

Void is all within; void is all without. 
Nor exists anyone who contemplates voidness. 

In spite of his overt allegiance to the Middle Way expressed in 
the opening line of his own commentary to the treatise, Asanga 
concludes the work with a de facto denial of the personal entity 
which transmigrates, or attains Nirval)a. Here is the first line of his 
commentary on the treatise (again quoted from Wayman, p. 341; 
tr. p. 345): 

pudgalanairatmya11l paramarthatas tadadhikarat paramartha11l 
gatha j 

As an adversary to the extremes of affirmation and denial, 
there are the Verses of Supreme Meaning, [which means: 
"This and no other," acc. to Wayman] referring to "non-selfhood 
of a person" (pudgala-nairatmya) from the standpoint of supreme 
meaning. 

And now, the concluding verse of the same Treatise (Wayman, 341): 

44. pravahe pudgalakhya syad dharmasa11ljfia ca lak~al)e j 

na veha kascit sa11lsarta nirvaty api na kascana j j 

The term "person" (pudgala) means "continuous stream" 
and the expression "nature" (dharma) means "character." 
Neither is there any transmigrator here, nor is anything 
allayed (in parinirvar;a). 

In contrast to Asanga's outright denial of the existence of a 
personal entity within the five aggregates (which is contrary to 
Nagarjuna's Middle Way, and to Buddha's silence on the subject, 
but similar to Buddhaghosa's and the Abhidharmists' denial of Self), 
the author of the Laflkavatifra consistently refuses to take a firm 
position on the side of those who reject the reality of Self altogether. 
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In this he seems more faithful to the original insight of the Teacher, 
and closer to the Madhyamika point of view than to that of the 
Yoga caras, Asailga and his brother Vasubandhu. Thus, the following 
two gathas (Sagiithakam: 357, 358; vv. 746 & 748) seem to contradict 
one another. In fact, however, they illustrate the Middle Way 
adopted by the author of the Satra: 

The Self (atman) is indeed characterized by purity, and is the 
state of inner Realization; this is the essence (garbha) of the 
Tathagata which is not the realm of the logicians [or theorizers, 
ttirkikti]. 

The Receptacle-af-impressions (tilaya) is described by the 
heretics (ffrthyti) as the desired seat of the Essence-of-Buddha
hood (garbha-sarr:sthtina), which is united with the Self (titman); 
but these are not the approved teachings (by the Buddha). 

As pointed out in the preceding chapter, the Tathagata-garbha is 
nothing more than a teaching device, the Alaya-vijnana is only a 
mental construct, and the Atman neither is, nor is not (present 
among the Skandhas). 

The Skand.has and. the Trans-empirical Self, 
the Tathagata 

Another entity against which the analysis of the Skandhas is 
applied is that of the Realized Being, the Tathagata. This term can 
either mean "He who has thus gone" (tathti-gata), or "He who has thus 
come" (tathti-tigata). Presumably, in the first case, the implication is 
"gone beyond, into Nirval)a," while in the second case, it may mean 
"come hither, into the Buddha's refuge/' or "arrived to one's inner 
Self-realization," which is the sense most frequently given in the 
Lailktivattira-satra. Another indication of the meaning is the number 
of the compound: when used in the singular, it usually indicates the 
Master, the Buddha, while in the plural form it designates all 
Enlightened Beings, i.e., the Buddhas of the past and of the future, 
the innumerable Bodhisattvas, and the Arhats. 

Theodore Stcherbatsky gave us an outstanding explanation of 
the meaning and function of the word 'Tathagata' in relation to 
other terms indicating the Absolute in Buddhism (such as 'Dharma
dhatu/ 'Dharmata/ or 'Tathata'). He writes: 54 

Tathata is the Truth, but it is impersonal. In order to reveal 
itselt it requires a medium. Tathagata is that medium. 
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Tathagata is the epiphany of Reality. He is Reality personalized. 
Tathagata is an amphibious being partaking both of the 
Absolute and phenomena. He is identical with Tathata, but 
embodied in a human form .. That is why Tathata is also called 
Tathagata-garbha (the womb of Tathagata). 

The most important characteristic of the Tathagata is that he is 
untraceable: tathagatam ananuvejjoti vadami (Majjhima-Nikaya, vol. 1, 
p. 140, Pali Texts Society ed.), or trackless (apada, in Dhammapada, 
vv. 179, 254), that is, above all dichotomies of thought. 

Now, in regard to the personhood of the Tathagatas in light of 
the Five Skandhas theory, the text says the following (Lanka III: 
188-89; 11. 16-17, 1-7): 

Likewise, the Tathagata is neither different (nanya), nor non
different (ananya) from the aggregates. If he were not different 
from the personality constituents, he would be impermanent 
(anitya syad), as the personal aggregates are something fabricated 
[or, composite, constructed, krtatva]; 

But (on the other hand) if they were different (anya), they 
would be two distinct entities (dvaye satyani); certainly, it [i.e., 
this dilemma] is like a cow's horns: 

In as far as they (the horns) look alike, they are not 
different; (but) when one seems short and the other long, they 
are different. This can be said of all things [or, beings, sarva
bhava]. Indeed, Mahamati, the right horn of a cow is different 
from the left horn, and also the left is distinct from the right, 
since one is shorter or longer than the other and so is with the 
variety of colors. 

Thus, the Tathagata and the personality aggregates, the realms 
and the sense-bases, are neither different, nor non-different 
from one another. 

This "neither, nor" approach is strongly reminiscent of the 
definition of an Enlightened Being given by the Buddha in the 
Sarrryutta-Nikaya 3. 163-64 as an answer to a questioning monk 
regarding the five aggregates (Skandhas):ss 

Monk, if he (an adept) is freed by this turning away from 
material shape, from feeling, perception, the impulses, con
sciousness, by dispassion in regard to these things, by their 
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cessation, it is fitting to call him a monk who has attained 
NirvaI).a here and now. 

Of course, this statement is primarily ethical in its purpose, showing 
that the delicate balance between 'is' and 'is not' can function on 
multiple levels of meaning and significance. The cessatiori (nirodha) 
referred to above, is the cessation of mental pollutants (klesas), 
which would trigger a state of inner detachment characteristic of 
the liberated being (the Tathagata). It does not indicate a physical, 
or mental annihilation, since the person who is freed from the 
attachment to the servitude of the Skandhas continues to exist and 
to function, albeit on a different spiritual level: he both is and is not 
at the same time. This paradoxical state is explained by Mircea Eliade 
in the following way:56 

... He who understood the ontological unreality of the various 
"composite" universes-physical, vital, psychic, mental, meta
physical, and so on-at the same time entered the transcendental 
plane of the Absolute, the unconditioned and incomposite, and 
could attain deliverance. 

Now, the personal individuality is retained even in this higher 
state of being, in which the identification of the self with the 
Skandhas is relinqUished. In this sense, we may refer to the descrip
tion given in the Maha-parinibbana-sutta of the Dfgha-Nikaya 6. 15, 
which says that the Buddha retained his personal identity while 
absorbed in the highest transic state of pure consciousness (without 
sensations or ideas), so that his closest disciples Ananda and 
Anuruddha, can follow him (telepathically?) till the last moment of 
his life. It is of the utmost interest to note, in anticipation of the 
subsequent controversies about the personal identity and the five 
Skandhas, such as those outlined in the Laizkavatiira-sUfra, that at that 
exact moment, just before the Great Passing Away of the Buddha, 
a forceful affirmation of individuality is put into the mouth of the 
highest of the gods, Brahma SahaIflpati: 57 

They all, all beings that have life, shall lay aside their complex 
form-that aggregation of mental and material qualities, that 
gives them, or in heaven, or on earth, their fleeting individuality! 

Evidently, the implied assumption of these lines is that, 
ultimately, all sentient beings will dissolve into the undifferentiated, 
attributeless state of NirvaI).a, but concomitantly, the reality (albeit 
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ever-changing) of the human personality is positively admitted. 
And if this were not 50, we may be tempted to ask along with 
Professor C. A. F. Rhys Davids why would a teacher, such as the 
Buddha, ask his disciples in the last hours of his life to take their 
selves as lamps and refuges, if he did not believe in their very reality? 
(see the expressions altii-dipa and aHii-sarmJa, found in Dfgha-Nikiiya 
2. 26 and the Mahii-parinibbiina-sutla 155-56).58 In light of these 
arguments, it seems more plausible to believe that the Buddha of 
the primitive texts, as well as the author of the LaizkiivatiJra, never 
denied the empirical reality of the Atman as the personal Self, but 
rather the Atman as a metaphysical principle underlying all reality, 
eternal, unchanging, and transcendent to the five Skandhas. This 
abstract principle was taken to mean that indescribable, immaterial 
'something' (such as the Theravadins' 'life continuum' (bhiivaizga), or 
Buddhaghosa's 'wandering' (sa1?1siira), or karma by itself, etc.) which 
allows for the transition of individual characteristics from one state 
of existence to the next, in spite of the avowed belief in the insub
stantiality and the evanescence of Self, and of the personality factors 
(Skandhas). 

It seems that the idea of the Tathagata, too, had an extra
Buddhist origin. For, according to Stcherbatsky, its meaning is best 
understood when compared to its usage in the non-Buddhist works, 
such as the Mahiibhiirata (Siiniiparva, 181. 12):59 

sakuntanam ivakase matsyanam iva codake I 
padarn yatha na drsyate /athii jfianavidarn gati~ II 

Just as the footprints of birds (flying) in the sky and of fish 
(swimming) in water cannot be seen, Thus (la/ha) is the going 
(gati) of those who have realized the Truth. rStcherbatsky's 
italics, nn.] 

The same idea of untraceability is mirrored in the Buddhist 
texts, such as the Dhammapada 2. 1. 57: "With minds by perfect know
ledge freed, No track or path the Slayer (Mara) finds." (also in the 
Majjhima-Nikiiya 1. 140, and Sa1?1yulta-Nikiiya 1. 109, quoted above). 
The indeterminacy of the Tathagata, either by way of the Skandhas, 
or in terms of its existence after death, only proves our conceptual 
reasoning to be ineffectual when applied to the higher realm of 
transcendental ideas. Nagarjuna expressed this beautifully in the 
Malamadhyamika-kiirikiis, chapter 22, "The Examination of the Tatha
gata" (Ta/hiigafa-parfk§ii), in relation to both the Skandhas, as well as 
the Tathagata's existence after death. First, in respect to the five 
psycho-physical constituents (ch. 22. 1): 
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skandha na nanyal:; skandhebhyo nasmin skandha na te~u sal:; I 
tathagatal:; skandhavanna katamo'tra tathagataD /I 

The Tathagata is not the skandhas, nor is it different from the 
skandhas. Neither is he in the skandhas, nor are the skandhas in 
him. Since the Tathagata cannot possess the skandhas, who 
then is the Tathagata? 

Second, its existence after death (ch. 22. 14): 

svabhavatas ca sUhye 'smirps cinta naivopapadyate I 
pararp nirodhad bhavati buddho na bhavatlti va /I 

(As the Tathagata) in its self-existence is in the nature of the 
void (sflnya), it is not possible to think that the Buddha either 
exists, or does not exist after liberation [or cessation of life, 
nirodha]. 

And third, the conclusion regarding the limit of conceptualization 
(ch. 22. 15-16): 

prapaficayanti ye buddharp prapaficatItam avyayam I 
te prapaficahataD sarve na pasyanti tathagatam /I 

tathagato yat svabhavas tat svabhavam idarp jagat I 
tathagato niDsvabhavo niDsvabhavam idarp jagat /I 

Those who describe the Buddha who is beyond conceptual 
categories of thought [i.e., transcendent] (and therefore) 
beyond destruction [indestructible, avyayaJ, are all victims of 
the conceptualizing mind (prapanca-hala), and cannot see the 
Tathagata. 

Wherefore the Tathagata is self-existence, therefore the world 
(jagat) is self-existence; (but) when the Tathagata is non
existence, then the world is non-existence. 

The Five Skandhas and the 
Denial of Metaphysical Dualities 

The Lairkavalara also warns against misinterpreting the theory 
regarding the inadequacy of conceptual categories of language (e.g., 
"the Tathagata, or Self, is neither the same, nor different from the 
Skandhas") as a doctrine of Indeterminacy (e.g., "good, bad, and 
indistinct, neutral, indeterminate," avyakr1a, Pali, avyakata).60 Since 
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the Master remained silent on certain complex metaphysical topics, 
such as the Self, the existence of Tathagata after death, and the 
nature of the universe, certain disciples mistakenly assumed that 
either the Buddha did not know the answer to these and other 
similar topics (which would be in opposition to the very nature of an 
Enlightened Being), or the issues are in themselves untractable,or 
indeterminable. However, as shown, the Buddha was moved by 
other considerations when he refused to commit himself to a specific 
answer, namely that thorny metaphysical questions are not "con
ducive to liberation, to NirvaI).a, freedom from suffering, the goals 
of religious life." This is thoroughly ex,plained in Sutta 63 of the 
Majjhima-Nikaya 1. 431 entitled "Questions Which Tend Not to 
Edification:"61 

I have not elucidated, Malukyaputta, that the world is eternal; 
I have not elucidated that the world is not eternal; I have not 
elucidated that the world is finite; I have not elucidated that 
the world is infinite; I have not elucidated that the soul and the 
body are identical; I have not elucidated that the soul is one 
thing and the body another; I have not elucidated that the saint 
exists after death; I have not elucidated that the saint does not 
exist after death; I have not elucidated that the saint both exists 
and does not exist after death; I have not elucidated that the 
saint neither exists nor does not exist after death. And why, 
Malukyaputta, have I not elucidated this? 

Because, Malukyaputta, this profits not, nor has to do with the 
fundamentals of religion, nor tends to aversion, absence of 
passion, cessation, quiescence, the supernatural faculties, 
supreme wisdom, and Nirval).a; therefore have I not eluci
dated it. 

This is the position of the Buddha, according to the oldest 
available records. The Yoga caras, however, saw these things in a 
different light. For them the 'indeterminables' were only presented 
as such by the Teacher in order to spare the immature disciples the 
unnecessary difficulty of grappling with complex philosophical 
issues. This would allow them the freedom to focus their energies 
exclusively toward the realization of the religious goal: Nirval).a, or 
freedom from pain. 

For the most advanced, or mature disciples, on the other hand, 
the metaphysical issues would disappear once they had reached the 
point of meditation where all distinctions would disappear (I.e., the 
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stage of detachment from the duality of object and subject). These 
distinctions, in any case, are due only to the mental habit of discrim
ination (or imagination, vikalpa) on account of the nature of the 
though t-proce'ss which can only take place by means of linguistic 
categories, or conventional symbols of one sort or another. Conse
quently, the indeterminable categories themselves are also unreal, 
or as the Siilra puts it most frequently, "They are nothing but (the 
product of) one's own mind (svacitlamiitra)." Here.is the passage which 
clarifies this particularly difficult point (Lanka II: 114-15; 11.12-17,1-6): 

And also, Mahamati, these indeterminables [or, inexplicables, 
avyakrta], are not spoken of by the Tathagatas for the purpose 
of discarding the arguments and the views of the (speculative) 
philosophers. For, Mahamati, the philosophers are declaring 
thus: "What life is, that is the body; (or) life is one thing, body 
is another." In that (consists) the doctrine of indeterminacy 
(avyiikrtaviida). Mahamati, the (doctrine of) indeterminacy truly 
belongs to the philosophers who are bewildered by (the idea of 
a) creator, but in my teaching (this idea) is not found. 

Now, in my teaching, Mahamati, discrimination does not arise 
when one becomes detached from the (duality of) object liraha, 
apprehended] and subject Ii riihya , apprehending]. But how 
could there be their [Le., the discriminating philosophers'] 
setting aside (of the object-subject duality)? For, Mahamati, 
they who are attached to the object-subject (duality) do not 
have a certain understanding of what is but the seeing of one's 
own mind, and (consequently) among them there is the setting 
aside (of the indeterminable questions). 

Now, Mahamati, the Tathagatas, the Arhats, the Fully En
lightened Ones teach the Truth to all beings by means of the 
four kinds of questions and answers [these are explained in the 
succeeding gatha 173, p. 116, vide infra, nn.]. As to the set apart 
[propositions, as inexplicable], Mahamati, they are painted out 
by me on different occasions for those whose senses are not, 
yet fully matured; but for those with mature senses, there is 
nothing to be set aside [i.e., since the discrimination itself 
disappears ]. 

The four ways in which any issue can be explained, according 
to the text, are enumerated in gatha 173, Ch. II, p. 116, which Suzuki 
says ought to follow the quote given above.62 It says: 
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The four kinds of explanation are: direct statement, inquiry, 
discernment, and determination; (hence) the refutatio,n of the 
doctrines of the philosophers. 

When these ways of analysis are applied to any object, or issue, the 
only thing that can be determined with any degree of certainty is 
their lack of self-nature (nihsvabhava), or indeterminacy (anabhilapya). 
this second meaning attributed tothe issue of the indeterminables 
(avyakrtani) seems to have a more positively ontological value, since 
it does make a statement about the nature of Reality, while the first 
sense is intended primarily for the avoidance of whatever may 
distract the untrained minds from their religious concentration. 
This is made clear in the concluding verse (gatha 175, II: 116): 

(When) the self-nature of these [dharma-objects] being inves
tigated with intelligence, (it) cannot be pinpointed; therefore, 
they [i.e., the objects of investigation, the dharmasl are shown 
(to be) inexpressible and without self-nature. 

A more extensive explanation is given in the succeeding Chapter 
Three, where a distinction is made (by means of a metaphor) 
between what is meant by "being without self-nature" (niratmanah 
sarvadharmah), on the one hand, and the empirical observation that 
"all things have their own individuality" (svatmana sarvadharmah), on 
the other. The metaphor employed in order to show the observable 
fact that things do possess individual character, in spite of their lack 
of 'beingness' (in the ultimate sense), is the irrefutable distinction 
which one can make between a cow and a horse. Thus, the Laflkavatara 
reads (III: 188; 11. 7-16): 

This is also told by me that all dharmas are selfless (niratman); 
by this is also meant, Mahamati, that the world (artha) is 
regarded as being without self-nature (niratmabhava), that the 
existence lacks what belongs to a self (nairatmya), (and also) that 
all dharmas are to be regarded as having their own individuality 
(svatman) which does not belong to another (na paratman), like a 
cow versus a horse. 

For instance, Mahamati, the being of a cow is not that of a 
horse-nature (asvatmaka), and the being of a horse is not that of 
a cow-nature (gavatmaka), (for) there is neither Being, nor 
non'-Being, nor is it found that they are without their own 
individuality (svala!c~aJJata), (since) they are such as they are in 
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their own self-nature; (therefore), Mahamati, all dhannas are 
not found (to be) without self-nature! 

And so, because of this, the meaning of egolessness is not 
understood by the immature and common folks (on account of 
their) discrimination (vikalpa). In this manner, the lack of self
nature (asvabhavya), non-birth (anutpada), and the void (sunya) of 
all dharmas are to be exactly known, and not through your 
imagination (vilcalpa). 

Again, the author manages to steer away from both opposing 
extremes by admitting, in fact, two different viewpoints on the issue 
of Selfhood: one immediate, the other ultimate. From the former 
perspective, things do retain their individuality which allows one to 
recognize their- distinct character (e.g., the cow-nature and the 
horse-nature). But from the ultimate standpoint, their transitoriness, 
their origination through dependence on causal factors and conditions 
(Hetu-pratyaya), and their composite nature (An at man) prove their 
lack of a definite and stable self-identity, or being (nibsvabhava). 
Professor Suzuki correctly sensed the meaning of the text when he 
made the following comment: 63 

Therefore, things in one sense are as they are, but in another 
sense they are not. This is what is meant by Buddhist pheno
menalism, but we are not to be carried away by its doctrine of 
emptiness as was explained before, as Buddhism has after all 
something to affirm. Its superficially paradoxical way of 
presenting the truth is often baffling to logicians. The 
Lairkavatara proceeds to say that the ignorant and confused use 
their own way of discrimination (vikaZpa) to grasp the theory of 
non-ego, but as existence is really beyond any system of 
categories, the Tathagata's wisdom alone is capable of pene
trating into reality. It is, therefore, declared by him that he is 
not distinct from the Skandhas, nor is he identical with them. 

These two verses from the Sagathakam clearly bear out Suzuki's 
interpretation in this matter (gathas 19, 20, p. 266): 

Except for imagination, indeed there are neither compounded 
(things), nor uncompounded (things); the immature hold on 
(to them) like a barren woman pressing (an imaginary child) in 
her sleep; what fools [or how silly] they are! 
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Let it be known that the personal entity (pudgala), the continuity 
of the personal aggregates (skandha-sa1Jltati) are without self
nature (naibsviibhiivya) and unborn [or, unproduced, anutpiida], 
(and. that) the causal factors, the elements, and the Voidness 
are both existent and non-existent (bhiiva-abhiiva). 

This paradoxical statement stems from the desire to express 
both the interim (empirical) and the ultimate (or trans-empirical, 
transcendental) views on the nature of observable entities, or things 
(dharmas). Later, in the course of the development of Mahayana 
literature, such contradictory statements will be subsumed under 
the umbrella of the 'two truths' doctrine (the relative truth, sa1Jlvrti
satya, and the absolute truth, paramiirtha-safya). In effect, this doctrine 
did nothing more than shift the focus from the ontological domain 
onto the epistemological realm, while maintaining dualism in the 
way in which Reality is being presented to the eyes of the observer. 
Having perceived this difficulty, the author of the Lankiivatiira blames 
it on the intrinsic nature of conceptual reasoning, which will never 
be able to express (due to the limitation of language) the complex 
structure of Reality, the multifaceted world of being. This conclusion 
is most eloquently presented in the Lankiivatiira III: 189; II. 13-17: 

Mahamati, that which is neither eternal, nor non-eternal; 
neither effect, nor cause; neither compounded, nor un
compounded; neither understanding, nor that which is under
stood; neither characterized (object), nor characterizing (sub
ject); neither personality aggregates, nor different from the 
personality aggregates; neither that which is expressed [signi
ficant], nor its expression [signifying, or name]; nor what is 
bound up with oneness and otherness, with bothness and 
non-bothness-this is something removed from all measure
ment (pramiitza), (and) that which is removed from all measure
ment cannot be put into words [lit., "amounts to nothing but 
words"]' 

Faced with the fundamental inadequacy of language, the 
philosopher turns mystic, urging his readers to follow the religious 
path of the Tathagata, the path of mental concentration, indicated 
here by the expression 'mind-only' (ciUa-miitra). This is the only path 
that offers freedom from all contradictory theories, and mental 
constructs, as enumerated below (Lankii II: 43; n. 2-6): 
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Therefore, Mahamati, the Bodhisattvas, the Great Beings, 
who wish to obtain-through emulation-the body of the 
Tathagata, must become free from erroneous reasoning and 
discrimination in regard to arising, abiding, and destruction, 
to discipline, performance, cause and conditions, mind, sense
bases, realms and personality constituents (skandhas), thereby 
being in compliance with (the truth of) the "Mind-only" 
[doctrine, or cilta-matral. 

The truth of the Mind-only doctrine, as will be explained below 
(ch. 2.1.), is that all metaphysical constructs are mere products of the 
conceptualizing function of the mind (cilta), and should be treated as 
such. The ever-present danger to be guarded against is the common 
tendency to absolutize one's own mental products or ideas, out of an 
all-too-human need for mental comfort, and self-confidence, or
sometimes-short-sightedness. In an ever-changing Reality, con
ceptuallanguage will always be one step behind the stream of events, 
thereby rendering all statements relative to the time, place, and 
circumstances under which they were brought into being. 

Concluding Remarks on the Notion of Self 
and its Varieties 

The search for Self, in the general sense, and for one's own self, 
in particular, has been a central issue in the religio-philosophical 
traditions of both East and West. As the most basic ontological 
category, or unit of existence, the manifestation of Being in time, it 
has received various definitions, covering an enormous range of 
possibilities. 

At one end of the spectrum, we have the 'skin-encapsulated ego' 
(to use Alan Watts' expression), Leibniz's individual 'Monad', Fichte's 
separated 'Ego', Schopenhauer's 'Will', Kant's 'a priori category', the 
Jain 'jfva', and so on. At the other extreme, we have the ever-present 
reality of Bergson's 'ilan vital', Hegel's 'Geist', or 'Spirit', Berkeley's 
all-pervasive 'Thought', Jung's 'Collective Unconscious', the Hindu 
'Atman-Brahman' continuum, and certain Buddhist concepts, if 
taken at face value (a risky endeavor at best!), such as the Essence! 
Matrix!Embryo-of-Buddhahood (Tathagata-garbha discussed above, 
ch. 1.1.). In between these two extremes of narrow individualism 
and broad, substantial universalism, we find various versions of 
'collective selves', larger than an individual, but not as large as the 
universe. A few such examples are: totemic tribalism, the Confucian 
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family syste~, the Hindu caste-system, and strong ethnic, national, 
party, or even corporate identifications. 

What all these 'substantialist' definitions of Self have in common 
(regardless of breadth) is their fixed, static nature. That is to say, 
their focus is on the underlying psychological structure, rather than 
on the dynamism of ongoing psychological processes. By contrast, 
Buddhism embraced from its very beginnings (at least in its written, 
doctrinal form) a dynamic concept of Self, more like a stream of 
psycho-physical events, than a strictly defined entity, 'psychic 
s ubstra tum,' or metaphysical' substance.' Its definition was pragmatic 
and tentative, rather than dogmatic and mandatory. For lack of a 
better term, they called this Self "non-Self" (Pali: Anatta, Sanskrit: 
Anatman). 

A great deal of energy was spent during the first centuries of 
Buddhist history on trying to find a more specific meaning or content 
to this important, yet ambiguous concept, the non-Self. For,. if 
Buddhism is to be accepted as a path of salvation from suffering, 
who is to be saved (in absence of Self), and who is experiencing the 
suffering? These were not vain metaphysical sophisms, but urgent, 
practical questions, which begged for an immediate answer. 

As we have indicated in the course of this chapter, the problem 
was not the lack of answers to such questions, but the Buddha's 
refusal to commit himself to any of them, thus putting an end to the 
potentially schismatic debate. Between the two extreme camps of 
Personalists and Nihilists, there was a full array of 'creative 
euphemists', who attempted to substitute the ancient notion of Self 
CAtman) by such vague metaphors as the 'flame' (of life?), the 
'burden' of life (and its 'bearer'), the 'life'-continuum' (bhiivaflga), the 
'wandering' (sa1psiira), and even karma itself, which transmigrates by 
creating a reflex of itself (i.e., "the deeds independent from the doer 
who performed them," according to Buddhaghosa). Later, two more 
terms were added to this list, in a final attempt to put an end to this 
centuries-old controversy, which became a stumbling block, a 
constant obstacle and threat to the mental peace required for 
meditation. They were: Suchness (Tathata) and Voidness (Siinyata), 
the very goals of meditation. 

Interestingly, in both Sanskrit and Pali, one technical word for 
Yogic meditation is bhiivanii, which may be derived from the verbal 
root bhu, "to be," or "to become," the implication being that such a 
mental process would result in a radical transformation of one's 
personality, in the ontological sense. But if such a radical change 
was possible, the Buddhists argued, how could one conceive of a 
quasi-substantial, permanent, and immutable Self (Atman)? Surely, 
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they reasoned, the Self must have a dynamic, fluid quality, which is 
capable of evolution, if one is to accept both individual differentiation 
and ontological transformation. 

The search for Self, as described in the early Upani9ads, already 
admitted four different modalities of existence, that of the waking 
state, the dream state, the state of deep, dreamless sleep, and the 
"fourth state" (turfya), the transcendental, enstatic mental condition 
of the Yogis. Neti, neti, "neither this, nor that," -said the Upani9adic 
sages about each of these states, when asked which of them 
represents the manifestation of the real, true Self (atman). 

• The Buddha, too, adopted this skeptical attitude, but he took 
the empirical search one step further, and described (in his first 
sermon) the psycho-physical complex, known as the human person
ality, along five different strands, or streams of events, bundled 
together in a dynamic river of energy, accessible to everyone 
through self-observation. These five strands (or Sanskrit: Skandhas; 
Pali: Khandhas) were classified in the Theravadin Abhidhamma Pi/aka 
under three headings: (1) physical body (rupa); (2) sense-perception 
and reaction to it, that is, sensation of feeling (vedana), perception 
(sa1pjiia), volition or impulses (sa7]1skara); and (3) consciousness 
(vijiiana). These three groups were also called: "form" (rupa), "con
comitants" or "conditioning factors of consciousness" (celasika), and 
the "state of consciousness proper" (ci/ta). 

And yet, the question still remained: was the Self identical, the 
same, or different from the five personality constituents (the 
Skandhas)? The Buddha's response, as preserved in the Pali Nikayas, 
was either a silent smile, or an enigmatic: "Neither ... the same nor 
different from the khandhas." Only later, the Abhidharmists came to 
identify the Skandhas with Non-Self (anatman). The position 
expressed in the Lmikavatara-sUlra, however, is consistent with that 
of the Teacher, as well as with that of the Madhyamikas, the apostles 
of the Middle Way. On the other hand, other Yogacara texts, as for 
instance those of the two brothers, Asailga and Vasubandhu, seem 
to rely more on Buddhaghosa and the Abhidharmists who categor
ically denied the existence of a personal entity among the five 
aggregates. These two different positions among the authorities of 
the Mahayana movement indicate the degree of misapprehension of 
the original intent of the Buddha, which was thoroughly undogmatic, 
and uncommitted to either extreme viewpoint, as mentioned above. 

Admittedly, if the Buddhists themselves found it so difficult to 
grasp the significance of the ambiguity involved in the Non-Self 
concept, how much more difficult would it not be for someone 
removed from their world, both geographically and culturally? 
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Perhaps, with the help of a metaphor, we can make the task easier. 
Imagine a row of five billiard balls set in motion by the strike of a cue. 
The five balls are the five personality constituents, and the cue is the 
sense-stimulus coming from the outside. The Self cannot be said to 
be restricted to the Skandhas, just as the motion (what gets the balls 
rolling, what makes them come 'alive') cannot be reduced to 
exclusively internal causal factors. In other words, the Self does not 
exist as such, that is, in and by itself, independently from the outside 
world. The very cause of its birth, its sustenance, and its demise, 
comes from the outside world, on which it is totally dependent, like 
a foetus on its mother, through constant interaction. Thus, the 
separating line between the inner and the outer, between the Self 
and the non-Self, is not only very diffuse, but constantly shifting, as 
well. Consequently, the Self cannot be defined in a static way, by 
means of its attributes and its structure; it can only be defined, if at 
all, by means of describing its processes, its particular form of dynamic 
interaction between the inner and the outer, its intensity and its 
effects. 

This important truth, which was systematically pursued by the 
Buddhists for the last 2,500 years, has only recently begun to emerge 
as a new paradigm in Western psychology and biological science. 
New forms of dynamic, contextual, and transpersonal approaches to 
the understanding of mental phenomena have multiplied in the last 
few decades. From psychosomatic medicine, which perceives the 
mind/body system as an integrated whole, to various forms of 
Gestalt therapy, which treats the individual as part of a larger unit 
(i.e., the family and its cultural milieu), and recently, to more holistic 
approaches to environmental science, humanity as a whole is 
becoming increasingly aware of its impact upon the biological eco
system, of which it is a part. 64 

An innovative example of this multileveled, systemic approach 
to the understanding of mentation as a multidimensional pheno
menon, has been offered by Francis Hsu's concept of Self as a 
'psycho-social homeostasis'.65 This new paradigm of Self seems to 
offer a more appropriate model for an emerging world culture, 
where the old, fixed definitions of Self have become too narrow and 
constrictive. Hsu's proposal may be considered along with David 
Hume's intuition of Self as a 'bundle of perceptions', as more 
systematic and refined versions of the ancient Buddhis~ under
standing of the human personality with its empirical and trans
empirical constituents, as presented above. 

Thus, the empirical Self corresponds to the individual, private self 
(which is both expressible and conscious, and unexpressible and 
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unconscious, according to Hsu's mode!), while the trans-empirical 
Tathagata may be regarded as an archaic version of a given socio
cultural ideal, the public model of the social Self (Le., a persona which 
incorporates both the strong attachment to one's immediate socio
cultural symbols, as well as the weaker influences caused by 
different, foreign and distant worlds, which may be either real, or 
ideal). These are the two psycho-social components which need to 
be in a stable (i.e., homeostatic) balance, for the healthy development 
of the human personality.66 . 

By way of an example, let us say that the private, or empirical 
self is more strongly typified in the West, while in the East it has 
been traditionally subservient to the public, or social ideal (e.g., 
religious or caste identification). Of course, along the mental health 
continuum, this idealized Self could, in any society, occasionally get 
out of balance to the detriment of the individual's private existence. 
To wit, one might even say that the price in human suffering which 
is sometimes paid for personal social success in the modern, highly 
competitive society, is in some ways comparable to the abandonment 
of family life for the sake of a higher ideal, by the traditional Indian 
renunciant, or Yogi. 67 

Finally, when assessing the practical implications of various 
models of Self, one might consider the obvious advantages of an 
open, and flexible notion of Self, especially in an era when the 
dialogue between people and cultures is not only rapidly expanding, 
but also increasingly necessary. Considering the dramatic changes 
taking place in the world today, and their sometimes hazardous 
effects on both people and our natural surroundings, many may feel 
compelled to look for inspirational value to the ancient traditions, 
such as the Hindu and Buddhist, where the concept of Self has 
always been bound to the larger picture of the world, and to complex 
theories of ongoing change and inner transformation. 



1111 3 Ii Dharmadhatu: the Spatial or Cosmic 
Dimension of Being 

Introductory Remarks 

So far, we have presented two of the necessary three pillars, or ontic 
categories, which provide-according to Husserl-the general outline 
of any metaphysical system. The first designates the essential nature 
of Being, and we have pointed out that in the Lmikavati'ira-sUira this is 
described under the technical term of Tathagata-garbha, or the 
"Essence-of-Buddhahood," which can be both static and unmani
fested, as well as dynamic, active, and manifested. Furthermore, one 
can say that the second and third antic categories represent precisely 
this latter, manifested form of Being, in its temporal and spatial dimensions. 
In the Laflkavati'ira, the temporal dimension of Being is best symbolized 
by the aggregate of the five personality constituents (Skandhas), 
which by their very nature are constantly appearing and disappearing 
from one's field of vision, thus casting serious doubt about the 
validity of such a tpeoretical construct as the personal entity, or 
Self (Atman, or Pudgala). 

In this section, I will investigate the second, spatial dimension 
of Being in its manifested form, which stands for the third ontic 
category within the metaphysical system presented in the Laflkavati'ira
sUira. The technical term which best symbolizes this notion of 
spatiality is Dharmadhatu, or the "Realm-of-the-existential-elements."l 
Two things need to be pointed out right at the beginning of this 
treatment. 

First, Dharmadhatu stands in a complementary relationship 
vis-a-vis the five Skandhas, for, while the Skandhas represent the 
personal aspect of the manifestation of Being, Dharmadhatu (along 
with its synonyms, Tathata, Buddhata, Silnyata, etc.) indicates its 
larger, cosmic manifestation. However, one cannot say that the 
former points to the subjective, and the latter to the objective 
dimensions of existence, since both partake of both aspects of reality. 

117 
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The Skandhas have an objective, material aspect (rupa), just as 
Dharmadhatu has a subjective dimension. This brings, us to the 
second point which needs to be emphasized in relation to Dharma
dhatu. 

As a technical term, the word includes not only the physical 
universe in its domain of significance, but also any number of ideal 
or mental universes (lokas), which are but symbolic representations 
of the first, or 'objective' world. The spatial order of these 'perceptual' 
universes mayor may not be taken literally, or-in other words
be given ontological validity, depending upon the text one reads. 2 

The Lafzkavatiira-sutra, for instance, tends to downplay the reality 
of all ontological concepts, which are treated (as we shall see over 
and over again) as mere didactic devices for the purpose of attaining 
one's ultimate goal, which is religious in nature rather than cognitive. 

According to Suzuki; the concept Dharmadhatu, as used in the 
Lafzkavatlira, expresses "the most comprehensive view of the universe, 
including not only this visible sense-world, but all possibly conceivable 
ideal worlds."3 His interpretation, however, reflects only one possible 
meaning of the term. Another meaning is given by Edgerton (based 
on a number of early Mahayana texts, which he quotes), in con
formity with the FaIi expression dhamma-dhatu, the 'sphere of 
religion'.4 

Naturally, judgement should be made in relation to the context 
in which the term is used, for the word dharma (dhamma) had a double 
meaning in primitive Buddhism as well, namely (1) dharmas, as the 
smallest constituents of existence, physical and mental, and 
(2) Dharma, as the Truth, the Law, or religious teaching proclaimed 
by the Buddha, as the way of salvation from suffering. Hence, 
Edgerton's rendition of Dharmadhatu as the "Sphere-of-religion." 
Sometimes, the two meanings almost coalesce, as in this passage from 
the Ga1Jgavyuha 500.8, where the physical universe is metaphorically 
alluded to for the purpose of conveying the breadth of Tathagata's 
teaching: 5 

dharmadhatu-gagana-gocaraDa111 tathagata-mahajfi.ana-surya
candramasa111! 

The sun and the moon of the great knowledge of the Tathagata 
have the heaven of the Sphere-oF-religion as their scope (gocara). 

The fusion between the two meanings of the word dharma is 
not in the least accidental, since in the Buddhist view religious law 
is the same as the fundamental law according to which the entire 
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universe is ruled. This includes the multitude of worlds; divine and 
human, which are usually grouped under three headings or spheres 
(dhatus): rupa, arupa, and kama (i.e., the realm of form, the formless 
realm, and th~ sensuous realm, respectively). Together, they are 
referred to (in the Laflkavatiira and elsewhere) as lraidhatuka, tribhava, 
or trikaya (the triple world, or the universe in its totality).6 AsStcher
ba tsky sta tes, "the moral teaching of a pa th towards Final Deliverance 
is not something additional or extraneous to this ontological doctrine, 
it is most intimately connected with it and, in fact, identical with it.//7 

The relationship between the mental, or moral elements on the 
one hand, and the physical elements (dhatus) is further explained 
through the correspondences between the eighteen different gotras, 
or dha/us (Abhidharmakosa 1.20), which include six perceptual faculties 
(from cak~ur-dhatu up to mano-dhatu), six objective elements (from 
rupa-dhatu up to dharma-dhatu), and six kinds of consciousness (from 
the sensuous types, such as the caiqur-vijiiana-dhalu, up to the non
sensuous, or purely mental consciousness, the mano-vijiiana-dhalu, 
achieved either through transic meditation, samapaHi, or through 
rebirth, utpafti).8 Together they make up the kama-dhatu. 

When taken separately from the six elements of consciousness, 
the sense-faculties and the objective elements can also be referred 
to as the twelve sense-bases (ayatanas) which constitute the objective 
world. In the Laflkavatara, the compound skandha-dhalu-ayatana is 
often used to mean the totality of the subjective and objective 
universe, to which we gain access through experience. 9 It may be 
noted that this kind of systematic classification is not exclusive to 
Buddhism, and Stcherbatsky has pointed out that the number of 
constituent elements (tattvas) of the rudimentary body in ancient 
Saqlkhya philosophy is likewise eighteen.1o 

As far as the origin of the term dhatu is concerned, Stcherbatsky 
had no doubt that it was a concept borrowed from the medical 
science of pre-Buddhist times, where it meant "element of the 
body.//ll The early Buddhists also used the term dharma-kaya for the 
sum total of the qualities (dharmas) of the transformed body of the 
Buddha, which the followers were trying to emulate. 12 Therefore, 
the combination dharma-dhiitu may also carry soteriological conno
tations subsumed under later Yogacara innovations, such as the 
Saqlbhoga-kaya ("Body of Bliss"), and the Dharma-kaya ("Body of 
Law//). Like them, the Dharmadhatu is both transcendent and 
immanent. As Stcherbatsky put it, "it is transcendent as ultimate 
Reality, but it is present in everyone as his inmost ground and 
essence.//l3 
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Dharmadha"hl as Cosmic law: 
the Fundamental Structure of the Universe 

Having considered these various doctrinal implications of the 
expression Dharmadhatu, let us now see how the text of the Lankavati'ira
sfitra bears them out. We have already pointed out that the term 
dharmadhatu, taken as the manifestation of Being in its very essence, 
is sometimes replaced by its synonyms: Tathata ("Thatness"), 
Buddhata ("Buddhahood"), Sunyata ("Voidness"). Therefore, when 
the Sfitra explains the meaning of these terms, it implicitly expounds 
on the nature of the Dharmadhatu as well. Thus, in the third chapter 
(p. 140, 11. 9-17) the Lankavatara reads: 

And again, Mahamati said: "May the Blessed One tell me what 
(makes) the Buddhas and the Blessed Ones (such as they are) 
and what is, 0 Lord, the Buddha-nature (buddhata) of the 
Buddhas?" The Lord answered: 

"When the Selflessness of persons and things is understood, 
Mahamati, and when the knowledge of the two-fold hindrances 
[lit., coverings, avara1;!a] is understood, when the two-fold 
dying [lit., vanishing, falling, cyuti] is accomplished, and when 
the two-fold group of impurities [or defiling passions, klesas] 
is destroyed, then, Mahamati, the Buddha-nature of the Blessed 
Ones, of the Buddhas, comes into existence. It is only from 
the acquirement of these things, Mahamati, that the Buddha
nature of the self-enlightened ones and of the disciples is 
obtained. 

Now, on account of this, Mahamati, I teach the one-pointed 
concentration (ekayiina)." 

Thus it is said: 
The duality of egolessness, the twofold hindrance, likewise 
the group of the double defilement(s), (which is) beyond 
thought (acintya), and the transforming consequences of the 
(two-fold) death-when these are obtained, there is the 
Tathagata! 

Here again we have a fusion between the soteriological and 
ontological domains by means of a technical term (buddhata), rich 
in meaningful connotations. Thus, on the moral and religious plane, 
it is associated with the gradual path to Buddhahood, the various 
purifications and meditations (beyond thought, acintya) and the two 
kinds of Nirval)ic cessations (in this life, after Enlightenment, and 
after the physical death, the parinirvalJa). 
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But, on the other hand, the mention of the twofold egolessness 
(of things and persons) points toward the fundamental structure of 
the universe and the cosmic law which governs it, namely the inter
dependence of entities, animate (pudgalas) and inanimate (dharmas), 
or PratItya-samutpada. In that, the Buddha-nature (Buddhata) 
closely resembles the Thusness (Tathata) of the universe, with which 
the Buddha as a cosmic Being is frequently identified as the 
"Tathagata." 

For, as the apex of the realm of animate existence (both human 
and divine), the Tathagata is simultaneously part of the eternally
abiding Reality, the ultimate cosmic substratum in its utmost purity, 
or essence, referred to alternatively in the Lailkavatara-siilra as Truth- c 

fulness (Dharmata), or Voidness (Sunyata), as we shall see. Hence, 
he teaches through his mere presence, or existence, in the pure 
Realm-of-Truth (Dharmadhatu), where words are superfluous. 
This is the meaning of the following passage found in the Lankavatara 
III: 142-43; 11. 16-17, 1-3: 

And again, Mahamati said: "This was spoken by the Blessed 
One: 'From the night of the Enlightenment till the night of 
the Parinirva1).a, the Tathagata has not uttered even a sound, 
nor will (a word) ever be uttered by the Tathagata, (for) not 
speaking-this is Buddha's speaking.' 

"According to what sense (given) by the Tathagata, by the 
Worthy One, (is the expression) 'Buddha's speech is no speech' 
(to be taken) with the correct understanding?" 

The answer to this question reveals the double significance of 
the Dharmadhatu concept: As the eternal and essential Reality of 
the universe, it is identical with the notion of Tathata (the inherent 
nature, or Essence, of the world). As supreme realization of the inner 
Self, it represents the realm, or the sphere where all such Self
realized beings co-exist. Therefore, the discussion in the Siitra 
regarding the Dharmadhatu constantly vacillates between these 
two poles of significance. Thus, the Lankavatara III: 143; 11. 3-14: 

The Lord said: "According to the two things, Mahamati, this 
statement is made by me. What are the two things? 

They are the Reality [or, the inherent nature, essence, dharmatal 
of the inner Self, and according to the primevally-abiding 
Reality [or Nature, pauravasthiti-dharmatal. According to these 
two things, Mahamati, this statement is made by me. Now, in 
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respect to the Reality of one's inner Self (svapralyiitmadharmata), 
which has been realized by the Tathagatas and which is also 
my own realization, that is the realm of one's inner Self
realization which can neither be excelled (anadhika1]1), nor 
diminished (anunam), and which is removed from discrimination 
(based upon) words, being freed from dualistic terminology .. 

"Now,what is the primevally abiding Reality? 

"That is, Mahamati, this ancient road of Reality which is 
like gold, silver, or pearl (found) in the mine, Mahamati: 
whether the Tathagatas rise or do not rise (in the world), the 
Dharmadhatu [Le., the Realm-of-existential-elements, the 
Realm-of-Truth, or Law] abides forever; as these (Tathagatas) 
abide, so does the nature of (all) things (dharmi'iIJi'i1]1 dharmata); 
(for) the Reality (Dharma) abides forever; it is the governing 
order of the Law (which abides), just like the roads of an ancient 
city, Mahamati." 

In order to better convey the inexorability of the underlying 
structure of the universe (here referred to as the dharma-niyi'imata), 
the author introduces at this juncture the metaphor of a city whose 
structure is determined by the ancient layout of its roads, regardless 
of the various impressions and movements of the people who walk 
through it. The whole image has a ring of the ancient Vedic concept 
of Jl-la attached to it (see Jl-g Veda 10. 124. 5). Here is the Laflki'ivati'ira's 
metaphorical explanation of the objective character of the natural 
order of Reality (Lanki'i III: 143-44; II. 14-16, 1-13; vv. 7-8): 

"This is (for instance), Mahamati, just like some man who is 
wandering over a forest and discovering an ancient city, he is 
stepping on its orderly streets, so he may enter this city; now, 
having entered it, he is conducting himself in the city (like a 
citizen) so he may enjoy the pleasure accruing (therefrom). 

What do you think, Mahamati? Were the roads by which he 
entered the city and also the various (things) in the city 
generated by this man?" (Mahamati) said: "No, 0 Blessed One!" 
The Lord said: "Just so, Mahamati, what has been attained by 
me and other Tathagatas is like this abiding Reality, the 
eternally abiding Law, the governing (order) of Nature, the 
Thusness (lathaM), the Beingness (bhUlata), the Truthness (of 
things, satyata). For this reason, Mahamati, it was stated by 
me that from the night of the Tathagata's Enlightenment till 
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the night of his ParinirvaDa, not a word was uttered by the 
Tathagata in the meantime, nor will a sound ever be uttered." 
Thus it was said: 

"From the night of the Attainment, till the night of the Pari
nirvaDa, in the meantime, by me it was not made any. pro
clamation whatsoever. 

This is told by me in accordance with the abiding truth of the 
inner Self; nothing more whatsoever superior in any way 
(was told, or added) by me, or by other Buddhas." 

Several important things are being asserted here. First, there 
is an affirmation, loud and clear, regarding the cosmic (that is orderly, 
structured) nature of the external Reality. This is a statement of 
principle rather thana detailed description which is found else
where (in the Abhidharma literature).14 The second observation 
is implicit in the first, namely that the world is real (having a 
perceivable order), and its structure is governed by cosmic laws which 
are independent from and above the perceiving subject (including 
the Buddha and other Tathagatas, or Enlightened Beings). This 
point is particularly important with regard to the alleged denial of 
the external world, which many interpreters of the Yogacara school 
believe to be implied in its core concepts (such as the Citta-matra 
or Vijfiapti-matra doctrine).15 

A third point to be made here with reference to the process of 
Enlightenment is that the realization of one's inner Self is subject 
to the same law which governs the evolutionary process of the 
entire universe, the law of Dependent Origination (pratitya-samutpada). 
Its understanding not only determines the difference between 
enlightened and non-enlightened beings, but it also provides access 
into the void realm of nature (dharmadhatu), from which the laws 
(Dharma) are derived.16 These three points are, in fact, interrelated, 
as is explained in the Mahayana scripture "The Meeting of Father 
and Son" (Pifaputrasamagama-sutra), which states: "Therefore, by 
understanding Dependent Origination, one understands the dharma
dhatu," and "Lord, the Tathagata is devoid of characteristics (lakfava), 
... i is Dharmadhatu, Thusness, True End (bhutakofi). All dharmas are 
also bhutakofi. Therefore, all dharmas are the Tathagata."17 

These complex relationships appear to have originated from 
the earliest discourses of the Buddha, as preserved in the Pali canon, 
such as the Salistamba-sutta of the Majjhima-Nikaya 1.191, which states 
that: "Whoever sees Dependent Origination, sees the Dhamma, 
or the Vakkali-sutta of the SaT!lyutta-Nikaya 2. 120, which teaches that: 
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"Whoever, Vakkali, sees the Dhamma, sees me; whoever sees me, 
sees the Dhamma."18 

Dharmadhatu as Universal Void: the Ground of Being 
Having so many aspects, or forms, the Realm-of-Dhama is 

ultimately devoid of specific characteristics (lak$alJas). Therefore, 
in the last analysis, when one reaches the ultimate nature of Reality, 
the very ground of Being, one can only refer to it as "Voidness" 
(Sanyata), for: "The unreality of both [subject and object], and the 
reality (subjacent) of this unreality has the characteristic of the 
Void" (dvayiibhiivo hy abhiivasya bhiivab sunyasya iak$alJa7]1),19 

The same idea is presented in the Lankiivatiira-sutra, where, as 
a result of the incremental process characteristic of Buddhist docetics, 
seven types of Voidness are described in detail. Thus the Lankiivatiira 
II: 73 and 74; 11. 12-16, 1-8: 

Tell me, 0 Lord, about all things which are characterized by 
the lack of self-nature, non-duality, non-origination and 
Voidness, by which I and other Bodhisattvas, great beings, 
may be awakened to the mark of the lack of self-nature, of 
non-duality, non-origination and Voidness, and thereby become 
free from the discrimination between Being and non-Being, 
(so that) we may quickly attain the highest, perfect En
lightenment. 

The Blessed One said this: "Voidness, Mahamati, thus is 
Voidness: this is a term whose inherent nature is false 
imagination. Moreover, Mahamati, through attachment to 
one's own nature characterized by imagination, there is the 
talking about the occurrence of (such things as) the lack of 
self-nature, non-duality, non-Being, non-origination and 
Voidness." 

"Now, briefly, Mahamati, there are seven kinds of Voidness, 
namely: (1) The Voidness of characteristic marks; (2) The 
Voidness of the self-nature of existence; (3) The Voidness of 
no practice; (4) The Voidness of practice; (5) The Voidness of 
all things in the sense that they are unpredictable; (6) The great 
Voidness of the noble Wisdom in its highest sense; and (7) The 
Voidness of mutuality, which is the seventh." 

These seven kinds of Voidness together constitute a powerful 
statement regarding the relativity of all things when seen in the 
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light of the Dependent Origination theory. A better understanding 
of the meaning of each proposition may be obtained by juxtaposing 
the Lankavaltira's enumeration over against the list given by the 
Madhyamika text Sunyaltisapta/i, attributed to Nagarjuna. 2o 

There the first Voidness, of characteristic marks, is expressed 
as the non-birth (anufpanna) of all dharmas which exist only in the 
conventional sense (lit., according to wish, vyavaharavastit, i.e., sa1']1-
vrWab)' verses 1-6; the second, of the Self-nature of existence, is 
expressed as the Pratltya-samutpanna of all existence (bhava), verses 
7-23; the third and fourth, that is, the Voidness of no-practice (which 
leads to accumulated karma) and the Voidness of practice (which 
leads to NirvaDa), are expressed as the Sunya of karma (verses 
33-44), and the anutpada of NirvaDa (verses 23-32). 

The fifth Voidness, of all things as unpredictable, is expressed 
as the indeterminacy (animitta) of the marks (linga) of the four great 
elements (mahabhutas), which, through their combination, along 
with the causes and conditions (Hetu-pratyaya), give rise to the 
realm of form (rupakaya). The five Skandhas themselves have their 
basis in causes and conditions arising from the realm of form, which 
is ultimately non-existent (rupabhava), according to the Sunyatasaptati 
(verses 45-57). Hence the Voidness of all things in the sense that 
they are unpredictable, and-as a consequence of that-the Voidness 
of the Noble Wisdom (paramartha) together with the Voidness of 
ignorance (avidya), with which it is correlative, or mutually co
arising, as described in verses 58-73 of the Sunyaltisaptati. This would 
correspond with the sixth great Voidness of the Lankavaltira, given 
above. 

The seventh, and last, Voidness of mutuality follows logically 
from the relativity of all dharmas upon their correlatives (father
son, pleasure-pain, Being-Non-Being, freedom-transmigration, 
wisdom-ignorance, self-existence versus mutuality itself, svabhava
anyonyahetutab) (verses 8-21). 

These seven kinds of Voidness can be said to represent in a 
nutshell the essence of Mahayanistic ontology, as presented in the 
early scriptures of its two major schools, namely the Lankavaltira (for 
the Yogacara school) and the Sunyaltisaptati (for the Madhyamika 
school). The Lankavaltira-sutra goes one step further than the mere 
description given in the Sunyaltisaptati by asserting the conventionality 
of all descriptions or discussions about the nature of Reality (Dharma
sa1']1keta). They include all Buddhist concepts given in the sacred 
texts, such as Tathata, Sunyata, Bhutakoti, Nirval)a, and Dharma
dhatu ("Thatness," "Voidness," "Limit of Reality," NirvaDa, and 
the "Essential Realm," respectively). 
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The following verses from the last chapter, the Sagathakam, render 
this most clearly (pp. 289-90, vv. 185 & 190-193): 

It is said that this (word) it is only a convention (sa1J1.keta) of 
Reality (dharma), and apart from this convention, there is 
nothing actually real (bhuta) which is born, and nothing which 
is destroyed. 

Existence (bhava) in its conditionality cannot be (described) 
through (its) unity or diversity; it is only in the general manner 
of speech that there is birth, cessation and destruction (of 
things). 

Unborn Voidness is one thing, Voidness among the born 
(things) is another; unborn Voidness is better (for) born 
(Voidness) is destroyed. 

Thusness (tathata), Voidness (siinyata), the Limit (kofl) (of Reality, 
bhuta-), Nirval)a, and the Realm-of-Law (dharmadhatu) are like 
the multiple bodies made of mind (manomaya-kaya)-these are 
taught by me as synonymous (paryaya). 

Those who discriminate according to the Abhidharma, the 
Vinaya, and the Sutras (follow) books and not the (inner) 
meaning (artha); they are not relying upon (the doctrine of) 
non-Self (nairatmya). 

Here, the dichotomy between words (or signs) and meaning 
(or reality) is brought into sharp focus. One may argue that this 
issue should not concern us here, since it properly falls under the 
epistemological realm of discourse, to be dealt with in the succeeding 
sections. However, in the philosophical context of the Lmikiivatara
sutra in particular, and of Buddhist doctrine in general, the highest 
Reality (Paramartha, "Absolute Truth"; BhutakotI, "Limit of Reality"; 
Dharmadhatu, "Essential Realm"; Nirval)a, "Extinction of Suffering" 
etc.) is simultaneously perceived and existentially realized (i.e., 
united with), precisely at the moment when the symbolic realm of 
language ceases to operate (from the point of view of the Buddhist 
observer). This Reality is identified as Voidness on account of the 
relativity and insubstantiality (in the ultimate sense) of all perceived 
objects. 

True, one may say that such a Reality is utterly subjective, but 
according to the Yogacara Buddhist ideas presented here, it can 
readily be verified by anyone who takes the trouble to thoroughly 
analyse the way in which objects come into and disappear from 
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existence, and the role of conditional factors, as well as the 
imaginative nature of our own opinions and constructs about Reality. 
Consequently, it is only when even the Buddhist ideas about the 
Reality are seen as such, that the true nature of the world reveals 
itself "as it really is" (Tathata), that is, devoid of self-existence 
(Sunyata). The Satra explains this in effective and poetic language 
(II: 87-88; 11. 8-17, 1-13, vv. 145-48): 

The Lord said: "Mahamati, words are not the highest Reality 
(paramartha), nor is it what is expressed by words that highest 
Truth. Why? For this reason: the highest Reality is an exalted 
state of bliss (aryasukha) which cannot be entered into through 
verbal statements (about it), for words are not the highest 
Reality. 

Now, Mahamati, the highest Reality is the state of inner Self
realization by means of the Noble Wisdom and not the realm 
of intellectual discrimination by means of words; therefore, 
the (verbal) discrimination does not express the highest Reality. 
Moreover, Mahamati, the verbal expression {vacana)i which 
quickly rises and quickly disappears, is mutually generated 
from causes and causal factors, and that, Mahamati, which is 
mutually generated from causes and causal factors cannot 
express the ultimate Reality (paramartha), (since) a verbal sign 
(vaglak?a't;a), Mahamati, cannot express the non-existent charac
teristic mark of Self, or of something other (than Self). 

Furthermore, Mahamati, the verbal discrimination (vag
vikalpa) cannot conceive the supreme Reality (paramartha) on 
account of the non-existence of the external objects' various 
sorts of characteristic marks and (also) due to the following 
of the mere perceptions of one's own mind. In that case, 
therefore, Mahamati, you must become free from discrimi
nation through various words. Thus it is said: 

'All existence is indeed without self-nature, and words, too, 
are without reality; as the immature does not understand the 
meaning of Voidness, it is nevertheless Voidness which runs 
through (the universe).' 

'There is no self-nature in all things, and they are but men's 
words; those which are discriminated, they too, do not exist; 
even Nirval).a is like a dream; nothing is seen as being in trans
migration (Saqlsara), nor is anything ever released into Nirval).a.' 
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'As a ki~g or a wealthy householder alluring his sons with 
various clay-made animals and having had them play ;,yith these 
toys, then he gives them real wild beasts (to deal with),' 

'So 1, by making use of various forms of concepts, teach the 
limit of Reality (BhutakotI) to my sons, which is actually the 
knowledge of the inner Self.'" 

Here, the author of the SUira again throws his reader back into 
the fundamentally religious search for Self-realization, away from 
the speculative verbal representation of Reality especially in its 
absolute aspect (BhutakotI, "Limit of Reality"; Paramartha, "Absolute 
Truth"; Dharmadhatu, "Essential Realm" etc.). The words (vacana) 
are not to be taken too seriously, since they are only teaching devices 
employed by the Master for the sole purpose of helping his disciples 
realize the truth regarding the reality within (pratyatmavedyii, pratyiitma
gatigocara). With this, the second pole of significance, around which 
the concept Dharmadhatu revolves, is explained (vide supra: Lankii 
III: 143, svapratyatma-dharmatii, the Reality, or Nature of one's inner 
Self). As the realm belonging to the purified Self, Dharmadhatu 
can be identified with Tathagata-garbha and Alaya-vijfiana. 21 

According to Dasgupta's interpretation: 22 

Enlightenment is the perfection of the mind when it is free 
from the corruptions of the creative instinctive incipient 
memory (smrti). It penetrates all and is the unity of all (dharma
dhiitu). That is to say, it is the universal dharmakiiya of all 
Tathagatas constituting the ultimate foundation of existence. 

Noriaki Hakamaya, on the other hand, following Vasubandhu's 
and Asvabhava's commentaries on the Mahiiyiina-sa1pgraha, points 
out that the doctrine (Dharma, parini~panna, paramiirtha) flows out 
from the pure Dharmadhatu (vi5uddha-dharma-dhatu-ni~yanda), which 
is synonymous with the Original Purity (prakrti-vyavadiina) and 
includes everything.23 Outflow (ni~yanda), he explains, "means 
flowing out of the same essence (sadrsab-syandabt a result that is 
consistent with that (essence) {tad-anurupam-phalam)."24 What flows 
out is the manifestation of inner subjectivity which becomes 
conscious of paramiirtha as the non-discriminative wisdom (nirvikalpa
jiiiina), said to transcend verbal expression (nirabhiliipya).25 Hence, 
the unity of essence between the two aspects (the 'subjective' Realm
of-Enlightenment, and the 'objective' cosmic realm, or the Realm-of
the Universal-Law) which make up the Dharmadhatu concept. This 
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common essence is best expressed as the universal Void (Sunyata), 
the ground of Being (Bhutata). 

Commenting on this unique feature of the Lankavatara-sulra's 
presentation of the Dharmadhatu concept, Professor J. Takasaki 
identifies the meaning of the term dharmata, as found in other 
Mahayana slitras (such as the Dharmadharmata-vibhaga), with the 
sphere of those dharmiis to be realized (sak~atkaraIJfya) in the ideal 
state of NirvaI;a, which are therefore different in essence from 
those dharmas belonging to the world of SaITlsara, which are to be 
abandoned (prahatavya).26 Such a distinction, however, is not found 
in the Laflkavatara, as we have seen. In our text, it seems, the two 
terms, Dharmata and Dharmadhatu, are interchangeably used, as in 
the compounds: pauralJasthiti-dharmata (which stands for dharmadhatu
slhitita), and svapratyatma-dharmata (which renders the meaning of 
pratyatmagatigocara, which stands for Dharmadhatu itself, when 
taken as the fulfillment of the Law, the ideal state of NirvaI;a). 
(vide supra: Lanka III: 143). 

As far as the concept of Dharmadhatu itself is concerned, 
Professor Takasaki distinguishes quite rightly between two different 
meanings admitted by the author of the Lankavatara-sutra, although 
his interpretation is somewhat different from my own. He says: 
"The term dharmadhatu, here, may be interpreted as the nature 
(dhatu) of a thing (dharma), or the truth concerning things (dharmaIJarrr 
dharmata)." And he continues: 27 

Thus the dharmadhatu has two characteristics, the one being 
the dharma/a, i.e., the law of pratftyasamutpada, and the other 
being sarvadharma~, i.e., the whole sphere of pratftyasamutpanna
dharma~. Remarkable is the combination of the two aspects of 
dharma in one word, such being not the case with the term 
dharmata. 

This interpretation, while not without basis, is incomplete, for 
it fails to underline the significance of the law of Dependent 
Origination as the attainment of Self-realization, which is the 
essential message of the text. In other words, Dharmata, the mani
festation of Being in space, is not merely the law of Interdependent 
Origination of all things, pratftya-samutpada (as Takasaki is content' 
to indicate), but rather, and more importantly, is the svapra/yatma
dharmata (the Law, or Reality of inner Self-realization). Thus, 
ontology has become soteriology, for, according to the Buddhist 
view of things, knowledge of the universe can only be complete 
through, and indeed be fulfilled by, the knowledge of man himself. 
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Concluding Obsenla:l:ions 

To conclude, let us say that our division of the Yogacara 
ontology into three separate aspects not only makes sense in light 
of modern philosophical thinking, but is also supported from within 
the Buddhist Mahayana tradition itself. Thus, in the Madhyantavibhaga 
we find the following theory of the three-fold nature of Being, 
attributed to the founder of the Yogacara school himself, the 
legendary Maitreya: 

svabhavas trividho 'sac ca nityaITl capy atattvatal;l 
sad-asat-tattvatas ceti svabhava-trayam i~yatell 

This can be more conveniently arranged (and translated) thus: 28 

The nature of being is three-fold: 1. Always non-existing 
(asac ca niiyarrz); 2. Though existing, yet not from the absolute 
point of view (sac capy aiattvaiab): 3. From the absolute point 
of view, existing and yet non-existing (sad-asat-tattvatab ca). 
One should investigate (the nature of dharma) in this three
fold nature of being. 

Now, all these three aspects of Being can be said to have found 
a doctrinal expression in the three concepts analysed above. First, 
Tathagata-garbha (with its three distinct meanings, as Womb, 
Embryo, and essential supramundane Dharma), it is specifically 
stated in the Sfitra, is only a provisional concept and a teaching 
device, to be abandoned once the true meaning of Anatman has 
been obtained. That renders it "always non-existing," in the onto
logical sense. 

The second formulation: "Though existing, yet not from the 
absolute point of view," can accurately apply to the Five Skandhas 
as the temporal manifestation of Being, obviously existing, but only 
in the relative sense, being thoroughly dependent upon causes 
and conditions (Hetu-pratyaya). 

The third and last ontological possibility, "existing and yet non
existing, from the absolute point of view," is well illustrated by 
our third construct, Dharmadhatu, which may be said to symbolize 
the manifestation of Being in its spatial dimension. Now, Dharma
dhatu-as the expression of the absolute, universal Law (Dharma), 
the source and apex of all Causation (Pratltya-samutpada), as well 
as the representation of the ultimate state of Thusness (Tathata) 
or Voidness (Sunyata)-is indeed ontologically real, for it reflects 
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the essential nature of the cosmos as a whole, and its orderly 
functioning according to certain patterns. 29 

The Dharmadhatu, however, is said by the Yogacara philo
sophers (also from the absolute point of view) to be non-existent, 
if it is taken to mean the world of phenomenal elements (the totality 
of dharmas), which-as we have seen-do not really exist, except 
interdependently, in accordance with the Law of Causation (Pratitya
samutpada). This is the meaning of the Vijfianavada doctrine, which 
says that the world does not exist, except as "mere representation" 
(vijnapti-matra) of one's own mind (svacitta-matra). This does not 
constitute, however, an outright denial of the world in its relative, 
immediate sense (as has been, we think, mistakenly inferred), but 
rather-and quite correctly-it underscores the deceptive nature 
of our perceptions (vijnanas) and judgment (vikalpa). Therefore, 
even the nature of Self-realization (svapratyatma-dharmata) is said 
to be true only in the relative sense (of existing interdependently), 
but void of absolute, independent existence. This reasoning will 
become clear in our next section, dealing with epistemological 
concepts. 



· Part Two: 

CONCEPTS OF KNOWING 



200~ Buddhist Epistemology, Buddhist 
Dialectics 

Truth, Untruth, HaU-truth, "the Truth" 
In the most general sense, epistemology is said to be concerned with 
the nature and scope of knowledge, its presuppositions and basis, and 
with the distinction between truth and untruth, or more specifically, 
between true and false statements and propositions. Such distinc
tions represent the more theoretical side of this particular branch 
of philosophical endeavor. The practical side, however, is concerned 
with the elaboration of methods by means of which such distinctions 
can be made in the daily application of epistemic analysis to concrete 
issues. But before we look at some of these methods (while keeping 
our focus on the Buddhist approach to these issues in mind), let us 
state from the outset that there is yet another important distinction 
to be made in the theoretical sphere of epistemological inquiry, one 
that is frequently overlooked, or blurred over by many writers, for 
one reason or another. 

The distinction I am referring to here is that between "truth," 
in the most commonly accessible, empiricaL and formal sense, as 
applied to individual statements, and "the Truth," taken to represent 
an ultimate, all-encompassing explanatory Principle, or absolute 
Reality, heavily laden with all sorts of implications (ontological, 
ethical, soteriological, and emotional), none of which are readily 
accessible to validation by ordinary means.1 This latter notion, 
unlike the former, does not admit a plural, since it represents the 
final goal of the epistemic pursuit, as well as the ultimate referent 
of-in the words of a religious scholar-any "structure of religiOUS 
apprehension."z Therefore, I would propose the use of the term 
enlightenment {as in the title of this book} when analyzing or discussing 
a system or structure of primarily religious knowledge (such as that 
of Yogacara Buddhism, for instance), so that we may distinguish 
it from other types of epistemological pursuit, such as those which 
do not admit the existence of an absolute referent or goal {as for 
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instance, the pursuit of aesthetic, scientific, ethical, or political 
knowledge). 

Another thing that needs to be kept in mind when looking at 
various epistemological approaches, is the local coloring, or the 
predominant cognitive attitude, out of which every quest for truth 
emerges, or takes its particular, unique shape. To wit, the very 
notion that one can clearly and at all times distinguish between 
truth and error in all matters, as if they were two fundamentally 
different and always opposing entities, is in itself a specific cultural 
datum. For, in the Indian context, as well as in other Asian cultures, 
we find a different cognitive mode from that predominant in the 
West up to modern times, namely that the search for truth looks 
more like a continuous process of gradual approximation from a 
partial to a more complete truth, (a graded series of half-truths, 
one might say), rather than a sudden leap from the darkness of 
error into the brightness of the 'pure Truth: whatever its name 
happens to be. This is best illustrated by the ancient Jain simile of 
the elephant and the six blind men, who each try to describe the 
whole animal from the part he is touching. As Professor Chandra
dhar Sharma puts it: 3 

Almost all philosophical, ideological and religious differences 
and disputes are mainly due to mistaking a partial truth for 
the whole truth. Our judgments represent different aspects 
of. the many-sided reality and can claim only partial truth. 
This view makes Jainism catholic, broad-minded and tolerant. 
It teaches respect for others' points of view. 

In Jain epistemology, each point of view (naya), in order to be 
accepted as a valid judgement (pramana), must be qualified by certain 
conditions (syat sat). Therefore, the term syat (lit., "somehow," "in a 
certain sense," "relatively speaking," "maybe") is regarded as the 
symbol of truth (syatkarab satyalanchhanab, AptamfmiiJ7lSa X. 112).4 Its 
function in Jain logic is to remove all contradictions among the 
different points of view, all equally relative and successive in time. 

For instance, a table may exist in its own matter (such as wood), 
in its own specific form, length, breadth, and height, in a particular 
space, and at a particular time. It does not, however, exist in other 
matter (such as metal), other form, and in other space and time. 
So a table is both existent and non-existent when viewed from 
different points of view, and by specifying those, the apparent 
contradictin is removed. To reject the use of syat, the specific con
dition under which a statement is made, is to leap blindly into 
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unwarranted absolutism which is "directly contradicted by ex
perience."s 

This mode of dialectical reasoning was known as the Syadvada, 
the doctrine of Relativity, or Anekantavada, the doctrine of Many
sidedness (of reality). It was also referred to as the Sapta-bhailgi
naya, or the "septalemma," being in sharp contrast with the Western, 
Aristotelian, and absolutist two-valued "either, or" type of logic 
known as the "dilemma." The Jain seven-fold relativism may be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Syadasti: Relatively speaking, a thing is real. 
2. Syannasti: Relatively speaking, a thing is unreal. 
3. Syadasti nasfi: Relatively speaking, a thing is both real and 

unreal. 
4. Syadavaktavyam: Relatively speaking, a thing is indescribable. 
5. Syadasti ca avaktavyam: Relatively speaking, a thing is real and 

is indescribable. 
6. Syannasli ca avaktavyam: Relatively speaking, a thing is unreal 

and is indescribable. 
7. Syadasti ca nasti ca avaktavyam: Relatively speaking, a thing is 

real, unreal, and indescribable. 

According to C. -Sharma, this sevenfold dialectical reasoning 
was not the invention of the Jainas. The first four steps were bor
rowed from the Buddhists, and the last three are nothing but 
combinations of the fourth with the first, the second, and the third 
alternative, respectively.6 That seems to be borne out by the earliest 
mentions of a primitive form of Syadvada in the Jain canonical text, 
the Bhagavatr-sutra, quoted by the commentator Mallavadi in his 
Naya-cakra. Here are the two passages quoted by Mallavadi: 
(a) "Relatively, the soul is knowledge; relatively, the soul is 
ignorance" (aya siya 1}a1}e siya a1}1}a1}e, Prakrt); and: (b) "Relatively, the 
soul exists; relatively, the soul does not exist; relatively, the soul is 
indescribable" {siya aya, siya no aya, siya avatlavvam aya, Prakrt).7 The 
first fully developed form of the Jain septalemma appears, according 
to Sharma, in Kundakunda's Pancastikaya-sara and Pravacana-sara. 8 

Since it is not our purpose to elaborate further on Jain episte
mology and logic (we will devote more space to their Buddhist 
equivalent in subsequent sections), let us return to our general 
considerations regarding epistemic methods. 

Now, there are, broadly speaking, three methods available for 
the discovery of truth, or knowledge. These three methods may 
also be regarded as the three sources, bases, or proofs of the 
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validity of knowledge. They are: 
(1) Sense-perception, which may be important, but is by no 

means sufficient, since it may often be misleading (as, for instance, 
when a rope is mistaken for a snake, on account of darkness, fear, 
or both); 

(2) Reason, which may be either inductive, empirical, inferential 
(i.e., from the particular to the general), or deductive, intuitive (i.e., 
from the general to the particular); and 

(3) Au.thority, which may be either written (Le., the scriptural 
tradition, the accumulated knowledge of generations), or oral (Le., 
the inspired knowledge of a person, a charismatic individual, a guru, 
as it were). The Indian religio-philosophical tradition recognized 
the foregoing by admitting (1) perception (pratyak?a); (2) inference 
(anumtina); and (3) testimony (Sabda), as the fundamental bases of 
knowledge. Ninian Smart explains their application in the following 
words: 9 

The first two of these were generally considered adequate 
sources of knowledge of the empirical world, given that the 
problem was conceived in terms of arriving at new facts, so 
that memory could be excluded (except in so far as it was built 
into the process of constructive perception). The chief impor
tance of testimony was as a source of transcendent truth 
through revelation. For this reason, it was not, in this sense, 
recognized by the unorthodox schools [Le., Buddhism and 
Jainisml. 

Another important distinction between the orthodox (Le., 
those who accepted the validity of Vedic revelation) and the un
orthodox (those who did not), was the search for the limits of 
knowledge, or of the human power of reasoning. In the case of 
Jainism, this may be seen in the example of the Syadvada doctrine 
described above, while in the case of Buddhism, it was implied in 
such notions as the "Limit of the Reality of experience" (bhutakoti), 
and especially in the widely used fourfold negative formula, the 
tetralemma (catu?koti).lO 

Of these two, the latter deserves special attention, for it 
represents the key to the understanding of Buddhist logic and episte
mological method. The Buddhist tetralemma is truly the primal 
building block of the Buddhist mode of reasoning, with application 
not only in the epistemic domain, but in the ontic and ethical domains, 
as well, as we shall see. Used by the Buddha himself, as attested in 
thePali Niktiyas, it later became the cornerstone of that magnificent 
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philosophical edifice built by Nagarjuna and his followers. Through 
his skillful and extensive use of the tetralemma as the most powerful 
dialectical tool of his logical arsenal, this most brilliant Buddhist 
philosopher drew from his rivals accusations of nihilism and ir
rationality, along with their envious borrowing of the very same 
rhetorical technique they had criticized, in order to mount their 
counterattack. We shall now look more closely at the development, 
usage, and historical significance of the tetralemma formula in 
Buddhist logical discourse. 

The T etl'alemma. Logic: 
a. ThlOusand Years 10£ Buddhis·t Dialectics 

From the Upani!?adic times onward, a new class of religious 
philosopher challenged the Brahmanical establishment in the very 
heart of their view of the world, that is, their cherished belief in 
the immutability of the universal order, best symbolized by their 
ancient ritual formulae, and more recently by the philosophical 
equation: Atman = Brahman. This new class of non-Vedic free
thinkers, known as the Sramar:tas, trusted nothing outside their 
own reason and experience. Thus they arrived at a radically new 
view of the world which they believed to be an incessant flux of 
events, in constant agitation and change. 

Now, since their direct experience of this changing world was 
mediated only by reason, logic acquired great significance in their 
attempt to grasp and describe it, and thus gradually replaced the 
empty Brahmanical ritual and dogmatic formalism. Having developed 
a dynamic worldview, (what we called earlier a "process ontology") 
the unorthodox thinkers of Buddhism, Jainism, and of other schools 
of thought, needed to approach it with an equally dynamic, fluid, 
non-static, indeed dialectical logical method .. This method was found 
in an ancient Indian normative structure which, although it may 
well have pre-dated Buddhism, it achieved undisputable prominence 
in the Buddhist scriptures (especially those of the Madhyamika 
school), as the principle of the four-cornered negation, the tetra
lemma (catu~koti), and in turn may have influenced Jain logic in the 
form of the sevenfold alternative discussed above, the septalemma 
(Syadvada). 

Furthermore, over centuries of philosophical debate between 
various schools of thought, the Hindu philosophers reasserted their 
preeminence over their Buddhist and Jain rivals, precisely by incor
porating their (the Buddhists' and the Jains') logical innovations 
into their own thought, which later blossomed into the great 
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philosopher Sankara's synthesis: the school of non-dual (Advaita) 
Vedanta.ll 

Now, the Buddhist application of the tetralemma culminated 
with the writings of Nagarjl,ma, the founder and most illustrious 
philosopher of. the Madhyamika school. Particularly in the MiiZa
madhyamilca-karikas and the Vigrahavyavartani, this exhaustive logical 
formula was applied ruthlessly to every verbal statement pertaining 
to the nature of existence, and in such a thorough manner that 
if any ontological substratum is left in the aftermath of Nagarjuna's 
sweeping analysis, it can only be of a relative, that is relational 
nature, as process not substance, and ultimately devoid of any 
speculative construction generated by the observer. 

Here is the schematic expression of the tetralemma logic: 

(1) x 
(2) -x 
(3) x'-x 
(4) -x * -(-x) 

is 
is not 
both (is and is not) 
neither (is nor is not) 

Note how thoroughgoing this type of logic is: it not only includes 
the two basic opposite alternatives of the classical either/or dilemma, 
but it also operates with a combination of the two, either conjunc
tively or disjunctively (both affirmation and negation, or neither 
affirmation nor negation). In addition, one has also the option of 
denying all four alternatives, in which case another, transcendental 
dimension will be created, which stands in opposition to all four, 
taken either individually or together. This fourfold negation is a 
metaphysical category, which the Buddhists are very fond of using 
in discussing ultimate matters, and which they call Voidness 
(Sl1nyata), while we may refer to it as the Zero (= Sl1nya) category, 
as we proceed. 

Of course, this is only one of the possible interpretations of 
the Buddhist tetralemma; several others have been proposed (by 
Chakravarti, Jayatilleke, MatilaI, Nakamura, Raju, Robinson, Staal, 
Wayman, and others), which will be discussed below. For the 
moment, however, we shall content ourselves with its exposition 
as a perfectly viable, although not yet completely understood, 
modality of metaphysical inquiry, which in spite of its discomfort, 
so to speak, due to its seeming irrationality, has proven remarkably 
fruitful in the course of Buddhist (and not only Buddhist, as indicated 
previously) spiritual history.12 For, Nagarjuna was not only the 
greatest Buddhist dialectician and the father of the Madhyamika 
school (the tetralemma being the very kernel of its dialectic), but 
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also the grandfather of Ch'an and the great-grandfather of Zen, 
with their vast cultural implications over many centuries up to 
modern times, in both East and West. 

Yet, it is interesting to note that the tetralemma was not a 
Buddhist discovery (as already hinted above), and not. even an 
exclusive monopoly of the Indian philosophical tradition, as is 
commonly believed. It is true, however, that the Indians have the 
first written record of it in the refutations of Gautama (the founder 
of the school of Nyaya) against the Vitandavadins, or "critics without 
a position of their own," whose main remembered representative 
was Safijaya. 13 

Safijaya, who lived and taught before the time of the Buddha 
(sixth century B.C.) is said to have given negative answers to all 
such questions as: "Is it good? Is it not good? Is it both good and not 
good? Is it neither good, nor not good?" The Buddhists at first 
refused to enter into any controversy with such thoroughly destruc
tive criticism, which they called "eel-wriggling" philosophy, with 
no position of its own. Sometimes, Safijaya, according to Buddhist 
records, would not even deny a proposition, and would refuse to 
answer "Yes" or "No" to a question. Of course, he was not alone 
in his position. The Jains, too, as pointed out above, were fond of 
this particular mode of prevarication or straddling. 

The Early Use of the TetraJemma in the Pali Canon 

Before turning to Nagarjuna's use of the dialectical method, 
let us trace its roots back to its earliest formulations found in the 
Pali scriptures of the Theravada canon (the Tripifaka). For our 
purpose, we will select from the rich metaphysical texture of these 
scriptures only three salient concepts, or doctrines: the Middle Way 
(madhyamii-pratipad), the Non-Self (aniiiman), and Dependent Origina
tion (pratftya-samufpiida). In discussing each of these crucial concepts, 
the Buddha is compelled to use the method of dialectical reasoning, 
for none of these three is amenable to dear-cut disposition one 
way or the other, once and for all. Thus, arguments in the Pali canon 
may take the form of a dual logic in which both terms are denied,· 
of the tetralemma, or even of a sixfold combination of both. We 
shall illustrate each such instance, leaving the largest amount of 
examples pertaining to the aplication of the tetralemma for the last. 

First, the dilemma is frequently employed in asserting the proper 
ethical conduct of the Buddhist novice, which was the middle way 
between the two prevalent, but equally undesirable extremes of 
asceticism and sensualism, The Buddha says:14 
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These two extremes, mendicant brothers, are not to be 
approached by him who has withdrawn (from the world) ... 
. . . Avoiding both these extremes, the middle road (majjhima 
patipada) ... bringing insight, knowledge, leads to tranquillity, 
to highest knowledge, to full enlightenment, to peace (nibbaniiya). 
(Vinaya-Pitaka, Mahii-viigga, I.6, vv. 10-29) . 

The proper beliefs ("right views," samyag dr~ti) about the nature 
of the world are also introduced by means of the double negation: 15 

But for one who in the light of the highest knowledge, 
o Kaccana, considers how the world arises, belief in the non
being of the world passes away ... and ... belief in the being of 
the world passes away. 

(Sarrtyutfa-Nikiiya 22.90). 

In the same way the doctrines about the intrinsic nature of 
things are rejected: 16 

That things have being, 0 Kaccana, constitutes one extreme 
of the doctrine; that things have no being is the other extreme. 
These extremes, have been avoided by the Tathagata and it is a 
middle doctrine he teaches. 

(Sarrtyutfa-Nikiiya 22.90). 

About human nature one can find a similar statement: 17 

If, 0 priest, the dogma obtain that the soul and the body are 
identical, then there is no religious life; or if the dogma obtain 
that the soul is one thing and the body another, then also there 
is no religious life. Both these extremes have been avoided by 
the Tathagata, and it is a middle doctrine he teaches: 'On 
existence depends birth ... ' 

(Sarrtyutfa-Nikaya 12.35). 

It should be noted, also, that the Buddha recommends in a 
consistent manner the doctrine of Dependent Origination (Pratftya
samutpiida) as the middle way between Eternalism (Sassatavada) and 
Nihilism (Ucchedavada), by means of the same verbal technique 
(Le., the negation of both antithetical extremes). 

Now, here is one example where the Buddha uses a combination 
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of double negation and fourfold negation (catu?kofi) to convey an 
idea about human existence related to the one exemplified above: 

Gotama denies that: ... Life and the body are identical, Life and 
the body are distinct; the Tathagata passes to another existence 
after death here, ... does not pass to another existence after 
death here, (that) both does and does not pass to another 
existence after his death here, (and that Tathagata) neither 
passes nor does not pass to another existence after his death 
here. 

(Majjhima-Nikaya 72, Aggi-Vacchagotla-Sutta 1.484). 

And the practical reason for such wholesale negation is given by the 
Gotama himself in the lines immediately following: 18 

To hold that the world is eternal, or to hold that it is not, or 
to agree to any other of the propositions you adduce, Vaccha, 
is the thicket of theorizing, the wilderness of theorizing, the 
bondage ... the tangle and the shackles of theorizing, attended 
by ill, distress, perturbation and fever; it conduces not to 
aversion, passionlessness, tranquillity, peace, illumination and 
NirvaDa. This is the danger I discern in these views, which 
makes me scout them all. (Ibid., 'Of Fuel' 1.486).19 

In the Cula-Sihanada-sutta of the Majjhima-Nikaya 11.65-67, the 
Buddha speaks about the four attachments to be avoided by the 
monks: the attachments to sensuous pleasure, to speculative ideas 
(which are two: Eternalism and Nihilism), to works, and to soul
theories. They are all caused by ignorance, and dissipated through 
knowledge.2o It is interesting to note that the Buddha uses here 
the plural (soul-theoriest that is, he does not single out any particular 
concept of Selt or non-Self for that matter. It appears from this 
context that his intent was to deny the validity of the current theories 
of Self and not to affirm or commit himself to any particular view 
in that matter. 

Elsewhere (Fanca Ttaya-sutta C 2.228, 233-36), by using the logic 
of the tetralemma, the Buddha refutes each and everyone of the 
five possible interpretations of the Self theory, as supported by 
various groups of ascetics of his time. 21 The principle of the four
cornered negation is also applied in regards to the views of the Self 
and of the world as eternal and endless, to the views concerning 
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the continuity and the limits of consciousness, to its pleasantness, 
and even to the concept of NirvaI).a being in the "here and now." 
The advice given to his disciples is to "leave all views about past and 
future ... behind," for "the Truth-finder's perfect way of utter 
peace ... knows no grasping" [of specula tive views], and thus he wins 
"full Enlightenment . . . and his Deliverance." (Majjhima-Nilcaya, 
C2.237).22 

On a number of occasions, the Buddha avoided unwelcome 
inquiry into speculative matters, either by keeping silent (vide: 
SaJ71yutfa-Nikaya 4.400£.; confer 3.99; and Udana 67),23 or by using the 
four-cornered negation in order, as Dr. Oldenberg put it, to "close 
up all joints and loopholes, by which the true facts of the case might 
escape being caught in the logical net."24 

This purposeful evasiveness of the Great Teacher in regard to 
the ultimate questions, is further justified by his thoroughly practical, 
non-speculative approach to the problems of human existence, 
aiming not at the continual stimulation and unrest of thought, but 
rather at its appeasement in NirvaI).ic bliss. When they prevail over 
the facts of experience, speculative views, ideas, theories, concepts, 
and dogmas, are all just as "unprofitable and not fundamental to 
the higher life" as it would be for a man transfixed by a poisoned 
arrow to ask questions about the archer;s social status or the tech
nology employed in the production of arrows.25 One such example 
of clinging stubbornly (tm1a) and unprofitably to dogmatic views, 
is that given in the Majjhima-Nikaya 1.429-31 in relation to the six 
wrong outlooks pertaining to the Self: 26 

(1) I have a Self; (2) I have not a Self; (3) By Self I perceive 
Self; (4) By Self I perceive non-Self; (5) By non-Self I perceive 
Self; and (6) By non-Self I perceive non-Self. 

The above illustrations will suffice, I believe, to underline the 
continuity in epistemological method between the early Hlnayana 
Buddhism of the PaIi canon, and the later Mahayana texts in general, 
and in particular, to prove the case of Nagarjuna's indebtedness to 
the logical structures used by the Buddha himself (as recorded in 
the Nikayas). In addition, the above quotations also reveal the direct 
relation between the open-ended tettalemma logic, and its variations, 
on the one hand, and the dynamic ontological postulates on which 
the entire Buddhist tradition was based: the doctrine of the Middle 
Way (between extremes), the non-Self (flexibly conceived) and their 
immediate corollary, causality through Dependent Origination. 
Next, we shall turn to Nagarjuna's work itself. 
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In a recent book on Nagarjuna, Professor David J. Kalupahana 
makes the following piercing observations: 27 

Some writers on Buddhism, intoxicated by this conception 
of the evolution of thought, have shown reluctance to recognize 
the sophistication with which philosophical ideas were pre
sented by the Buddha 2,500 years ago. Having miserably failed 
to perceive the philosophical ingenuity of the Buddha as 
reflected in the Nikayas and the Agamas, as well as the 
subsequent degeneration of that system in the later commen
tarial tradition, followed by a revival of the earlier system by 
philosophers like Moggaliputta-tissa and Nagarjuna, these 
writers are insisting upon a gradual sophistication in Buddhist 
thought comparable to what one can find in the Western philo
sophical tradition. 

True as this may be, there are other misconceptions in regard to 
Buddhist thought (such as the accusations of irrationality, and of 
blatant ignorance of the basic rules of logic), which are even more 
startling (as they are unfair and inaccurate) when they come from 
such great scholars of Buddhism as Louis de La Vallee Poussin. 
Speaking of the tetralemma, which he calls "a four-branched 
dilemma" of Buddhist dialectic, he fails to grasp its crucial significance 
in Buddhist epistemology, as a versatile, multi-valued logical tool: 28 

Indians do not make clear distinction between facts and 
ideas, between ideas and words; they have never clearly recog
nized the principle of contradiction. Buddhist dialectic h"as a 
four-branched dilemma: Nirval)a is existence or non-existence, 
or both existence and non-existence, or neither existence nor 
non-existence. We are helpless. 

If the first misconception pointed out by Kalupahana was dealt 
with in the preceding section on the continuity between early and 
later Buddhist logical thought, the second, that is Poussin's (and 
others') accusation of irrationality will be looked at-in the suc
ceeding pages-from two points of view: (a) the purely format 
theoretical principles of classical Aristotelian logic, and (b) the 
practical, functional role it played within the larger context of the 
Buddhist culture, centered on meditation . 

. First, let us take a look at the Buddhist multi-valued logic from 
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the point of view of the Greek, and Western, philosophical tradition. 
Professor McClure says that the famous Greek sceptic Pyrrho, who 
accompanied Alexander the Great in his Indian campaign, was 
influenced in his extreme scepticism by the sceptics of India.29 The 
fact is that the four-cornered negation, in one form or another, has 
appeared in Greek philosophy by the time of Alexander's campaigns 
(fourth century B.C.), and Aristotle, who was Pyrrho's contemporary, 
does indeed make use of it in some of his late writings. To wit, in 
the fourth book of his Metaphysics, where he speaks about some 
logical contradictions inherent in certain supposedly apodictical 
statements, such as: "Everything is true" (or false, or being, or not
being), or-as Heraclitus and Anaxagoras attempted to resolve it
"Everything is and is not" (o~ mixed up, "neither good, nor not 
good," respectively). 30 

Even more intriguing is the fact that, just as Nagarjuna arrives 
at his metaphysical ultimate, Sunyata (Voidness), by means of the 
four-cornered negation, so does Aristotle discover his concept of 
the "Unmoved Mover" by denying the four possible alternatives, 
namely that: (1) Everything is at rest; (2) Everything is in motion; 
(3) Everything is sometimes at rest and sometimes in motion; and 
that (4) Nothing is always one or the other. "For," concludes the 
Philosopher, "there is something that is always moving the things 
that are moved, and the first mover is itself unmoved."31 

Now, on the other hand, if the Greeks did have some familiarity 
with the logic of the fourfold denial, and, as we have shown, 
attempted to use it whenever they wanted to avoid the paradoxical 
dead-ends of the either/or dual logic (which they favored), the 
Madhyamikas by the same token did not, as they have been accused, 
ignore the three traditional "Laws of Thought," so dear to the 
proponents of the dual logical system. According to Richard H. 
Robinson, these laws are invoked constantly throughout Nagarjuna's 
Ka:rika:s. 32 Thus, the "principle of non-contradiction" is stated in 
general form in two places: 33 

Existent and inexistent in a unity is not true to fact. (7.30) 

... Since they are mutually contradictory; where are there both 
real and unreal in the same place? (8.7) 

The second "law of the excluded middle" is also mentioned explicitly, 
or implicitly, in a number of places: 

A goer does not go, and a non-goer does not go; what third 
one other other than goer and non-goer goes? (2.8) 

A goer does not stand still, and a non-goer does not stand still; 
what third one other than goer and non-goer stands still? (2.15) 
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That existent would be either permanent or impermanent. 
(21.14) 

The third "law of identity" (on which the classical three-footed 
syllogism is based) is nowhere explicitly stated in the Kiirikas, but it 
is clearly implied in certain statements regarding the nature of 
causation: 

Otherness does not occur in an other and does not occur in a 
non-other; and when otherness does not occur, there is neither 
an other nor an identity. (14.7) 

An "A" that comes into being dependent on "B" is not identical 
with "B" and not other than "B". (18.10) 

If there were oneness of effect and cause, there would be 
oneness of producer and product. If there were difference of 
effect and cause, the cause would be the same as a non-cause. 
(20.20) 

Clearly, the greatest Buddhist philosopher was not ignorant 
of the most basic rules of logical reasoning. His dialectic did not auto
matically exclude the common sense dichotomies of thought, but 
he incorporated them explicitly or not, in a complementary manner, 
within a larger, more flexible and exhaustive logical framework. 34 

We shall now turn to the argument of functionality, in connection 
with the practical role played by the tetralemma in the context of 
Buddhist meditation. This, too, will help dispel the myth of the 
irrationality bf the catu~kofi logic. 35 

Professor Alex Wayman in his article "Who understands the 
four alternatives of the Buddhist texts?", following Tson-kha-pa's 
separation of the causation and the existence aspects of the tetra
lemma (each denied), quite rightly points out the main reason for 
the prevalent misunderstanding of this problem, namely, the failure 
to perceive the practical, meditative function of the catu§kofi as a 
mental technique with various specific applications.36 

By removing it from its original meaningful context of Buddhist 
religious practice, and studying it in abstracto (using the artificial 
language of a symbolic system, for instance), in an attempt to find 
its universal, almost mathematical value, one runs the risk of falling 
into the very trap that modern logic set out to avoid: the growing 
gap between words, signs, symbols, and the content (i.e., the Reality) 
that they purport to express. In an extreme case, one may even fail 
to see the forest from the trees, as Jayatilleke does, and utter the 
strange statement that Nagarjuna himself did not understand what 
he was talking about when applying "the logic of the four alter
natives/' for, presumably, he did not know the magic of the formal 
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symbolic system.37 
Let us see for ourselves whether Nagarjuna understood catufkoti 

(tetralemma) logic or not, that is, whether his use of it was in any 
way consistent with the way in which the Buddha himself used it in 
his discourses (the Pali Nikilyas) (see supra). Again, for practical 
purposes, I shall restrict my inquiry to the same essential concepts 
in relation to which the four-fold denial most frequently appears 
(in both Theravada and Mahayana scriptures), namely: the Middle 
Way, Non-Self, and Dependent Origination. 

The Middle Way (madhyama prafipad) represents the very essence 
of the Madhyamika school in that it avoids all dogmatic dichotomies 
in all realms: the ethical, the metaphysical, and the epistemological. 
Indeed, as Jacques May writes: "all Buddhists should be called 
Madhyamaka or Madhyamika," for the middle course in all things 
was the fundamental attitude of their Master.38 This view is re
peatedly confirmed in the writings of Nagarjuna: 

In the Discourse with Katyayana both "is" and "is not" are 
denied by the Lord (who) makes manifest "being" and "non
being." (15.7) 

"Is" is the notion of the Eternalism; "is not" is the view of 
Annihilationism; therefore, the clear-sighted should not adhere 
to "being" and "non-being." (15.10) 

The above passage refers to the Buddha's exposition on the 
right views (sammaditthi) in the Sarrzyutta-Nikaya {Fali Texts Society 2, 
p. 17),39 which shows beyond all doubt Nagarjuna's familiarity with, 
and reliance upon, the early scriptures. Having denied both opposite 
views regarding existence, it follows, implicitly, that they will not 
stand scrutiny either conjunctively or disjunctively {which is what 
the third and the fourth alternatives of the tetralemma are about).40 
Thus, the result will always be voidness (Silnyata), or the denial 
of independent status to all extreme views, each having been proved 
in the last analysis dependent upon the other for its mere existence. 
In other words, one may say that all "existential elements" (dharmas) 
are ultimately de-void (rather than "empty") of self (or self-existence, 
svabhava); they can only come into being, exist, and vanish inter
dependently, or "relatively." In the chapter entitled "An Analysis 
of the Noble Truths" (aryasafya), Nagarjuna explains: 

That which is Dependent Origination we call "Voidness." This 
is an appellative convenience for the Middle Way. (24.18) 
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Since no independently originated element of existence (dhanna) 
can be found, no non-Void element of existence can be found. 
(24.19) 

We come across the same idea in the Vigrahavyavarlanf, where it 
is stated that the Teacher is That "Who expounds Voidness~ Depen
dent Origination, and the Middle Path, with one and the same 
meaning."41 

Now, in respect to the individual self (iitman), the argument 
follows the same pattern: 42 

"Self" is taught, "non-Self" is also taught, "no Self nor non
Self at all" is also taught by the Buddhas. (18.6) 

Everything is true, or not true, both true and not true, neither 
true nor not true-this is the instruction of the Buddhas. (18.8) 

If something arises interdependently, it is not that, nor, more
over, is it other; therefore, it is neither continuity nor inter
ruption. (18.10) 

If the Self were the aggregates (skandhas), it would be subject 
to arising and disappearance; if the Self were other than the 
aggregates, it would be without the characteristics of the 
aggregates. (18.1) 

Consequently, the Self (iitman) cannot be either identical or 
different from the dependency (on the skandhas); the Self does 
not exist apart from this dependency, nor is it certain that it 
does not exist. (27.8) 

The similarity of this with the Buddha's own Middle Way position 
between these two extreme views regarding the self, is obvious. 
(vide supra). True enough, as Stcherbatsky observed, "the question 
of identity between the self and the body is usually formulated as 
a dilemma, whereas the antinomies rega,rding the post-NirvaI).ic 
Self (e.g., the Tathaga ta) are formulated in the familiar Indian method 
of quadrilemma."43 The combination between the two gave rise to 
the "14 insoluble points," or avyakrtavastuni, on which the Buddha 
remained silent, as enumerated by Candraklrti, Nagarjuna's fore
most disciple.44 However, to arrive at his own conclusion that none 
of the views about the self can be definitely substantiated, Nagarjuna 
does make use of the tetralemma, in both negative and affirmative 
ways. (vide 18.8 above). But, since each of the four alternatives 
stands opposite to the other three, they cannot all be true at the 
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same time. Taken in toto, the result is devoid of independent status, or 
validity, being annulled by the other three. Therefore, Nagarjuna 
concludes that the character of the true, absolute, unconditioned 
Reality Uattvasya lak~a1Ja), is indeterminate, that is, can never be 
expressed through verbal construction (prapaficair aprapaficita): 

Non-conditionally related to any entity, quiescent, indeter
minate through verbal expression, free from discrimination, 
undifferentiated-this is the character of true Reality (tat/va). 
(18.9) 

Non-identity, non-differentiation, non-interruption, and non
eternity-these are the immortal teachings of the Buddhas, the 
guides of this world. (18.11) 

Now, this conclusion gives rise to some interesting observations. 
"Indeterminate ... undifferentiated" means "that which is neither 
this way, nor the other, neither positive, nor negative./I Thus, it 
may equally refer to both words and numbers. Suppose we want 
to substitute numbers for words in the tetralemma formula. We 
can use either a single number, or any arithmetical combination of 
numbers. For example, take the following series of real numbers: 

co (-) ... 987654321 a 123456789 ... (+) co 

If we choose. a random combination of, say, two numbers: 3 and 7, 
and apply the tetralemma formula, the first two alternatives will 
be: (I) x = (+ 3 + 7) and (2) -x = (-3-7). Now, if we combine them con
junctively or disjunctively, as the last two alternatives require, and 
then effectuate the algebraic operations, the result in both cases 
will be zero: 

(3) (+ 3 + 7) + (-3-7) = (+ 10) + (-10) = a and 
(4) - (+3 + 7) - (-3-7) = (-10)- (-10) = a 

Since zero, while still a number in the series, is neither positive 
nor negative, it may be said to be indeterminate, in terms of plus 
and minus, as well as numeric quantity. (It goes without saying that 
it cannot be both positive and negative, since it is neither). Yes, a 
Nyaya or Buddhist Realist would say, zero is indeed indeterminate, 
but it does not follow that all four alternatives can be reduced to 
zero, since the first two, when taken separately, do have a reality 
of their own, that is, are different from zero, so that all four 
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alternatives cannot be so readily equated and denied in toto. 
This is true, would answer the Madhyamika Buddhist, only 

relatively speaking, for, ultimately, every number (or combination 
thereof) exists by virtue of its relation to the other(s), and all point 
to, and derive meaning from, the beginning of the series (the first 
unit). Therefore, when the Realist ascribes absolute Reality (or 
existence) to a number, he misses the essential point, namely that 
every number is nothing but a sign, or a landmark indicating the 
relative distance· (in number of units) from the only absolutely 
"real" number (i.e., which stands on its own, without reference to 
another); zero, the beginning of the series. In this way, all the four 
alternatives can be reduced to zero, in the ultimate, absolute sense. 

Now, in the early Sanskrit texts, zero has been called "sunya." 
According to Stcherbatsky, the word was borrowed by the early 
Buddhists to denote the concept of limit with regard to the relativity 
of the empirical world (bhutakoti).45 However, the exact meaning of 
sunya became later confused with one of its synonyms (mathematically 
speaking), the word ambara, whose secondary meanings were "sky," 
or "empty space," and which was represented not by a point, but 
by an empty circle. Thus, says P. T. Raju in his article "The Principle 
of Four-cornered Negation,"46 

... in spite of repeated protests by Nagarjuna and his 
followers, even his own contemporaries took the word sunya 
in its secondary meaning (i.e., nothingness, emptiness, absence 
of a content, as opposed to its indeterminacy), and accused 
Nagarjuna of being a nihilist, a negativist, and so forth. 

Through subsequent translations of the term (probably in
fluenced by the Hegelian view of oriental dialectics), this confusion 
survives even today, so that the renditions "empty" (i.e., lacking 
in content) and "void" (Le., devoid of either positive, or negative 
content, or qualification, indeterminate) are loosely interchangeable. 
True, the distinction is a very subtle one, but it is essential for the 
proper understanding of this important Buddhist concept, sunya 
(=void of self-existence, svabhava). By substituting numbers, instead 
of words, the original meaning of the Void (sunya), of co-origination 
through dependence of all verbal notions, that is of the fundamental 
relativity of all concepts and philosophical entities (being devoid of 
independent status), comes to the fore. This, in our view, is the 
functional role played by the tetralemma logic in Buddhist epis
temology. 

Another, equally valid interpretation, but from a different 
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standpoint, has been offered by Professor Alex Wayman, in agree
ment with Candraklrti's commentary on Mulamadhyamika-karikas 18.8 
quoted above.47 Just as in algebra one goes from the simple to the 
more elaborated problems, so can the tetralemma be presented as 
a gradual teaching device, as a "ranking in a disjunctive system," 
as Wayman puts it. Without reproducing the evidence he adduces 
from both Candraklrti and from Asa:r\ga's Mahayana-SutralarJlkara 
(to be found in his article), let us just say that each of the four 
alternatives is to be seen as one step on the path of omniscience 
about the true nature of Reality (tattva). 

Interestingly, Robinson arrives at a similar conclusion, following 
largely the same authoritative commentary of Candraklrti, the 
Prasannapada, namely that the tetralemma was used as a therapeutic 
device for the Buddhist practitioners still attached to one particular 
view or another. Unlike Wayman, however, he forcibly introduces 
Hegelian dialectics, seeing negation where there is in fact integration 
and transcendence. He writes: 48 

This is a dialectical progression, each lemma negating and can
celling its predecessor, and the whole argument moving forward 
to the negation of the fourth lemma, which is supposed to 
dispose of all 'views'. 

Robinson also fails to see the connection between the fusion of 
opposite polarities and the Void, for he says:49 

It is doubtful whether "positive" and "negative" have anything 
to do with the meaning of "emptiness," except as signalling 
emotional acceptance or rejection. 

Such, myopia seems to be hopelessly rooted in a persistence in 
looking for the meaning of "emptiness" in the absolute sense, where 
there is rather a lack (Le., a "void") of something, namely of self
existence. Therefore, his considerations on 'emptiness' will lead 
him nowhere, and his last statement on this topic: 50 

The 'emptiness' class has 'designations' as members, and some 
designations are cogenti thus the emptiness class is not null, 
but is co-extensive with the universal class. 

is, so to speak, the polar opposite of what Nagarjuna himself says 
on the subject: 
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Voidness was proclaimed by the Conquerors (i.e., the Buddhas) 
as the remedy (nibsaralJa) to all views; but those were declared 
incurable (asadhya) for whom there is a view of Voidness. (13.8) 

Consequently, the viewpoints, or various philosophical systems 
(when the views are developed into elaborate constructions about 
the absolute, ultimate nature of Reality), may also be seen as inter
dependent variables, arising through mutual interaction, at different 
degrees of opposition toward each other and at a variable distance 
from a central gravity point (Sunya), which is the point of mutual 
annullment. Graphically, they might be pictured as a scattered plot, 
or tri-dimensionally, as a sphere containing various free-floating 
points of reference. 

This functional interpretation seems to be almost unanimously 
supported by those researchers who applied the tetralemma to 
causality or Dependent Origination: A. Wayman,51 T. R. V. Murti,52 
K. Venkata Ramanan,53 and David J. Kalupahana. 54 Kamalaslla's 
commentary quoted by Professor Wayman, explains the four alter
natives in terms of the Sa:q1khya position, the Jain and certain 
Buddhist doctrinal views, the Nyaya-Vaise~ika philosophy, and of 
the Lokayata materialist and Safijaya sceptical positions, respectively. 
This seems to be yet another possible interpretation, which may 
be borne out, at least implicitly, by the last verses of the last chapter 
of the Karikas: 

If both the finite and the infinite could be demonstrated, then, 
likewise, neither the finite nor the infinite can be proven. (27.28) 

Moreover, since all entities display the nature of Voidness, 
where, by whom, and in what manner could such views on 
continuity, etc., ever be sustained? (27.29) 

I honor Gautama (the Buddha), who out of compassion has 
taught the true doctrine for the destruction of all views. (27.30) 

Nagarjuna's position was confirmed by his pupil Aryadeva, 
in his short poetical treatise "The Dialectic which Refutes Errors, 
Establishing Logical Reasons," in which he states: 5S 

These errors such as Permanence, Nihilism, Non-existence, 
Existence, and other extremes, are held to by people who fall 
under the power of bad views fallacious as dreams. 

Thus, the tetralemma (catu~koti) became a "meditative exercise" 
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(part of the vipassana meditation), serving a double function, aS r 

Professor Wayman observes, namely (a) to classify and reject all 
philosophical positions as equally pernicious to the pacification of 
the mind, and (b) "to establish the absolute by negating the notional 
activity of the mind" {asarJ1jiia-skandha).56 As a result, the principle 
of Causality (pratftya-samufpada), that is, the principle of Relativity 
itself, came to replace for the Mahayana Buddhists the immutable 
absolutes promulgated under different names by various religio
philosophical systems of that time (e.g., Atman-Brahrnan, Puru~a
Prakrti, etc.). But, since according to Nagarjuna (vide Mulamadhyamika
karikas 24.18; 25.19-24), the ultimate Reality is sunya, or the four
fold negation, the essential nature of everything (sarvadharma, sarva
bhava) is sunya, or the four-fold negation. 

At this point, one should note, the border line between the 
epistemic domain (i.e., catu?koti as a logical tool, a principle or gnoseo
logical method in the hands of Safijaya, and of the Buddha and his 
early disciples) and the ontic domain (i.e., catu?koti as the expression 
of the absolute Reality itself, first tentatively by Nagarjuna and 
later more definitely by his followers), seems to be fading away. 
One begins to wonder where one ends and the other begins, as if the 
subject, the knower, is becoming immersed in the object, the known, 
of his contemplation. Perhaps, this was indeed the very purpose of 
using the tetralemma, namely to bring about a suspension of the 
restless activity of the mind by annulling the opposing points of 
view and fixing one's attention on the zero category, the Void 
{sunya).57 But this sort of Enlightenment is "adoxic," rather than 
"paradoxic," for, in the light of the doctrine of the two truths (the 
conventional, sarJ1Vrti-satya, and the ultimate, or absolute, paramartha
satya), sunya itself will have to be abandoned, like a raft after crossing 
a river. This is explained by Nagarjuna in the chapter on the noble 
truths (aryasatya), where he addresses his "dim-witted" opponents 
thus: 

Resting upon two truths is the Dharma-teaching of the 
Buddhas: the relative (worldly) truth and the absolute (ultimate, 
supreme) Truth. (24.8) 

Those who do not discern the distinction (between) these two 
truths, do not discern the profound nature of the Buddhas' 
teaching. (24.9) 

Without resorting to pragmatic truth (vyavahara), the ultimate 
it not revealed; without approaching the ultimate (Truth), 
Nirval).a cannot be attained. (24.10) 
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Language, that is, worldly truth, is useful only in so far as it 
brings one closer to Reality, the 'other shore' of Nirva1)a, but once 
there, it becomes a nuisance. For, in Robert F. Olson's words, "All 
thought is about thought, all talk is about talk-'reality/ the world 
as it is, is free from fabrication (avyaktavya), quiet (santa), and beyond 
words (avacana)."58 Therefore, even si1nya, the Void itseltin as far 
as it is a mere mental construct, a verbal indicator, will lose its 
usefulness at some point: 

Consequently, in all cases, the dependency and the dependent 
are void; then how could a void Tathagata be known by means 
of a void? (22.10) 

Neither "void" nor "non-void" may be ascertained, nor both, 
nor either; they are spoken of only for the sake of expedient 
teaching (prajiiapti). (22.11) 

This purpose was missed by many, and Jacques May is only one 
of them when he asserts that "the Madhyamika thought primarily 
refers to metaphysics or ontology, and secondarily to epistemology."59 
The truth of the matter, as we have seen, is that precisely the opposite 
was the case, and May himself is forced to admit that "it nowhere 
states a positive doctrine of being/' and that "nothing in the empirical 
reality reaches full being;" since "emptiness (Si1nyata) is not an 
entity."60 He seems closer to the truth, however, when he states the 
following; 61 

Emptiness is the true ontological status of the universe and 
its constituents, with the restriction that such a status is not 
really to be caught anywhere, and is just a projection from the 
mundane truth toward the real truth ... Emptiness, in my 
opinion [and here he closely follows Stcherbatsky, nn.62]' is 
a relativity in which the aspect of ontological unsubstantiality 
is stressed extremely strongly, so strongly that the Madhya
mikas have constanty to deny being nihilists ... (For) ... A 
dream, a mirage, have a very tenuous existence; but they exist 
somehow; they are there somehow; they are not nothing. 
Emptiness is not nothingness. The Madhyamika is a 'quasi
nihilism;' but not a nihilism. 

In such ways does Nagarjuna's approach to knowledge still 
puzzle the philosophers of older and more recent times, when they 
fail to consider the fourfold neg a tion as a practical, albeit sui-generis 
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epistemological tool, serving primarily a didactic purpose as a 
meditative exercise, the function of which being to free the mind 
for the unmediated experience of Reality. 

Epistemology in the Lankavatara-sutra: A Radical 
Critique of language, Logic, and Knowledge 

Now in the Lankavatara-siitra, which is generally considered part 
of the early phase of Yogacara thought, a shift occurs from the 
purely argumentative logic of the Madhyamikas to a more thorough 
investigation of the cognitive mental processes by which knowledge 
is acquired, stored, and retrieved. The emphasis upon the importance 
of meditative practice, and of the immediacy of experience will 
become increasingly obvious. Hence, the two names of this school: 
the Yogacara (lit., "the practice of Yoga"), and the Vijfianavada (lit., 
"the doctrine of Consciousness"). In this sense, one can speak of 
continuity of concern, but only insofar as one is willing to accept 
the interpretation of the tetralemma logic as a didactic tool for 
the purpose of directing one's energies away from philosophical 
speculations toward meditative practice, as indicated above. 

The major difference, however, is the replacement of the Void
ness concept by a number of psycho-ontological categories, such 
as the "Repository-of-impressions" (Alaya-vijfiana), or the "Essence
of-Buddhahood" (Tathagata-garbha), which gave rise to bitter 
accusations of substantialism. Interestingly enough, such impu
tations fall at the opposite end of the spectrum from those hurled 
against the Madhyamikas, namely those of Nihilism, as we have 
seen. The accusations of Eternalism were due to the close resem
blance between the "Essence (or embryo/womb)-of-Buddhahood," 
pregnant with all possibilities and throbbing with karmic seeds of 
all states of consciousness (Vijfianas), on the one hand, and the 
Hindu concept of Atman, or Self, on the other. 

To defend themselves, the Yogacara metaphysicians had to 
appeal once more to the time-proven epistemological device: the 
denial of both extreme viewpoints (the Middle Way) and of any 
combination thereof (the tetralemma logic). Thus, the distinction 
between the Hindu substantial Self and the Buddhist Essence-of
the-EnlIghtened-Being is put in the following terms (Lankavatiira-siitra 
II: 79; 11.5-11):63 

The Lord replied: "Not at all, Mahamati, my 'Essence-of
Buddhahood' is not equal to the Atman doctrine taught by the 
philosophers. For what the Tathagatas teach, Mahamati, is 
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the doctrine of Essential-Nature-of-Buddhahood having the 
meaning of being devoid of will-effort, ineffable, unborn, 
NirvaI).a, Reality-limit, voidness." 

"The Tathagatas, the Arhats, the Fully Enlightened ones, 
teach the doctrine pointing to the Essence-of-Buddhahood for 
the purpose of making the immature cast aside all trace offear 
due to (the teaching of) Selflessness, and (for the purpose of 
realizing) the state of non-imagination and non-discrimination." 

Elsewhere, the same problem is put in more general terms, and 
solved by means of three alternatives (trilemma), all denied (Lmikii
vatiira-sutra II: 80; 11.13-15): 

How, again, Mahamati, does the Bodhisattva the Great Being 
get rid of the views (regarding) birth, abiding, and disap
pearance? By this is meant that all entities are to be regarded 
as the forms born in a dream or a delusion, since they are not 
brought into being either through themselves, through other, 
or both. 

A more complete explanation regarding the ambiguities of 
language, and hence the limits of knowledge, is given at the end of 
the fifth chapter, "On the Deduction of Permanency and Imperma
nency of Tathagatahood" (Lailkiivatiira-sutra V: 217; 11.3-5, 14-16; 
and, 218; n. 1-2, 5-8): 

The Lord said: "Mahamati, the Tathagata [Le., the Buddha, 
the Enlightened Being] is neither permanent nor impermanent. 
Why? For this reason, namely because of the wrong attachment 
to either. ( ... ) Again, Mahamati, the Tathagata is not pennanent; 
hence, the attachment (to the Tathagata) is useless, like gather
ing up space. That is to say, Mahamati, space is neither per
manent nor impermanent, on account of the exclusion of 
(both) permanence and impermanence, and it is only due to 
the false (views of) Oneness and Otherness, of Bothness and 
non-Bothness that it is spoken of (as such)." 

"However, Mahamati, there is another condition by which 
the Tathagata may be said to be permanent. Why? For this reason: 
because of the permanence about the knowledge regarding the 
mastery of clear understanding, the Tathagata is permanent. 
For, Mahamati, the knowledge of the mastery of clear under
standing is indeed permanent, belonging to the Fully Enligh tened 
Ones, the Arhats, the Tathagatas." 
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The seeming contradiction, described above, is explained away 
in relation to the cognitive context (religious versus empirical). 
The metaphor of space (aka,sa) reinforces the empirical side, that 
of the Tathagata, the religious, or the transcendental side. This 
represents an echo of the idea of the two truths, the conventional 
(samvrfi-safya) and the ultimate, absolute (paramartha-satya), found 
in Nagarjuna's Mulamadhyamika-karikas 24.8-10 (vide supra). In one 
form or another, this epistemological distinction runs like a red 
thread throughout the uilktivafara, as will be shown in the succeeding 
sections of this book. For the moment, let us read the end of the 
fifth chapter on the Tathagata, where two types of cognitive pro
cesses are explained: one based upon opposite alternatives (vikalpa 
buddhi), the other transcending all contradictions, derived from the 
intuitive understanding obtained during the solitude of meditation 
(vivikta buddhi). Thus, the uilkavattira V: 219; 11.1-9 vv. 1-3; 

The holding of the immature onto [the duality ofl permanence 
and impermanence, Mahamati, comes from the abiding in the 
mode of cognition based upon disjunctive alternatives (vikalpa
buddhi), and not from the abiding in the understanding based 
on the views derived from solitary [meditation, vivikta-buddhi]. 

Therefore, it is said: 
"By abandoning the (ideas of) permanence and impermanence, 
(and yet) by mastering (both) permanence and impermanence, 
those who always see the Buddhas (as their goal), will not 
become subject to the power of philosophical viewpoints [or 
doctrines, dr~fi]. 

"When (both) permanence and impermanence are adhered to, 
the preparation (for Buddhahood) (is achieved) through com
plete knowledge. Through the (very) imperfection of knowledge 
based on dichotomous (thinking), (both) permanence and 
impermanence are warded off. 

"Whenever an affirmation is made, all becomes ambiguous. 
(But when) it is understood that there is nothing but one's 
own mind [i.e., making a one-sided assertion], disputes are 
not engaged in." 

An interesting illustration of such a non-dual mode of thinking, 
taken from the realm of modern physics, is given by Bertrand 
Russell, who was not only a scientist, but also one of the most 
important analytic philosophers of our time. In his book Human 
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Knowledge, Its Scope and Limits, he writes: 64 

Take, for example, the question of waves versus particles. Until 
recently it was thought that this was a substantial question: 
light must consist either of waves or of little packets called 
photons. It was regarded as unquestionable that matter con
sisted of particles. But at last it was found that the equations 
were the same if both matter and light consisted of particles, 
or if both consisted of waves. Not only were the equations the 
same, but all the verifiable consequences were the same. Either 
hypothesis, therefore, is equally legitimate, and neither can be 
regarded as having a superior claim to truth. The reason is that 
the physical world can have the same structure, and the same 
relation to experience, on the one hypothesis as on the other. 

For the ancient Indian philosophers, the transcendence of the 
dual categories of thought was best achieved through the use of 
the four propositions, the tetralemma logic (catufikofi), which were 
all answered in the negative by the Buddhists. Here is yet another 
such instance found in the Laftkiivatara, where a materialist (Lokayata) 
philosopher of the brahmin caste questions the Buddhist teacher on 
a number of metaphysical issues. Thus, Laftkiivatara-sutra: 176; 11.16-
20 and 177; 11.1-5: 

Again, Mahamati, the Lokayata brahmin spoke to me thus: 
"0 Gautama, is all Oneness? Is all Otherness? Is all Bothness? 
Is all non-Bothness? Is it all subject to causality, since itis 
seen as arising from manifold causes?" - This, brahman, is the 
tenth school of Materialism. 

"Again, 0 Gautama, is all unexplainable, is all explainable? 
Is there a Self, is there no-Self? Is this world real, is this world 
unreal? Is there another world, is there no other world, and 
is another world existent or non-existent? Is there liberation 
(mokfja), is there no liberation? Is it all temporary, is it all non
temporary? Are space, cessation (of pain) without preparation 
and NirvaI).a [i.e., cessation of pain through meditation] created 
or uncreated, 0 Gautama? Is there an intermediate existence, 
is there no intermediate existence?" 

The answer to these questions, as given in the Laftkiivatiira-sutra, 
perpetuates a continuing stream of meaningful Buddhist ambiguity. 
It began with the Buddha's own meaningful silence in answer to 
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the ultimate questions recorded in the Pali scriptures, was reju
venated through the masterful use of the tetralemma dJalectic in the 
works of the Madhyamika philosophers, and it was to achieve its 
ultimate expression in the metaphysical riddles (the Koan) of the 
Ch'an and the Japanese Zen traditions. Thus, Lanki'ivati'ira-sutra III: 
177; 11.15-16: 

Nirval).a [Le., the extinction of suffering through gradual training 
of purification], space, Nirodha [i.e., the sudden cessation of 
pain, the third unconditioned entity, asa7]'lskrta dharma, of 
Buddhism], they (only exist) on account of their categorization 
[or designation by name]; (their) reality is indeed unobtainable. 
Therefore, the questioning [about their nature] is done away 
with [is superfluous, futile]. 

The issue of Nirval).a, being of central importance to Buddhist 
practice, requires perhaps further comment. It is interesting to note 
that its solution in the Lanki'ivati'ira-sutra is very similar to that given 
by Nagarjuna in his chief work The Verses of the Middle Way, including 
the denial of all alternative statements, and the mention of the 
Void (sunya) as the only key to correct understanding. Here are what 
have become over the centuries, perhaps, the most celebrated verses 
in Mahayana Buddhism (Mulami'idhyamika-ki'iriki'i 25.19-20, and 22-23): 

There is no distinguishing whatsoever of Sarp.sara [the world 
of empirical existence] from Nirval).a; there is no distinguishing 
whatsoever of Nirval).a from Sarpsara. 

The extent (ko/i) of Nirval).a is the extent of Sarpsara; there is 
not even the tiniest interval between them. 

All existential elements being void (of self-existence), what 
is infinite and what is finite, what is both finite and infinite, 
and what is neither finite nor infinite? 

What, indeed, is "that," what "another," what permanence, 
impermanence, both permanence and impermanence, or even 
neither (permanence nor impermanence), then? 

And now, here is how the compiler(s) of the Lanki'ivati'ira-sutra 
formulated this extremely delicate issue (Lanki'ivati'ira-sutra II: 76-7; 
11.7-17, 1-2; vv. 137-38): 

"Again, Mahamati, what is meant by 'non-duality'? It means 
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that black and white, long and short, light and shade, are 
relative terms, Mahamati, and not independent [from each 
other]. Thus, as NirvaI)a and Sarpsara are, Mahamati, all 
things are non-dual; there is no Nirvar;a, Mahamati, (except) 
where is Sarpsara; and there is no Sarpsara, (except) where is 
Nirvar;a, due to the existence of the state of manifold [or, 
indeterminate, mutual, vilak~a1Ja-hetu] causation. This is what 
is meant by 'All things-[including] the Parinirvar;a and, 
Sarpsara-are non-dual.' 

Consequently, Mahamati, yoga practice should be directed 
towards the aim concerning the absence of self-existence, non
duality, no-birth, and Voidness." 

At that moment, quite appropriately, the Lord recited this 
couple of verses: 

"I always preach Voidness, which is free from (both) Eternalism 
and Nihilism; Sarpsara is like a dream, or an illusion, but the 
karma does not disappear. 

Space, and likewise NirvaI).a [Le., the gradual extinction of 
pain]' Nirodha [Le., the sudden cessation], and even the duality 
[Le., of Parinirvar;a and Sarpsara, see abovel-{these) the 
immature imagine as not being produced by causation, and not 
as being free from (both) being and non-being." 

The striking Similarity of both content and expression between 
the two sources cited can only indicate that the authors of both texts, 
the Mulamadhyamika-karikas and the Lailkavatara-satra, drew from a 
common pool of ideas circulating freely in central and southern India, 
between the first and the third centuries, as suggested in our his
torical introduction. While both texts show evidence of concern 
with the traps and limitations of language and conceptual thinking 
(in dualistic terms), the Lailkavatara points to a practical, existential 
solution, to which all analytical discussions are to be subjected, as 
means to an end. 65 The religious goal, that is, the practice of Yoga, 
is always foremost in this writer's mind. This is clearly stated 
throughout the Satra. Here is just one salient example, from Lailka
vatara III: 172; n. 10-14: 

That is to say that there is a noble transcendental state of 
inner attainment, which is beyond the conscious volition (mano
vijfiana), the pre-conscious will-power (manas), and the (empirical) 
mind (dUa), which does not fall into the dualism of Oneness 
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and Otherness, of Bothness and· not-Bothness, which has 
nothing to do with illustrating, theorizing, philosophizing and 
logic, and which (has never been understood) by any bad 
logicians [or sophists, kutarkiki'il, (such as) the Self-enlightened 
Buddhas, the novices [Le., the Hlnayanistsl, and the [non
Buddhist] philosophers, who have fallen into the dualistic 
extremes of Being and non-Being. This I call lithe final attain
ment" (or Self-realization, siddhi'inta). 

Now, the entire epistemological reasoning of the Lanki'ivati'ira
satra is geared toward this ultimate goal, the achievement of Self
realization, or Self-actualization, referred to by various terms 
(Siddhanta, Aryajfiana, Prayatmagocara, Tathata, etc).66 All theo
retical constructs elaborated in the Satra are treated as nothing more 
than mere stepping stones toward, or rungs on the ladder of Self
realization. Whether purely epistemic concepts, such as the five 
cognitive categories (Dharmas), the three modes of cognition 
(Svabhavas), the eight states of consciousness (Vijfianas), or a com
bination of both epistemology and psychology, or even cosmology 
(as in the case of the Mind-only doctrine and of the theory of 
Causation, respectively), the purpose of the writer is to liberate 
the reader's mind from the fetters of language, logic, and even 
conceptual thinking itself. For, according to the Lanki'ivati'ira-satra, 
the summum bonum of knowledge is the complete abandonment, or 
detachment from all views, since they are all tainted by dualistic 
discrimination (vikalpa) and contextual limitations. 

This is explained in the same way as the analysis of light 
phenomena given by Bertrand Russell, in his lines quoted above: 
one cannot definitively say that light is made of either waves or 
particles. Either hypothesis is equally legitimate, while neither is 
sufficient to completely explain light phenomena as observed by 
scientists at one time or another. It all depends on the specific cir
cumstances, or conditions under which the observations are 
undertaken. 

Since language is inherently deficient in describing something 
from all points of view at once, knowledge, too, being dependent 
upon language for its expression, will always be limited in its 
potential for representing Reality in all its awesome complexity. 
Therefore, the Satra says, it will have to be abandoned in favor of 
direct experience. This is the only "Right-knowledge" (Samyag
jfiana), or "Noble-knowledge" (Aryajfiana). It is transcendent in 
the sense that it is intuitional, beyond dual· categories of logical 
reasoning (nirvikalpa), and beyond concrete imagery (niri'ibhi'isa). 
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. Dual categories of discrimination (i.e., Being and Non-being, 
high and low, Sarrtsara and Nirva:Q.a, true and false, right and wrong, 
etc.) are used in tetralemma dialectics solely for the purpose of 
demonstrating their limitations in explaining the world of experience, 
but they are gradually dispensed with as the novice reaches higher 
levels of understanding. Thus, knowledge is used to transcend 
itself. Consequently, Buddhist Gnosis may be said to be both para
doxic and adoxic, at the same time. Having abolished itself, gnosis 
opens the door to praxis. Hence, the name of the school of Yogacara: 
the/practice of Yoga." 

Conclusions and Preview of Part Two 

In appraising Buddhist epistemological methodology, we have 
chosen the fourfold negation formula of the tetralemma logic 
(catu§kofi) as the key and foremost paradigm for its understanding. 
The use of the term "dialectics" in relation to this formula has now 
become almost universal (e.g., de Jong, Murti, Robinson, Streng, 
Staal, d. al.), following the earlier Westernizing parallels (of such 
scholars as de La Vallee Poussin, Shayer, Stcherbatsky, and others). 67 

Perhaps it would be interesting to note at this point that before 
the introduction of multi-valued logical systems in our time, there 
were only four types of dialectical reasoning with concrete application 
within a fully-fledged religio-philosophical system, or worldview. 
They were: 

(1) The dilemma, the "either! or" classical Aristotelian logic, 
which became the paradigm of Western thought for over two 
thousand years; 

(2) The trilemma, made famous through the Hegelian triad: 
"thesis," "antithesis," and "synthesis"; a true revolution in Western 
thought, with broad implications at all levels; 

(3) The tetralemma, or the fourfold negational logic, known as 
the catu§koti in Buddhist logic, our main subject here, and, 

(4) The septalemma, or Syadvada (Anekantavada), the sevenfold 
relativistic logic, used by the Jains but probably inherited from an 
earlier tradition of the sceptical schools, possibly via Buddhism, 
mentioned briefly at the beginning of this chapter. 

Proceeding from an analysis of the Buddhist model, the tetra
lemma, and of various antinomical statements on which early and 
late Buddhist doctrines were founded, an attempt is made here to 
indicate that this particular form of Buddhist logic deserves more 
attention than it has hitherto received, and a proper place in the 
broader history of dialectical reasoning. 68 To achieve this purpose, 
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we have pursued the following four pertinent lines of discussion: 
(1) The four-cornered negation, or ca/u~lcoti, as such was not 

invented by Nagarjuna, but was rather extensively used by the 
Buddha himself, and even before him, in a different context, by 
Safijaya, a contemporary sceptical philosopher (sixth century B.C.). 
As a mode of resolving contradictions, the negative dialectic was 
also used by Jain and Vedantic logicians, as well. It most likely stems, 
as Mircea Eliade put it, "From a venerable and pan-Indian tradition 
of paradoxical coincidences of being and non-being, eternity and 
temporal flux, beatitude and suffering."69 

(2) The denial offour contradictory statements, as an epistemo
logical method, was also known and used in ancient Greece, first 
by sceptics (Zeno), then by Socra te s, PIa to, and Aristotle.7° We cannot 
but agree, however, with Professor Murti (and others) that the 
credit for its first systematic use, if not its discovery, should be given 
to the founder of Buddhism, chronologically speaking.71 

(3) Nagarjuna, in his turn, knew and respected the three laws 
of the double-valued logic (applicable to the domain of purely 
empirical knowledge), and emphasized them in his debates by using 
the formula: "Then, it necessarily/logically follows that ... " (punar 
prasajya/e) (Mulamadhyamilca-karilcas 20.9, 18). However, this did not 
stop him from side-stepping their requirements when a different 
level of reality, for which common-sense language was not devised, 
or even appropriate, had to be expressed.72 

(4) As a versatile epistemological tool, the tetralemma is best 
understood in its context: as a dialectical, logical method (especially 
in Nagarjuna's Karikas), as a cognitive system (especially in the 
Laftkavafara-siitra), or, as an aid to meditation, a teaching device, a 
soteriological technique for the purpose of freeing the mind from 
the oppressive fetters of all dogmatic viewpoints and attitudes. 
Its concrete application as such will be the subject of the second 
part of this study. 

Thus, the first section (ch. 2.1.) introduces the Citta-matra, or 
Mind-only doctrine. This is perhaps the most misunderstood of 
all Yogacara concepts. Without going into detail at this stage, suffice 
it to say that it has been taken by many as an ontological statement 
about the external world, along the lines of Absolute Idealism. When 
the relevant passages of the I.mikavafara-siitra are looked at with grea t 
attention, it will become clear that this concept does admit a number 
of interpretations, but the outright denial of ontological reality to 
the external world is not one of them. However, the concept may 
definitely be taken prima facie as an affirmation of the reality of the 
Mind itself. Nobody, I am positively certain, will take issue with that. 
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Therefore, one may say that it represents an instantiation of the first 
affirmative limb of the tetralemma: "Mind is." The entire conceptual 
structure of meaning revolving around the Citta-matra doctrine, is 
an elaboration Of these two words, explaining what "Mind" (citfa) is. 

The second section (ch. 2.2.) focuses on the five Dharmas 
(epistemic categories) and the attainment of the Aryajfiaha (the 
noble, transcendental level of wisdom) through its three cognitive 
aspects, Svabhavas. However analytical these cognitive modes are, 
it will become clear that their ultimate goal, following their appro
priate understanding and application, is to lead the practitioner to 
a level of absolute transcendence of analytical reasoning (Vijfiana). 
This form of absolute cognition is variously referred to in the Sutra 
as "Noble-knowledge" (Aryajfiana), "Right-knowledge" (Samyag
jfiana), "Insight" (Prajfia), "The Realm of Inner Attainment" (Pratyat~ 
magatigocara), or simply abstract "Wisdom" or "Gnosis" (Jfiana), in 
order to differentiate it from the concrete empirical cognition, based 
upon verbal categories and discrimination between them (Vijfiana). 

Again, this may appear as a different formulation of the now 
familiar theory of the two levels of truth, the conventional and the 
absolute, or ultimate. This distinction can be found under various 
terms in the uf1kavatiira almost at every turn of the page, as we shall 
see. For the moment, let us say that the absolute level of Wisdom is 
obtained while in a meditative trance, and is therefore devoid of 
content (i.e., imagery, thoughts, ideas, categories, etc.). Being pure 
intuitional religious feeling, akin to aesthetic contemplation, one 
may very well call it, from the empirical point of view, a state of No
mind (acintya, or "imagelessness," nirabhasa) and hence, the opposite 
of any positive affirmation of mind, as in the case of Mind-only. 

Now, the third section (ch. 2.3.) deals with a complex com:" 
bination of both Mind and No-mind, in that it includes both abstract 
(Le., devoid of ideational content) and concrete (i.e., empirical) levels 
of knowledge, that is, Jfiana versus Vijfiana, as well as other similar 
dichotomies, all integrated into a complex psycho-ontological system, 
known as the eight Vijfianas, or States of consciousness and sub
consciousness. The importance of this elaborate system cannot be 
stressed enough, for it not only represents a giant leap forward in 
the empirical study of cognitive processes (at a time when the West 
was still under the spell of the classical Greek theory of the four 
humours), but it also comes surprisingly close in its systematic 
approach and terminology to the modern dynamic, psychoanalytical 
approaches to the workings of the mind (mutatis mutandis, of course). 

This archaic, yet not unsophisticated Buddhist psychology, as 
presented in the uf1kavatiira-sutra, includes several layers, both 
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conscious and subconscious, with occasional transgressions of such 
fixed boundaries (e.g., semi-consciousness, or trans-consciousness). 
On the conscious level we have five modes of apprehending reality, 
relating to the five sensory organs: the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, 
and skin. Putting them all together in a meaningful way, is the 
thinking consciousness, which also functions as the conscious 
volition referred to in the Satra as the "Manovijfiana./I 

To mediate between the conscious and the subconscious layers, 
there is yet another conative faculty, the pre-conscious, or semi
conscious volition, the "Manas." It is the seat of psychic energy, of 
impulsive drives, of desires, of personal dispositions and talents. 
Finally, a third level, the deepest stratum of the Alaya-vijfiana, the 
"Repository-of-impressions," is described. It appears to be closer 
to the Jungian "Collective Unconscious" than to the Freudian indi
vidual subconscious, due to its trancendental, or trans-conscious 
function of identification with the "Essence-of-Buddhahood" (the· 
Tathagata-garbha), which is unique to the Lanktivatiira-satra, according 
to many scholars.73 

The fourth and final chapter (2.4.) analyzes complex issues 
related to the Buddhist theories of Causation, devoting special 
attention to the shift from the early linear and psychological 
determinism (Le., from desire and ignorance to birth, sickness, and 
death), to the Mahayanist understanding of Causation as a complex 
·interplay, or interaction, between multiple causes and conditions 
(Hetu-pratyaya). The key concepts of Inter-dependent Origination 
(PratItya-samutpada) and of the Middle Way (Madhyama-pratipad) 
between two extremes (such as Being and Non-being) may also be 
regarded as more complex elaborations upon the fourth logical alter
native of the tetralemma, that is, "neither this, nor that." For, to 
the understanding of the Yogacara Buddhist, as preserved in the 
Lanktivatiira-satra, one cannot speak of a Mind clearly distinct and 
substantially different from the object of knowledge (Le., the 
external Reality), nor can one really express "No-mind" by means of 
conceptual discourse, since A.ryajfiana is spontaneous, intuitive 
insight, the mind of Enlightenment, which is free from any attach
ments (to any rules of logical reasoning), and "it neither enters nor 
goes out, like the moon in the water." (Lankavatiira-sutra III: 158; l.1). 
Here is a quintessential example of the Buddhist Law of Causation, 
as expressed in the Lankavatiira, where we find that both views of birth 
and no-birth, of Being and non-Being of any dharma (existential 
elements, including, of course, the Mind, cifta), are rejected. This is 
because no one-sided view would suffice to explain the process of 
production (and dissolution) of things, but only a systemic view of an 
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entire complex of causal factors. Thus, the Laftkavatara III: 202-203; 
11.13-15, 1: 

Nothing is born, there is no being, nor non-being; nowhere is 
being-and-non-being (produced); 
Except indeed (where there is) a system [of causal factorsl
this indeed evolves and devolves. (103) 

And it is (only) on account of the severance of the system of 
causal factors, that the (idea of) birth has even any meaning 
(at all). (104) 

Like all other metaphysical constructs, or epistemological 
methods, this system of Causation should also ultimately be regarded, 
according to the Sutra, as nothing more than an expedient, a teaching 
device toward the higher religious goal of detachment from all views, 
as discussed above. In this practical sense, all four epistemological 
constructs outlined here complement one another in fulfilling the 
same function, namely to liberate the mind from dogmatic, one
sided absolutist views, as do the four alternatives of the tetralemma, 
their schematic model or paradigm. 



26) 1. The Epistemological Reduction 
of the CiUa-matra (Mind-only) Doctrine 

Preliminary Considerations 

If in the development of Buddhist thought one can say that the 
Madhyamika school represented a critique of phenomenal existence 
promulgated from the vantage point of epistemology and logic, the 
Yogacara-Vijfianavada schoo!; on the other hand, was a critique 
based on psychology (or, more precisely, on Buddhist "ontological 
psychology/' according to some scholars),l In this respect, it con
stituted a return to the early emphasis on meditational practice, 
although its theoretical foundation shifted rather drastically away 
from the early nominalistic dualism of the Theravada school. 

The alternate name for the Yogacara schoo!; "Citta-matra/' 
which is most commonly translated as "Mind-only" (more about 
the rendition of this term later), clearly suggests the idealistic 
departure from the quasi-realism, or even empiricism, characteristic 
of the FaIi scriptures, Taking flight into the realm of constructive 
imagination, however, did not diminish the Yogacaras' enthusiasm 
for Yogic practice (hence the very name of their school), but it did 
create problems for later historians of Buddhism who attempted to 
circumscribe the meaning of this crucial term, as we shall see, 

To be sure, Yogacara is concerned first and foremost with the 
nature of the mind (cittat its structure, its functions and development. 
This is due precisely to the fact that it constitutes the vehicle through 
which one can achieve Enlightenment, the ultimate state of mind 
in Buddhist soteriology. Yet,' this state affords paradoxically, the 
transcendence of mind itself; just as the 'raft' is discarded-to use 
early Buddhist parlance-once the 'other shore' of NirvaD-a is 
attained. Therefore, Citta-miitra (lit., "mind only," "wholly mind," 
"nothing but the mind") seems to refer to this meditational context 
of Buddhist practice dealing with various visualizations and other 
mental processes for the purpose of spiritual transformation. 

169 
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There is, in addition, a second meaning of the term pertaining 
to a certain philosophical interpretation of the nature of Reality, 
as consisting of Mind-only, where the word 'mind' (ciUa) may not 
necessarily be used in the restricted sense mentioned above. To 
further complicate the problem, these two meanings seem to replace 
one another, according to the Yogacara texts in which the compound 
word citia-malra appears. The different renditions of this crucial 
expression given by a number of Buddhologists (both Eastern and 
Western) who took an interest in this matter (Suzuki, Ueda, Wayman, 
Kalupahana), as "mind,"" thought," "consciousness ," "transmigra ting 
entity," "ultimate Reality," etc.-according to the changing context 
(meditational or philosophica1)-add to the misunderstandings sur
rounding this issue. Given the importance of the term, which in 
the words of one recent author "has come to represent for most 
scholars the very hallmark of the (Yogacara) schoo1,"2 further light 
on this issue is needed. 

First of all, how did the Yogacaras arrive at this concept of 
Thought, or Mind, being the absolute, true Reality? In an article 
entitled "The Absolute in Buddhist Thought," J. W. de Jong points 
out that many scholars, such as La Vallee Poussin,3 Schayer,4 
Frauwallner,5 and the Japanese scholars Kimura, Akanuma, Nishi, 
and Sakamoto,6 have drawn attention to a passage in the AJigutiara
Nikaya (volume 1, p. 10) and in Vasumitra's Treatise on the Buddhist 
Schools (confer A. Bareau, Journal Asiatique, 1954, p. 244), which says: 
"Luminous is that thought, but it is defiled by adventitious defile
ments" (pabhassaram ida7]1 citia7]1 ta7]1 ca kho agantukehi upakkilesehi upak
kilitfham). This passage of the Aflgu/tara Nikaya clearly refers to 
meditational practice, which affords the mystic the opportunity to 
purify his mind from the defilements (klesas) caused by the passions 
(ragas) and the erroneous views (asamyagdr?ti).7 However, just as 
the Madhyamikas magnified the originally psychological idea of 
non-Self (Anatman) into the cosmological notion of the universal 
Void (Sunyata), 50 did the Yogacara5 transfer onto the absolute 
plane this purely ethical concept of a pure mind realized in the course 
of meditation. Referring to this process, de Jong writes: 8 

In a certain sense one can say that the Yogacaras with their 
theory of Mind-only have done nothing else than develop the 
idea of the purification of mind which plays such an important 
role in early Buddhism as is testified by the well-known verse: 
"To abstain from all evil, to do good, and to purify one's mind, 
that is the teaching of the Buddhas" (sabbapapassa akaraJ;ta7]1 
kusalassa upasampada sacittapariyodapanam etarrz buddhana sasanam, 
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Dhammapada 183; Udanavarga 28, 1; Digha Niicaya 2.49; Mahavasfu 
3.420). 

In addition, this process of expansion of meaning from the 
ethical into the ontological realm became associated with certain 
ideas of an "invisible, infinite consciousness radiating in an direc
tions," already present in the oldest texts (e.g., viiiiiatJam anidassanam 
anantam sabbato pabham, Drgha-Nikaya 1.223; Majjhima-Nikaya 1. 329). 9 

Hence, the gradual process of identification between ci/ta (mind, 
thought), or vijf!apti (imagination, representation), and the world 
at large (tribhava, traidhatuica), which became completely dissociated 
from the meditational context only in the later Yogacara texts.10 

In the Laizkavatara-satra, however, an intermediate stage in this 
process of disassociation can be discovered, for, reading through 
this early Yoga car a scripture, one cannot help being puzzled by the 
multiplicity of meanings attached to the term citta-miHra, which not 
only run the gamut from the experiential (psychological) to the 
speculative (metaphysical) domains, but are often incongruent to 
such an extent that it becomes impossible to maintain one consistent 
rendition, or meaning, throughout the text. Yet, there is no doubt, 
that the Citta-matra concept is paramount in the development of 
the complex metaphysical edifice advanced in this text. 

Suzuki, for instance, in his Studies states that Citta-matra (which 
he calls "the warp and weft of the sutTa ... the chief subject of the 
text") is "the transcendental mind, or Mind itself, or Mind-only" 
(p. 281). Yet, elsewhere, he regards citta as "corresponding to the 
Subconscious" (p. 249). Furthermore, in the context of this sutra, 
according to Suzuki, "everything hinges on this one point (cifta-matra), 
the salvation of the world, not to say anything of the individual" 
(p. 244). In other wrods, one can say that Citta-matra-as used in 
the Laizkavatara-satra-can be three things, depending on the context, 
namely: 

(1) The empirical mind, that is, the mental elements, the sum 
total of the cetasikas, the conscious activity of the mind, or the onto
logical entity known as the ordinary self; 

(2) The transformed Mind, the purified or transcendental Self, 
referred to in the Satra as the Alaya-vijfiana, the undefiled Tathagata
garbha (when taken as essence), and understood to designate the 
Unconscious in its original state; and 

(3) The universal Mind, that is, the mind projected upon the 
world at large (tribhava, traidhatuka), when perceived to be the sub
stitution, or explanation for the triple world. It might, therefore, 
be called the trans-conscious, or even the pan-conscious Mind, when 
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it is thus interpreted (albeit erroneously, in our opinion) by scholars 
from within and withoutthe Buddhist tradition, aswe shaH see below. 

Our contention, however, is that the term citta, when taken 
in the cosmological context, should be regarded rather as the 
semantic equivalent of the Tathagata-garbha (the "universal Womb," 
or "Matrix" of Buddhahood, the "Essence of all dharmas").l1 This 
is, of course, a metaphysical notion, having more to do with the 
religious aspirations and mind-set of the fourth-century Buddhist 
practitioner, than with physical reality as we conceive it today in 
Western secular culture. This minute, yet crucial, detail escapes 
many interpreters of Yogacara Buddhism, from both East and West, 
when they take key statements, such as /okaciitamatrar}'l, or cittamiitrar}'l 
traidhatukar}'l (or tribhavar}'l) to mean: "The (triple) world is made of 
mind (only)/' or "The world is nothing but the mind." For, "the 
world/' as understood by the Buddhists, was altogether different 
in meaning than our meaning of the word; traidhatuka (the "triple 
world") included the physical realm (rupa-dhatu), the ideal realm 
(arupa-dhatu), and the realm of desire (kama-dhatu), or the form, the 
formless, and the mental, phantasy realms, respectively. A Western 
approximation of such notions may be found only in the Jungian 
concept of the Collective Unconscious, full of mythical and magic 
images, or archetypes. We shall now look at each interpretation 
of the Citta-matra concept, with its various contextual meanings, 
as they come forth in the Lankavatara-sutra. 

CiUa as the Empirical Mind 

In his Studies (p. 248), Suzuki points out two ways in which the 
term citta is used in the Lankavatara: one general, the other ~ore 
specific. The first, he says, represents the "sum of all mental 
activities" (i.e., "both the mind proper and its various functions"); 
the second, more specific sense, is described in contrast to this 
"principle of unification by which all the activities are understood 
as issuing from one center/' as the individual faculties, the specialized 
functions, when taken apart from this center. They are (from the 
deepest layer upward): Citta, Manas, Manovijfiana, and the five 
Sense-perceptions, the Vijfianas of the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, 
and body. 

Now, if we follow Suzuki's interpretation, we should also be 
careful to distinguish between what he calls the "specific" use of 
the term ciUa and the use of citla in the Lankavatara-sutra with the 
meaning of "empirical mind." The latter includes all the specific 
activities of the mind as enumerated above, except the first and the 
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deepest, Citta, which is to be identified with the Alaya-vijfiana (the 
Repository-of-impressions), as we shall see. Of course, the generic 
usage refers· to the totality of all mental functions, without dis
tinction, as indicated in gatha 459 from the Sagathakam: 322-23: 

The (empirical) mind, that is, the mental discrimination and 
representation, the activity of volition (manas) and indeed the 
Sense-perception; the Receptacle (-of-impressions, alaya) and 
the triple world [with its apparent] movement-these are 
all synonyms of the Mind. 

The Alaya and the triple world are not the empirical mind, since the 
former possesses trans-personal, trans-empirical connotations, 
while the latter is a metaphysical, rather than a functional, descriptive 
concept regarding the mind, strictly speaking. 

From the remaining seven empirical functions, the five Sense
vijfianas are self-explanatory and will be further discussed in the 
subsequent chapter on the Vijfiana system (2.3.). Manas and Mano
vijfiana, however, represent an interesting problem. They seem 
to be the most difficult to interpret and to translate at times, partly 
because they are not as extensively treated as other mental functions 
in the Satra, and partly because they are so difficult to distinguish 
from one another.12 

In our view, they both refer to the volitional or cona tive function 
of the mind, the active source of psychic energy, or drive, of all 
mental activity. But, while Manovijiiana stands for conscious volition, 
Manas symbolizes the deeper, pre-conscious willpower, the spontaneous 
impulsivity of both biological instincts and individual predispositions, 
inclinations, or talents. It has, of course, a very important role to 
play in the cognitive drive, as well. However, we are disinclined to 
subscribe to Suzuki's view (Studies, p. 248) that the Manovijfiana is 
completely separated from the Manas, and that it can be translated 
as "the intellect." They are both part of the same, organically inte
grated system, called "Mind" (citta) in its generic sense, and they 
are fueled by the same energy of volition. The difference is only 
of depth, intensity, and direction, not of function. For, one cannot 
say that the Manovijfiana represents the energy of the intellect, 
while the Manas that of the affect, or emotions. Both conscious 
and pre-conscious conation can be 'charged emotionally, or have 
a predominantly intellectual coloring. 

From the intellectual, cognitive angle, two terms are mentioned 
most frequently in relation to the Manovijfiana. One is vikalpa, 
"discrimination," the other is vijiiapti, "mental representation," or 
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"imagination." The former is usually associated with the dualistic 
categories, characteristic of the empirical mode of reasoning; the 
latter refers to the whimsical ability of the mind, its propensity 
toward imagination and fabrication, which interfere with direct 
experience of Reality. This ability is indicated most saliently when 
the term is used in its compounded form: Vijfiapti-miftra ("Repre
sentation-only"). In such cases, the term is interchangeable, at 
least in the Lankavatiira-sfltra, with the compound Citta-miftra ("Mind
only"). 13 

It is interesting to note at this point that it was precisely in the 
difference of usage of the two terms Citta-miftra and Vijf£apti-miftra 

that Suzuki found the main distinction between the Lankavatiira-sfltra 

and the writings of the two luminaries of the Yogacara school: the 
brothers Asa:ri.ga and Vasubandhu. According to him, while the term 
Vijf£apti-miftra (as used in Vasubandhu's Tri1Jlsika and Vijf£aptimiftratif

siddhi-Bha?a, and in Asa:ri.ga's Mahayana-Sutrala1Jlkara-Sastra) designates 
our inability to circumscribe Reality by means of contrived names 
and representations (on account of the limitations of language), 
the term Citta-miftra, as used preeminently in the Lankavatifra, comes 
to mean that the world itself is "made of Mind," and only through 
the realization of this ultimate Truth, one can attain liberation 
(Studies, p. 281). 

OUf contention, however, is that this is not so, for as far as the 
Citta-miftra is concerned, its meaning is consistent with its synonym 
Vijf£apti-miftra as used by Asa:ri.ga and Vasubandhu in the above-quoted 
works. The succeeding sections of this chapter will amply substan
tiate this point, and hopefully will convince the reader of the validity 
of our position vis-a.-vis this very crucial aspect in the understanding 
of the Yogacara school overall. 

To come to grips with this thorny issue, let us first trace the 
etymology of the compound citta-miftra itself. In the introduction 
to his translation of the Sfltra, Suzuki derives the word cilia, as used 
in the Lankavatifra, not from the root cit, "to think, to fix the mind 
upon,"14 but to the root ci, "to pile up, to arrange in order."ls To 
justify this rather curious derivation, he gives the following explana
tory statement, which I will quote here in its entirety, to prevent 
any possible misunderstanding:16 

The Citta is thus a storehouse where the seeds of all 
thoughts and deeds are accumulated and stored up. The Citta, 
however, has a double sense, general and specific. When it is 
used in the general sense it means "mind", "mentation", "ideas", 
including the activities of Manas and Manovijnana, and also 
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of the Vijfianas; while specifically, it is a synonym of Alaya
vijfiana in its relative aspects, and distinguishable from all the 
rest of the mental faculties. When, however, it is used in the 
form of Cittamatra, Mind-only, it acquires still another conno.
tation. We can say that Citta appears here in its highest possible 
sense, for it is then neither simply mentation nor intellection, 
nor perception as a function of consciousness. It is identifiable 
with the Alaya in its absolute aspect. 

Clearly, while cilia is here identified with a/aya (the Repository-of
impressions, or of memories, the Subconscious, as it were), in its 
more general sense it can also be understood as "mind," "ideas," or 
"mentation." In such a case, why should one not interpret citta 
along the lines of the participial forms of the root cit, rather than 
ci, particularly since the past participle of the latter, cita ("heaped," 
"piled up," "collected"), never appears in the original Nanjio edition 
used by the translator, as far as I have been able to ascertain?17 
Attempting to disentangle the various overlapping meanings of 
the technical terms used in the Lanka, Suzuki mades this statement: 

The following equations hold true: the transcendental Citta = 
Alayavijfiana = Tathagata-garbha. Alaya is a psychological term 
belonging to the Vijfiana system; Tathagata-garbha has a 
religious connotation; and Citta has been in use since the early 
days of Buddhism as denoting a certain function of the mind.18 

Now, the author does not make clear what specific function he 
is referring to. Could it be that this function was that of collecting, 
piling up (impressions, memories, mental impurities, and so on)? 
Or merely that of observing, aiming, reflecting, imagining, thinking, 
perhaps during the practice of meditation? Suzuki does not seem 
to bridge the gap between the two types of cognition, leaving us 
somewhat in the dark on this issue, but Alex Wayman in a review 
article of A. K. Chatterjee's book The Yogacara Idealism, gives us a clue 
when he states that certain cognate words derived from the same 
root cit, such as cdana ("volition") in early Buddhism and citta-sa1'fltana, 
or ciita-sa1'fltati (both: "stream of thoughts") in later Buddhism, were 
used to designate karma (action), or what transmigrates. According 
to Wayman, one can conjecture the following: 

Thus, the words karma and cit/a are doctrinally equivalent to 
indicate the transmigrating entity. If a "stream of thoughts" 
can bring about a set of external circumstances compensatory 
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and retributive of past acts, we have at once the idealistic 
picture of a subjective element of a conscious or subc:;onscious 
nature projecting the "world." (Le., Citta-miiira, "Mind-only").19 

Put in the perspective of doctrinal equivalence between eitta 
and karma, the former could readily admit both the implications of 
thinking and of piling up, for both mental functions are required 
in activating one's karma, one referring to the present, the other 
to the past (mental) activities, as it were. Such an assumption would 
leave open the possibility of interpreting both Alaya-vijfiana ("the 
Repository-of-impressions") and Tathagata-garbha ("the Womb
of-Buddhahood") along the psychological lines suggested by Wayman 
above, which also tally with Suzuki's views (see footnote previously 
cited) on this topic. That is to say that if eitta represents the "stream 
of thoughts" determining one's karma (or transmigrating entity), 
then its doctrinal equivalents Alaya-vijiiiina and Tathiigata-garbha are 
its conscious (or presently active consciousness) and sub-conscious 
(or generative) aspects, respectively. 

Let us also bear in mind that the word miitra is commonly used 
at the end of a bahuvrrhi compound with the meaning of: "amounting 
(only) to," "nothing but," "entirely," "only," "just," "being no more 
than," "simply or merely," "the full or simple measure of anything," 
"the whole or totality," "the one thing and no more nor less than 
anything,"-according to Monier-Williams.20 Consequently, the 
expression Ci/ta-miitra could most readily be rendered by "Mere! 
Only Thought," or "Simply Thinking," which would suggest prima 
facie the activity of the empirical mind. 

Now, the elements and manifestations of mental activity were 
well-known and carefully recorded-with minor variations-by 
all Buddhist schools, old and new. An entire Buddhist psychological 
taxonomy was developed over many centuries in which the word 
eitta and its derivatives appear to have been used with surprising 
consistency. We find, for instance, 51 mental properties or concomi
tants (cefasikii) mentioned in Vasubandhu's Vijiiapfimiitratii-siddhi,21 
as against 52 accepted by the Sarvastivadins,22 and 46 recorded by 
the Theravada Abhidharmists. 23 These were classified by Vasu
bandhu under six subcategories, which can be easily reduced to three 
essential ones, as follows: (1) positive qualities, including 5 universal, 
5 determinate, and 3 meritorious cetasikii; (2) negative qualities, 
which comprise the 6 major and the 20 minor defilements (purely 
mental kleSas); and (3) 4 indeterminate cetasikii. 24 Moreover, in his 
Abhidharmakosa-kiirika and BhiiWa, other cognate terms are used, such 
as eitfa-for pure menta tion -and caitta-dharmas-for its accompanying 
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mental phenomena, one of which is called cetanii ("volition").zs The 
antiquity of these technical terms is proven by their usage in the 
Abhidhamma Pi/aka, in the fourth century B.C. Its first book, Dhamma
SangaIJi, translated by Caroline Rhys Davids as "Compendium of 
States, or Phenomena," reads (v. 1022): 

Which are the states that have limited objects of thought? 

Those emotional, perceptual and synthetic states, as well . 
as those of intellect applied to sense-impressions (dHa-cetasikii 
dhammii), which arise in connexion with limited matters. 

and in v. 1187: 

Which are the states that are of the intellect (dUa)? 

Cognition applied to sense-impressions; the element of 
ideation and the element of ideational cognition. 26 

It is clear that the term dUa and its derivatives designates cognitive 
functions of a sensory and empirical nature, "which arise in con
nection with limited matters" processed by the mind. 

Now, let us turn to the text of the I.ll1ikiivatiira-sutra in order to 
see if this early use of the term is preserved. Here is one explicit 
statement denoting the involvement of the mind with empirical 
reality (Lankiivatiira II: 130; gatha 182): 

The mind is bound up with the objective world; knowledge 
operates in logic, while in the excellent state of imagelessness, 
(transcendental) insight does proceed. 

Similar passages are found throughout the sutra. One more will 
suffice to convince us of the contrast between transcendentalinsight, 
or Wisdom, Gnosis, and the common, empirical cognition, here 
referred to as the "bundle of thoughts and mentals" (dtta-caitta-kaliipa). 
To wit, Lankii III: 200; 11.5-8: 

Therefore, Mahamati, by Nirval).a is meant the looking at the 
state of reality as it really is [i.e., in accordance with facts); 
(and) after the turning back of the entire bundle of thoughts 
and mentals, there is the attainment of the Noble Wisdom (by 
means of) the self-realization of the Tathagata-this I call it 
Nirval).a." 
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Undoubtedly, the purpose of the Satra, as of the whole of 
Buddhist doctrine and practice, was not merely to understand the 
workings of the mind in its common state of random activity, but 
rather to overcome its confusion, to transcend its randomness, in 
an almost superhuman effort of calm re-integration into the essential 
Reality which preceded the agitation of constructive imagination 
(vikalpa). To this ideal, non-empirical state we shall turn next. 

CiUa as the Transcendental Mind 

The correlation of Ci/ta-mi'itra with the nature of Reality is to 
be seen within the meditational context regarding the habit of 
discrimination (vikalpa) and in the pursuit of the Middle Way between 
opposing views (Madhyama pratipad). We read (in the Lmiki'ivati'ira X: 
311; gatha 358): 

When, by the understanding of Mind-only external entities 
are disregarded, there is cessation ofdiscoursive thought and 
there is the middle among the paths. 

While the Yoga practitioner withdraws the senses from outside 
objects during his meditation and concentration exercises, the act 
of withdrawal in itself implies the external reality from which the 
adept tries hard to detach himself. That this process is of a purely 
mental nature is clearly suggested by the early Yogacara writers, 
such as Vasubandhu, for instance: 27 

But when (the objective world which is) the basis of conditioning 
as well as the wisdom (which does the conditioning) are both 
eliminated, 
The state of Mind-only is realized, 
Since the six sense-organs and their objects are no longer 
present. (Trhpsika 28) 

The author of the Lailki'ivati'ira seems to be in complete agreement 
(X: 276; gatha 93): 

When the Mind operates it has the manifestation of all forms; 
when there is no mind in this situation, there are no forms. The 
mind has been deluded since beginningless past. Then the Yogin 
by his (transcendental) insight sees the world shorn of its 
appearances (abhi'isa). 
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Now, these appearances are nothing but the thought-forms 
(here called vijiianas of various kinds), which emerge out of the still 
surface of .the unperturbed Mind (here referred to as the Alaya, 
the Repository-of-mental-impressionst just like the waves out of 
the ocean. This is one of the most suggestive and persistent meta
phors employed in the Sutra (II: 46; gathas 99-100): 

Just as the waves on the ocean, stirred by the wind, are dancing 
and rolling without interruption, 

In the same manner the Repository-ocean, constantly stirred 
up by the wind of the object, is dancing and rolling by the 
thoughts (ciUa), with the Sense-perceptions (vijiianas) as the 
waves. 

The relation between the pure, tranquil Mind (Citta, Alaya) and 
the agitated, empirical mind (cit/a-manovijiiana) is explained in similar 
terms (Lankavatara II: 46; gathas 102, 105): 

They are neither different, nor non-different, they are con
sidered as the waves of the ocean-
Thus are the seven (kinds of) thought-forms (vijiianas) connected 
with the Mind (cifta). 

And just as there is no distinction between the waves of the 
ocean, so in the Mind the development of the states of con
sciousness (vijiianas) is not found [Le., distinctly, apart from 
the Mind, cit/a]. 

On the other hand, the Lankavatara clearly states that the 
elements included in the psychic system cit/a-manovijiiana fulfill 
different mental functions in relation to the external world, and 
it is through them that the karmic pollutants attach themselves onto 
the person (Lankavatara II: 46; gatha 106): 

Karma is accumulated by the (empirical) mind (cit/a) and is 
analyzed by the intellect (manas); through the (conative) con
sciousness (mano-vijnana) one investigates (it), while the visible 
(world, drsya) is discriminated by the five [i.e., vijiianas = Sense
consciousness J. 

However, this process occurs on the empirical level only, for on a 
deeper level, the mind (Alaya) is not only tranquil, but pure, as 
well (Lanka II: 47; gatha 111): 
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The ocean should be contemplated as dancing with the appear
ance of waves; then, how is it that the unfoldiI).g of the 
Repository-of-impressions is not understood by the intellect 
in the same manner? 

In his "concluding remarks" to the chapter on the Citta-rriatra 
theory, Suzuki explains the system of the multiple Vijfianas in the 
following manner (see Studies, p. 277): 

It is evident that the mind regarded here as the unitive 
principle of experience is not our empirical mind, and, naturally, 
it is variously designated by the author of the Laftktivatara as it 
is observed from various points of reference. 

From a list of eleven such "unitive principles of experience"-which 
he selects as equivalents of the Mind-only doctrine when interpreted 
as the ultimate psychological experience of Reality-I shall give, for 
the purpose of edification, only two: 

(1) Pralyatmtidhigama-vise~a-/ak~aiJa, that is, "an excellent state 
of consciousness attained inwardly by oneself;" and, 

(2) Talhtigafa-svapralytilma-tiryajiitina-adhigama, or, "the realiza
tion by the Tathagata of Supreme Wisdom in his own inmost con
sciousness ."28 

This inner, yet transcendental Wisdom, or Gnosis {Jfianat as 
we will have the opportunity to investigate in greater length in 
the course of the next chapter (2.2), is ultimately explained by 
alluding to the unifying experience of deep meditation, beyond 
empirical cognition, the state of No-mind, characterized by the lack 
of verbal, or visual support (nirvika/pa, nirtibhtisa), and by the feeling 
of joy (pramudilti). To wit, Sagathakam: 335; gatha 569: 

In the (state of) imagelessness there is not duality, or five 
Knowledge-states, and not even [any kind of] Reality, (such 
as described in) the (concepts of) False-knowledge (parika/pita), 
or in the Relative-knowledge (paralantra), nor (in the teachings 
of) the Supreme [Brahman, or the Absolute-knowledge, pari
ni~pannal. 

The mind itself is repeatedly stated to be pure and imageless 
(nirtibhtisa), that is free from the manifold illusions due to intellectual 
discriminations (Laftktivaltira IV: 215; gatha 1): 
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The abodes and the stages of Buddhahood (are established) 
in the Mind-only (citta-miitra), (which is) imageless [lit., fr·ee 
from imagining]-this was told, is told, and will be told by 
the Buddhas. 

Undoubtedy, the author had the meditational context rn mind, 
for the next gatha states LanlcavaliIra IV: 215; gatha 2): 

The (first) seven stages are still (of the) mind; but here the 
eighth is imageless; the two stages [Le., the ninth and the 
tenth] have (still) something to rest themselves on; the (highest) 
stage that is left belongs to me [Le., the Buddha-stage]. 

Now, this highest mental state which is imageless, is the stage 
of mental awakening (the Buddha = the Awakened One), of the 
return to a primal state of pure consciousness, which the Satra 
alternately calls Alaya-vijnana, or Tathagata-garbha, or-on occasion 
-Citta-matra (when taken to mean the transcendental Mind, rather 
than the empirical mind). That its realization implies a revulsion to, 
a reversal of, or opposition to (paravrtti) the common state of con
sciousness, related to the sensory input (Le., the activity of the 
seven evolving vijfianas) is seen from this, and other similar state
ments (LankavaliIra VI: 221; n. 12-13): 

When a reversal [lit., turning back, paravrtti] has not taken place 
in the Repository-of-consciousness, known under the name of 
"The Womb-of-Buddhahood," there is no cessation of the seven 
fluctuating States of sensory-analytic consciousness (vijfianas). 

Most commonly, in the Mahayana literature, the term tathagata
garbha has an ontological significance, and its identification in the 
LanlcavaliIra-satra with alaya-vijfiana (a primarily psychological term, 
the equivalent of citta taken in its transcendental aspect), establishes 
in fact a fundamental tripartite equation between the ontological; 
psychological, and epistemological levels of discourse. 

Such a breakdown of rational categories in interpreting Reality 
is readily accepted in Buddhist thought, which recognized coura
geously how conventional, indeed inaccurate, and ultimately futile 
are even the most refined attempts to encapsulate Reality within 
a limited (and limiting) symbolic system; be it philosophical, religious, 
or otherwise. For, the Satra boldly asserts, the only forms that can 
be studied, analytically, as well as intuitively, are those created by 
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the mind. Thus, in regard to analytical ratiocination, the Satra says 
the following (Lankavatiira II: 54; gathas 125-128): 

The (external) world [lit., what is seen] is not found [or known 
to us]; yet, from the visible (world) in different ways [or, the 
manifold] the mind is set in motion [or, proceeds]. 

The body, the possession [or enjoyment] of senses and of 
material habitat are declared (to be) for men (no more than) 
a Store-house of impressions. 

Long and short, etc., are produced connected with one another 
[or, mutually bound up]; 
Existence is proven to be partly non-existence, (while) 
Non-existence is demonstrated to be partly existence. 

Analyzed [lit., broken down] into the minute particle, there 
is, indeed, no form to be distinguished. 
Mind only (dUa-matra) is (found to be) enduring, which is not 
well known by those having erroneous views. 

Moreover, even the intuitive forms created by the mind for the 
purpose of explaining the spiritual practice of the Yogi, are to be 
seen as ultimately unreal, outside the experience itself. Therefore, 
the Lankavaftira states (II: 121; gathas 176, 178): 

The meditations, and the immeasurables [four virtues of 
infinite greatness: maUri, karu1;!a, mudita and upek~a], the formless 
(states), the concentrations and the complete cessation of 
(intellectual) ideation-(all of this) is not found when Mind 
alone is (experienced). 

The meditator, the meditation, and (what is) meditated (upon), 
the abandoning (of thought), the seeing of the truth-(these 
are) no more than inventions of the imagination [or, con
structive thought, kalpana]. He who awakens to this (truth), 
that one is liberated [from delusion and suffering]. 

The Satra is replete with such statements, but those given 
above will suffice for our purpose, namely to show that the expres
sion Citta-matra is sometimes used to point to a transcendental state 
of mind, which-although not beyond the reach of the Buddhist 
practitioner-is completely devoid of all mental processes, no matter 
how abstract in content. Most probably, such an extremely negative 
assessment of mental potential, to be hold as the ideal of the supreme 
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achievement, was not taken literally (the Sutra itself stands as proof 
of that!), but metaphorically, as a spiritual exercise. By forcing the 
practitioner to give up even his most cherished attachments to 
religious concepts and dogmas, the teacher pushes the adept into 
the realm of pure experience, where the fleeting insubstantiality of 
all mental constructs regarding the world, the Self, and the medi
tational process itself, can be felt. For, to paraphrase the author 
of the Lankavatara-sutra, it is simply "thinking about" these notions 
which permeates the mind, and not their "objective" essence. That 
"essence," which is beyond intellectual "grasping", can only be "felt" 
with one's whole being. The Sutra makes precisely this point when 
it says (Sagathakam: 335; gatha 568): 

Truly, as a sword can neither cut nor touch its own blade; 
just as a finger cannot touch its own tip, so is the Mind (citta) 
in respect to seeing itself. 

Indeed, no matter how hard we try, the mind cannot see itself; 
it can only reflect itself in the distorted mirror of its own external 
projections (Le., the mental fabrications about the world outside), 
or transcend itself by stopping (at least temporarily) its persistent 
rambling about, thus allowing the much-needed moment of silence 
for the Essence of Being to be 'heard'. 

CiUa-maira as Explanation 
for the Triple World (Tribhava) 

Another important meaning of the Citta-matra construct is 
the alleged (by Suzuki, Chatterjee, and others) denial of the external 
world {tribhava, traidhatuka).29 The Hindus have, since the time of 
the Upani~ads and even before, emphasized that the world's appear
ance is like a dream (svapna), or a net of illusion(maya, moha),3° while 
the Buddhists themselves have exhibited at times the tendency to 
disregard the validity of sensory input, at least with respect to the 
world's non-substantiality (anatman) and impermanence (anitya). 
Later Buddhism pushed this tendency even further by expanding 
the primarily psychological meaning of the term anatman (Non-Self) 
into the cosmological realm, which in turn gave rise to such meta
physical constructs as Sunyata, Samata, Tathata (Voidness, Same
ness, and Suchness, respectively). It is well known that the Buddha 
himself repeatedly warned-as recorded in the Nikayas-against the 
extreme views of Eternalism (Sassataditfhi) and Annihilationism 
(Ucchedaditthi),31 but it is less known perhaps that the early Mahayana 
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writers were accused by their Hlnayana opponents of committing 
both ideological sins: the Yogacaras through the absolutization of 
thought, or Mind (Vijfiapti-matra, or Citta-matra)' and the Madhya
mikas through the absolutization of the universal Void (Sunyata). 

However, their statements were originally meant to clear the 
way for their mystical experience, which is by definition ineffable, 
beyond words and concepts (svapratyatmagatigocararrr vagvikalparahitam). 
This misunderstanding continues to the present day, although the 
Lankavatara-sfitra (a text often quoted by both the Madhyamikas and 
the Yogacaras) clearly rejects the absolute validity of all statements 
about Reality (avacanarrr buddhavacanam).32 A. K. Chatterjee, for in
stance,in his Yogacara Idealism (Varanasi: 1962), p. 37, says that: 

Lankavatara-Sfitra alone distinctly contains idealistic teachings. 
It teaches the sole reality of consciousness and denies the 
reality of the external world. 

David J. Kalupahana holds identical views when he writes in his 
Buddhist Philosophy, A Historical Analysis (Honolulu: 1982), p. 143: 

While denying that the external object has any reality, the 
Yogacarins differed from the Madhyamikas in maintaining that 
the mind or consciousness is real ... (and) ... an absolute form 
of Idealism is found in the Sandhinirmocana-sutra and the Lanka
vatara-sfitra, as well as in the works of Asailga and Maitreya
natha ... 

Edward Conze, it seems, takes a somewhat different position 
on this issue of denial (which is crucial to the understanding of 
Yogacara thought), when he states the following in his book on 
Buddhist Thought in India (London: 1973), p. 252: 

The bare statement denying the existence of external objects 
belongs to a fairly low and preliminary stage of realization, 
and though it may loom large in the philosophical discussions 
with rival schools, it is no more than a stepping stone to better 
things. The real point of asserting the unreality of an object 
qua object is to further the withdrawal from all external objective 
supports (alambana), both through the increasing introversion 
of transic meditation and through the advance on the higher 
stages of a Bodhisattva's career when, as we saw (pp. 236-7), no 
longer tied to an object he acts out of the free spontaneity of 
his inner being. 
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The insight he presents may not be without value, but in the 
absence of documented evidence to support his leap of faith into 
the Yogacara soteriology, he is forced to withdraw to a milder 
position, by saying (p. 253): 

Unfortunately, the Buddhist theory of transic experiences 
is one of the least explored parts of Buddhism, and much of it 
we simply do not understand. 

Stcherbatsky, on the other hand, is convinced that the denial 
of the (external) world was a general feature of the entire Mahayana 
movement, and a major one at that, for-according to him-it 
constituted the essential distinction between its Idealism and the 
early Realism of the Hlnayana school. Here are his exact words, 
as expressed in the first volume of his monumental Buddhist Logic 
(New York: 1962), p. 525: 

Roughly speaking a real external world is assumed in Hlnayana, 
denied in Mahayana and partly reassumed in the logical school. 

As a matter of fact it is denied in all the schools of the 
Mahayana. But the school founded by Maitreya-Asanga in 
opposition to the extreme relativism of the Madhyamikas is 
distinguished by assuming a Pure Idea (citla-malra1p = vijnapli
mtilra1p) not differentiated into subject and object as a final 
Absolute, and reducing all other ideas to illusions (parikalpila). 

It is interesting to note the fact that, even if we would try to 
pass over Stcherbatsky's reading of the Citta-matra concept (heavily 
biased with obvious Platonic and Kantian overtones), we cannot 
ignore certain contradictory statements, which-if taken at face 
value-will refute the above-quoted lines regarding the rejection 
of the external object. One such statement is found at page 527 of 
the same opus. It says that: 

The theory of a store of the germs of all ideas (alaya
vijnana) is intended as a substitute for the external world. [sic!] 

A similar view is held by T. R. V. Murti, who, in The Cenlral 
Philosophy of Buddhism (London: 1980), p. 107, gives us the following 
comparative appraisal of the positions of the two major Mahayana 
schools: 
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With his bias in favour of vijfiana as the sole reality, the 
Yogacara critcises the Madhyamika for denying the reality of 
vijfiana. His most effective argument against the Madhyamika 
is that everything may bedialedically analysed away as illusory; 
but the illusion itself implies the ground on which the illusory 
construction can take place. Accepting the Sunyata of the Prajfla
pararnilas and even protesting that they interpret it correctly, 
they modify the Sunyala of the Madhyamika; they give substance 
to the sunya by identifying it with Pure Consciousness (vijnapti
rna/rata) that is devoid of duality (dvaya-sunyata). They consider 
themselves the true Madhyamika-adopting the middle course 
between the extremes of Nihilism and Realism. A whole trea tise 
-The Madhyanta Vibhaga-is devoted to an elucidation of the 
Vijfianavada position in contradistinction to that of others. 
The Yogacara-Vijfianavada school is the third and last com
prehensive synthesis of Buddhist doctrines. It could certainly 
incorporate the Vaibha~ika 'dharmas' taking them as citta and 
caitta (mental states); the Yogacara even increased the number 
to a hundred. 

Professor Murti's interpretation of the contending schools' positions 
in regard to the reality of the perceptive subject (or Vijfiana) and/or 
that of the external world (or object) can be tabulated thus: 

SCHOOL 

Lokayata 
Materialists 

Hlnayana 
Abhidharrnists 

Mahayana 
Madhyarnikas 

Mahayana 
Yogacaras 

Subject Objed 

REAL NOT-REAL REAL NOT-REAL 

x x 

x x 

X x 

x x 

Murti also distinguishes two different positions within the 
Yogacara school itself: one Idealistic expressed in the Lmikavatara 
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and the Sandhinirmocana Sutras, and the other purely Monistic, of 
the Madhyamika type (Le., "teaching the non-substantiality and 
Relativity of all elements of existence, without any limitations what
ever," ibid., p. ios), "summarized in the Abhisamayala1Jlkara, brought 
to a further development in the Jiiana-aloka-ala1J!kara, the Srf-mala
devf-sinhanada and similar Sutras and fully expounded in the· Uttara
lan!ra." (ibid.) Asanga's writings belong to both. 

Other scholars, however, arrived at different conclusions on 
this difficult issue, some by studying later translations and com
mentaries in . Tibetan and Chinese (Wayman, Hattori, Ueda), and 
others (Schmithausen, Willis, Tokiwa) by taking a fresh look at 
the earlier texts of the school, which were either insufficiently 
studied, or mistranslated. Yoshifumi Ueda, for instance, unlike 
Murti, et. al., attributes the idealistic trend to the later Yogacara 
authors Dharmapala and Hsuang-tsang.· In his article "Two main 
Streams of Thought in Yogacara Philosophy" (Philosophy East and West, 
vol. 17, No. 1-4, Jan.-Oct. 1967, pp. 155££), he (Ueda) says that the 
earlier doctors of the school, Maitreya, Asanga, Vasubandhu, and 
Sthiramati, did not deny objective existence to external reality and, 
quite the opposite, they developed a "theory of reality" (Ibid., p. 165). 
This theory, according to him, was derived from the essential incom
patibility between two concepts, namely Vijfiaptimatrata (interpreted 
as Consciousness-only identified with the object "as it really is," 
yathabhUlartha), on the one hand, and Vikalpa (interpreted as "con
ceptualized, objectified thinking," unrelated to Reality "as it really 
is"), on the other. His interpretation is based on the following 
rendition of Sthiramati's commentary (Bha~ya) on Vasubandhu's 
Tri1Jlsika, verse 2S, which states (Ibid., pp. 163-64): 

There is not only (no object) to be grasped (and there is no 
grasping consciousness either), but also there arises the super
mundane, non-conceptualizing wisdom (nirvikalpa jiiana) in 
which subject and object (alambhya-alambhaka) are identical with 
each other without nullifying and extinguishing their distinc
tion (sama-sama). The seeds of the attachment to (the two) [Le., 
the object] to be grasped and the grasping (consciousness) 
have been broken down and the mind is established in the state 
of being aware of everything as well as of itself as they really 
are (yatha-bhUfartha). (This is called) the mind has abode in the 
consciousness only (vijiiaptimatrata). 

Clearly, the text underlies the importance of an increased awareness 
of Reality and not a denial of its existence. 
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Similarly, in the early writings of the school, such as the Maitreya 
chapter of the Sandhinirmocana-satra, taken over by Asanga in his 
Mahayana-sarrgraha along with Vasubandhu's comment, there is, 
at most, silence about the external world, rather than a denial of it. 33 
By way of evidence in support of this view, Alex Wayman, for 
instance, presents the following passages from the Mahayana-5atra
larrkara, Chapter 14, verses 24-25 (Sylvain Levi, ed.), and from 
Sthiramati's commentary on- the same, "Bodhipak;;a," chapter, verse 
66 (Pali Texts Translations, Vol. 109, p. 61-1-3):34 

So as to expand the light of dharma, he begins striving in earnest. 
And having expanded the light of dharma, he stands fast in 
Mind-only (citta-matra). Then, he discerns the appearance of 
all objects in the mind (citta). At that time there are cast off 
his shifting objects of perception. 

The halting of thought on such a single area of thought as 
"Mind-only (citta-matra) is the three worlds; they are nothing 
but the mind," constitutes calming (of the mind, samatha). 

Sthiramati's understanding of the words of the Satra is reinforced, 
according to Wayman, by the authority of Tson-kha-pa, the cele
brated founder of the Gelugpa sect of Tibetan Buddhism, who, 
commenting on the Sandhinirmocana-satra, says: "In that sutra it is 
clearly stated that the denial of an external is in the phase of calming 
(the mind)."35 Whatever negation of the world is found in the 
writings of the early phase of the (Yogacara) school, concludes 
Wayman, is to be qualified in light of the special case of the Samadhi 
situation, as described above. 36 

In a review article entitled "The Yogacara Idealism,"37 he further 
expresses his dismay regarding such pervasive misunderstanding 
of the basic philosophical position of this school on the part of both 
Indian and Western writers: 

In short, Voidness or the pure dharmadhatu (realm.of natures), 
is the material cause of the world, while the "imagination of 
unreality" is the formal cause. In respect to content, this system 
is realistic; in respect to form, it is idealistic. For example, the 
shape of a pot sterns from the mind of the potter, but not the 
clay. The latter comes from nature (dharma) and abides whether 
a potter arises or not. 

Taking into consideration the variety of opinions held on the 
subject of Citta-matra, there arises the question as to the origins 
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of the concept. The most widely held belief among scholars, both 
Eastern and Western, is that it first appeared in the Dasabhiimika-satra 
(as the sixth stage Bodhisattva praxis). In Rahder's edition (p. 49) 
there is the following: 

citta-matrarp. idarp. yad idarp. traidhatukam 

There is nothing but mind-this very triple world! 

Explaining the significance of this line, Schmithausen, in an 
article entitled "On the Problem of the Relation of Spiritual Practice 
and Philosophical Theory in Buddhism," writes (p. 247):38 

... The thesis of universal idealism originated from the generali
zation of a situation observed in the case of objects visualized 
in meditative concentration, i.e., in the context of spiritual 
practice. 

To document this idea (which incidentally agrees with Wayman's 
interpretation, as presented above), he adduces evidence from an 
old Mahayana sutra entitled Pratyutpannabuddhasa1pmukha-avasthita
samadhi-siitra, or Bhadrapalasiitra, first translated into Chinese by 
Lokak;;ema as early as C.E. 179, over a hundred years before the 
Dasabhiimikasatra, and probably just as many years before the first 
compilation of the Lmikavatiira was made. 39 What this sutra essentially 
says (as the title indicates) is that both pure (Le., of Buddhas) and 
impure (i.e., of corpses and skeletons, asubhavana) visualizations which 
are seen by the meditating Yogin (or Bodhisattva) are but projections 
of his own mind (ciltam eva, lit. "just mind"). 

Having acknowledged this discovery, the yogin should extend 
the ideality, or unsubstantiality of the meditation-images to all 
phenomena, presumably for the purpose of breaking the attachment 
to the world: "This whole world consisting of the three spheres is 
nothing but mind (cilta-matram ida1Jl-yad ida1Jl-traidhatukam). And why? 
Because (I see in the case of meditation that) it appears just as I 
imagine."40 

It is noteworthy that the primacy of mentation can be traced 
even further back to the famous first verse of the Pali Dhammapada, 
which emphatically states that "dharmas are mind-controlled; mind 
is pre-eminent among them; they are mind-made" (manomaya).41 
J. Brough in the Gandhari Dharmapada (London: 1962), p. 243, inter
prets the expression mana-java to mean that (the dharmas) "have 
the speed of mind," in the sense that they are momentary.42 Such 
factual observations prompted Conze to make the following remarks 
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with regard to the direct link between the later Yogacara Idealism 
and the early Theravada idealistic tendencies: 43 , 

Before he became a Yogacarin, Asanga had been a MahIsasaka, 
and for some time MahIsasakas and Theravadins were one and 
the same sect . 

. . . (Thus) the Yogacarins developed the latent idealism of 
Buddhism into a full-fledged idealism, according to which Mind 
or Thought alone is real, and everything else is "mere repre
sentation." This doctrine plays a big part in the La ilkavattira. 

Now, it is quite possible that some of the late Yogacara philo
sophers. became so preoccupied with specula tive metaphysical activity 
that they lost touch with the meditational experience as described 
in the older treatises-such as those mentioned above-and devel
oped a new, more elaborate and contrived psychology, based on the 
literal interpretation of the Citta-matra concept. That the danger 
of literal interpretation, or reification of the older ideas was real, 
we can see from the questions raised by Mahamati in the Lailkavattira 
itself, with regard to the literality of certain metaphoric images, 
such as the number of Buddhas equated to the sands of the Ganges 
(VI: 229), or the finger pointing to the moon, which is taken by 
some as the moon itself (see Lailkavattira III: 223-24; gatha 3): 

As the immature sees the finger-tip and not the moon, 
So indeed those (who are addicted to the letter do not under
stand the essence [or truth, truly] of my (teaching). 

Moreover, later commentators-such as Tson-kha-pa-referred 
to the Lailkavaiara as a sutra of "provisional" or "indirect" meaning 
(neyartha), from which the "final" or "ultimate" meaning (nrtartha) 
should be inferred through interpretation. He even gives a quote 
from the Lankavattira-sUira to prove his point (II: 49, gatha 123):44 

In the way that a physician offers a medicine to one patient 
and a medicine to another patient, in that way the Buddhas 
teach "Mind-only" for the sentient beings. 

Such "provisional" interpretation of the "indirect" meaning 
of the term citta-mi'ilra has been offered in more recent times by 
the Japanese scholar Gishin Tokiwa in his article '''Svacittamatra'
The Basic Standpoint of the Lankavattira SUlra" (Journal of Indian and 
Buddhist Studies, vol. 26, no. I, Dec. 1977, p. 478), where he writes: 
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The term 'sva-citta-miUra', which literally means 'nothing but 
one's own mind', ... it signifies theSelf that is free from the 
ego and the object of the ego, the Self without any form even 
of the mind. ' 

Tokiwa further points out that: 

Here it must be noted that by 'citta-miitra', the Lanka never asserts 
the ultimate existence of citta; rather, the term indicates the 
true mode of being which is free from being and non-being, 
that is, that which is free from the very mind that manifests 
itself as being and non-being. 

And he brings the following verse to document his findings (Lankii
vatiira Siitra III: 153; gatha 30): 

Of neither being nor non-being (do I speakt but of Mind-only, 
which has nothing to do with existence or non-existence, and 
which is thus free from intellection. 

Yet, rather than taking this statement as a reaffirmation of 
the Middle Way seen in the light of the doctrine pf Dependent 
Origination (PratItya-samutpada), as applied to the ideal mental 
equipose derived from the attainment of Prajfiii-piiramifii (the per
fection of insight), Tokiwa prefers to interpret it, curiously enough, 
as an appeal for the overcoming of the ambivalence of both history 
and Self (sva-). He sees the "ultimacy of the 'sva' or Self, 'citta' or 
Mind, as the principle of delusion" to be "overcome immediately 
here and now." (Lankiivatiira-siitra, 477) Thus, he says the following: 

By adding 'sva' to 'citta-matra', the Lanka does not alter this 
point-that is, that the delusive manifestation is not final and 
that the true mode of being which is said to be 'citta-matra' 
is free even from the subjectivity of 'citta'-; it goes on to 
elucidate that this manifestation-no-manifestation is a matter 
qf the fundamental subject of history itself, rather than being 
anything objective or external to that subject. 

In other words, what Tokiwa is really saying, if I understand 
him correctly, is that the Mind (citta), subjective as it is, is prone to 
"delusive manifestation," while history (i.e., the mind objectified 
in the world) is "final" and "free from subjectivity," the "true mode 
of being." He also seems to equate Mind (citfa) with the Self (sva), 
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and since the latter is not real in Buddhism (Anatman), so-concludes 
Tokiwa-neither is the mind. Hence, history (i.e., world) is real, 
Mind (i.e., Self) is unreal. This is the exact opposite of Suzuki's 
interpretation of the Citta-matra concept in the Lankavatiira-sUlra. 

In Suzuki's view, the Mind alone is real, while the world (loka, 
iraidhtltuka, tribhava) is unreal. Having written more extensively than 
any other writer on this subject, he has contributed more than 
anyone to the general misunderstanding of Yogacara thought as 
pure subjectivism, or as he himself put it-"a form of pure idealism" 
(Studies, p. 244). Here is his assessment of the central thesis of this 
school: 

All that we habitually consider having an objective value, such 
as our own body (deha), property (bhoga), and the land (pratishtana) 
where we have our abodes, are no more than our own mind 
projected and recognised as externally extending and real. 

In order to substantiate this thesis, Suzuki collects a series of 
quotes which, when removed from the general philosophical context 
of the SUlra, do indeed seem puzzling, to say the least, or-in Suzuki's 
own words-"shrouded in obscurity." Here are the quotes, taken 
from various places in the Sutra, along with Suzuki's English 
renditions in parentheses (see Studies, pp. 243-44). We shall take 
them one by one and consider the validity of Suzuki's interpretation. 
They are: 

(1) CittamatraJp lokam. ("The world is nothing but Mind," II: 73, 
v. 136). The full gatha is as follows: 

When those who are born of the heart of the Buddha [lit., the 
Victorious One) will see the world as Mind only, then they 
will obtain the body of transformation (which is) free from 
performing rituals, (being) endowed with the powers, the 
psychic abilities and the self-control. 

Clearly, the verse is alluding to the meditative experience, during 
which the contact with the outside world is entirely abandoned 
(including that obtained through religious observances, kriya
sarrrskara), for the purpose of acquiring the transformation of the 
body (nirma1}a-kaya) and the psychic qualities associated with it. Such 
an interpretation is perfectly acceptable, if we take it to be a case 
of the double accusative, the second having a locative or spatial sense. 

(2) Cittabahyadarsanam. ("Nothing is to be seen outside the Mind"). 
Again, the respective lines (10-13, p. 42), out of which the above 
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compound is extracted, deal unmistakenly with the successive stages 
of meditation culminating with the experience of Samadhi (or the 
absorption of the mind within itself, that is, away from the sensory 
world). Here goes the Satra (II: 42): 

Those who follow the foundation of signlessness by not seeing 
outside the mind (ciUa); who contemplate in the given order 
by following the objects of Samadhi in the sequence of the 
stages, and are convinced that the three worlds are one's own 
mind, attain the highest illusory Samadhi. 

It would be misleading and unwarranted, given the meditational 
context of these lines, as well as the syntax of the first compound 
(of which citta-bahya-adarsana is but a fragment), to assert that the 
subject of the passage is the denial of the external world (a-darsana = 
"not-seeing," "not-looking," rather than "nothing is to be seen"). 

(3) Svacittamatra1p traidhatukam. ("The triple world is Mind itself"). 
p. 42, line 12 (see above); p. 80, line 7; p. 112, lines 6-7; p. 123, line 
17; p. 213, lines 11-12; and so on. 

First, the passage on page 80 occurs in reply to Mahamati's 
question pertaining to the "clear understanding of the (meditational) 
disciplin~" (yoga-abhisamaya, p. 79, line IS), and not with regard to the 
nature of the external world. True, the Buddha in his reply (pp. 79-
80, especially line 1, p. 80) divides the answer into four things (to 
be mindful of)-caturbhib dharmaib. The first of these can be translated 
as an exhortation to the "kind of clear examination of what is seen 
(or perceived) in one's own mind" (svacilta-drsya-vibhavanataya), which 
is after all the essence of yogic meditation. Suzuki translates this 
line as: "To have a clear understanding as to what is seen of Mind 
itself" (Suzuki's translation of the Lanka, p. 70), but he himself admits 
in afootnote (Ibid., note 2) that "this is rather a clumsy translation 
of svacitta-drsya." To follow his line of reasoning, let us reproduce 
here the entire argumentation given in the note: 

Drsya is "what is seen," that is, this visible world, or this external, 
objective world, which according to the Lankavatara is a mani
festation of Mind itself (sic!) When this truth is realised, the 
objective world loses its reality as such, and we no more cling 
to it as if it were a final irreducible fact which stands oppres
Sively against the mind. The Buddhist idea of interpreting 
existence idealistically is more religious than logical, for Bud
dhists want to elevate the value of spirit absolutely above 
matter, so that the latter will be amenable to all the commands 
to be given by the former. 
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Unfortunately, it is not clear whether the author is referring to the 
Yogin's aspiration to detach himself from the "oppres.siveness" of 
the material world, or to the "unreality" of the latter, taken as a 
philosophical characterization of its nature. 

With regard to another thing that the Yogin should consider 
(from among the four), the Satra further says that one should 
"look into (the truth) that the external reality (is) non-reality" 
(btihya-bhtiva-abhtiva-upalak~alJafayti) (p. 80, line 1), which is an obvious 
allusion to the doctrine of Dependent Origination (PratItya-samut
pada) and an echo of the Sunyata concept as presented in the Prajfiti
ptiramifti literature, and embraced by all Mahayana schools following 
it. Suzuki, however, translates it rather loosely as "to look into 
(the truth) that no external world obtains" (Ibid.), which again 
proves his biased reading of the Satra, in as far as the denial of the 
world is concerned. 

Now, bearing in mind the above considerations, let us return 
to the clarification given by the Buddha to the first point of the 

. meditational process, namely the examination of one's mind. The 
Buddha asks and then answers his own question thus (Lankti II: 80; 
11.5-10): 

Then, how, Mahamati, does a not-so-clever (akusala) Bodhi
sattva-Mahasattva come to a clear understanding of what is 
seen in one's own mind? To wit, he inquires into that (by 
thinking) thus: 'This is only one's own mind, (which) in the 
triple world is devoid of Self and what belongs to the Self, 
(and which) is influenced (only) by the adherence of the 
habit energy accumulated since the beginningless time through 
faulty reasoning, (itself being) motionless, being striven after 
it is not attained, being renounced it is not got rid of [vide: 
F. Edgerton's BHS Dictionary, Delhi: 1977, p. 102]; on the other 
hand, it is known (that) the multiplicity of forms and actions, 
(which) are tied together as the triple world, is to be chosen 
according to circumstances corresponding with the discrimi
nation between ideas, such as body, sensory enjoyment and 
habitat.' 

Since the adherence of habit-energy (vtisanti), as well as the 
long string of qualifying compounds of which it is but a part, can 
only r.efer to svacitta-mtitra, ("one's own mind only") it appears that 
from the syntactic point of view, it is ciHa ("mind") which constitutes 
the subject of this statement and not fraidhtituka, ("the three realms 
of existence") which plays a subordinate function as object in relation 
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to the mind. Moreover, if we were to take traidhiituka as the subject, 
as Suzuki does, we would have to face the seeming contradiction 
between its lack of Self-hood (iitma-rahita) as an aggregate of inter
related elements, on the one hand, and its equation with citta, ("mind") 
whose existence is clearly stated throughout the SUira (as a single 
dharma entity), on the other himd. This is also borne out by such 
statements as: "The absence of external entities" (bahya-bhava-abhava, 
p. 80, line 1), or: "The citta itself is motionless (nirfha)," "Being striven 
after it is not attained, being renounced it is not got rid of (ayuha
niryuha-vigata, p. 80, line 7)." Consequently, a sign of equality or 
identity between the world and the mind could hardly be conceived, 
in the terms set forth by the Lankavatara. The following passage 
reinforces this conclusion (Lanka II: 123-24; 11. 15-17, 1-2): 

When thus is recognized that there is nothing but imagination 
(and that)-really (nama)-the external reality is (in fact) non
reality, one is awakened into the seeing of (the fact that there is) 
nothing but one's own mind, and that this seeing of one's own 
mind is (itself) nothing but imagination. 

That is to say, (if) one recognizes that the triple world 
has nothing to do with primary and secondary elements, it is 
devoid of Self and what belongs to it, it is removed from little 
or perfect knowledge (or philosophical systems), such as the 
four (logical) alternatives [Le., is, is not, both, and neither], and 
(thereby) obtaining one's condition of indiViduality, of not 
coming back into existence [lit., of no re-birth], of abiding in 
that place where reality remains in its original identity. 

Suzuki himself mentions in his Studies, p. 295, that anutpada (lit., 
"no-production") is the equivalent of Nirvar;a, which is "no-birth" 
(anutpado nirvar;am). Therefore, the conclusion of this passage clearly 
underscores its soteriological thrust. That is to say that all thinking 
about Reality can only tell us about the nature of our own con
structive imagination (vikalpamiitra) and little if anything about the 
world itself, which can only be experienced directly-as it really is 
(yathabhUla)-by abandoning all pre-conceived philosophical con
structs. The SUira says (II: 112; 11. 6-7): 

Then, Mahamati, the seeing of the condition of reality as it 
really is, that is to say of all elements (of existence), is (to come 
to) the realization that there is nothing to be seen (externally) 
but (the reflection of) one's own mind. 
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Another example mentioned by Suzuki appears to set forth 
a parallel between the external events and the mental phenomena, 
such as the stages of Bodhisattva's (bhumis). However, the context 
indicates that both external and internal events are equally spurious 
due to their mutual conditioning (Lanka IV: 213; 11. 10-13): 

But, Mahamati, there is nothing going forward, nor any
thing retreating elsewhere. This (world) is merely what is 
seen by one's own mind,to wit, the stages (of the Bodhisattva) 
that develop successively, as do (all) various doings in the 
triple world. 

This and other similar assertions may lead one to believe that 
the Lanka embraces a form of thoroughgoing radical Monism. 
However, nowhere have we found so far that such monistic tendency 
is firmly established on the ground of mental, or spiritual exclusivity, 
which would provide the incontrovertible proof for Suzuki's (and 
others') contention that the philosophy of the Yogacaras is a form 
of pure Idealism. For, all these statements do nothing more than 
reiterate (from various epistemological angles) the basic Mahayana 
position that all mental constructions, no matter how elaborate, 
are under final analysis, woefully inadequate in their attempt to 
convey the essence of Reality as such, or even to circumscribe its 
boundaries. They remain what they are: skillful metaphysical arti
facts, nothing more than mind-games, "representations-only" 
(Vijfiaptimatra). 

(4) CUta/phi traidhatuka-yonib. ("Mind produces the triple world," 
p. 268, gatha 36). The gatha from which this statement is extracted, 
far from literally asserting that the physical world as such is 
produced by some omnipotent mind, points out quite simply that 
as the mind is prone to error, delusion, and distortion (bhranta), 
so are its productions (or projections?), such as our constructs about 
reality, or views bf the world (Sagathakam: 269, gatha 36): 

This mind, indeed, is the origin of the triple world [Le., as we 
know it], for, (when) the mind is deluded, this and that (world) 
is seen. One does not discriminate this world (which is) non
existent, (but) having recognized the (relative) course of the 
world, one sees it as such [Le., non-existent independently, 
asattal. 

(5) Tribhavacittamatram. ("The triple existence is nothing but 
Mind," p. 208, line 13). The context of this line is (11. 12-13): 
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However, Mahamati, I am neither for permanency, nor for 
impermanency. Why is that? For this reason: it is taught that 
the triple world is (contrived by the) mind only; the external 
Reality is not admitted ... 

Ad prima facie, this statement seems to be a strong one in the direction 
of a denial of the externaL objective world. However, the continua
tion of the text presents us with the identical argument given under 
number 3 above (p. 80, 11. 5-10). 

That is to say that all apparent multiplicity of elements that arise 
and vanish under our eyes, are due only to our mental activity of 
discrimination. They are not truly reaL in the ultimate sense that 
is. But, on the other hand, that does not mean that the world itself 
is non-existent, either. What it does mean is that their fleeting 
existence is conditioned interdependently, and on account of their 
relative impermanence, they appear almost as a veil of illusion, 
something like an impressionist or pointillist painting. Therefore, 
the Satra clearly states, it would be meaningless and inaccurate to 
assert either the existence, or the non-existence of the world (Lanka 
III: 208; 11. 16-17): 

... By recognizing that duality is the process of constructive 
thought, by casting off the view regarding the existence and 
non-existence of the external (world, bahya), (one is enlightened) 
because of realizing that it is merely one's own mind (which is 
seen in it) ... 

(6) Cittarrz hi sarvam. ("All is Mind/' Sagathalcam, gatha 134). 
Taken out of context, this gatha, too, is somewhat misleading. 
Here is the verse in its entirety: 

All is truly (made of) mind; this is found everywhere and in 
everybody. It is by the immature ones that multiplicity is 
perceived, for, there are no individual marks (where) Mind
only is. 

The key to the correct meaning of these lines is the word sarva 
("all"). It can be substituted by vicilra ("plurality"), or lak~aJJa ("indivi
dual characteristics"). However, if we pay attention to the long
standing commentarial tradition, such as that of the Sarvastivadin 
Abhidharmists, we will come to the conclusion that sarva is commonly 
taken as a reference to the plurality of dharmas, the elements of 
existence, as well as their mental correspondents, known as celasika. 
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No doubt, the statement is of epistemic nature, as indicated by the 
use of the verb grhyate ("is perceived"). The sense here, as elsewhere, 
is that all discrimination is entirely due to mental functioning, and 
its spurious nature becomes evident only in the higher state of 
self-absorption, when the mind turn back upon itself (paravrtti). 

According to Suzuki himself (Studies, Glossary, p. 412), another 
name for the Lankavatara is Cittamanomanovijiianapaiicadharmasvabhava
lak~ar;adharmaparyaya (Lanka II: 43; 11.14-15), which may be rendered 
thus: "The synonym(s) of the dharma-set amounting to Mind, the 
world of particulars perceived by the intellect, the five Knowledge
states, the individual characteristics of one's own existence," and 
so on. They, sarvadharmas, are also said to lack self-substance, or 
individual existence (dharmanairatmya) (Lanka II: 69; n. 11-13): 

When a Bodhisattva-Mahasattva recognizes that all dharmas 
are free from the (three) Cognitive-modes, the five Knowledge
states, the intellectual Consciousness and the empirical mind, 
he is said to be skilled in the Selflessness of things (dharmas). 

This Lanka verse is a late development upon the old Dhammapada 
line 279, which says that "all things (or everything) are non-Self" 
(sabbe dhamma anafta), including the uncompounded NirvaDa, according 
to I. B. Horner. 45 Indeed, that is precisely what the two preceding 
gathas 132, 133 (to that given as example of world denial by Suzuki) 
are saying: 

(There are) no stages (of Bodhisattvahood), no (noble) truths, 
no (Buddha-) fields, and no (bodies of) transformation; the 
Buddhas, the Pratyekabuddhas, and also the Sravakas are 
imaginary [i.e., products of imagination]. 

The (individual) person (or soul, entity), (its) continuity (or 
permanence), the (five) personality aggregates, the Causation, 
the atoms, the Supreme Spirit, the Lord, the Creator-(they 
are) ascertained in the Mind only [Le., they exist only in the 
mind]. 

Since the gatha cited by Suzuki follows immediately this lengthy 
enumeration, I have been forced to conclude (in close agreement 
with the commentarial tradition and the Lanka itself) that citta1Jl hi 
sarva1Jl refers to the dharmas (that is, all Buddhist metaphysical 
categories included in the three worlds, traidhatuka, tribhava). 

(7) Sarvarupavabhasa1Jl hi yada citta1Jl pravartate. ("When Mind 
evolves, all forms are manifested," Sagathakam, gatha 93). The 
reading of the Siitra is as follows (Lanka X: 276): 
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When the mind operates it has the manifestation of all forms; 
when there is no mind in this situation, there are no forms. The 

. mind (citla) has been deluded (bhranta) since beginningless past. 
Therefore, the Yogin, on account of his (transcendental) insight, 
sees the world shorn of its appearances. 

What the text really says is that the appearance (avabhasa), 
or delusion (bhranta) in regard to the world (jagat) is created by the 
mind (citla) and not the world itself. The forms (rupalJi) are precisely 
these artificial creations of the mind, which are subsequently super
imposed upon Reality, and not Reality itself. The text is clear in 
this respect: "no mind-no forms" (natra citlar[! na rupalJi). What is 
denied here, is the persistent, but deceptive activity of the mind in 
the process of interpreting Reality through intellectual categories. 
There is, however, a crucial, albeit subtle, difference between the 
denial of validity to our mental perceptions and constructs in regard 
to what appears to be real, and the denial of Reality as such, in its 
facticity. 

Suzuki (and others who allowed themselves to be misled in this 
way) seems to have overlooked this crucial difference when he 
perceived to be Lankavatara's main thesis the statement that "The 
world is nothing but one's own mind" (svacittadrsyamatram).46 Yet, 
as an afterthought, Suzuki also states that "the strongest of all the 
proofs that can be advanced for the statement that the world is 
Mind itself (tribhavasvacittamalram), is that of intuitive knowledge 
(pralyak§a)."47 Unfortunately, he is forced to admit at this point 
that, by definition, this kind of knowledge (i.e., the aryajnana of the 
Tathagata), or absolute truth (paramarlha satya), "is not dependent 
upon anything logically reasoned," for "it is derived from its im
mediacy and not from its intellectual precision."48 

On the other hand, if we turn our attention back to the text, 
we find that the compiler of the Satra constantly urges his readers 
to discover Reality "in accordance with facts," i.e., in its facticity 
(yathabhatar[!). Here are a few examples of his attitude (Lanka X: -353 
vv. 708, 709): 

The Mind is to be regarded as a reflected image conceived in 
the primordial past; it is the appearance of Reality [or, 'the 
thing,' arthakarar[! asH], but not the Reality itself (or, 'not the 
thing in itself,' na cartho 'sti)i (therefore) one should perceive it 
distinctly, in accordance with facts (yathabhatam). 

Just as an image perceived in a mirror is devoid of both oneness 
and otherness; so the nature of (mental) production is to be 
regarded-as not altogether non-existent (na ca tannasti). 
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The contriving ability of the mind along with its propensity to 
project its contrivances upon the external world, are, the causes 
of all our d.elusions. This is repeatedly emphasized in the Satra. 
To wit (Lanka III: 154; gathas 32, 33): 

Multiplicity (of mental images) is produced from the habit
energy of discrimination; it is born of mind, but it is called 
among the people as (something) external (to the mind)-this 
I declare to be nothing but mind (cifta-matra). 

There is nothing to be found outside in the visible (world); 
it is indeed the mind (itself) which sees the multiplicity (of 
dharmas). Body, sensory enjoyment, and habitat-these I call 
nothing but (distinctions made by) the mind [Le., mere mental 
notions}. 

Such passages are found throughout the Lankavaiara and, when 
properly interpreted, a consistent pattern of thought will not fail 
to reveal itself to the reader, namely that all distinctions are due to 
our mode of thinking and perceiving, rather than to their objective 
existence, as such. 49 To wit, Sagathakam: 374, gatha 872: 

Bound up in a continuous chain (all things seem) momentarily 
separated (and) they are perceived as such due to (the func
tioning of) one's own mind; (for, while) they do appear to 
have forms and characteristics (which) hang firmly together, 
they are (in fact) the products of the eye-consciousness (cak~u
vijiiana) and of the intellectual volition [or thinking conscious
ness, mano-vijiiana}. 

Having sifted through many similar passages, one will be 
compelled to admit that the context in which the Citta-matra concept 
is cast is invariable of epistemological nature. That is, it is not about 
the external world as such (as Suzuki and others have thought), 
but rather about the way in which we come to know it. The following 
verses once again illustrate this point (Lanka III: 153 vv. 25, 29): 

When the compounded things (sa1!!skrta) are regarded as free 
from (the duality of) support and supporting, there is positively 
Mind-only [Le., merely thought]; (therefore), I teach (the 
doctrine of) Mind-only. 

(What is) removed from all (philosophical) views, free from 
imagined and imagining, of no attainment and of no generation 
-(these) I call Mind-norm. 
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It is interesting to note that in this last gatha 29, the word used 
is miUra (fern. = "measure, norm") and not the commonly used 
adverbial form miUra ("only, merely"). Although closely related to 
each other, the former term admits an additional enrichment to the 
meaning of the expression Citta-matra, which in such case could be 
translated as the doctrine of "right, or correct thinking (or rnind)."so 
This is best understood within the context of the Mahayanist middle 
way, as illustrated in the succeeding gathas 30 and 31, of the same 
chapter III, pp. 153 and 154, respectively: 

Of neither Being, nor non-Being (do I speak), but of Mind-only, 
which has nothing to do with existence or non-existence [or, 
Reality or non-Reality], and which is thus free from intellection. 

Still, what is meant by "Mind-only?" Here are some clear 
answers. First, Lanka HI: 154 gatha 31: 

Suchness, the pre-eminence of Voidness, Nirvar;ta, the realm 
of truth, the various bodies made of mind [or, various forms 
of the Will-body]-these I call Mind-only [or, existing in the 
mind, mere thoughts]. 

Such absolute superlatives are frequently said to follow the middle 
course between extremes of both assertion and denial. To wit, 
SagiUhakam: 335i gatha 565: 

But Suchness and Mind-only belong to the rules for the given 
things of the wise [lit., the worthy ones, aryas]i (for) neither 
those who deny, nor those who affirm are skilled in my rules. 

Now, at the end of our investigation of the Citta-matra concept, 
we are forced to conclude that neither the denial of the external 
Reality, nor the affirmation regarding its essential nature were 
intended by the early Yogacaras. By allowing himself to slip into 
one of these two extremes (namely the denial), which were so care
fully avoided throughout the text by its author, Suzuki-the com
mentator-betrayed Suzuki-the translator-when he made the 
following statement (Studies, p. 286): 

It will be interesting to see how this Acittata (no-mindness) 
view of the religious experience in the Prajiiaparamita turns 
into the Cittamatra (mind-only) theory, so called, of the 
Lnnkavattira. Both start from the untenability or unknowability 
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(anupalabhyamanatva) of ultimate reality which is beyond dualism 
of being and non-being, of birth and death; and while the one 
ends in a form of negativism, the other comes to an affirmation, 
saying that there is nothing but Mind, that the mind alone is 
the last word one can say about the world. 

This may be true of the Prajf1a-paramita literature, but in the light 
of the documentation set forth above, it does not do justice to the 
true intention of the Lanka's compiler(s), which, far from repre
senting a mere affirmation or denial of the world as such, was truly 
about the factitiousness of speculative metaphysics, on the one 
hand, and the ultimacy of meditative experience, on the other. 

Concluding Words and the Connection 
Between Lankavaiara and Zen 

The Citta-matra concept represents the pinnacle of the Yogacara 
philosophy. Unfortunately, its precise meaning has been lost or 
misunderstood with the passage of time, partly because of the 
semantic richness of the concept itself, relative to the context, and 
partly due to the cultural and temporal distance that separates the 
classical Indian world from the mental frame of reference of the 
twentieth-century scholar (Buddhist or non-Buddhist). 

We too often forget that human language is largely metaphorical 
and that "the essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing 
one thing in terms of another."51 In fact, unless we communicate 
in precise, mathematical symbols, language itself is nothing but a 
string of metaphors. The problem with this is that, while human 
experience tends to constantly change, the metaphors of language 
tend to solidify, to lose their poetic vitality, and eventually lose 
their touch with reality, as perceived and vitally experienced at 
any given time. Periodical "cleansing" the language of "dead" meta
phors becomes, therefore, a necessity. But this is not easily done. 
It is the task of the creative minds of the time-the bard, the poet, 
the artist, the philosopher, and most recently, the socio-cultural 
critic-to re-create the language, to carve in gripping expressions 
the new metaphors which more aptly encapsulate the novel ways 
of experiencing the world. It is no mere coincidence that along with 
revolutionary changes in the social, economic, and technological 
spheres, our century has seen the emergence of parallel and equally 
revolutionary new ways of interpreting the world, artistically and 
philosophically. 

In philosophy, for instance, a true Copernican revolution has 
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taken place in the first decades of our century, with the growing 
influence of logical and linguistic analysis over the more traditional, 
intuitive approaches and methods of inquiry. 

Similarly, 'at the end of the one thousand-year long history of 
Buddhist and non-Buddhist Indian religio-philosophical quest, a new 
and radical critique of the long-standing assumptions, symbols, and 
paradigms, found its way into such influential texts as the Laflkavaiara

sUira. This critique not only questioned the ultimate validity of the 
most prevalent cultural metaphors of the time, but it also addressed 
the more fundamental issues, such as the ability of language and 
of conceptual reasoning in general to even fathom, let alone reflect, 
the ultimate nature of Reality, in its awesome depth and complexity. 
We found a name for such radical critique of language and of 
meaning, we called it "semiotics," the study of signs, of symbols, 
and of their relation to words and to the Reality they purport to 
express. The Yogacaras, too, gave it a name: they called it the 
doctrine of "Mind-only" (Citta-matra), or of "Imagination-only" 
(Vijfiapti-matra). 

The criticism of the old, speculative approaches to solving 
metaphysical problems by means of this "Mind-only" doctrine 
brought about an increased level of awareness in two very important 
areas of concern: (1) the limitations of reason and, im'plicitly, of 
language, its main tool of operation; and (2) the inescapable role 
of subjectivity in the cognitive processes. 

The first problem area was addressed (most eloquently by 
Nagarjuna and his followers of the Madhyamika school) through 
the skillful manipulation of the fourfold negation logic, known as 
the tetralemma dialectics (see previous chapter 2.0.). 

Continuing its thoroughgoing application, along with an ex
panded version of the causal theory of Interdependent Origination 
of all things, and of the well-tested principle of the Middle Way 
between philosophical extremes, the Yogacaras also pointed out the 
untenability of metaphysical constructs on the basis of pure reason 
alone. In addition, they claimed, the metaphorical nature of language 
itself renders it inadequate in the realm of absolute verities, the 
realm of religious pursuit par excellence. 

But it was in the second area of concern, regarding the crucial 
role of the subjective factors in cognition, that the "Mind-only" doctrine 
developed by the Yogacaras made its substantial contribution to 
Buddhist epistemology. The full extent of this contribution, how
ever, can only be appreciated if and when the Citta-matra concept is 
correctly interpreted. The main thesis of this book is that the "Mind
only," or "Nothing but the Mind" formula, should be regarded as a 
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disparaging comment applicable to all absolutistic claims of explaining 
the ultimate Reality through conceptual language, and not as a 
definitive affirmation of a one-sided and dogmatic monistic idealism 
it la Bishop Berkeley, as Suzuki and others erroneously believed. 
To adopt their view that Citta-matra means that the world is "nothing 
but mind," or that it "is made of mind only," would be tantamount 
to Buddhist heresy (if there is such a thing), since it would run 
counter to the principle of the Middle Way, against all one-sided 
extremes and reductionistic statements, and it would also confuse 
a linguistic metaphor (that is, a figure of speech, which is supposed 
to approximate only, not describe, Reality) with Reality itself. 

In the Lankiivaliira-siltra, we are told that all knowledge about 
the world is perceived through the 'tunnel-vision', or 'tainted glass' 
of our past experience, prejudices, and memories (viisanii-vfjas, or 
"memory-seeds," planted in our subconscious, Alaya-vijfiana, from 
the beginning of time). Therefore, all knowledge is more about our 
own mind than about the world, objectively speaking. The impor
tance of subjective bias in the accumulation of knowledge has recently 
begun to emerge as a legitimate topic of discussion, even in our own 
"scientific" world, as anyone participating in it can attest. How much 
broader a role subjectivity can play in a traditional world, which is 
deprived of objective means of checking the validity of philosophical 
statements about the ultimate nature of reality, aside from individual 
intuition and personal inclinations and biases? It is the indelible merit 
of the Yogacara philosophers that they not only brought this healthy 
skepticism out into the open (this has be~n done from the time of 
the Buddha!), but they also set it on a firm logical and doctrinal 
basis, as their mainstay amidst the teeming jungle of claims and 
counterclaims that was the intellectual landscape of the time. The 
"Mind-only" theory of the Yogacaras proved to have staying power 
and growing influence over the centuries-in India and beyond, in 
more ways than one-as we shall see. 

Now, two different solutions, or paths Of pursuit (one theo
retical, the other practical) were followed in direct response to the 
two areas of concern mentioned above: the limitations of reason 
and language, and the role of subjectivity in the pursuit of knowledge. 
The theoretical path led to further pursuit of the logical implications 
of the dialectics of Nagarjuna and the Yogacaras, away from specu
lative metaphysics. This gave rise to the latter school of the Yogacara 
logicians (such as Ditmaga, Dharmaklrti and Santarak;;ita). Its 
thoroughgoing criticism made a powerful impact upon the intel
lectual climate of India for centuries to corne, and certainly stimulated 
the revival of Hindu philosophy through the eighth-century 
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philosophical genius Sankara, the founder of Advaita Vedanta (still 
the dominant philosophical school in modern Indian culture). 

The practical solution, on the other hand, was to turn almost 
completely away from all logical and metaphysical activity (these 
having been proven to be of little use in reaching the ultimate, 
religious goal of spiritual Hberation, as shown above), and to focus 
one's energies exclusively on meditation. True, the "Mind-only" 
concept itself had its roots in the experience of Yogic meditation 
(hence also the name of the school: "Yoga-cara," or the "practice 
of Yoga"). It was only later that philosophical elaborations began 
to flourish around it, and it became a formula to symbolize reflective 
criticism against all obstinate attachments to empty words, to reified, 
objectified concepts, and speculations, removed from the immediacy 
of personal experience. For, it was the purpose of Yogic meditation, 
or deep thinking (Sanskrit, dhyana; Chinese, ch'an-na arch 'an; Japanese, 
zen), to empty the mind of all phenomenal appearances and of cumber
some notions and metaphors. 

Particularly hard to dislodge was the deep-rooted attachment to 
the conviction of a personal ego, or permanent substance, or Self. 
But this very notion of "Self" was an intrinsic mental obstacle to 
transformation. For, if one clings to a permanent Self, how can one 
even conceive of radically altering it, and thereby re-experiencing 
life and reality from a fresh angle? It was only by meditating on the 
relativity principle of "Mind-only," or "Voidness," that is, the lack 
of independent existence of all things (nibsvabhava), that the illusion 
of a permanent Self could be discarded and freedom could be 
achieved. This Relativity principle, indeed, became the cornerstone 
of Buddhist philosophy, following this Indian phase. 

From the day-to-day, empirical self, to the enlightened, trans
empirical Self of the Buddha, nothing was to be regarded as sacred, 
absolute, and permanently valid. "Vast emptiness-nothing sacred," 
the first Buddhist missionary to China, Bodhidharma, is said to have 
replied to the Chinese emperor's question regarding the supreme 
and sacred truth of his religion. In Japan, the twenty-first case of 
the classic Zen collection of ki5ans (mystical riddles meant to be 
meditated upon as aids toward Enlightenment), known as the 
Mumonkan, records the answer of a Zen master to the question, 
"What is the Buddha?" as "A dried shit-stick!" For the ultimate 
Reality includes, indeed must include, all existential entities, regard
less of human conventions, artificial discriminations, and temporal 
value judgments. 

Thus, the Lmikavatara set off a new way of looking at the world, 
both critically, through the negative logic of the tetralemma (leading 
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to non-attachment to conceptual language), and liberating, through 
meditation (on the untenability of all absolutistic dogmas). The 
notion of "Mind-only," therefore, should be regarded as an important 
step forward in the process of evaluating and interpreting the 
enormous mass of speculative literature growing incessantly on 
the fertile Indian soil for hundreds of years before and after the 
Buddha. By reversing the order of priorities from the secondary, 
"handed-down" type of knowledge to the primacy of personal 
experience, the Yoga car a Buddhists did in fact put an end to the 
Abhidharmists' metaphysics, while simultaneously opening the 
doors for expansion outside of the Indian cultural context. "Mind
only" wa·s a notion assimilable by people with a more practical outlook 
on life. 

Thus, the South Indian brahmin who became a Yogacara 
convert, Bodhidharma, went forth to China to become the first 
patriarch of the Ch'an school of sudden Enlightenment, also known 
as the LaflkavatiJra school of Zen. This school, first established in 
North China, later spread into Korea and Japan (see the Introduction.,· 
ch.O.1.). A direct descendent of this lineage, Dagen, the 13th-century 
master of Zazen (or sitting meditation practiced by the SoW school 
of Zen) and, according to one author, the "most original thinker that 
Japan has so far produced," was the greatest figure of all Japanese 
Buddhism who left an indelible mark upon Japanese culture, a 
culture which owes a great deal to Zen principles and practice.52 

Indeed, from purely aesthetic pursuits (poetry, calligraphy, 
painting, gardening, and flower arrangement) to activities of social 
significance (the tea ceremony and the martial arts), all the arts, or 
"ways" (Japanese: do), that shaped the medieval culture of Japan were 
fostered in Zen monasteries, where the transfiguration of life was, 
indeed, a way of life. Without claiming that all these noble activities 
were entirely rooted in the Buddhist tradition of meditation, we can 
nevertheless say they all have one important thing in common: the 
total absorption, or concentration of mind, which is the main thesis of 
the Laflkavafara-sU!ra, as indicated above (i.e., the doctrine of "Mind
only"). At least one such activity, the training of the ruling class of 
medieval Japan, the samurai, was based upon the transcendence of the 
ultimate duality-that of life and death-by focusing on the mental 
spontaneity of the uninhibited, enlightened consciousness, without 
the slightest trace of fear left upon the "pure mirror of the mind."53 

In a transcendental, metaphorical, and mystical world where 
the opposites coincide, this enlightened awareness, this "pure mirror 
of the mind," was said to be "No-mind." From the Praj/ia-paramitiJ 
texts to the teachings of Zen, passing through Nagarjuna's Karikas 
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and the Laftkavatiira-siitra, an entire literature developed around the 
"Doctrine of No-mind."54 If "enlightened seeing is non-seeing" (Le., 
in the empirical sense), and "knowing is non-knowing" (Le., insight, 
wisdom, rather than empirical facts), then, surely, "Mind is No
mind." Of course, as Suzuki correctly pOinted out, this doctrine is 
to be understood in the metaphysical, not the psychological sense, 
in the metaphorical, not the literal meaning. 55 It merely represents a 
linguistic attempt to come to grips with impermanence, the only 
constant in the universe. Thus, the Chinese Siitra of the Sixth Patriarch 
reads;56 

... In this teaching of mine, from ancient time to the present, 
all have set up no-thought as the main doctrine, non-form as 
the substance, and non-abiding as the basis. Non-form is to 
be separated from form, even when associated with form. 
No-thought is not to think, even when involved in thought. 
No-abiding is the original nature of man. 

Consequently, when interpreted correctly, that is, as the 
outcome of the meditational experience, the "Mind-only" doctrine 
is the same as the doctrine of "No-mind." That is to say that under 
the conditions of perfect concentration (6f "Mind-only"), thinking 
itself disappears ("No-mind"). It is pure awareness, Nature con
templating Nature. This is the essence of the "Consciousness-only" 
school (Vijfiana-vada), another name attributed to the Yogacara 
school. As shown, the name points to the practice of Yoga, and not 
to the theory, or theories about the world that the Yogacaras did 
or did not believe in. For, according to a Chinese text from the 
T'ang period, attributed to Bodhidharma and quoted by Suzuki 
himself, it was said that: 57 

If you wish to seek the Buddha, you ought to see into your 
own Nature; for this Nature is the Buddha himself. ... This 
Nature is the Mind, and the Mind is the Buddha, and the Buddha 
is the Way, and the Way is Zen. 

Thus, in light of the above, we may safely conclude that it was 
the "Mind-only" practice of meditation (dhyana = Zen, the Way) that 
provided the cross-cultural bridge between India and China, and later 
entered Japan to help shape its national character as we know it today. 

In the next chapter, we shall look at the doctrine of "No-mind" 
as described in the Laftkavatara under the term arya-jilana, which may 
be translated as "Noble Wisdom," "higher insight," or simply 
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"Gnosis," or religious/spiritual knowledge. Contrasting it with the 
merely empirical mind (cUta) provides a perfect illustration of the 
second, negative limb of the tetralemma logic: (a) Mind is, versus 
(b) Mind is not (or "No-mind"). 



2 !II 2 I1P From Mind to No-mind: 
the Transcendental Leap 
beyond Empirical Cognition 

Introduction 

Even though the "Lankavatara school" founded by Bodhidharma in 
Northern China is believed to have been based upon an older doctrine 
of sudden Enlightenment, we did not find clear evidence of such 
teachings in the text itself. What we did find was an elaborate system 
of Epistemi'c Categories and Modes of Cognition mapping out a 
gradual process of cognition, from the ordinary, that is, empirical 
accumulation of "superficial" knowledge, to the transcendental 
insight into the essence of Reality, which in Buddhist terminology 
is called "Suchness," or "Thatness" (tathata). 

While we have used in this chapter such terms as "absolute," 
"perfect," or "right" mode of knowing, as distinct from "relative," 
"imaginary," or "false" knowledge, they are not to be understood 
as designations for some absolutistic dogmas of any sort. For, if we 
understand the thrust of the Lankavatara, the only ideology espoused 
in the sutra is the disdain of any ideology, lest it imply a blind belief 
in one paramount conceptual frame, fixed idea, or point of view. 
The terms, according to the text, are only utilitarian devices, temporal 
tools to assist the student to better understand his experience as 
he progresses toward the higher states of cognition. Once having 
arrived at the peak of his journey, all conceptual "crutches" will 
be abandoned, just as a raft is discarded after crossing a river, having 
served its purpose. 

This purpose, according to the Lankavatara, is the attainment 
of higher Wisdom, or insight (Aryajnana), which may happen 
suddenly; that is, unexpectedly and spontaneously, but only after 
thorough mastery of the five Epistemic Categories (dharmas), and 
of the three Modes of Cognition (svabhavas). This process may be 
compared to the creative trance of the artist, which can only occur 
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after complete mastery of the technique. The musician's (or painter's) 
virtuosity comes across in a dazzling manner, without any apparent 
effort, yet the preparatory work is there all right, even though 
it is invisible to the audience and perhaps forgotten even by the 
artist himself. Likewise, for the religious virtuouso, the conceptual 
framework, the meditative exercises, are forgotten or discarded 
as soon as liberation, or spiritual freedom, is attained. This liberation 
is the state of self-realization that may be referred to as the state 
of "No-mind," which is the flip-side of the empirical "Mind" that 
operates with the concepts, ideas, and analysis the everyday mind 
needs to function in the world of empirical experience. 

Therefore, if the preceding chapter, chapter 2.1., was a study 
of the Buddhist notions of "Mind" (ciUa) and its functions, then, in 
light of the above, the present chapter is a study of the paradoxical 
(but not necessarily antithetical) notion of "No-mind" (acintya). 
The term "No-mind" is not so far-fetched if we consider that the 
main topic of this chapter, the attainment of Gnosis, or higher 
religious Wisdom (Aryajfiana), is described in negative terms, as 
devoid of both conceptual (nirvika/pa) and visual (nirabhasa) content. 
And, with a further stretch of imagination, both "Mind" and "No
mind" (i.e., the third, conjunctive alternative of the tetralemma logic) 
may be applied to the system of the eight States of consciousness 
(Vijfianas), the topic of our next chapter.1 

The Five Dharmas or Epistemk Categories 

In his Studies (pp. 154-55), Suzuki points out four different 
meanings for the word dharma, as ·used by the Buddhists. First, he 
says, the commonest and most important sense given to it in 
Buddhism is "truth," "law," "religion."2 Second, the word is quite 
frequently used in the sense of "existence," "being," "object," or 
"thing."3 Third, consistently with the Hindu use of the term, it can 
acquire either an ethical (e.g., "virtue," "righteousness," "norm"), 
or an intellectual, cognitive sense (such as "truth," "standard," 
"category"). Finally, a fourth usage is sometimes added to include 
all of these at once, in a general, comprehensive way, as for instance, 
when used in contradistinction with its ontological or ethical 
opposite-adharma ("lawlessness," "unrighteousness"). 

In the LankavatiJra-sfitra, the dharma-adharma polarity is referred 
to in the first chapter, in order to underline the supermundane 
quality of the Noble Wisdom (Aryajfiana), transcending all parti
cularized aspects of existence (Lanka 1:17; 11. 11-13): 
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It is on account of discrimination of the immature that there 
exists the differentiation of dharma and adharma; Noble Wisdom, 

. however, is not to be attained by seeing (things this way). 

When used positively, in the cognitive sense, the word dharma 
can indicate both "what is to be known" (i.e., the Reality, or truth) 
and "the means, the method, the process of knowing." The Satra 
gives five categories under which this gnoseological process takes 
place (the pancadharmas). They are enumerated according to Suzuki's 
translation, as follows (see below for alternate renditions): (1) Name 
(nama), (2) Appearance (nimiita), (3) Discrimination (vikalpa), (4) Right 
Knowledge (samyagjnana), and (5) Suchness (lathaM) (Lanka VI: 22M.; 
228). By following step by step these categories of transcendental 
Gnosis, the yogI aims at ultimately eliminating the contradictory 
perceptions of reality, thereby entering the Tathagata's condition 
of inner Joy. Thus, the Lanka VI: 224-25; 11. 15-17, 1-2: 

When the Name, Sense-perception, Discrimination, Right 
Knowledge, and Suchness (are comprehended) by the yogis, 
(who are) facing (both) the worldly existence (and) the abode 
of bliss (characteristic of) the happy mental condition (of him 
who) has seen the Dharma, they (the yogis) are kept away from 
(the opposing) views of being and non-being, eternity and 
annihilation, (and therefore) they pre entering the noble path 
of Tathagata's inner realization. 

The five dharmas are explained in the following manner: (1) Nama 
-designates that particular propensity of the mind to substitute a 
name; a sign, or a symbol of an object for the object itself. The Satra 
states (Lanka VI: 225; 11. 6-7): 

o Mahamati, by devoting themselves to names, conventional 
appellations and signs, the immature follow (their own) minds. 

The paragraph devoted to the elucidation of the first dharma is the 
longest and it would be interesting to see why. The argument 
developed is a dominant one throughout the Satra. In fact, it echoes 
the central motif expressed in the Citta-matra concept. It runs 
along the following lines: 

Since names are only conventional marks superimposed upon 
reality, a foolish attachment to what is but a sign would implicitly 
result in unreal mental constructions (such as "me" and "mine"). 
As these begin to take hold of the mind {just as the silkworm is 
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swathed in its cocoon), passion, hatred and delusion are engendered 
(ragadve?amohajan), which in turn lead to misguided action (karmabhi
sarrzskurvanti) (Lanka VI: 225). In this way, behavior is wrongly deter
mined by passions caused by faulty cognition. A vicious circle is set 
up, or (to use Buddhist terminology) the ignorant becomes adrift 
in the ocean of transmigration and suffering, in the wheel of birth 
and death (gati), just like a water-drawing wheel (ghafiyantra) cannot 
help but turn around its own axle all the time. Without realizing 
that all (metaphysical) things (l§vara, time, atoms, supreme Being) 
rise from spurious constructions of the Mind-itself (lit., "one's own 
mind," svacitfa), the ignorant gets caught in his own net of false 
discrimination with which he tries to grasp the world. Thus, the 
image of Reality, which he builds in his own mind, becomes, in fact, 
his own (specious) reality, just like the veil of Maya, a mirage, or a 
lunar reflection in the water. He is unable to let go of such erroneous 
views as the idea of Self-substance (svabhava), of notions of "me and 
mine," of object and subject, of birth, persistence, and death. 

Now, in order to break through the net of self-delusion, the 
Satra outlines its fivefold epistemological process. Nama, or Naming, 
as discussed above, constitutes the first necessary step of this process 
-the step toward becoming aware of the deceptive mental proclivity 
to erect a conceptual screen between the inner and the outer realities. 

The second step in this process of cognition (nimitta) is translated 
by Suzuki, as well as by others, as" Appearance."4 "Sense-perception" 
would, perhaps, be more appropriate, for it agrees with both the 
dictionary meaning of "instrumental cause/'s as well as with the 
text itself, which states (Lanka VI: 225-26; 11. 18, 1-2): 

Again, Mahamati, the sense-perception (nimitta) is that which 
impresses (the mind) as visual perception (cak?ur-vijiiana), 
and thus the form is recognized; (and so with) the recognition 
of mental phenomena, of touch, taste, smell, and sound, there 
is the (arising of) the mental perception (mano-vijiiana), of tactile, 
tasting, olfactory, and auditive perceptions as such-this is what· 
I call the "Sense-perception" (nimitta). 

This is all that is said about nimifta in the Lankavatiira. There is no 
appraisal of, or extensive criticism in regard to, the cognitive value 
of the sensory perception, except in relation to the first six (sensory-) 
Vijfianas (Manas and Alayavijfianas being excluded from the sphere 
of nimitfa).6 At a later point, however, the Satra does seem to suggest 
the primacy of the Sense-perception over ideation (sarrzjiia), and 
the Naming faculty (nama) (Lanka: VI: 228; ll. 7-9): 
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Out of this Sense-perception (nimitta) mental constructs [lit., 
ideation, samjfia] are produced (such as) jar, about which it 
can be said "this is such and no other;" -this is (called) "Naming" 
(nama). . 

Both nama and nimitta are said to be "unascertained," or "unascer
tainable," "unobtainable," "unperceivable" (anupalabdhita), on account 
of their mutuality or rela tive dependence upon one another (Lanka VI: 
228; 11. 10-12): 

These Names and Sense-perceptions are after all unascer
tainable, (for) when the intellect is dissolved (on account of) 
mutuality [Le., their Dependent Origination], (what is) per
ceived and contrived (by it) is also taken away; this is (called) 
the "Suchness" of all things. 

Suzuki, in the "Introduction" to his Studies (p. 27), gives a com~ 
parative translation of the "Five Dharmas" chapter extracted from 
the original Sanskrit and the three subsequent Chinese versions 
(Sung, Wei, and rang). For the purpose of elucidating the meaning 
of the above passage, here is what seems to be the clearest rendition 
(from the rang edition): 

That Name, that Appearance (-they are all) ultimately non
existent: they are only due to the Discrimination by a perturbed 
mind of (things) mutually (related). When one thus surveys 
the world until the disappearance of intelligence takes place, 
one has what is known as Suchness. 

Now, the third cognitive step, vikalpa, Discrimination, closely 
resembles the first (nama); it purports to distinguish between dif
ferent objects and qualities by naming them. The text itself is not 
of much help here, but the issue may become less obscure when 
analyzed froin the perspective of the three types of knowledge 
(svabhavas). For the moment, suffice it to say that vikalpa refers to 
"real" objects or phenomena, of which one takes cognizance through 
the senses, while nama applies to purely mental constructions, 
products of imagination, or of dream-like activity. The text states 
the following (Lanka VI: 226; n. 3-5): 

Furthermore, Mahamati, Discrimination is that by which 
Naming is caused to be declared (as such), (and) thus the 
Sense-perception is made clear; if one says that this is such 
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and no other, (as for instance) this is an elephant, a horse, 
a wheel, a pedestrian, a woman, a man, and so on, an idea so 
discriminated is set forth. 

In other words, Discrimination, or Judgment (vikalpa) represents 
a cognitive operation by means of which the world of the immediate, 
sensory experience is further compartmentalized into distinct 
entities, of either general or particular sort. But, true knowledge 
cannot be obtained by relying solely on analytical means. Therefore, 
two more categories are further added. One fulfills the necessary 
function of synthesis, the other (keeping in touch with the century
old Buddhist religious tradition) aims at transcending not only the 
process of thought (be it synthetic or analytic), but the ontic dis
tinctions as well (i.e., the state of Suchness, between Beingand non
Being).7 

Fourth is the synthesizing function, here called samyagjiiiina, or 
"Right-knowledge," which aims at putting things within the larger 
perspective of their mutual conditioning. It focuses upon the inter
relatedness, rather than on the separateclness of things, Through 
it, the distinctions between objects are de-emphasized, while their 
common qualities (impermanence, dependent conditioning, capacity 
of transformation from one form into another) are revealed 
(Lankii VI: 226; 11. 5-8): . 

Furthermore, Mahamati, by Right-knowledge (is meant this): 
when Names and Sense-perception (are seen as) unseizable 
because of (their) mutual adherence, there is no more rising 
of the Vijfianas, (for) there is neither utter destruction, nor 
endless existence; (and when) there is no falling back to the 
stage of the Sravaka- and Pratyeka-Buddhas, and of all the 
(other) philosophers [i.e., Brahmin heretics], it is said that 
there is Right-knowledge (sa m yagjiiiin a). 

The key word for the understanding of samyagjiiiina is anupalabdhi 
("unseizable," "ungraspable," "unobtainable"). With the cessation 
of Naming, Sense-perception, and Discrimination, their reflection 
in consciousness begins to subside, and the way to Right-knowledge 
is cleared up. This is the beginning of grasping the Reality in its 
totality, according to Buddhist epistemology. The two essential 
functions of the intellect (buddhi), that of analyzing the minute 
components of experience (dhannas) and that of synthesizing them 
into meaningful patterns, are both to be transcended, in the Buddhist 
view, on account of their ultimate futility due to their lack of 
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absolute, independent existence (svabhava). They are both misleading 
in as far as the nature of Reality is concerned, the former because 
it is conducive to a static, Eternalist vision of the world, the latter 
because it may obscure, when pushed to its extreme limits, the 
validity (relative as it is) of our perception, thereby entrapping 
us in the quicksands of Annihilationism and utter SubjeCtivism. 
According to the text quoted above, such was the view of some of 
the older Buddhist schools (whose proponents are here called the 
Sravaka and Pratyeka-Buddhas), while the other philosophers (the 
Ifrthakas) advocated Eternalism of one sort or another. Rejecting 
such extreme views, the mind, we are told, becomes subdued 
(apravrllirvijiiana), and the clear perception of Reality, now seen 
as it really is (Iathala), becomes possible (Lanka VI: 226; 11. 8-10): 

Furthermore, Mahamati, by means of Right-knowledge, the 
Bodhisattva, the great being, does not construct the Name as 
Reality, nor does he turn the Sense-perception into non-Reality. 

To be sure, from the contents of the above-quoted passages, 
samyagjiiana designates a mode of knowing, rather than a specific 
sort of knowledge. It is a type of cognitive attitude that is being 
recommended here, namely an epistemic negation of all one-sided 
approaches toward apprehending Reality. It seems obvious that the 
anonymous author of the Satra urged his Buddhist reader to appraise 
Reality in a detached manner, without preconceived notions charac
teristic of the older schools, Buddhist and non-Buddhist alike. Such 
an open-minded attitude would singularly allow the observer to 
perceive the world in its pure quality of Being, "as it really is" 
(bhatala). This is also consistent with the meaning of the fifth, and 
last, of the five dharmas ("Knowledge-states"), as described under 
the name of Suchness (fathala) (Lanka VI: 226; 11. 10-14): 

When confusing, opposing, dualistic views are abandoned, 
and when the Vijfianas cease to arise on account of Names and 
Sense-perception, this is what I call Suchness (fathala); and also, 
Mahamati, when established in Suchness, a Bodhisattva, Great 
Being, is reaching toward a state devoid of delusionary appear
ance and (thereby) he attains the Bodhisattva stage of Joy. 

According to this passage, a clear succession of mental processes 
of perceptual and cognitive nature (Le., Sense-perception, Naming 
faculty, the ability to categorize opposing points of view and to 
transcend them, etc.) would ultimately lead to an affective state 
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of Joy (pratimudita). 
We know that from the second century onward a cluster of 

religious ideas, the core of the Mahayana theory of salvation, began 
to develop. One essential part of this theory was the doctrine of 
the "ten stages," marking the progress of the Bodhisattva. It first 
appeared in the Mahasanghika text Mahavas!u, but, according to 
Wayman, it may be traced further back to the so-called "five paths" 
theory (pancamarga), developed by the Abhidharmists of the Sarvasti
vada school and transmitted through the Prajna-paramilii literature. 8 

No doubt it must have been quite popular before and after the writing 
of the Lankavalara, for a number of treatises mention it and one 
even focuses on the "ten stages" as the main topic, namely the 
Dasabhumika-siitra. In this classical and most famous presentation 
of the doctrine of the Bodhisattva stages, the stage of Joy is men
tioned as the first of the ten bhumis. The other nine are enumerated 
as follows: 2) Immaculate; 3) Illuminating; 4) Blazing; 5) Unconquer
able; 6) Facing; 7) Far-reaching; 8) Motionless; 9) Perfect Wisdom; 
and 10) Cloud of Doctrine. 

What I am driving at here is the interesting fact that in the 
Lankavatiira we find a unique doctrinal elaboration in the form of 
the five Dharmas theory, which is quite distinct from the pancamarga 
of the earlier Sarvastivadins, and also richer in psychological com
plexity and meaning. Moreover, the text seems to point to the 
preparatory function of the five Dharmas for the entrance upon 
the path of Bodhisattvahood, thereby linking the two metaphysical 
doctrines into one continuous "map of Enlightenment," as it were. 
Thus, the text states (Lanka VI: 226; 11. 15-16): 

Having obtained the Bodhisattva stage of Joy, he [Le., the 
aspirant to Buddhahoodl is freed from all evil (apaya) ways of 
the philosophers and is set upon the path of the super-mundane 
Truth. 

The connection with the stages of Bodhisattvahood is made even 
more clear in the following lines, in which the last of the ten bhumis 
(Le., dharmamegha, the "Cloud of Doctrine") is directly mentioned 
(Lanka VI: 226-27; II. 17-18, 1): 

... attaining the state (lakfa1;a) of the noble path of Truth (in 
regard to) the self-realization, he is ardently desirous of turning 
away from the speculative views [of the philosophers], and, 
by moving in succession through the stages of Bodhisattvahood, 
he finally reaches the stage (called) "The Cloud of Doctrine." 
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It appears from these lines that the author of the Satra would 
equate the quest for self-realization with becoming a Bodhisattva. 
That means, according to the Mahayana tradition, that he who has 
attained such high spiritual station would turn back toward the 
world below and teach the Dharma to those still suffering, at various 
stations of the salpsaric existence. That is precisely the meaning 
conveyed by the following exhortatory lines (Lanka VI: 227; n. 4-5): 

Well entrenched in the eight-fold (noble) path of the Law, he 
[i.e., the realized Bodhisattva] is determined to teach the Law 
to all beings, in accordance with their diverse inclinations. 

Interestingly enough, the last sentence of this section reverts 
to the notion of Suchness, thereby establishing a characteristic 
homology between the cognitive discourse and psychological state, 
betv'leen epistemological theory and ontological status. That is to 
say that the appropriation of the five Dharmas theory regarding the 
process of knowing, would cause a radical transformation of the 
process of knowing itself, by transforming the very mind of the 
knower, by changing his fundamental condition of Being. Thus the 
Lanka VI: 227; 11. 5-7: 

As the Bodhisattvas, the Great Beings, reach the entrance 
into Suchness (lathaM), 0 Mahamati, they attain the natural 
state [or, temperament, mental condition, kaya] which is devoid 
of mental representation(s) (manovijiiapfi-rahitam). 

The use of the word kaya in this salvific context needs some 
clarification. Here this term is employed somewhat ambiguously. 
While the term is traditionally used with the sense of the individual 
physical "body" or corporeal "mass/' in the Yoglicara literature it 
can also be encountered as a symbolicaL metaphysical term, as for 
instance, when used in reference to the Three-body doctrine (the 
Tri-kaya doctrine).9 It is clear, however, that no such meaning 
is intended in the above lines, for the subject is the Bodhisattva 
and not a Buddha, real or symbolic, residing in the heavens above. 
On the other hand, the words do seem to indicate a mentaL or 
spiritual context, rather than a strictly physical one. True, there 
remains the possibility of a "body made of mind" (manomanakaya), 
as explained by Suzuki thus:1o 

He is then no more a Bodhisattva endowed with the coarse 
physical corporeality like ourselves, but an immortal god· 
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or Buddha endowed with a will-made body (manomanakaya), to 
which the Lankavalara makes frequent allusions. 

Again, it seems quite obvious that this passage does not con
stitute one of many such "frequent allusions" to a Buddha's mytho
logical body being "made of mind." We are, therefore, left with one 
last possible interpretation, one of a certain psychological nature 
given the fact that the statement fits neatly within the context of 
Bodhisattva's career of mental awakening, or development. The 
rendition of kaya as "natural temperament" is also borne out by 
Indian lexicographers, as well, according to Monier-Williams,11 
However, we are still faced with the question regarding the specific 
nature of this "natural state," or "temperament which is devoid of 
mental representation(s)" (kayam manovijiiapli-rahitam). 

Unfortunately, the Western psychological categories, be they 
psychoanalytical or purely cognitive, can be of little help here, for 
they do not recognize the possibility of a "state of awareness devoid 
of mental representation," which is the goal of Buddhist practice. 
On the other hand, such a state is, to be sure, closely related to the 
highest meditational states described in the Hindu yoga treatises, 
such as the fixation of the psychological flux (ekagrata), or the 
immobility of thought (samadhi). Whether this is a "protohistorical, 
archaic form of mystical experience, ... a living fossil, a modality of 
archaic spirituality that has survived nowhere else," or a "form of 
absolute concentration in order to attain enstasis/' as Professor 
Eliade writes,12 is of little consequence for our purpose at hand, which 
is to elucidate the meaning of the text of the Lankava/ara by using 
its own, Buddhist categories, rather than by imposing a subjectively 
constructed hermeneutics, the brain-child of our own, twentieth
century intellectual experience. For, such a hermeneutics, useful 
as it may be for the study of the history of culture in general, would 
tell us little about the fourth-century Buddhist's monk's frame of 
spiritual perception, which is what we are attempting to reconstruct 
here. 

Consequently, the only way of giving a satisfactory answer to 
the question regarding the meaning of the statement "the natural 
temperament which is devoid of mental representation," is to revert 
back to the text. Thus, in the second chapter, the text states 
(Lanka II: 42; 11. 4-7): 

... The body, the enjoyment (of property or food), and the 
material habitat (are) the same as the Receptacle-of-impressions 
(alayacvijiiana), (that is) above the dualism (or dichotomy) of 
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subject [lit., thinker] and object [lit., the realm of sense
perception and of thought, conception]: (and) the sta te of image
lessness [lit., non-light or non-reflection, non-appearance], 
subsequent to the awakening of Mind-itself, (is) not affected 
by such mental changes as the arising, abiding (and) destruction 
[of mental events, abhasa, vibhava]. 

In descriptions such as this, we recognize the common theme of 
striving toward a state of consciousness of the purest kind, namely 
the alaya-vijFiana, usually transla ted as the "Store-consciousness," but 
here rendered as the "Repository-of-impressions," for reasons given 
in the next chapter (Ch. 2.3.), on the system of Vijfianas. In this 
state, we are told, the constant agitation, due to processes of per
ception, thinking, and feeling, is somehow transcended and even 
abolished. An achievement of this kind would then allow one the 
most clear insight into the nature of reality, "the entrance into 
Suchness (Iathata)." Moreover, when we are told that the external 
reality (here symbolized by the expression deha-bhoga-prali?!a) is the 
same as the deepest layer of consciousness CAlaya-vijfiana), this 
abolishment applies not only to the succession of subjective mental 
events as such, but also to the distinction between internal and 
external Reality, as well. For, if the inner changes are nothing but 
the reflection of, and the response to the constant events of the 
outside world, then ultimately the highest mental state, "the 
awakening of Mind-itself," would reconnect itself with the very 
source of one's thoughts, perceptions, feelings, and so on, which, 
of course, is nothing but this external, cosmic Reality (grahya-graha, 
lit., "that which is grasped, or perceived," and the ideational form 
that it takes in the mind). The Lanka confirms this view in the lines 
immediately following the passage under investigation (Lanka II: 
42i 11. 7-8): 

... The Bodhisattvas, the Great Beings, 0 Mahamati, will come 
to realize that NirvaI).a and Sarpsara are found (to be) the 
same (samaia). 

True enough, this statement only echoes the celebrated equation 
promulgated some two centuries earlier by the Acarya Nagarjuna, 
the foremost exponent of the Madhyamika school (in his Mula
madhyamika-karika 25: 19, 20). Later, his followers Candraklrti and 
Santideva (c. 7 C.E.), disputed fiercely the Vijfianavadin contention 
alleging that consciousness can exist of itself, as for instance in 
dreams and illusions.l3 It is clear, however, in the light of the above 
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passages, that such a dispute could not have arisen during the time 
when the Laizka was written, when the state of pure consciousness 
(alaya) was perceived to emerge through a gradual process of with
drawal from sensory interaction with the extetnalworld, mediated 
by the seven "revolving" (pravrfti-)Vijfianas, culminating with the 
attainment of the state of Mind-only (citta-matra). It was only during 
the subsequent development of the school, that the monistic 
tendency, already present in germinal form, inevitably tilted the 
balance toward the idealistic side, but, even that being so, the degree 
of absolutism of the Yogacara idealism is still being disputed. (See 
infra: ch. 2.4., 'Concluding Observations'.) 

One can safely state, however, that quite early in the develop
ment of Mahayana philosophical thought, the monism-pluralism 
dichotomy was reasoned away on epistemological grounds. In the 
Laizka, for instance, the juxtaposition of relative knowledge, or 
truth, against absolute knowledge can take many forms and is 
frequently encountered regardless of the topic being discussed. 
Here is another example, in which the dilemma is expressed in 
terms of ethical attachment to the unity, or the multiplicity of the 
world (Laizka III: 157; 11. 14-15): 

Moreover, Mahamati, the common [Le., relative, vijilana] 
knowledge (is) attached to the multiplicity of objects, but the 
real [i.e., true, absolute, jilana] knowledge is free from attach
m;mt(s) (asaizga-lak§aJ}a). 

All the above statements contain a devaluation of the Hlnayana 
nominalistic emphasis on the plurality of dharmas, fragments of 
existence, and a move toward the thoroughgoing idealism of the 
later Vijfianavada scriptures. jilana as transcendental knowledge, 
that is to say, knowledge which goes beyond or penetrates through 
the veil of phenomenal manifestations, is synonymous with Prajfia, 
or the Aryajfiana, according to Suzuki.l 4 One could also add that the 
terms samyagjilana and tathata (discussed above), also refer to this 
type of knowledge, albeit in a different philosophical context.l 5 

The Three Svabhavas or Modes of Cognition 
Another instance in which the two forms of knowing reality 

are compared is found in the portion of the Laizkavatara-siUra immedi
ately following the discussion of the five dharmas, where the theory 
of the three svabhavas (as Modes of Cognition) is presented. Here, 
yet another epistemic category is introduced, apparently in order 
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to cover the arbitrary, and even deluding, faculty of the mind, which 
may develop in the process of Naming (nama) and Sense-perception 
(nimitta), the first two of the five dharmas. The passage reads 
(Lanka VI: 227; 11. 9-12): 

The Blessed One said: "In regard to this (question), 0 Mahamati, 
the three self-natures (svabhavas), the twofold egolessness 
[Le., of beings and of things], and the eight (kinds of) con
sciousness, are all included [in the five dharmas]; there [i.e., in 
the context of the five dharmas], the Name(s) (nama) and the 
Sense-perception(s) (nimilta) are known as False-knowledge 
(parilca/pita). " 

We have preferred here the rendition "False-knowledge" to 
Suzuki's "False-imagination," since the ability to imagine is itself 
a "paraphrase of Reality," so to speak, ·and therefore the true-false 
criterion cannot apply to imagination per se. To use it would amount 
to saying that "poets are liars," a statement which would miss the 
sense of poetics altogether. At most, the term could be given an 
alternative rendition as "Willful contrivance," which again can be 
said to be at least unwieldy, if not tautological. A closer rendering, 
perhaps, would be the psychoanalytic term of "Wish-fulfillment 
phantasy," but it has, unfortunately, too many extra-Buddhist, 
Freudian connotations, which may further detract the reader from 
the epistemological nature of the discourse. To make the matter 
clearer, by means of an example, let us follow Suzuki in saying that 
parika/pita is "the fabrication o( one's own imagination or mind,"16 
which occurs when a man reacts with fear to his own misappre
hension ofa rope for a snake. However, upon closer examination, 
the man takes the rope for what it is, a piece of reality, gives ita 
name and thinks nothing more of it. This, the Satra calls "Relative
knowledge," (paratantra, lit., "Dependence-on-another") (Lanka VI: 
227; 11. 12-15): 

Furthermore, Mahamati, that which is derived from connecting 
with those [Names and Sense-perceptions], (that is to say) the 
calling of mental elements (and) the discrimination (between 
them) (being) produced in simultaneous occurrence, like the 
appearance of the sun and its rays, that very discrimination, 
Mahamati, supporting the (idea of) self-nature on account of 
perceived marks, (is) the condition which is called "Relative
knowledge'~ (paratantra). 
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Now, from the above lines, it would appear that the term 
paratantra is close, if not synonymous with vikalpa, or Discriminative 
knowledge. While the sphere may, indeed, be the same, the emphasis 
of meaning is different. For,paraiantra designates that kind of knowl
edge which is dependent upon the objects of senses, as well as the 
discrimination between various perceptions by means of concepts, 
imagination, and naming. Therefore, its rendition as "Relative
knowledge" is not to be taken in the sense of the well-known doctrine 
of Dependent Origination (PratItya-samutpada), but rather in the 
sense of relational, mediated knowledge, derived from the senses, 
on which it depends for its production. It also represents the opposite 
of the Absolute, True, Real, or Perfect-knowledge (parini?panna), 
of which the Sutra says the following (Lanka VI: 227; 11. 15-17): 

Right-kn<;Jwledge and Suchness, 0 Mahamati, (are) of inde
structible nature (and therefore), they are known as "Absolute 
[or Perfect-] knowledge." 

If we want to continue the analogy with the rope and the snake, 
when seen from the standpoint of this third svabhava (Cognitive 
Mode), the rope loses its purely external and objective nature and 
becomes part of the observing subject, part of the inner world of 
thoughts and feelings. Says Suzuki:17 

From the absolutist's point of view which is assumed by the 
Lankavatara, the rope is a reflection of our own mind, it has no 
objectivity apart from the latter, His in this respect non-existent. 
But the mind out of which the whole world evolves is the object 
of the Parinishpanna, Perfectly-attained-knowledge. 

This amounts to saying that the world would exist through our 
perception only, which is subjective idealism taken to its most 
radical extreme. The Lanka, however, seldom presents us with such 
ca tegorical statements, and when it does, it is mainly in the apocryphal 
section called the Sagathakam (or, "The One with Verses") (Lanka X: 
293; gatha 218): 

What is seen (is) my own mind, an external world [lit., external 
object of the senses, artha] is not experienced [or perceived, 
drsyatel; so, let the error [or false opinions, bhranti] come out into 
the open and let one be reminded even more of suchness (lathaM). 
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What this gatha really is saying is that the world is experienced 
only indirectly, via the senses and the mind, and not that "an objective 
world exists not," as Suzuki translates it. Our view, which represents 
the main contention of this study, is also confirmed by previous 
Mahayana texts dealing with this subject, such as for instance, the 
BodhicittavivaraiJa ("The Exposition of bodhicitta"), attributed by Llndtner 
to Nagarjuna. To wit, the following verse 27 is quoted (in Lindtner's 
rendition):18 

cittamatram idaTfl sarvam iti ya desana muneb.! 
uttrasaparihararthaTfl balanaTfl sa na tattva tab-II 

The Anchorite's (muni) doctrine that 'The entire (world) is 
mere mind' is (in fact) intended to remove the fear of fools. 
It is not a (doctrine) concerning Reality (na tattvala). 

It is only by keeping this perspective in mind that one can 
interpret the meaning of the more obcure statements found in 
the Salra, where the line between denial and acceptance of the 
external Reality seems very thin, indeed. One such radical state
ment is acknowledged by Suzuki himself as having a meaning 
"difficult to gather ... " and that "this verse section has no organic 
relation with the main text."19 Here is the verse, as found in the 
Lanka X: 294; gatha 222: 

In the seeing of the Buddhas, of Arhatship, of Buddhahood 
and of Pratyekabuddhahood (is) the invisible seed that grows 
into enlightenment [I.e., the Tathagata-garbhal;but certainly, 
it is in a dream that that is accomplished. 

Indeed, the verse is ambiguous as to what the word "dream" refers 
to: the state of delusion prior to Enlightenment, or the external 
Reality in which the Enlightenment occurs? Is it our confusion and 
ignorance (bhranti, as in gatha 218 quoted above), or is it that the 
only Reality is that of Nirval)a, in which all the Buddhas thrive? 
Does it pertain to the realm of Being, or to the gnoseological domain? 
In order to properly address these difficult questions, we will have 
to look more deeply into the nature of Enlightenment, as described 
in the Lankavatfira under the term aryajfiana (Absolute knowledge, 
Transcendental Wisdom, or Gnosis, highest religious Truth). 
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The Attainment of Aryajiiana: 
Transcendental Wisdom, or Gnosis, 

First, we will find many passages which refer to the highest state 
of cognition only indirectly, in metaphorical terms, for instance, 
as a dream (svapna), as above, or a vision (maya). Here is one such 
example (Lanka X: 287-88, gathas 173-74): 

Like an appearance, a shadow, an illusion, a mirage, (seen) 
through (a state of) dream still, like a rotating fire-brand, or 
the Gandharva's kastle-in-the-sky], or an echo-they [Le., 
the primary elements of existence, prakrta, svabhava, see verse 
172 supra] all become visible in the same manner. 

Non-duality, Suchness, Voidness, Ultimate Reality and Essence, 
and Non-discrimination-all these I teach as the symbols [or 
marks, iak?aJ:/a] of Perfect-knowledge. 

Fortunately, however, there are other passages which are much 
more specific than this quoted above. Some answer directly the 
questions pertaining to the nature of the highest form of cognition, 
others describe the means by which it can be obtained. And finally, 
there are also quite a few passages which pose disturbing questions 
as to the ultimate validity of any and all such distinctions between 
various levels of cognitions and/or Epistemic Categories, as discussed 
elsewhere in the text. 

Let us first look at illustrations of each type of statement, and 
then we shall attempt an overall hermeneutical assessment of this 
very thorny subject. To begin, here is a rather lengthy excerpt 
from the second chapter, which relates the notion of Noble Wisdom 
(.Aryajfiana) to the other cognitive structures (the five Dharmas 
and the three Svabhavas, Categories and Modes of Cognition), 
discussed in our two preceding sections. According to the text, they 
are to be regarded as prerequisites, or stepping stones, towards the 
highest state of transcendental, spiritual knowledge, or Gnosis. 
Thus, the Lanka II: 67-68; n. 15-17 & 1-7; gatha 134: 

Now, Mahamati, what is the condition [or mode, svabhava] of 
Absolute-knowledge (parini?panna)? To wit, it is the abandon
ment of discriminating notions about Reality, (such as) Name{s) 
and Appearance(s); it is the realm of inner Noble Wisdom 
{aryajiiana)i it is the arriving at the noble knowledge of Suchness 
(tathafa-aryajiiana). This, Mahamati, is the condition of Absolute
knowledge, which is the core of the Essence-of-Buddhahood. 
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Appropriately, at that moment, the Blessed One uttered this 
verse: 

'Appearance,· Name, and Discrimination (correspond to) the 
two Modes of Cognition [Le., False imagination, parikalpita and 
Relative-knowledge, paratantra]; Right-knowledge and Suchness 
(correspond to) the Absolute-knolwedge (or Perfect Gnosis, 
parini~panna].' 

This, Mahamati, is called the investigation into the charac
teristics of the (three) Modes and the five Categories (of 
knowledge), (as found) in the sacred works which contain the 
domain of inner Perfect .knowledge; in this, you and other 
Bodhisattvas, are to discipline yourselves. 

Elsewhere, this fundamental distinction between empirical 
reasoning (based upon discrimination between separate categories) 
and transcendental Gnosis (which is all-inclusive, intuitive, percep
tive of the essence, rather than of the external attributes of things) 
is further elaborated upon (Lanka II: 130-133; vv. 182, 187, 196, 202): 

The mind (ciUa) is tied to the objective world (vi?aya); knowledge 
evolves from reasoning, but in the superior state of image
lessness, verily insight (Gnosis, prajna) there comes forth. 

(There is) conventional and absolute (truth), there is no ground 
for a third; the False-imagination (Mode of knowledge) belongs 
to the conventional: (when) that is cut asunder (vanishes), 
there is the realm of the wise ones. 

If truth is the five Dharmas and the three Svabhavas, then 
truly when the YogI clearly perceives this, he does not trans
gress (violate) Suchness (fa/hata). 

( ... ) When one is freed from the dualistic discrimination, right 
there, indeed, is the Absolute-knowledge (ni?panna). 

If one had to choose one word only in order to best describe 
the essential nature of the Absolute-knowledge, that word would 
have to be "imagelessness" (nirabhasa). For, it is during the highest 
state of mental concentration (samadhi), obtained through meditation, 
that the mind is freed from the activity of intellectual discrimination 
(nirvikalpa), and returns (paravrtti) back to a primal state of pure 
consciousness, devoid of any sensory input and imagination related 
to sensory activity. This state is alternately referred to in the SUlra 
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as the Repository-of-impressions (Alaya-vijfiana), the Essence-of
Buddhahood (Tathagai:a-garbha), or, on occasion, the Mind-only 
(Citta-matra, as Transcendental Mind, opposed to the empirical 
mind, vide supra, ch. 2.1.). Thus, Lanka IV: 215; gathas 1 and 2: 

The abodes and the stages of Buddhahood (are established) 
'in the Mind-only, (which is) imageless [lit" free from imagining, 
nirabhasa]-this was told, is told, and will be told by the Buddhas. 

The (first) seven stages are still (of the) mind; but here, the 
eighth is imageless (nirabhasa); the two stages [Le., the ninth 
and the tenth] have (still) something to rest themselves on; 
the (highest) stage that is left belongs to me [Le., the Buddha
stage]. 

Now, it is at this highest state of transcendental knowledge 
(that is, the Buddha-stage, the stage of the Tathagata) that the 
process of cognition becomes a vehicle for salvation (Le., Gnosis), 
for Self-realization, for change of ontological status: from a disciple 
into a Buddha. That is why the writer speaks of seven kinds,' or 
seven aspects of the absolute Truth (paramartha), which roughly 
correspond to the more advanced stages of the Bodhisattva's career 
(bhumis). As the disciple advances on the path of knowledge, he 
is also moving closer to that radical step of ontological transformation, 
the spiritual goal of Buddhahood, the perfection of Being. To wit: 
Lanka II: 39; 11. 13~16: 

Furthermore, Mahamati, the absolute (Truth) is seven-fold: 
that is to say, the realm of thought, the realm of wisdom, the 
realm of insight, the realm of dualistic views, the realm beyond 
dualistic views, the realm beyond the begotten (Bodhisattva) 
stages, (and) the realm of Self-realization of the Tathagata. 

In as far as the means of bringing this ontological transformation 
about are concerned, the Sutra seems to indicate the possibility of 
not one, but three complementary avenues, all equally important 
for the attainment of Aryajfiana (highest Wisdom). The first has 
to do with the mastery of all theoretical knowledge contained in 
the sacred texts of both Buddhist and non-Buddhist philosophers; 
the second avenue is the power of grace available to all adepts by virtue 
of the Buddhas' own original vows to save all sentient beings 
(according to the Mahayana tradition); and, finally, the third road 
to salvation is provided by the arduous practice of meditation, the "vision" 
(maya) obtained through concentration which brings forth the 
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Samadhi-kaya (lit., the "Body-of-concentration"). Thus, Lanka II: 
49-50: 11. 15-17 and 4-12: 

What are, Mahamati, the three kinds of Noble Wisdom, of which 
he [the Bodhisattva-Mahasattval will partake later? 

They are: 
(1) the state characterized by imagelessness; 
(2) the state characterized by grace bestowed by all Buddhas; 
(3) the state characterized by the practice of the inner Gnosis ... 

. . . Now again, Mahamati, 
(1) the state characterized by the attribute of imagelessness 
evolves from the familiarity with all (things known to) the 
[non-Buddhistl philosophers, the Pratyekabuddhas, and the 
Sravakas [the Hlnayana disciples],: 

(2) Again, Mahamati, as to the state characterized by the 
power of grace, this grace proceeds from the Buddhas' own 
original vows [i.e., to save the entire worldl: 

(3) Again, Mahamati, as to the state characterized by the 
practice of the inner Gnosis, which is intent upon (the study of) 
the essence of all things, it rises from the attainment of the 
Buddha-stage, from the obtaining of the Samadhi-body [of 
transic concentrationL which is like a vision [or a dream, mayal. 

Of such kind, Mahamati, is the triad characteristic of the 
wise ones; furnished with this noble characteristic triad, the 
wise ones achieve their own inner realm of Self-realization 
(sva-pratyiitma-aryajfiana-gatigocara). 

It is for this reason, Mahamati, that you should be cultivating 
the threefold discipline characteristic of the Noble Wisdom 
[or Gnosis, aryajfiana]. 

So, the Lanka tells us that there are three complementary means 
to reach the ultimate goal of Self-realization, which is referred to 
in cognitive terms as the "Noble Wisdom/' or Gnosis (Aryajfiana). 
At closer look, however, one discovers only two active paths towards 
the final goal (siddhanta): (a) a theoretical one (i.e., the study of the 
holy scriptures), and (b) a practical one (i.e., the path of meditation, 
of yogic trance, which is like a dream, or a vision, maya, according 
to the text). The third path to Enlightenment, the power of grace 
conferred by the Buddhas, does not involve an active effort, since 
it is accessible to everyone equally, by virtue of the Buddhas' own 
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original vows, according to the Mahayana tradition. The following 
passage takes the issue one step further by stressing the point that 
these two different paths are intended for two types of audiences 
found at different levels of spiritual development: the path of 
discourses is for the ignorant (baia, the novice), the path of Self
realization is for the YogI who moves beyond reasoning based on 
discrimination. It is in this context that one can justifiably speak 
of the mind of Enlightenment as No-mind (nirabhasa, imagelessness, 
or paravrtti, reversal), for it is radically different from, even opposed 
to the common mode of (empirical) reasoning, based upon discursive 
thought and logical categories of discrimination (vikalpa). Thus, 
Lmika III: 172; 11. 4-18: 

The Blessed One said this to him: "Mahamati, there are two 
manners of teaching the truth attained by the Tathagatas, the 
Arhats, the Fully-enlightened Ones, of the past, present, and 
future. That is to say, (1) the teaching by discourses, and 
(2) the teaching by the establishment of the final goal [i.e., the 
Self-realization, siddhantal. 

Now, the teaching by discourses is this, Mahamati: various 
collections, treatises and texts are taught to sentient beings 
in accordance with their mental inclinations. 

Furthermore, Mahamati, what then is the teaching by Self
realization by which the Yogis obtain the reversal of discrimina
tion of what is seen as one's own mind? 

That is to say that there is a noble (transcendental) state of 
inner attainment, which is beyond the empirical mind (ciUa), 
the preconscious impulsivity (manas), and the conscious volition 
(mano-vijiiana), which does not fall into the dualism of Oneness 
and Otherness, of Bothness and non-Bothness, which has no
thing to do with illustrating, theorizing, philosophizing and 
logic, and which (has never been understood) by any bad 
logicians [or sophists, kutarkikal, (such as) the Self-enlightened 
Buddhas, the novices [i.e., the Hlnayanists]' and the philo
sophers [i.e., the non-Buddhists], who have fallen into the 
dualistic extremes of Being and non-Being. This I call the 'final 
attainment' (siddhanla). 

This, Mahamati, is the characteristic of the doctrine regarding 
the teaching of Self-perfection wherein you, and other Bodhi
sattvas and Great Beings, should practice the discipline of yoga." 
Thereupon it is said: 
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"I have two ways of teaching: the discoursing and the Self
realization. It is for the ignorant that I discourse; the final goal 
(of Self-realization, siddhanta, belongs) to the yogis." 

What is interesting about this particular quotation is the 
definition of the transcendental state of Gnosis CAryajfiana) from 
the point of view of the tetralemma (catu?kotil, the four-fold Buddhist 
dialectical formula, which has been extensively discussed in our 
introductory section on Buddhist epistemology (see ch. 2,0.). The 
inner realization, it is said, transcends all four alternatives of 
"Oneness and Otherness, of Bothness and not-Bothness" (ll. 10-11), 
therefore it is devoid of content (nirvikalpa), conceptually speaking, 
and it is imageless (nirahhasa). It represents a radical break (paravriti) 
from .all other forms of cognition, since it is beyond imagination 
(parikalpila) and conceptualization (paratanfra-svabhava). Indeed, it is, 
one might say, the flip-side of the ordinary mind, the No-mind. It 
is a form of mentation that opens access to Reality, such as it is, 
in the ultimate sense, at once mysterious, slippery, and unamenable 
to clear-cut conceptualization. The only vaguely appropriate terms 
for it, according to Buddhist metaphysics, are Suchness (Iathata) and 
Existence (hhUlati'i). Not even the terms referring to Absolute or 
Perfect knowledge (parini?panna) or Ultimate truth (paramartha) can 
be applied, since they, too, are artificial constructs or concepts 
woefully short of accurately describing the ever-changing, so-called 
"Reality." 

Thus, the author(s) of the Lankavati'ira were perfectly conscious 
that their language, and language in general, can only be metaphorical 
vis-a-vis the "Reality" it attempts to express, and even more so, 
when this "Reality" is of the highest, spiritual, sort. This acute 
awareness regarding the limitations of language is clearly stated 
in many ways, throughout the SUlra.Here are only a couple of such 
formulations. First, Lanka VI: 229; 11.15-18: 

The Blessed One said: "Mahamati, certainly, that word ought 
not to be taken in the literal sense. The Buddha(s) of the three 
divisions of time is/are not measurable by the measurement 
of the sands of the river Ganga." 

This is a statement regarding the relative ontological status of the 
innumerable Buddhas of the past, present, and future. Next to it, 
we shall juxtapose yet another word of caution, this time in regard 
to the artificial (that is, conventional) nature of the threefold 
epistemic system, the three svabhavas (Modes of Cognition) previously 
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under discussion. Thus, here is Lanka II: 132;giithas 198,199; II. 8-11: 

However, if one is truthfully discerning with intelligence, 
(one finds that) there is neither Relative-knowledge, nor 
False-knowledge; nor is there anything (called) Absolute
knowledge; (then) how (could there be) any state [or Mode 6f 
Cognition, bhava] to be distinguished by intelligence? 

Reality (bhava) is known (to be) free from (the dualism of) 
Being and non-Being-(this is) the Perfect knowledge; but, 
(if Reality) is devoid of (the dualism of) Being and non-Being, 
just how (could there be) two Modes of Cognition [i.e., relative 
and absolute]? 

Now, consider the necessity of bringing into harmony the 
tools of inquiry (i.e., the five Epistemic Categories and the three 
Cognitive States) with the object of inquiry (i.e., the non-dual Reality); 
these were legitimate, yet no less disturbing questions,for the 
fourth-century Buddhist philosopher. The difficulty of finding a 
satisfactory answer to such questions seems to lie at the roots of 
our deeply imbedded habits of reasoning, structured by polar 
opposites and veiled in the conventional symbolism of language. 
This critique of the process of cognition and the propagation of 
knowledge represents the leitmotif reverberating throughout the 
Sutra, as we have already pointed out in the course of the previous 
chapter (2.1.), on the subject of the "Mind-only" (Citta-matra) 
doctrine. 

From a contemporary perspective, we might also add that the 
obstacles to the process of cognition, on the one hand, and to verbal 
communication, on the other, are compounded in view of the fact 
that we have to contend not only with an ever-changing Reality, 
but also with the ever-shifting meaning of the words themselves. 
Considering this fact, the amazing thing is that we can still manage 
to communicate meaningful ideas to one another, although it would 
be difficult to say whether in our media-saturated society the chasm 
between ideas and Reality itself is narrowing, or growing progres
sively wider. What we can say for sure (echoing the media guru 
Marshall McLuhan's famous words) is that in our world "the media 
has become the message," and therefore, the message is now more 
about our own minds than about the "Reality" it is supposed to 
reflect, objectively and impartially. And this, of course, demonstrates 
how surprisingly relevant (and perhaps even more so!) the fourth
century Buddhist critique of language and communication can be, 
even for a modern Western society. 
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Concluding Remarks 

Having reviewed the five Epistemic Categories (dhannas) and 
the three Modes of Cognition (svabhavas), we have arrived at the 
highest epistemic state, the transcendental intuition, the Eureka-state, 
the desired goal, the Aryajfiana, the Gnosis, a state which by 
definition represents a Revolution (paravrtti) in the cognitive process 
of a peculiar sort. Its peculiarity resides in the fact that it may simul
taneouslybe regarded as a radical shift of ontological status of the 
person who experiences it, that is, a leap from an ordinary human 
being to an extraordinary enlightened being, a Buddha. Conse
quently, one may say that, at this point, the line between the 
epistemic and the ontic domains seems to be dissipating, since it 
is no longer clear where one ends and the other begins. Perhaps the 
best way to put it is that the (gradual) accumulation of knowledge 
leads to (sudden) ontological change, that is, to a qualitative leap 
in the condition of the Being itself. For, the "peak" experience here 
discussed under the appellation of aryajflana, or higher Wisdom 
(Gnosis), while primarily a cognitive one, is in essence a process of 
religious transformation, a "conversion," a "turning over," a "re
vulsion" (pravrtti, vyavrtti), in brief, a shift from one plane of being 
onto another, from one mode of existence to another. 

Now, regarding the way in which this transformation takes 
place, whether gradually or suddenly (a crucial topic of debate among 
Buddhists of different sectarian persuasions), the Lankavatiira itself 
is rather ambiguous, allowing both possible interpretations. 20 As 
we have seen above, the text speaks of three paths to Enlightenment: 
(1) a theoretical path, which evolves from the familiarity with the 
holy texts (Buddhist as well as non-Buddhist); (2) a practical path, 
of yogic meditation and insight into the essence of all things, which 
leads to the attainment of the body of concentration characteristic 
of the Buddha-stage; and (3) the path of grace, conveyed upon the 
faithful multitudes, lacking the time and inclination to follow the 
other two, but still able to benefit from the power of Buddha's 
original vows to save the entire world, according to the Mahayana 
tradition (see supra: Lanka II: 49-50; II. 15-17, 4-12). 

At a closer look, however, only two paths emerge as real options 
for someone intent upon Buddhist Enlightenment, since the third 
path of grace does not require active involvement and effort. The 
Satra itself dismisses it when it states that there are only two manners 
of teaching the truth (of Enlightenment): (a) the teaching by dis
courses (collections, treatises, texts), and (b) the teaching through 
Self-re~lization, which belongs to the yogis, is totally intuitive and 
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beyond dual categories of discrimination (see supra: Lanka III: 172; 
11. 4-18). 

No doubt, some early Ch'an Buddhists have taken the heavy 
emphasis on direct experience of yogic practice of meditation, found 
in the Lankavatara and other Yogacara texts, to mean that this is the 
golden path (reserved for the spiritual elite, who are truly determined 
to attain the final goal of Enlightenment). The SUlra says that: "It is 
for the·ignorant that I discourse; the final goal (of Self-realization 
belongs) to the yogis" (Lanka III: 172; 1. 18). Hence, also, the name of 
Yogacara for this school of thought in Indian Buddhism. 

Furthermore, Suzuki in his Studies (pp. 106-107) points out 
certain passages in the Lankavatara (II: 104-105) which underscore 
the fact that, while there are words without corresponding objects 
(such as the hare's horns, the tortoise's hair, a barren woman's 
child, etc.), there can be communication without words (such as by 
gestures, by movement of the eyes, by laughing, by yawning, by 
clearing of the throat, or by trembling, and so on). 

Now, the Ch'an (or Zen) masters of China and Japan found 
justification (or perhaps inspiration?) in such passages for their 
belief in the instantaneous transmission of the supreme truth of 
Enlightenment "apart from written signs and words." According 
to this tradition, the oldest of such passages is to be found in the 
Pali discourses, where the Buddha was said to have held out a flower 
one day to his congregation, without uttering one word, and only 
one notable disciple, Mahakasyapa, grasped the significance of his 
wordless communication, thereby suddenly attaining illumination, 
which put a bright smile on his face. The following Zen quatrain 
(koan no. 6 from the Mumonkan) celebrates this episode: 21 

The Great Serpent comes, turns the flower 
And shows it. 
Kasyapa distorts his countenance. 
Men and heaven remain dark. 

True enough, the yogic state does go beyond words, beyond 
speech, analysis, and theorizing. But in order to attain this state, 
one has to enculturate oneselt that is, to become familiar with a 
certain spiritual tradition. This tradition is mostly verbally trans
mitted, either through written texts, or through oral patriarchal 
lineage, or both. Therefore, the so-called sudden flash of Enlighten
ment cannot be said to take place in a cultural vacuum, that is, 
without prior preparation. It requires a sustained effort of accumu
lation of knowledge to the point of suddenly reaching a new vision, 
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as if from a higher ground. Whether this revelation is said to occur 
spontaneously, or is triggered by some fortuitous intervention 
from the outside (such as a meaningful happening, a gesture or 
utterance of the Teacher), it is still the culmination of a long 
process. 

In his Studies (p. 207, note 1), Suzuki explains this psychological 
process in the following way: 

The process needed by the Buddha for the cleansing (of the 
mind) is sometimes gradual and sometimes abrupt. But the 
notion of revulsion or up-turning (paravrtti) leads us to imagine 
the process to be abrupt rather than gradual, while in our 
actual experience of life what the psychologist calls conversion 
takes place in either way, gradual or abrupt ... 

. . . The unconscious process that preceded it may have been 
gradual, but as far as his conscious mind is concerned, the 
revulsion has taken place instantaneously. This however is a 
mooted question in the psychology of religion. 

His explanation follows closely the text of the Lankavaiara, 
chapter II: 55-56, where the mythical Buddha addresses a question 
regarding the nature of mental purification, namely whether it is 
instaneous or gradual. His reply is ambivalent and riddled with meta
phoricallanguage. Yes, the Master says, the mind is gradually, not 
instaneously, purified (visudhyati na yugapat), just as the ripening of 
the amra fruit the growing of grass, shrubs, herbs, and trees, the 
making of pots, the mastery of the arts of comedy, dancing, singing, 
music, lute-playing, and writing, are all accomplished gradually and 
not instantaneously. 

But the Tathagata, if he so desires, the Master goes on saying 
(Lanka II: 56; 11. 2-3), can lead all beings instantaneously into the 
state of imagelessness and non-discrimination (yugapat tathagatab sarva
sattvanarrz visodhayati nirvikalparrz nirabhasagocaram). Such an event is 
compared with the instantaneous and indiscriminate reflection of 
various forms and images in a mirror, or with the equal illumination 
of all forms by the light radiating from the sun or the moon. "In 
the same way," the Master concludes, "the noble truth of Self
realization spontaneously shines out when the false (dualistic), 
views of existence and non-existence are extinguished" (evam eva 
mahamate pratyatmaryagatidharmalak~a1Jarrz bhavabhavakudr?tivinivartana
taya yugapa/ viraja/e). (Lanka II: 56; 11. 11-13) 

We can glean from these quotations that all three paths to 
liberation mentioned above are conceivable: the illuminating grace 
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of the Tathagata generously bathing all beings in its pure light, 
the arduous path of intellectual conquest; and, based upon it, the 
spontaneous flash of silent illumination. The Chinese Buddhists 
seemed to have tended to separate one strand from the other, 
possibly due to their pragmatic frame of mind, rather than the 
more mystical outlook of their Indian forebearers. 22 Thus, there 
emerged devotional (Pure Land), scholarly (T'ien-t'ai and Hua-yen) 
and silent meditation (Ch'an or Zen) schools, respectively. Bu!, at 
least according to the Lanlctivafara, the three paths were originally 
regarded as complementary, not mutually exclusive: 

It is for this reason, Mahamati, that you should be cultivating 
the threefold discipline characteristic of the Noble Wisdom 
(tiryajiiiina). (Lalikiivafara-sutra II: 50; 1. 12) 

Now, as far as the precise nature of the experience of Enlighten
ment itself is concerned, short of learning from direct, personal 
experience, there are also three ways of finding out about it: (1) from 
the accounts of those who experienced it in the past, or the present; 
(2)from the explanations given by scholarly authorities from within 
the Buddhist tradition (such as Suzuki); and (3) from the interpre
tations found in the writings of non-Buddhist scholars, whose 
psychological training and insight may (or may not) qualify them 
to elaborate on s1,lch delicate matters. From the point of view of 
the history of religion, however, which does not fall in either of 
the above three categories, it would be not only difficult, but also 
presumptuous on our part to pass judgment on the essential nature 
of Buddhist Enlightenment, especially when so much has already 
been written, with and without direct knowledge of it.23 True, as 
Suzuki points out in his Studies (pp. 162-63): 

... We must keep one thing always before our minds, ... which 
is, that Buddhist thought is always the outcome of Buddhist life; 
that its logic, or psychology, or metaphysics cannot be under
stood adequately unless we realize that facts of Buddhist 
experience are at its basis and, therefore, that pure logic is not 
the key to the understanding of Buddhist philosophy. 

Indeed, we should be aware that applying precise philosophical 
categories and analysis to a religious text (especially one whose 
primary aim is to provide the philosophical means for the trans
cendence of thought altogether for the sake of direct, unmediated, 
and total experience), is tantamount to trying to measure the degree 
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of aesthetic satisfaction, upon the reading of a poem, by using the 
criteria of scientific truth, or, for that matter, applying mathematical 
formulae in order to capture the meaning of a symphony, or the 
scent of a fiower. 

Therefore, we may be inclined to agree with Suzuki that in the 
last analysis, "pure logic" may not be the key to the understanding of 
Buddhist philosophy (and we might add, of any religious philosophy). 
But by the same token, neither would "pure experience" open the 
doors of understanding of a rational philosophical treatise. For, in 
the realm of utter subjectivity which characterizes the essential core 
of any experience (particularly a religious one), universally acceptable 
categories of reason are utterly forgotten, and alas, it is here that 
the work of the scholar comes to an end, and, perhaps, that of the 
guru begins. 

And yet, by using phenomenological-psychological bracketing, 
the scholar should at least aspire to penetrate that rational dimension 
of the mind without which the text itself could not have been written, 
and then try to extrapolate from the written word what type of 
human experience generated the thought behind it. 

This experience might seem foreign to our understanding at 
first, but by combining informed reasoning with a quality of empathy 
derived from the universality of human condition, we would certainly 
be able to relate not only rationally, but also intuitively, to those 
universally valid human problems, such as freedom from suffering, 
creation and destruction, birth and death, Self and non-Self, presence 
and transcendence, appearance and essence, and so on. By studying 
its mode of structuring such issues, we will discover the way of 
articulating the highest values of a culture, their historical condition
ing and transformation in time. That is what makes the work of the 
historian of religion so intriguing and fascinating, and not whether 
or not he can possess a "magical key" to the understanding of the 
Buddhist religious experience and philosophy. ~ 



2 ~ 3 ~ The Conjunctive System of the 
Eigh.t Vijfianas: the Integration of Both Mind 
and No-mind States of CmllSciOl1Sness 

Introdudory Remarks 

The cognitive system of the eight Vijfianas occupies a position of 
major significance in the epistemology of the Lankiivatara-sutra. In 
fact, it is essential to the understanding of the Yogacara school in 
general, which is sometimes also called Vijfianavada, and its adepts
Vijfianavadins. There are several levels of meaning attached to the 
term, again depending on the context. According to Suzuki (Studies, 
p. 175, note 1), "when vijiiiina is used in its most comprehensive 
sense, it is equivalent to 'mind' as distinguished from unthinking 
matter, rupa. In its specific, technical sense, it is the perceiving and 
discriminating activity of mind." 

These two broad distinctions are described at length by Edgerton 
in his Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary (Delhi: 1977), pp. 285-86, 
where five different meanings are given, based on the Buddhist 
Sanskrit literature. There are: 

(1) The first rendering is "practicaL applied knowledge," as 
opposed to the "abstract, theoretical knowledge," or jiiana. It cor
responds to Suzuki's translation as "transcendental" (Le., absolute) 
and (merely) "relative" knowledge (Studies, p. 272). This opposition 
is found in the Lanka 156.11f., but also in other Mahayana texts 
(e.g., Mahiivyutpatti 1548 and Bodhisattvabhumi, pp. 257.16f.), as we 
shall see. 

The next four categories summed up by Edgerton can all be 
rendered as "consciousness," although, he says quite appropriately, 
"no single word or brief phrase can, of course, really suffice." They 
are given in the following order: 

(2) Two kinds of knowledge, the Perceiving (khyiiti-vijiiiina) and 
the Object-discriminating (vastuprativikalpa-vijiiiina), as per Lanka 
37.14f.; in regard to functions, the corresponding consciousness 

237 
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is eight-fold (a?ta-lak~alJa), as given in Lanka 23507fo, and explained 
by Suzuki in Studies, 189, namely: the five sense-vijfianas, the manas, 
the mano-vijfiana and the aZaya-vijfiana; 

(3) The sixth of the six elements of existence (dhatus), Leo, 
earth (prthivr), water (ap), fire (tejas), air or wind (vayu), space or ether 
(akasa), and-of course-consciousness (vijfiana); . 

(4) The fifth of the five personality aggregates (upadana
Skandha): rupa, vedana, sa1Jl.jfia, sa1Jl.skara, vijfiana; and lastly, 

(5) The third link in the pratftya-samulpada (Dependent Origina
tion), after avidya and sa1Jl.skara (nescience and impulse)o 

For the purpose of this study, we will limit our inquiry to the 
first two of these five categories given by Edgerton, namely (1) vijfiana 
as practical, empirical knowledge, and (2) vijfiana as perceiving and 
discriminating faculty of the mindo Both meanings are given exten
sive treatment in the Sutrao 

Now, the word itself is readily explained in Monier-Williams' 
Sanslcrit-English Dictionary (Oxford: 1964), ppo 961 and 949, to mean 
"the act of distinguishing or discerning, knowledge, understanding" 
(from the root jfia = "to know," "to perceive," and the separative 
verbal prefix vi = "apart," "asunder," "away," "without;" originally 
dvi = "in two parts," this prefix is used to express division, distinction, 
distribution, arrangement, order, opposition, or deliberation)o As 
such, vi-jfiana is associated with various cognitive functions related 
to perceiving, as well as sorting out the sensory data, or input 0 

In a larger sense, explains Suzuki (Studies, po 176), "it is not mere 
cognition or understanding, it is a sort of principle of conscious life 
as distinguished from the body, and it is also the power or faculty 
of discriminationo" Hence, the multiplicity of meanings attached 
to the term, which in the course of time have piled up over one 
another, like the aerial roots of the banyan tree, which are so 
closely intertwined that it is almost impossible to distinguish them 
independentlyo The general schemata of this extremely complex 
psychological system is outlined by Suzuki in the following lines 
from the same work (po 174-75): 

According to the Lankavaltira, the mind, inclusive of Citta, Manas, 
and the other six Vijnanas, is in its original nature (svabhava) 
quiet, pure, and above the dualism of subject and objecto But 
here appears the principle of particularisation known as 
"Vishaya," which comes from the root vish meaning "to act," 
"to work"; and with the rise of this wind of action, the waves are 
agitated over the tranquil surface of the mindo It is now dif
ferentiated or evolves (vrtti) into eight Vijnanas "Alaya, 
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Manas, Manovijfiana, and the five senses"; and simultaneously 
with this evolution the whole universe comes into existence 
with its multitudinous forms and with its endless entangle
ments. 

The entire system is a dynamic one, and the term vrtti in:dicates 
that the vijiianas undergo constant transformation. It is for this 
reason that the first classification given by the Sutra has to do with 
the manner in which they arise, abide, and disappear from the horizon 
of our mental awareness. The frequently used term pravrtti-vijiianas 
(which includes all but the eighth, unperturbed Alaya-vijfiana), 
points to the fact that they arise in response to the agitation caused 
by the incessant sensory stimulation, directly or indirectly. The 
Lanka states (II: 37; 11. 8-12): 

There are two manners, Mahamati, in which the arising, the 
abiding and the cessation of Sense-perceptions (vijiianas) takes 
place; and (this) is not understood by the philosophers. To wit: 
the cessation (nirodha) of the continuous activity (prabandha) 
and the cessation of the manifested (or external) form (or 
aspect) (lak~ar;a) [Le., of the vijiianasl; the arising (utpada) of 
the vijiianas (is also) of two kinds: the arising of (their) con
tinuous aspect and the arising of (their) external aspect; the 
abiding (sthit!) is also (distinguished) in two ways: the abiding 
of (their) continuous activity and the abiding of (their) external 
form [or aspect, lak~ar;al. . 

As to the difference (psychological or epistemological) between 
prabandha and lak§ar;a (continuous presence and manifested form)' 
the Sutra remains rather laconic; we can only speculate along Suzuki's 
interpretation, which seems to indicate that "all the Vijfianas grow 
either active or dormant, according to the case" (Studies, 183). In other 
words, while the habit-energy, or the memory of imprints (vasana) 
left behind by the activity of thinking and of (the five-fold) sensory
perception is stored up in the Repository-of-impressions called 
Alaya-vijfiana, some of them become manifested, or active, thereby 
making the other imprints seem latent, yet they are ready at any 
time to take their place on the conscious level of awareness as soon 
as the changing conditions require or allow such an event to take 
place. 

It should be noted here that lak~ar;a may also, although not 
necessarily, imply the symbolic activity of the mind, such as naming 
and categorizing the flow of impressions and thereby organizing 
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them in meaningful patterns, as opposed to the prabandha (which, 
according to Edgerton's, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, p. 382, 
is sometimes substituted by the term pravrtti-viji1ana, denoting 
agita tion or movement), representing the incessant flow of unfiltered 
impressions that wash up on the shore of consciousness. Thesetwo 
interpretations are not mutually exclusive, however, and, in fact, 
they may very well be complementary, since one refers to the mental 
faculty which deals with the memory of past impressions and the 
other indicates the process of receiving new sensory data at the 
present moment. 

Now, in its turn, the external or manifested form of conscious
ness (IakqalJa-viji1ana) is said to be of three kinds: that which evolves 
in the present as a result of past causes, or events (pravrtti-lak$alJa
viji1ana); that which is active in the present and will result in future 
effects· (karma-lakqalJa-viji1ana); and finally, that which remains in 
its originat generic, and untainted form of its birth, being unaffected 
by the past and having no negative effects upon the future (jali
lak$aJJa-viji1ana). The entire system may be regarded as a sort of 
intuitive genetic theory, which would include inherited, acquired, 
and unaffected genetic traits, as it were. Here is the description 
given in the SiUra (II: 37; ll. 12-15): 

There are three kinds of consciousness in manifested aspect: 
the (cause-) produced [or developing] form; the active [or effect
producing] manifested form; and the generic [i.e., fixed by birth, 
or family lineage, the genuine character of its race, its true] 
form. 

Such is the general theory of consciousness within which the 
Vijnana system is presented in the Lankavaiara. We shall now turn 
to the more specific meanings in which the term viji1ana is being used. 

Jfiana and Vijfiana: Abstract Intuition 
versus Concrde Knowledge 

In contrast to ji1ana, or transcendental knowledge,' the term 
VlJnana designates the ordinary, empirical knowledge, obtained as 
a result of constant interaction with the external world of material 
forms; it is always wanting, on account of its fragmentary nature, 
and it is illusory, due to the discrimination between dualities (such 
as Being and non-Being, particularity and generality, Sa:q1sara and 
NirvaI).a, this and that, etc.). The term ji1ana, on the other hand, is 
a much more encompassing term; it includes the dualistic worldly 
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knowledge, that is, the sphere of vijfiiinll, but it goes beyond it, 
through the use of intuition, for the purpose of grasping both the 
unity and the egolessness of the world. By obtaining jiianll, the text 
asserts, not only the mind, but the Being itself undergoes a radical 
transformation. The accumulated karma is burnt out, and the realm 
of knowledge is fused with the realm of Being. We read in the third 
chapter (III: 156, II. 14-15; 157,11. 8-13): 

There are, Mahamati, three kinds of knowledge (jiiiinll): Worldly, 
Super-worldly, and Transcendental. Now, the Worldly knowl
edge (laukikll jiiiinll) belongs to the foolish (commoners), the 
immature, and to all the philosophers (who are) in the condition 
of persisting (to hold on to the dualistic) views of Being and 
Non-Being. 

The Super-worldly knowledge (lokotlllril jiiiinll) belongs to all the 
Sravaka- and Pratyeka-buddhas (who are) in the condition of 
perseverance in the (discarded) notions of individuality and 
generality. 

The Transcendental knowledge (lokottllrlltllmll jiiiinll) belongs to 
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas (and) is free from the (dualistic) 
views of Being and non-Being, (for) it evolves from seeing into 
(the state of) non-arising and non-destruction, from examining 
those things which are not (mere) appearances [or imaginary 
products], (and) from (finally) achieving egolessness (which 
characterizes) the stage of Tathagatahood [or Buddhahoodl. 

The difference between the two levels of knowledge, transcendental 
and empirical, is spelled out in the following manner (III: 157; n. 1-7): 

Now, perceptual knowledge [or discriminative, empirical vijiiiinll] 
is subject to birth and destruction, (while) intuitive knowledge 
[or transcendental jiiiinll] is not subject to birth and destruction. 

Furthermore, Mahamati, the ordinary knowledge (vijiiiinll) falls 
into (the dualism of) appearance and non-appearance, of Being 
and non-Being, by reason of the multiplicity of individual 
characteristics, (but) the intuitive knowledge (jiiiinll) is charac
terized by the transcendence of (the duality of) appearance and 
non-appearance. 

Moreoever, Mahamati, the empirical knowledge is characterized 
by accumulation, (while) the intuitive knowledge is character
ized by diminution [or concentration]. 
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Now, there are three kinds of intuitive [or abstract] 
knowledge (jnana): that which determines individuality and 
generality, that which ascertains birth and decay, and that 
which distinguishes no birth and no decay. 

In the last sentence, the word jnana is apparently used in its larger 
sense of "knowledge" in general, rather than in its more specific, 
technical sense of intuitive Wisdom, or Gnosis. Otherwise, how 
would one reconcile this statement with what has been said here
tofore, concerning the transcendence of all dualities, the charac
teristic mark of the intuitive knowledge (jnana)? Like many other 
terms found in the Lanka, this too acquires novel connotations that 
do not displace, but rather enrich the older, less specific, or less 
specialized meaning. 

Other differences between jnana and vijnana are described in 
terms of attachment to, or freedom from the sensory world (III: 
157-58; n. 14-17, 1): 

Further, Mahamati, the intuitive knowledge (jnana) is charac
terized by being free from attachment, but the perceptual 
knowledge (vijnana) is characterized by being tied to the mani
foldness of the sensory world. 

Moreoever, Mahamati, the empirical knowledge (vijnana) is 
characterized by union, birth and endurance, (which is) the 
triple attachment, (while) the transcendental knowledge (jnana) 
is characterized by its own self-nature, free from attachments. 

Furthermore, Mahamati, the intuitive knowledge (jnana) is 
characterized by non-resulting (from any rule); it is the inner 
realm of Self-realization by Noble Wisdom, it neither enters 
nor goes out, like the moon in the water. 

Other Mahayana scriptures, such as the BodhisaHva-bhumi and 
the Mahavyutpatti, concord with the Lankavatara in emphasizing the 
ineffable, spontaneous nature of the intuitive knowledge, in oppo
sition to the gradual, accumulative character of the perceptual type 
of knowledge (vijiiana). Thus, the following passage found in the 
Bodhisattva-bhumi 257.16f. reads: 1 

When the Bodhisattva achieves intuitive knowledge (jnana), 
he acquires the insight into the essential (goodness), which is 
not the same as the discrimination (vijiiana) between external 
objects, thoughts, and hear-say; (for) whatsoever is inquired 
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after by means of transcendental insight (jiiana) obtained 
through meditation, that cannot possibly be known by simple 
perception, thought, or hearing. Thus having heard the truths 
of the Tathagata's sayings, and also having understood their 
most profound (meaning), he [Le., the Bodhisattva} does not 
contradict (them). 

The Mahavyutpatti-sutra similarly exhorts its readers (1548):2 

jfiana-pratisaral)ena bhavitavyarp, na vijfiana-pratisaral)ena. 

One must come to rest in the absolute (jiiana), not in the relative 
[empirical, perceptual] knowledge (vijiiana). 

And yet, at least according to the Lankavaltira, one can only reach 
jiiana by gradually evolving from the aboriginal state of ignorance 
(ajiiana), through the accumulation of vijiiana- type of knowledge. 
The following passage will give us a hint of this complex process 
of cognition (Lanka II: 68; n. 11-13):3 

The knowledge [based on sense-perception, vijiiana] is derived 
from ignorance (ajiiana), karma [Le., effects of past deeds) and 
desire (tr~1Ja) and is developing be becoming attached to appre
hending objects through the sense-organs, such as the eye, 
etc., (while) the multiplicity (vikalpita) is made known on account 
of discrimination in one's own mind; (hence) the division seen 
in one's mind (between) body (deha) and mind [or Alaya-vijfiana, 
the Repository-of-impressions]. 

To sum up the ·statements presented up to this point, let us say 
that knowledge (as distinctive from ignorance, ajiiana) can be either 
dualistic and accumulative (vijiiana) or non-dualistic and acquired 
through concentration (Le., Gnosis, jiiana, or insight, prajiia). The 
former may be further subdivided into False-knowledge (or False
imagination, parikalpita) and Relative-knowledge (or Sensory
derived knowledge, paratantra).4 One is "worldly" knowledge (/aukika 
jiiana), belonging to the commoners, the immature, and the (non
Buddhist) philosophers, the other is "super-worldly" knowledge 
(lokottara jiiana) and belongs to the disciples (Sravakas) and the self
centered Hlnayanists (Pratyeka-buddhas), who still persist in viewing 
the world in dual terms: individuality and generality, Being and non
Being, Sarpsara and Nirval)a, above and below, etc. 

Now, in opposition to those above, there exist Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas who attain the utterly transcendental (lokottaratama 
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jiiifna), absolute knowledge (parinifpanna), which, according to the 
Mahayana teachings, is beyond all notions of duality and is obtained 
through concentration. But ultimately, and the Lanka is emphatic 
on this point, all these different paths to knowledge (i.e., the Ayana 
of the non-Buddhists, the Sravakayana, the Pratyekabuddhayana, 
and the Mahayana or the Buddhayana) are one and the same (i.e., 
Ekayana); they are only distinguished for didactic purposes, for the 
sake of suitability to people who are at different levels of spiritual 
development. The Sutra explains (Lanka II: 65; 11. 11-14; vv. 131-32):5 

On account of the difference [in spiritual development] between 
the immature, the ignorant, and the wise ones, I speak of the 
Triple-vehicle, the One-vehicle, and of No-vehicle, 

as the entrance leading to the absolute Truth (paramartha), which 
is devoid of duality and/of consciousness; where no appearance 
can stand [i.e., in the transcendent state of jiiana], how could 
(there be) the establishment of the three vehicles? 

For the sake of clarity, however, before moving on, here is a tabulated 
synopsis of the cognitive system developed in the Lankavatara-sutra: 

Mind 
(empirical cognition) 

Dualistic knowledge-VIJNANA 
(derived through accumulation) 

Nama Nimilla Vikalpa 

False-knowledge 
(Imagination-based) 
Parikalpila 5vabhava 

Relative-knowledge 
(Sensory-derived) 
Paralanlra 5vabhava 

No-Mind 
(trans-empirical cognition) 

Non-dual Gnosis-JNANA 
(attained by concentration) 

Samyag/ Arya-jfiana Talhalii 

Absolute-knowledge/Gnosis 
(Intuitive Wisdom) 
Parini?panna 5vabhava 

Worldly knowledge Super-worldly knowledge Transcendental knowledge 
Laukika jfiana Lokollara jfiana Lokollaralama jfiana 

Belongs to: 

the commoners, 
the immature, 
the Brahmins, 
the non-Buddhist 
philosophers 
(Tlrthikas) 

Belongs to: 

the Sravakas (disciples) 
the Pratyekabuddhas 
(the self-centered 
followers of the 
Hlnayana schools) 

Belongs to: 

the Bodhisattvas 
the Fully-enlightened 

Buddhas 
(animated by compassion, 
karulJa and insight, prajfia, 
the Mahayana followers) 
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Obviously, this schematic overview of the epistemic chart 
presented in the Siitra is far from complete and even further from 
debate and adjustment; it is, however, helpful for the student of 
Buddhist epistemology in finding a way out of a thick forest of 
technical terms and intertwining cognitive structures. For a more 
detailed analysis of these structures, let us turn now to the functions 
of vijiiana as Perceptual and Discriminative type of knowledge. 

Khya.ti- and Vastuprativikalpa-vijfiana: 
the Perceptual and the Object-discriminating Knowledge 

From the point of view of empirical cognition, the Lanka asserts 
the possibility of two types of vijiianas: one which perceives the 
object (khyifti-vijiiana), and the other which discriminates what has 
been perceived by comparing it with the already acquired knowledge, 
stored in one's memory (vasfuprafivikalpa-vijiiana, or the Object
discriminating vijFiana).6 This distinction is tied up with our inter
pretation of prabandha as perception of the incessant flow of external 
stimuli, and of lalcfalJa as categorizing, or individualizing faculty of 
the mind, as described above. They are both sustained by and con
nected with the habit-energy (vasana) accumulated from time 
immemorial, on account of faulty reasoning and imagination (vikalpa). 
Thus, the Lanka (II: 37-38; 11. 15-19, 1-2): 

0, Maha:mati, consciousness, which is said to be of eight kinds, 
can briefly be distinguished as two-fold: consciousness of 
perception, and object-discriminating consciousness; (and) like 
the attachment of form(s) on a mirror, Mahamati, so will the 
perceiving consciousness (khyifti-vijiiana) perceive (the object); 
and between the two, that is, the perceiving and the object
discriminating consciousness, Mahamati, there is not a bit of 
difference, (for) they are mutually conditioned [lit., caused, 
or determined]. 

Then, Mahamati, the perceiving consciousness (functions) 
by reason of the evolution of the unfathomable memory (or 
mysterious habit-energy, acinfya-vasana), (while) the object
discriminating consciousness (vasfuprafivikalpa-vijiiana) (func
tions), 0 Maha:mati, by reason of discrimination of an objective 
world, and on account of the habit-energy [or memories, 
vasana] expanding diffusely (prapaiica) since beginningless time. 

The final goal of meditational practice, however, is to revert 
this process of incessant accumulation of sensory impressions and 
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mental delusions, back to the original state of pure consciousness 
(jati-lak~alJa-vijnana, or alaya-vijnana).7 Before investigating how this 
process is achieved, let us briefly outline the morphology of the 
y ogacara psychological system, known as the bundle of the eight 
vijnanas (a~tavijnana-kaya). 

As such, the term vijnana is to be rendered as "consciousness/' or 
"perception" (of various kinds, according to the specific sense-organ 
to which it is attachedL rather than "knowledge." Again, it is the 
context that refers us to the appropriate meaning, as we shall see. 
The following are the eight vijnanas, as presented in the Lankavatiira: 
(1) the eye-consciousness (cak~ur-vijnana), (2) the ear-consciousness 
(Srotra-vijnanaL (3) the nose-consciousness (ghraIJa-vijnana), (4) the 
tongue-consciousness (jihva-vijnana), (5) the body-consciousness 
(kaya-vijnana), (6) the thinking-consciousness, or conscious volition 
(mano-vijnanaL (7) the pre-conscious volition, or impulses (manas), 
and (8) the deeper-most part of the mind, the Repository-of
impressions, or the subconscious mentation (alaya-vijnana).B 

Now, the most difficult ones to interpret are the last two 
Vijfianas: Manas and Alaya, of which Suzuki (in his Studies, pp. 195-96) 
says the following: 

According to my way of interpreting the LankavataTa, which 
may not be correct the Alaya is a sort of universal con
sciousness, and Manas individual empirical consciousness. In 
the Alaya everything is stored, good and bad, in a state of 
quiescence and potentiality, but no discrimination, which latter, 
however, appears with the initiation of Manas. Manas is the 
active source of all the mental activities we ordinarily experience 
in this world of particulars. 

In relation to the other six Vijfianas, Manas is described by Suzuki 
thus (Ibid., pp. 196-97): 

While Manas is conceptually separable from the other six 
Vijfianas, it is practically involved in them ... (for) the six 
Vijfianas cannot function in harmony with one another unless 
Manas comes between them and the Alaya. Manas isthe con
necting link. The position occupied by Manas in the system of 
Vijfianas is thus peculiarly complicated and is apt to get 
confused sometimes with the Alaya and sometimes with 
Manovijfiana ... which is a sort of door-keeper between Manas 
and the five Vijfianas. 
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The Saira itself does dot make these relationships very clear, indeed, 
beyond the assertion that the deeper Vijnanas (i.e., Manas and 
Alaya) support the others, while these in turn function as active 
instigators, or 'energy drives, as it were, to keep the entire system 
in constant movement and transformation. 9 To wit (II: 127; 
gatha 180): 

With it [Le., the manovijfiana, the conscious will-powerl as cause 
and support, the pre-conscious volition (or impulses, manas) 
relies upon it [lit., flows together with itl for its power of going; 
likewise the perception (vijfiana) causes the 'mind [dtta, taken 
to mean the entire mental system] to function and is supported 
by it [lit., is fixed upon it]. 

Being so closely tied together, the Alaya, Manas and Mano
vijnana are often discussed together in the Lanka, where the com
pound citlamanomanovijfiana is frequently found. The best explanation 
of the nature of this relationship is given by the Sutra itself (Lanka II: 
46; gathas 102-104): 

They are neither different, nor non-different, they are con
sidered (to be) like the waves and the ocean; thus are the seven 
(forms of) consciousness [or perceptions, vijfianasl connected 
with the mind. 

As the waves in their multiplicity are stirred on the ocean, so 
in the Repository-of-impressions is produced the variety of 
what is known as thought-forms [or perceptions, vijfianasl. 

Citta, Manas, and Vijnanas [i.e., the subconscious, the pre
conscious, and the conscious parts of the mind, as it werel are 
discriminated in regard to (their) form; (but in substance), the 
eight are not to be individualized (against one another), for 
there is neither something observable [Le., as separate entities], 
nor something distinctive (to set them apart) [or, there is 
neither that which is qualified, lakfya, nor that which qualifies, 
lak§alJaml. 

Occasionally, however; the Sutra does distinguish between 
Vijnanas based on certain attributes, as for instance in this gatha, 
taken from the somewhat incongruous tenth chapter, the Sagafhakam 
(X: 278; gatha 103): 
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The (deep, subconscious) mind (dUa) is always inactive, the 
(pre-conscious) conation (manas) only moves in two ways 
[Le., mediating between the conscious and the subconscious 
mind], (while) the (conscious) volition (manovijnana) is actively 
functioning, (and) because of that, it is either good or bad. 

Within the cognitive system of the eight Vijnanas there is also 
a hierarchy based on the degree of delusion (moha) resulted from the 
involvement with the polluting matter. Thus, the Naya is said to be 
free from the system (i.e., from the limitations of the physical body, 
kaya), the Manas (impulses, drives, propensities) longs for a way 
out, according to its destiny, while the (other) Vijnanas are still 
attached to the external world, on account of their intrinsic qualities 
(that is to say that, as Sense-perceptions they are prone to delusion 
and error). Thus, the Lanka explains (Sagathakam: 293; gatha 217): 

The Repository-of-impressions drops off the body; the Pre
conscious Impulse seeks a way out; the Sense-perception, 
having seen (only) the appearance of a sense-object, it can 
(easily) be deceived. 

We have already pointed out that, in light of the teachings of 
the Lankavalara-siitra, the faulty reasoning (do~a) is perpetuated by 
the Sense-perceptions by means of the habit-energy of memory 
(vasana). There are altogether, says the Si1fra, four sources of error, 
namely: existence (bhava), desire (kama), material form (rupa), and 
theorizing views (dr§ti). The Si1fra further says this (Sagiithakam: 
293; gatha 216): 

The mind [ciita, here taken to mean the alayal is thoroughly 
pure by its own nature (svabhava), but the (power of) Instinct 
(manas) is making it unclean; and the Volition, together with 
the (six) Sense-perceptions (vijnanas), are continually casting 
out memories [or, habit-energy, vasana]. 

Thus, we are told, the relationship between Vijnanas and the 
material world (rupa) is particularly close, giving rise to adventitious 
defilements (klesas) and, consequently, to the production of karma. 
Therefore, karma cannot be destroyed as long as the world is still 
perceived in dual terms, which in itself (as vikalpa, discrimination) 
further binds the formerly pure consciousness to matter. Hence, a 
revulsion, reversal (vyavrtti), or turning around (paravrtti, lit., re
volution) is needed (Sagiithakam: 330; gathas 521, 523): 
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If karma would be destroyed through a reversal (vyavrfti) in 
the 'perception of (material) form(s), permanence and imper
manence are no longer met with, and transmigration (Sa1rrsara) is 
no longer known (ceases to be). 

Matter (rupa) and (its corresponding) consciousness (vijiiana) 
disappear [lit., fall into pieces] in the state of aZaya (the Re
pository-of-perceptions), but when [or, as long as] the forms 
and (their) perceptions are tied together, karma does not 
disappear. 

Now, the distinctions between the eight Vijfianas arise only as 
a result of the interaction between mind and matter, consciousness 
and (material) form, inner and outer worlds, subject and object, etc. 
When the attention is turned from the outside back toward the 
inside, the flow of consciousness is channeled back to its original 
source, which is the Alaya-vijfiana (also known as the Tathagata
garbha, the mind referred to in the Citta-matra concept). Thus, it 
becomes tranquil, being reabsorbed in its own depth, as it were, 
like the ocean without a ripple, when the wind (of sensory agitation 
and of impulses) ceases to blow. For, the Satra explains, the difference 
between the waves and the ocean is only apparent, the particles of 
water which make the substance of both, are absolutely identical 
(Lanka II: 46; gathas 105, 106): 

As there is no distinction between the ocean and its waves, 
so in the mind [citta, the equivalent of alaya] there is no evolution 
of (various) perceptions. 

Karma is accumulated [lit., piled up] by the (subconscious) mind 
(ciUa), reflected upon by the (power of) Impulses (manas), and 
understood by the (power of) Consciousness (mano-vijiiana); 
(but) the visible (world, drsya) is discriminated by the five 
[Sense-perceptions, Vijfianas J. 

This faculty of discrimination between various objects based 
upon their Sense-impressions (Vijfianas)is vikalpa. In fact, says the 
Japanese Yogacara commentator Yoshifumi Deda, "in Yogacara 
philosophy the terms vijiiana and vikalpa are synonymous."lO To 
support his assertion, he quotes the 17th verse from Vasubandhu's 
Trirrzsika, which says: 

This vijiiana-parinama [Le., perceptual evolution] is vikalpa [Le., 
discrimination]. Anything which is discriminated or con-
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ceptualized by the vikalpa does not really exist. Therefore the 
whole world [which is discriminated and conceptualized by it) 
is ~onsciousnes5-only (vijfiaptimatrata). 

This verse refers in obvious manner to the world as it appears to 
our mind, mediated and distorted by discrimination and concep
tualization. In the Lankavaiara, as we have seen, this process is 
contrasted with the mind of the yogI who has achieved prajfia, or 
nirvikalpa jfiana (non-discriminating, directly intuitive WisdomL 
thereby "knowing" the external object or Reality (vastu) "as it really 
is" (yathabhutartha). 

La Vallee Poussin, also, quotes the Yogasastra 3, which basically 
expresses the same idea, namely that: "Le Vijfiana discerne (vijanali) 
Ie caractere general de la chose (vasiu)."ll However, according to 
the Lankavaiara, the distinctions effectuated by the Vijfianas, useful 
as they may be for the purpose of instructing the immature disciples 
(balisan, p. 47, v. 113), are like images seen in a mirror (darpa1)a), in 
a dream (supina), or an illusion (maya drsyate). Thus, Lanka II: 47-48; 
gathas 113-115, 121: 

When the sun rises, (it shines) equally on people high and low; 
so you who are the ligh t of the world (should) proclaim [or teach) 
the truth (tattva) to the immature. 

Even if someone is seeking refuge in the Law of Truth (Dharma), 
the truth [itself, tattva) is not preached [i.e., cannot be taught, 
expressed in words)i (for) although that truth is preached, 
its essence (tattva) is not found in the mind [i.e., as a special 
thing called "truth"). 

Just as the waves appear simultaneously with the ocean, like 
(images) on a mirror, or in a dream, so is the mind (reflected) 
instantaneously in its own sense-fields. 

I teach to the sons of the Victorious One: this teaching is not 
(meant) for the immature. (For) what is seen as a multitude 
(of things) is a net of illusion [or a vision, maya) which does 
not (really) exist. 

These verses are best interpreted in light of the theory of "Mind
only," which underscores the importance of subjective factors in 
cognition. No matter what object we direct our attention on, its 
perception will always be tainted by our biases, past experience, 
and thought processes. One can even say that we see ourselves, 
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that is our minds, no matter where we look. This epistemological 
paradox, represents the ultimate limitation of cognition, and perhaps 
even of Being (bhutakoti), in the Cartesian sense (cagito ergo sum).12 

The difficulty of transcending one's thought patterns and mental 
conditioning is also readily acknowledged as the main obstacle to·· 
progress by those familiar with either the process of psychotherapy, 
or with the dialogue between cultures (most notably in international 
affairs), or both. Therefore, it is fair to say that the solution to 
this fundamental epistemological problem (which preoccupied the 
Buddhist philosophers long before Kant wrote his Critique of Pure 
Reason) may hold the key not only to individual inner peace and 
harmony (the goal of Buddhist soteriology), but also to the ever 
elusive goal of collective peace and understanding between people 
with different histories and cultures. 

The Inner Revolution (Paravrtti): the Return to the 
Tranquil State of Pure Consciousness (Alaya-vijnana) 

According to the Buddhist tradition, as presented in the Lanka
vatam, in order to escape the all-pervasive net of illusion (maya), 
caused mainly by the paradox of self-reflecting cognition, one will 
have to experience an inner transmutation, or revolution (lit., 
"reversal," paravrtti, or "return," vyavrtti). This is truly a self
transcending act since as long as there is the slightest breeze on 
the surface of the ocean of perceptions, as long as the Vijfiana system 
continues to function impelled by the conditioned memories (vasanas) 
and by the habit-energy of discrimination (vikalpa), it will take 
continuous effort of will and the achievement of self-transcending 
Gnosis, or insight (jiiana, prajiia) into the nature of Reality (such as 
it is [lathaM], undistorted by our self-reflecting notions), in order 
to stop the continuous mechanical reeling of the system.13 

Now, this cessation (nirodha) is described as taking place on two 
distinct levels: first, there is the cessation of the active, manifested 
form of consciousness (lak?a1Ja-vijiiana); and then, there is the cessation 
of the continuous aspect (prabandha-vijiiana), as follows (Lanka II: 
38; 11. 3-8): 

Now then, Mahamati, the cessation of all the Sense-perceptions, 
that is to say, of the Repository-of-impressions' (alaya-vijiianasya) 
variously accumulated memories [or manifold habit-energies], 
produced on account of discrimination of unreality [or delusion] 
-this indeed, Mahamati, is the cessation of the manifested 
aspect [of consciousness, lak?a1Ja-nirodhal. 
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Again, Mahamati, the cessation of the continuity aspect [of 
consciousness, prabandha-nirodha] develops from thi~: to wit, 
Mahamati, when (both) that by which is supported and that 
on which it depends [cease to function]. 

Now, the support means the habit-energy [or memory, vasana] 
accumulated by erroneous thinking since beginningless time, 
and that on which it depends means the discursive thoughts 
(in regard to) sense-objects (vi~aya), for the Sense-perceptions, 
(are in fact) the world of one's own mind [i.e., due to the unre
liability of the sensory mediation, n.n.]. 

As far as the Lankavatara is concerned, the accrued perceptions 
(vijiianas) do disappear (for the YogI who follows the prescribed 
practices), but not so the Repository-of-impressions (Alaya-vijfiana). 
This is explained by means of a number of metaphors, such as the 
waves and the ocean, the lump of clay and the particles making up its 
substance, the ornaments and the gold of which they are made, and 
so on (e.g., Lanka II: 38, 11. 8-13). They are said to be neither the 
same, nor different (lit., "neither different nor non-different/' 
na canyo nananyab)' the disappearance of one does not imply the 
destruction of the other (vide Sagathakam: 354j gatha 722): 

Mind, Volition, and the six other Sense-perceptions are by 
their own nature united and devoid of Oneness and Otherness 
-this is set out to mean Alaya-vijfiana [i.e., the Repository
of-perceptions ]. 

To assume the opposite view, would mean to fall into the deadly 
trap of Annihilationism. To wit, Lanka II: 38-39j 11. 13-19, 1-2: 

Even so, Mahamati, if the developing [or cause-produced] 
perceptions were different from their original form, the 
Repository-of-impressions, the Repository-of-impressions can
not be (considered as) their cause (hetuka). 

Now, if they were not different (ananya), the cessation of the 
evolving perceptions could mean the cessation of the Repository
of-impressions, but there is no cessation of one's own original 
[or generic] form [i.e., svajati-lak~a1Ja, which is the equivalent 
of the alaya-vijiiana, as described above, n.n.]. 

Therefore, Mahamati, what (causes) the Sense-perceptions' 
(dissolution) is not the cessation of one's own pure, ge;eric 
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form [of consciousness], but the cessation of the effect
producing [i.e., tainted] form [of consciousness, i.e., the karma
lak~aJJa-vijiiaria]. 

However, had there been any ceasing of the generic form [of 
perceptive consciousness, i.e., svajaii-lalqalJa-vijiiana], the cessa
tion of the Repository-of-impressions would have occurred. 
Moreover yet, if the ceasing offin the Repository-of-impressions 
(is admitted), this doctrine would be in no way distinguished 
from the Annihilationism of the philosophers. 

The Sutra presents us here with a multi-layered structure of 
consciousness, not unlike certain modern psycho-dynamic theories 
of the mind. What seems to be different from the modern models 
is not so much the vertical morphology, or division of mental activity 
into a deep, stable Reservoir-of-impressions (i.e., the Alaya-vijfiana, 
identified with the subconscious jati-lakfalJa-vijiiana, the genetic 
pool, as it were) and a more agitated surface, ga the ring and organizing 
data from both without and within (Le., the other Vijfianas repre
senting the conscious and the preconscious levels of activity), as 
the extension on the horizontal plane, as it were (both into the past, 
the pravrtti-lak~alJa-vijiiana, and into the future, the karma-lak~alJa
vijiiana) of these mental phenomena generically called Vijfianas, 
thereby establishing an almost infinite causal chain of events, criss
crossing both space and time. Mutually conditioned, these mental 
events have but a fleeting existence, like the sensory impressions 
upon which they feed, so to speak. The Repository-of-impressions, 
or the Storehouse-of-consciousness (as is sometimes called), on the 
other hand, is said to have a more permanent, or at least relatively 
stable, existence in relation to the other seven Vijfianas, for, it is 
at this level that the latter finally would come to rest and lose their 
(temporary) distinction, or identity. 

Interestingly, in the Asanga-Vasubandhu works, the Alaya
vijfiana is not posited as a universal underlying entity, but rather 
as a stratum present selectively in certain individuals depending 
on their level of spiritual perfection. Furthermore, a cessation of 
the Store-consciousness is accepted, which is in sharp contrast with 
the above-quoted statements from the Laflkavatara. For instance, for 
those who achieve the sixth stage "without though t," of the NirvaJ).a
realm without residual basis, as described in Asanga's Yogacarabhumi, 
there is even a complete cessation of the Repository-of-con
sciousness .14 

Alex Wayman has translated certain fragments from this 
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essential Yogacara text that are of relevance to this point. Thus, 
according to Asanga, it is possible to have alaya-vijfiana without 
pravrtti-vijfiana, and vice versa. Four cases are given: 

1. Possessing alayavijfiana and not possessing evolving perception: 
persons in states numbers 1-15 in "Establishment of states." 

2. Possessing evolving perception and not possessing alayavijfiana: 

Arhats, Pratyekabuddhas, irreversible Bodhisattvas, and 
Tathagatas, when in stages "with thought." 

3. Possessing both: persons other than those (mentioned above), 
when in stages "with thought." 

4. Possessing neither: Arhats, Pratyekabuddhas, irreversible 
Bodhisattvas, and Tathagatas, when in cessation-equipose, 
or in NirvaI)a-realm without residual basis. 

As presented, the persons mentioned in numbers 2 and 4 above, 
lack the alaya-vijfiana, and yet (as in case number 2) they can still 
have evolving perceptions, when in stages "with thought." 

Such metaphysical complexities (if we admit the law of gradual 
accretion of speculative ideas visible throughout the history of 
Indian Buddhism) seem to indicate that the theories set forth in the 
Lanka are based upon more "primitive" versions of the Yogacara 
system. Thus, by the time this Sutra was compiled, at least two 
divergent views regarding the nature of the Alaya-vijfiana were 
already in existence, and the text echoes the debate between them. 
For instance, in discussing the momentariness (k§a1}ika) of all Vijfianas, 
the author is careful to qualify the statement by introducing the 
possibility of a second Alaya-vijfiana, connected with the state free 
from impurities (anasrava, lit., "non-outflows"), which is not 
momentary (Lanka II: 235-36; 11. 12-17, 1).15 

... And having evolved, they [Le., Vijfianasl vanquishj but, out 
of the lack of understanding that what is seen is one's own mind, 
yet another (Vijfiana system) arises, following the cessation 
of the first; (and again) the Cognitive-will (Manovijfiana) is 
developed in connection with the system of five Sense
perceptions (Vijfianas), apprehending distinctions between 
forms and figures. 

Not remaining still even for a moment-this I call momen
tariness (k§a1}ika). Further, Mahamati, momentariness (is also) 
the Repository-of-impressions, known as the Matrix~of-
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Buddhahood, (which is) momentary (when taken) together 
with the habit-energy of the evolving Sense-perceptions; but, 
(when taken) together with the habit-energy of the non
outflows (anasrava-vasana), it is not momentary. 

This sort of ambiguity gave rise to certain amount of confusion 
and misunderstanding. The author of the Satra, however, persistently 
steers the discussion away from speculative metaphysics back into 
the realm of empirical cognition, by emphasizing the pure con
ventionality of all theorizing activity about such mental constructs 
as Nihilism, Eternalism, Alaya-vijfiana, Nirvar;.a, and so on. Here 
are a few significant excerpts which illustrate this point. First, 
Lanka VII: 242; 11. 15-17, 243; 11. 1-2: 

Once more, Mahamati, on account of the cessation of the 
system of the six Sense-perceptions, the fools and the immature 
take recourse to the doctrine of Nihilism, and on account of 
(their) non-understanding of the Repository-of-impressions, 
they have the doctrine of Eternalism ... Liberation is obtained 
(when) precisely this discrimination of one's own thought 
(sva-mati) ceases (to develop). 

Since faulty reasoning gathers momentum on account of the 
habit-energy (vasana), its cessation would trigger the abandonment 
of all devious thinking (Lanka VII: 243; II. 2-3): 

Due to the abandonment of the four-fold habit-energy [or 
memory, vasana], there is the abandonment of all faults 
(sarvado?a). 

Furthermore, the succeeding gathas explain the meaning of this 
fourfold habit-energy, along with the faulty views ensuing there
from (Lanka VII: 243, gathas 4 and 5): 

Existence (bhava), desire (kama), material form (rupa) and 
theorizing (dnti)-of them is indeed the fourfold habit-energy 
(made up); from them is the rising of the Cognitive will and 
in them do the Repository-of-impressions and the (Power-of-) 
impulses reside. 

Nihilism and the idea of impermanency rise because of the 
Cognitive will, the visual perception, etc.; and Eternalism rises 
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from (thinking that) Nirval)a, thought and theorizing are 
without beginning. 

Finally, the explanation for this somewhat paradoxical situation 
lies partly in the ineffable nature of the spiritual truth derived from 
a sui-generis inner experience (which is by its very nature beyond 
the commonly perceived duality of Subject and Object), and partly 
in the various levels of understanding of those to whom the truth 
is being taught. The ancient Buddhist metaphor of the doctor and 
his medicine, which is applied differently according to the nature of 
the illness and the physical condition of the patient, is appropriately 
used here to explain this difficult doctrinal issue (Lanka II: 48-49, 
gathas 119-20, 122-23): 

For the purpose of (attracting all) beings, the picture is painted 
[lit., arranged, fashioned] with various colors; the preaching 
(may be) erring, for the truth [or its essence] is beyond words 
(ak§aracvarjita). 

Having found a dwelling in the Law of Truth, I instruct (its) 
essence to (my) devotees: the truth is a personal experience 
[or, is attained by an inner perception, pratyatma-gatikal, free 
from (the duality of) that which is distinguished [Le., the 
object, kalpya] and that by which one distinguishes [i.e., the 
senses, or the subjective awareness, kalpal. 

And yet, the instruction itself is variously taught, thus subject 
to alteration;· (for) . the teaching is no teaching whatsoever, 
if it is not (taught differently) according to each case. 

In the way that a physician offers a medicine to one patient and 
a medicine to another patient, in that way the Buddhas teach 
"Mind-only" for the sentient beings. 

Thus, the system- of the eight Vijfianas is presented in the 
Lankavatara with multiple meanings, the purpose of which is, 
ultimately, not so much to introduce yet another dogmatic theory 
about the mind and its functions, but rather to exhort the Buddhist 
practitioner to pursue his own personal growth, regardless of his 
(or her) present level of spiritual development and intellectual 
understanding. For, all distinctions among different cognitive 
systems and concepts are nothing but mental fabrications, mere 
steps on the ladder of self-realization, didactic tools to be left behind 
once their usefulness has been exhausted. 
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They are not to be taken literally, at their face value, and clung 
unto as if they were some eternal verities, immutable notions written 
in stone once and for all. If that were the case, one would fall into 
the metaphysiCal trap of Eternalism, a sure hindrance towards th~ 
ultimate goal of spiritual freedom and as dangerous as that of 
attachment to the changing (hence illusive) appearances· of the 
phenomenal world (maya). Therefore, given so many pitfalls, there 
can be no telling who will be the first to reach this ultimate goal, 
judging by the starting levels of development. Having become 
cognizant of various theories and techniques, the ever-alert disciple 
is wary not to become enslaved by any since no theory or technique 
can be useful in all places and at all times.16 

This is clearly stated throughout the Siilra in passages such as 
the following (Laizka III: 155-56; 11. 13-17 and 1-2): 

Furthermore, Mahamati, (when) one is attached to the literal 
meaning of words, aiming for the (three) Cognitive Modes, 
the Mind (-only), the five (Epistemic Categories), (as explained 
in) the Triple-vehicle and the One-vehicle [Le., Mahayana, 
see above], aiming at the original states of happiness, which 
are neither created nor destroyed, one becomes prone to falling 
upon the opposite views of affirmation and negation, prone to· 
being attached to dependence (itself) [i.e., the chain of Depen
dent Co-production, pralftya-samutpadal. (For), deceptive is the 
observing of the manifoldness of illusion (maya): statements 
are erroneously (made), discriminations are (also) deceptively 
(made). 

It is thus, Maharnati, that the manifoldness of illusion is 
erroneously being perceived, and erroneously being discri
minated (as such) by the ignorant, but not so by the wise ones. 

The last two verses of this section suggest the possibility of a meta
physical unity which transcends both the multiplicity of the phenomenal 
world, as well as the dualism in which the cognitive systems operate 
(Laizka III: 156; 11. 7-10, gathas 36-37): 

The reality of all thoughts [or, conceptions, mental formations, 
bhavanal is discriminated as such by the ignorant; if it were so 
as they are seen, all would be seeing the Truth [or, the real 
state, the Reality, tattval. 

Given the unreality (abhava) of all things, (is follows that) there 
is neither defilement nor purity; they (things) are not as they 
are seen, nor are they otherwise. 
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Admittedly, there is a certain ambiguity in these verses, but 
when one reads them against the background of Buddhjst ontology 
(having as its premise a dynamic, ever-evolving universe and the 
impermanence of all things contained in it), the ambiguity will 
begin to make sense. Indeed, things are not as they seem (i.e., solid, 
continuous, permanent), nor are they otherwise (i.e., completely 
insubstantial, lacking any identity and existence as such). The former 
would constitute the sin of Eternalism, the latter that of Nihilism. 
Consequently, nothing can be said definitely about something, for 
the constant change prevailing in the universe affects its conditioned 
nature even as we speak. 

Conclusion 
It has been said that not only the Lankavattlra thought, but the 

entire Yogacara-Vij:fi.anavada system is based on a theory of per
ception, and therefore it is more psychological than ontological or 
even epistemological.17 But, as P. T. Raju correctly pointed out,lS 
unlike certain Western philosophical theories based on perception 
(such as Berkeley's, Locke's, or Hume's), the method of the Vij:fi.ana
va din is the practical goal of spiritual freedom that inspires the 
Buddhist to analyze, claSSify, and interpret the multiple states of 
perception and consciousness that one has to go through in order 
to reach this final goal of liberation. Knowledge for its own sake 
is a foreign notion to the mind of the fourth-century Buddhist monk. 

And yet, the results of his persistent forays into the dynamic 
workings of the mind are no less than impressive, in their accuracy 
of observation, and· their logical organization into a coherent, 
functional system. To recap, there are, according to the Lanka:vata:ra 
theory, three different ways of interpreting the cognitive experience: 

First, there is the process of acquiring the data, which can be 
systematized under the five Epistemic Categories (dhannas), and the 
three Modes of Cognition (svabha:vas), as described in the previous 
chapter (ch. 2.2.). They may be further subdivided into two types 
of cognitive activity: empirical ("Mind") and trans-empirical, or 
intuitive, transcendental cognition ("No-mind"), which we have 
described as non-dual Gnosis, attained by concentration and not 
through accumulation of sensory data (see supra: synoptic overview). 

Then, we have a complete system of perceptive consciousness, 
or mental functions, whose purpose is to process the data provided 
through the senses, to direct it, organize it in a coherent pattern, 
and, finally, store it for future retrieval and usage. This is the eight
fold system of Vij:fi.anas (a~ta-lak~a-(}a-vijfia:na), the topic of the present 
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chapter. It, too, deals with two types of knowledge: empirical versus 
intuitive, concrete versus abstract, perceptual versus object-discrimi
nating (based upon the previously stored knowledge). These dualities 
may also be expressed in terms of "Mind" versus "No-mind," since 
the former is empirical, accumulative, while the latter refers to the 
intuitive, spontaneous insight, which may be called transcendental 
to the moment and conditions under which it occurs. 

For instance, from among the eight States-of-consciousness, 
only one can be said to be transcendental, or trans-empirical, the 
deepest Repository-of-perceptions (Alaya-vijfiana). As a "store
house" of impressions, the equivalent of the Western notion of the 
unconscious, it is the source of those instant flashes of recognition, 
or of intuitive insights, which occur spontaneously only when certain 
conditions are met. Its modus operandi bypasses all mechanical rules 
and logical restrictions, under which the other seven Vijfianas 
operate. Its functioning may be compared to the circuitry of artistic 
inspiration involved in the sudden creation of a masterpiece after 
a long, arduous period of preparation. By contrast, the five Sense
Vijfianas and the two conative Vijfianas (one conscious, Manovijfiana, 
the other pre-conscious, or impulsive volition, Manas) are all subject 
to predictable rules and relatively easy observation. 

Finally, after acquiring and processing (or storing) the infor
mation from the outside world, there is a third type of consciousness
event, which in th~ West is only rarely alluded to in psychological 
treatises: the inner transmutation, the reversal, the revolution, or 
the return back into the tranquil depths of the Ocean-of-con
sciousness, from the constant agitation of the Sense-perceptions 
that takes place on its surface. It was precisely this Lankavatiira idea 
of inner turning (paravrtti) at the root of consciousness which provided 
the doctrinal basis for the Zen school of sudden Enlightenment. 

This Reversal (vyavrtii, or pravrttit according to the text, is 
actually a cessation (nirodha) of the activity of the Sense:" Vijfianas, 
similar to Patafijali's "Sense-withdrawal" (pratyahara, Yoga-sutra 
2.54).19 However, it is important to note that it does not imply a 
complete and final dissolution of all Vijfianas, only a temporary 
suspension of their frenzied activities. Therefore, Freud was mis
taken to associate Buddhism with the negative death instinct (thanatos) 
and nirvar.za with death itself in his Beyond the Pleasure Principie. 20 

Indeed, one can speak of a harmonious integration between the 
eight layers of consciousness, with constant alternation of different 
levels of functioning. For, if the "No-mind," or transcendental level 
of consciousness, is to be identified with Yogic enstasis, Zen satari, 
or Christian rapture, then, surely, the empirical sta te of consciousness 
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of nothing more than "Mind" only, does not completely vanish, 
just as the waves cannot be forever removed from the surface of 
the ocean. It only takes a light breeze to revive them, for they are 
inseparable from the ocean. itself. Hence, the psychology of the 
eight Vijfianas system provides a perfect illustration of the third, 
conjunctive case of the tetralemma logic (i.e., the Mind both is, and 
is not!). 

The significance of the Y ogacaras' psychological system should 
be judged, in final analysis, against other, similar systems developed 
in the West (1,500 years later!), such as the psychoanalytical model. 
Its focus is on the human potential of the healthy mind, whereas 
most of Western psychology is geared toward the needs of the sick 
and the maladjusted, therefore, the scope of Buddhist psychology 
is broader than that of most psychotherapeutical models practiced 
in the "Vest. Of course, without rigorous verification and testing, 
one carinot make a final judgment on its applicability in a different 
cultural context other than that of its Asian origins. It is interesting 
to note, however, that the gap between the two approaches is 
rapidly decreasing. New therapies spring up in the West almost 
daily that claim to incorporate insights and techniques borrowed 
from Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, and other traditional cultures. 

In this emerging global psychological culture, the map of con
sciousness developed by the Yogacara school of Buddhism and its 
direct heir, the practice of Zen meditation, may very well play an 
increasingly significant role. Already, there are dozens of studies, 
and perhaps hundreds of study-groups, across North America and 
Western Europe, that search for useful Buddhist ideas to help 
alleviate modern man's alienation from himself, from his fellow 
humans, and from his natural environment. 21 Some of these ideas, 
such as the loosening of the grip of absolutistic beliefs and of excessive 
attachment to one-sided viewpoints (resulting in ego-centrism, and 
anthropo-centrism), may considerably diminish the potential for 
destructive tension and conflicts, both on the individual and planetary 
levels. Who can foretell the enormous possibilities that might then 
be open to man to fully experience the joy of life in the way that 
only freedom from conflict and want and complete harmony with 
nature can offer? 



2®4e . The Disjunctive Theory of Causation: 
Things are Neither this, Nor that, for They Are All 
Subject to Causes and Conditions (Hetu-pratyaya) 

Introduction 

One of the most important contributions of Buddhism to religious 
philosophy is the doctrine of Causation. Its centrality to Buddhist 
thought can only be appreciated when seen within the broader 
perspective of the Buddhist view of change and impermanence 
(Anitya). In the Lmikavattira, the early, simplistic twelve-fold formula 
referring exclusively to the unfolding of human existence, although 
occasionally alluded to, is being replaced by a complex theory which 
includes two levels of discourse, namely: (a) the causal principle, or 
nexus (hetu), and (b) the causal factors, or conditions (pralyaya). 

In this section, I will pursue various aspects of this theory as 
presented in the Sfitra, paying constant attention to the principle 
of historical and doctrinal continuity within the larger Buddhist 
(and occasionally non-Buddhist) context. Several subdivisions of 
the material found in the text, as well as one excursus into the relevant 
Madhyamika (Nagarjuna) literature, will bring into sharper focus 
the specific doctrinal contributions made by this Yogacara text to 
the development of Buddhist philosophy and practice. The titles of 
these sub-sections reflecting these doctrinal ideas, are: The expansion 
of the relevance of Causation: from the psychological to the cosmic 
sphere; Causation as a theoretical (epistemological) basis for a 
monistic view of the universe; Causation seen as a mere teaching 
device; Excursus: Causation in the thought of Nagarjuna, and, finally, 
The soteriological value of Causation. The importance of these ideas 
cannot be underestimated, for, in Buddhism, salvation depends more 
on what you know, rather than who you know, as is the case with 
other, more devotional religions. 

261 
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The Expansion of the Relevance of Causation: from the 
Psychological to the Cosffiic-phHosophicaX Principle 

The various and increasingly complex formulations of the 
so-called Chain of Causation (as outlined and commented upon by 
E. J. Thomas and others),l reflect a progressive metaphysical sophis
tication in Buddhist thought, from the early, purely psychological 
explanation of the origin of pain, old age, and death (included in the 
previously mentioned formula of Dependent Origination, as found 
in the Dfgha-Nikaya 1.83; 2.30, 55; .Majjhima-Nikaya 1.249; Sm]1yutta
Nikaya 2.7,144), to the Sarvastivadin and Vijfianavadin Abhidharmic 
forms of multiple correlation and causal conditioning (as summarized 
by David J. Kalupahana in his book on causality).2 

It was only in the later, Mahayana scriptures that the "primitive" 
Theravadins' emphasis on psychological causality began to expand 
toward a larger philosophical or cosmological view of universal 
causal links between phenomena, such as Being and non-Being, 
spirit and matter, social, moral, and spiritual existence, and so on. 
Interestingly enough, Jayatilleke's opposition to Thomas's and 
Keith's belief that in Buddhism causation was never applied as a 
"universal philosophical principle" is based upon a certain passage 
in the LmikavatiJra (Nanjio, p. 4447) which parallels the Vinaya 1.41. 
As given by Jayatilleke, the passage reads as follows: 

Pali: ye dhamma hetuppabhava tesarp heturp Tathagato aha, 
tesafi ca yo nirodho evarpvadI Mahasamar:to. (Vin. 1.41) 

Buddhist Sanskrit: ye dharma hetuprabhava heturp te~am Tatha
gato vadat, tesan ca yo nirodha evarpvadI Mahasramar:tab.. 
(LankavatiJra, p. 444 ?) 

The Tathagata has told the cause of those elements of existence 
which arise from causes, and also of their cessation-thus spoke 
the Great Ascetic. 

Now, aside from the fact that the reference to the Lanka is either 
a misprint or mistaken (the Nanjio edition has only 376 pages 
altogether, including the Sagathakam chapter), the passage does not 
explicitly refer to physical causation. 3 Rather, it seems more likely 
that-in spite of the plural form of dharma~-it represents a reitera
tion in a different form of the well-known statement of the Buddha 
(Majjhima-Nikaya 1.191): 

yo paticcasamuppadarp passati so dhammarp passati, 
yo dhammarp passati so paticcasanuppadarp passati. 
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He who sees Dependent Origination (of things) sees the 
teaching [about suffering, etc.]; and he who sees the truth 
[of pain, etc], sees the Dependent Origination. 

Since it is not our intention to review the ideas of Causality in the 
Pali canon here, suffice it to say that the most generic formulation 
to be found there is the following relation: 

(I) 'whenever A is present, B is present' (imasmiy!! sati iday!! hati, 
Udana 2; Majjhima-Nikaya 1.264), and (2) 'whenever A is absent, B is 
absent' (imasmiy!! asati iday!! na hati, Udana 2; Majjhima-Nikaya 1.264). 
But such a schematic formula is open enough to explain both physical 
and psychological relations (albeit not too complex). And to say that 
"this is a scientific view of causation as opposed to the practical 
common-sense view," as Jayatilleke does, is overstating the case, 
to say the least. 4 

However, at the time when the Lailkavatara-sutra was compiled 
(3rd-4th centuries A.D.), a philosophically more expanded or, one 
might say, cosmic view of Causation had come into the foreground 
(as we shall see), while the psychological aspect had been reduced 
in significance to the point of representing a mere particular case 
within the grand and intricate picture of cosmic causality, which 
included both Being and non-Being. Moreover, not only is the 
classic twelve-link Chain-of-Causation not even mentioned as such,s 
(or, at best, is alluded to as a mere convention), but at times the 
very idea of Causal relation, or Origination, is treated as an illusion 
to be abandoned like all other philosophical views or mental con
structs. This position is a far cry from the ancient simplistic view 
of "This arises, that arises," and the strong impact of the Prajiia
paramilii literature upon the Lailkavaliira (and other major Mahayana 
works) cannot be underestimated, in as far as this change of 
perspective is concerned. 

Turning now to the text itself, we will find that the Lailkavatara 
allows extensive treatment of certain new categories, or new ways 
of looking at the causal relations, the most prominent being the 
division into external (objective) and internal (subjective, psychological) 
factors of dependent origination of objects, the gradual and simul
taneous rising of causes (both denied), and, finally, the six kinds of 
causes (six types of causation) according to different circumstances. 
We shall now look at all these categories, in the above-given 
succession. 

Thus, the following dialogue between the zealous disciple 
Mahamati and his revered teacher is described in the second chapter 
(Lailka II: 82-83; 11. 9-18, 1-2): 
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"Teach me, 0 Lord, the character of the cause and conditions 
of all things, by which comprehension of the character of the 
cause and conditions, I and other great beings Bodhisattvas 
may no longer imagine the gradual and instantaneous pro
duction of any contemplation and be freed from the mental 
construction about the views regarding existence and non
existence." 

The Lord replied: "Mahamati, there are two kinds of 
modalities of Causation of all things (which occurs) through 
Dependent Origination (pralftya-samufpifda), namely: the external 
and the internal [or inner type]. 

Now, Mahamati, the external (agents of) Dependent Origi
nation (are): a lump of clay,a stick, a wheel, thread, water, a 
worker and his labor, the combination of which produces a jar. 
And as with the jar, Mahamati, which is made of a lump of clay, 
or as a (piece of) cloth which is made of thread, or a straw mat 
(made with) fragrant grass, or a sprout growing out of a seed, 
or as fresh butter is produced from sour milk by a man churning 
it with his own labor, so it is, Mahamati, with the external type 
of Dependent Origination which appears in continuous suc
cession." 

This explanation of external causality may be regarded 
as the first step toward a cosmo-physical view of causal 
relations, as an embryonic form of a generalized theory of 
Causation. The aim of such theory, once emancipated from 
the narrow bounds of the early psychological exclusivism which 
revolved around the origins of pain (dukkha), would be to explain 
the nature of the interaction between various phenomena in 
the universe at large and their connection with our own inner 
world of perception, feeling and action, including the idea of 
Causality itself. The text further states (Lmikif II: 83; 11. 3-7): 

Now, first in regards to the inner (factors of) Dependent 
Origination, namely nescience, craving, and action-such pri
mary things, Mahamati, account for our idea of Dependent 
Origination. Born of these, Mahamati, are what is known as 
the personality aggregates, the elements and the bases-these 
(also) account for the idea of Dependent Origination. Though 
imagined by the immature, they are without discrimination. 

Although the causal perspective seems to have expanded to 
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include the universe as a whole, the ultimate goal for the Yogacara 
Buddhist is not pure knowledge of cosmic mechanics, but rather the 
appeasement of the mind. It is in relation to this goal that one can 
speak of a unifying thread which links the Yogacara school to the 
"primitive" form of Buddhism. Thus, the Lanka reads (III: 203, 
gathas 110-111): 

When even the entire world is regarded as concatenation, as 
nothing but concatenation, then the mind is tranquilized [lit., 
unified, integrated, set aright]. 

Nescience, desire, deed, etc.-these are the inner concatenation 
(sa1]1kala); a ladle, clay, a vessel, a wheel, etc., or seeds, the 
elements (of existence), etc.-these are the outer [or external] 
conca tena tion. 

Having perceived the intimate connection between the internal 
chain of events and the events taking place outside the mind (the 
external concatenation), the Yogacara philosopher proceeds to lay 
out the epistemological foundation for a monistic view of the 
universe. To this process we shall turn next. 

Causation as a Possible Theoretical Basis for 4 

Monistic View of the World 

In admitting the possibility of two different types of Causation, 
internal and external, the author of the Sutra seems to shift the 
perception of duality from the ontic domain (Being versus non
Being) into the realm of knowing (subject versus object, inner and 
outer, mind versus matter). Moreover, the foregoing leaves open 
the question pertaining to the essential difference between the 
author's epistemological duality regarding causation, on the one 
hand, and the philosophers' extreme views concerning the ultimate 
validity of the notions of Being and non-Being, on the other (i.e., 
the division between Eternalists and Annihilationists). In answering 
this question, one needs to consider the fundamental fact that in 
the Lankavaliira-siitra these views are repeatedly rejected as erroneous; 
as are all dogmatic views of one sort or another. 

To be sure, the idea of concatenation, whether internal or 
external, implies in fact a denial of pure birth or destruction of 
things. Instead, as we shall see, the concept of "no-birth" (anutpada) 
is extensively explained and repeatedly stressed. The following 
lines illustrate the author's position in regard to causation against 
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the extreme brahmanical views (Lanka III: 197-98; n. 9-19, 1-4): 

There is nothing distinguishable [or special] within the teaching 
of no-birth and non -annihila bon of existence. Why is that? For 
this reason: the causes of all philosophers, 0 Lord, are also 
unborn and undestructed, and you too, 0 Blessed One, not after 
your careful consideration, (declare) space, cessation and the 
reahn of Nirval)a (to be) indestructible and unproduced. 
Furthermore; 0 Blessed One, the philosophers also explam 
that the world rises from effecting causal factors. Surely, the 
Blessed One, also considers the world as rising from (such) 
causal factors (as): ignorance, desire,deed, discrimination. 

Thus, the conditions (pratyaya) having risen in accordance 
(with the Law of Causation), the difference is merely of efficient 
cause (karar;a). So is (the case) with the external causal factors 
[or conditions]: (both) you and they [Le., the philosophers] 
(admit that) they rise amongst external objects. Therefore, 
there is no distinction between the doctrine of the Blessed One 
and that of the philosophers. (With them there are) nine sub
stances [which are regarded as] unborn and indestructible: 
the atom, the primordial Germ [or Supreme Principle], Isvara, 
the creator, etc., (p. 198) while you, 0 Blessed One, (assert 
that) all objects are neither born, nor destroyed, as their being 
and non-being is unattainable [i.e., due to impermanence]. 
And as the elements are indestructible, their own individuality 
[or intrinsic nature] is neither born, nor annihilated; having 
followed their various courses (of transformation), what con
stitutes their own essential nature is not abandoned. 

Thus, in opposition to the Brahmanical belief that certain meta
physical entities are unborn, immutable, eternal, and indestructible 
(Le., the atom, the Atman, the primordial matter, Isvara, the creator, 
and S0 on),6 and also in contradistinction to the Theravadins who 
still held a few things as unconditioned and indestructible (the 
Asamskrtadharmas, such as Nirval)a and Akasa, space),7 the Maha
yanists made skillful use of the doctrine of Dependent Origination 
in order to discard the last illusions of permanency and ultimate 
cause. B Already in the second century A.D., the greatest Madhyamika 
dialectician Nagarjuna made the resounding sta tement in the Nirval)a 
chapter of the Mulamadhyamika-karika 25.19: 

na sarpsarasya nirval)at kirp cid asti vise;;al)arp/ 
na nirval)asya sarpsarat kim cid asti vise;;al)arp// 
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There is no difference whatsoever between NirvaDa and 
SalTlsara; there is no difference whatsoever between SalTlsara 

. and NirvaDa. 

The implications of this verse to the doctrine of Causation, are 
made clear in his Yukti~a~fika (k. 10-11 AB),9 where the attainment 
of right knowledge is directly linked with the abandonment of 
(traditional) causal thinking, even in regard to the attainment of 
the stage of NirvaDa, from within the world of Sarpsara: 

Having seen with the right knowledge (= clear vision) what has 
arisen with the condition of 'nescience' [Le., 'motivation'], there 
is no apprehension at all of either arising or passing away. 
That very thing is NirvaDa as this life (= the dhanna seen), and 
the requirement is done (krta-krtya). [Wayman, tr.] 

In the Lankavatiira, too, the monistic world view is given special 
emphasis, in connection with the Mahayanic preference for the 
doctrine of Mutual Causation (II: 42; n. 7-8): 

The Bodhisattvas, the Great Beings, 0 Mahamati, will have 
come to the attainment of the sameness (or similarity) between 
NirvaDa and Sarpsara. 

And this is explained in detail elsewhere (Lanka II: 76; II. 7-13): 

Again, Mahamati, whatever is (meant by) the mark of non
duality? It means that black and white, long and short, light 
and shade, are rising relatively, Mahamati, and not indepen
dently from one another. Just as NirvaDa (is dependent upon) 
SalTlsara [Le., for its existence], so, Mahamati, all things are 
non-dual. There is no NirvaDa, Mahamati, (except) where is 
SalTlsara, and there is no SalTlsara (except) where is NirvaDa; 
for the condition of existence is due to causation and the act 
of distinguishing [between opposite things, n.n.]. Therefore, 
it is said that all things are non-dual, as are NirvaDa and SalTl
sara. For this reason, Mahamati, the discipline· should be 
exercised in (the realization of) no-Self-nature, non-duality, 
no-birth, and Voidness. 

This monistic view gradually gained influence throughout the 
Mahayana literatl.lre, as may be seen from the following excerpts 
quoted by Wayman in his article "Dependent Origination-The 
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Indo-Tibetan Tradition." First, here is a significant passage from 
a scripture called the Bodhisattvapifaka-sUlra:10 

Whatever is the meaning of Dependent Origination, is the 
meaning of Dharma; whatever is the meaning of Dharma, is 
the meaning of Tathagata. Therefore, whoever sees Dharma, 
sees the Tathagata. Also, seeing that way, and accordingly fully 
understanding in the sense of Thusness, still one sees scarcely 
anything. What is that "scarcely anything?" It is the Signless 
and the Non-Apprehension; the one who sees in the manner 
of the Signless and the Non-Apprehension, sees rightly. 

Later, in 14th century Tibet, Tson-kha-pa, the great reformer and 
synthesizer of both Madhyamika and Yogacara thought, made the 
following comment regarding the doctrine of Dependent Origination 
as set forth in Asanga's Dasabhumika-sUira and in Candraklrti's 
MadhyamakavaUira: 11 

(The Bodhisattva on the Sixth Stage) reflects on Dependent 
Origination (pralftya-samutpada) in the forward direction ... (and 
so on down to:) Thus he thinks: 

"Only this heap of suffering, this tree of suffering develops, 
devoid of a creator, a feeler (karaka-vedaka)." This occurs to him: 
"Because of the clinging to a creator, activites are known; 
whenever there is no creator, there also activities are not 
perceptively reached in the absolute sense." This occurs to him: 

"These three realms are this Mind-only; whatever those 
twelve members of generation, all those, while explained by 
the Tathagata in mutiple aspect (prabhedasas), in fact depend on 
a single ciUa (ekacitta)," 

Along with the passages cited previously, these lines too point 
in the direction of Monism, derived from the doctrine of Causation, 
when construed as a cosmic, unifying link between all levels of 
existence, crisscrossing both time and space, both inner and outer 
dimensions of Being. Thus, gradually, as one's cosmic awareness 
increases, the sharp separating line between the observer and the 
observed, between subject and object, becomes less obvious, thereby 
reducing all theories to didactic stepping stones on the path towards 
detachment from self and of oneness with a larger Self, the universe 
as a whole (samaUi, tathaUi, buddhaUi, dharmaUi, etc.). Let us see 
now how the SUira addresses the finer theoretical implications 
of this fact. 
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This is yet another strand in the exposition of causality in the 
Lankavafiira-sutra. As we have pointed out in the preceding section 
on Citta-matra (ch. 2.1.), the idea of Causation also may be regarded 
as a mere teaching device within the meditational context, the 
purpose of which is to help the practitioner rid his mind of attach
ment to the illusion of permanence, of a creator, of original cause, 
and other such erroneous views. Thus, we read in the Lanka II: 
103, II. 7-17: 

Now then, the Bodhisattva Mahamati further spoke to the 
Blessed One thus: "Dependent Origination if further explained 
by the Blessed One (by saying that) what is designated as 
cause is (merely) an effect (and that) this is not a theory estab
lished (on the principle of) a self-animating substance" [svanaya
prakrti, i.e., an allusion to the Salllkhya principles, here rejected]. 

The philosophers also, 0 Lord, describe a (form of) causal 
origination when they say that the rising of (all) things is due 
to causes (such as): Supreme Spirit, l§vara (Lord), a personal 
spirit, time, or atom. Still, the rise of all things is described by 
the Blessed One, through a different formula of Causation, 
and yet not so different in its essence and [or, excellence of] 
purpose? On account of (the duality of) Being and non-Being, 
o Blessed One, the philosophers also explain the rising of (all) 
things through causal factors, and having come [into existence 
through causation], they also disappear (by causation). 

That is explained by the Blessed One (thus:): "The causal factors 
(beginning with) ignorance, are: predispositions [samskara, 
explained by Edgerton, op. cit., p. 542, as 'the effects of past 
deeds'], (which lead to) birth, old age and death. This (teaching) 
is described by the Blessed One as not pointing to the doctrine 
of Non-causality, nor is it really a doctrine of Causality." 

So far, the explanation is restricted to the realm of human 
experience, although the refutation is supposed to be addressed 
to the Brahmanic philosophers (mainly Salllkhya-Yoga deists). 
However, in the second part of the dialogue, the scope of the dis
course is expanded to included a general exposition of causal 
relations, both psychological and physical, both sudden and gradual 
(Lanka II: 103-104; 11. 17-18, 1-11): 
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"According to the Blessed One, this (formula) is given, signifying 
simultaneous (causation): 'That being so, this is.' It is not used 
with the meaning of gradual development [or, evolution in the 
sense of Causality]. 

Nevertheless, this is merely the teaching of the philo:
sophers (which) does not surpass yours, 0 Blessed One. Why? 
Because the cause of the philosophers, 0 Lord, does not produce 
an effect (karya) (in the manner of) Dependent Origination, as 
(your) cause (karalJa) does. 

For, 0 Blessed One, your cause has reference to its effect 
(karya), and likewise, the effect has reference to its cause 
(karalJa); thus, there is an interconnection of causal links (hetu
praiyaya-sar[!kara) and from this mutuality follows (the condition 
of) non-finality [or, un-settled-ness, anavastha]. 

Consequently, when someone tells you, 0 Blessed One, 'That 
being so, this is,' (it means that) in the world there is (a state of) 
ca uselessness (ahetutvar[!)." 

The Blessed One replied: "Not so, Mahamati, mine is not 
a causeless doctrine of Causation (which) is applicable to [or, 
results in] the comingling [or, an intermixture] of causes and 
conditions. When' I say: 'That being so, this is,' it is because 
of the understanding of the unreality (abhavat) of the object 
[lit., grasped, graha] and the subject [lit., grasping, grahya], and 
(because of the awakening to the notion that) this is merely 
the seeing of one's own mind (svacitta-drsya-matra). 

However, Mahamati, when people become attached to 
(the duality of) object and subject, they fail to recognize that 
there is nothing (to be seen) but one's own mind. Their fault, 
Mahamati, follows from (taking) the (duality of) Being and 
non-Being-which is one's own reality-as the external (Reality); 
in contrast, my indication is made (toward the view of) 
Dependent Causation (instead)." 

The causation through Dependent Origination (pratftya-samutpada) 
is here contrasted to other, non-Buddhist theories of Causation, 
whose one common feature was the assumption of a Self and of 
something other than Self (subject and object). These theories 
have been analysed in great detail, as well as contrasted to the 
Buddhist view, by David J. Kalupahana.l 2 In his book on the impor
tant subject of causality, he divides the non-Buddhist theories into 
four major categories, as follows: 

(1) Self-causation (sayar[! katar[!, atiakaiar[!), which assume:s that 
the cause and the effect are identical in essence. It is based upon 
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the principle of creative evolution due to the immanent energy 
(svadhii) of nature, as presented in the Vedic and Upanh:;adic tradition 
(f.-gveda, tenth book, Sa/apatha BriihmaIJa, Aitareya AraIJyaka, Svetasva/ara, 
Katha and Chiin'dogya Upani§ads).13 

(2) lExternal causation (paraJ?1 kaiarrr), which postulates a causal 
factor outside the subject which experiences it, such as: Time (kiila), 
God (ISvarakrtaka), inherent nature (svabhiiva), or natural determinism 
(svabhiivaviida), action or behavior (karma), and Fate (niya/iviida). These 
principles were held by various naturalistic schools belonging to 
the non-Vedic tradition, such as the Carvakas, the Lokayata, the 
Barhaspatya, the AjIvikas, and even certain Buddhist sects,14 

(3) Internal, as well as external causation (sayarrr kalan ca pararrr 
katan cal, a combination of the first two theories, propounded by 
the Jaina relativists in the Satrakrtaliga and its commentary by Silailka. 15 

While the Jainas posited karma as the external cause and human 
exertion as an internal cause, a certain group of Theists mentioned 
in the Sveliisvafara Upani§ad (5.11) (according to Jayatilleke) assumed 
that God is the external cause and the person undergoes changes 
on account of his own good and evil actions.16 

(4) Neither iniexnal nor extexnal (asayamkiirarrr aparamkiirarrr), 
or indeterminism (adhiccasamuppanna), which denies any form of 
causation. It was explained by the Buddhist commentator Dhamma
pala with the following words: "Adhiccasamuppanna means 'arisen 
by chance' (yadicchiiya); it is called the theory of 'fortuitous origination' 
because events arise without any cause. Therefore, even ahetukaviida ' 
('the theory of no-cause') is to be included in it."17 Jayatilleke identifies 
this theory with the niyaliviida of the AjIvikas, but his attribution 
is questioned by Kalupahana.1 8 

At ~any rate, all these theories are rejected by the two major 
Mahayana schools. In the very first verse of the Mulamadhyamika
kiirikii 1.1, Nagarjuna states: 19 

na svato napi parato na dvabhyaI11 napy a'hetutal),1 
utpanna jatu vidyante bhaval), kva cana ke canal I 

At nowhere and at no time can entities (bhiiva) ever be found 
to exist by originating out of themselves, from other (than 
themselves), from both (self and other), or from lack of cause(s). 

The position adopted by the Lalikiivatiira is not dissimilar to that 
presented in the earlier Madhyamika writings of teachers such as 
Nagarjuna. For its author, like for Nagarjuna, the question regarding 
the gradual or simultaneous rising of the effect from its cause, does 
not represent a problem. This is because they are both rejected, 
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just as the entire system of causal relations is ultimately discarded 
as mental fabrication without corresponding reality in the external 
world. Therefore, one may safely assume that, from the vantage 
point expressed in the Lankavalara, the value of any causal theory· 
is not so much ontological, or even epistemological, but rather, 
and ultimately, soteriological. In the end, it is the experience of 
spiritual freedom from the anguish caused by ignorance, mental 
habits of discrimination, speculation, etc., that matters for the 
Yogacara Buddhist. 

To be sure, in order to prove this point, the author develops 
a complex argument that runs in several stages, skillfully leading 
the reader from one level of understanding of causality to the next. 
First, there is an enumeration of six types of causal situations or 
processes that may occur among phenomena. These' six types are 
apparently found only in the Lankavaiara. They seem to indicate that 
during the early phase of the development of the Mahayana thought, 
there was no unified theory of Causation as such, except perhaps 
for the general agreement regarding the principle of Dependent 
Origination (pratftya-samulpada). Various detailed interpretations of 
this broad principle were adopted independently from one another. 2o 
Even among the Yogacara authors, the types of causation varied 
not only in number, but also in terminology.21 Therefore, one can 
say that the causal terms used in the Lanka are not representative 
for the Yogacara as a whole, but rather they are one variation among 
several others. Here is the list of the six types of causes (according 
to circumstances), and their respective explanations (Lanka II: 83-
84; 11. 8-17, 1): 

Now, Mahamati, the cause [or causation, helul is of six kinds, 
namely: (1) Impending-cause, (2) Dependence-cause, (3) Charac
teristic-cause, (4) Instrument-cause, (5) Manifesting-cause, 
and (6) Abandonment-cause. 

Therefore: (1) The Impending-cause (bhavi~ya-hetu), Mahamati, 
(means that) when a cause is to become effective, there is the 
rising of things, internally and externally [or, inner and outerl; 

(2) Further, Mahamati, the Dependence-cause 
(sarrrbandha-hetu) (means that) when the dependent condition 
is to become effective, there is the rising of the seeds of the 
personality-aggregates, inner and outer; 

(3) Furthermore, Mahamati, the Characteristic
cause (lak~alJa-helu) (means that) an uninterrupted indication 
of continuity of action is produced; 
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(4) Again, Mahamati, the Instrumental-cause 
(karm;a-helu) (means that) when a cause is invested with supreme 
authority, itbecomes effective [or, asserts itself] like a sovereign 
ruler; 

(5) Further, Mahamati, the Manifesting-cause 
(vyaiijana-helu) (means that) on account of the rising of the state 
of discrimination, there is the rising of individual marks, which 
become effective just as the forms, etc., are produced out 
of a lamp; 

(6) Lastly, Mahamati, the Abandonment-cause 
(upek~a-helu) (means that) when there is the rising of the state 
of non-discrimination, there is an interruption of the activity 
of the system [or combination of vijiianas] (and) in time, their 
(complete) discontinuance takes place [or, is effectuated]. 

Having outlined these six types of causal categories, the Siilra 
goes on to the next step of· unequivocally denying their absolute 
validity. This is accomplished by means of a skillfully argued rejection 
of both the gradual and simultaneous rising of the effects from their 
causes (Lanka II: 84; 11. 2-15): 

These, Mahamati, [Le., the six causal categories] are fabricated 
through one's discrimination by the immature and the com
moners, and there is neither gradual evolving [or evolution], 
nor do they [i.e., the effects from causes] occur simultaneously 
[Le., through sudden revolution]. Why? Because again, 
Mahamati, if there were a simultaneous development, there 
would be no shared portion between cause and effect, and 
there would be nothing to characterize a cause (as such). 

Now, if there is gradual development, there would evolve 
out of the inherent nature of the individual forms (something) 
incongruous [lit., un-met with previously]; (therefore), gradual 
development does not occur. 

Like the term "father" to the unborn child, Mahamati, the 
simultaneous, together with the gradual rising, are not possible. 
(According to) the logicians, there is a cause, a beginning, 
continuation, and climax; (there are) generated (effects) and 
generating (causet along with causal conditions, and so on; 
(but) Mahamati, these do not rise in gradual evolution (krama
vrltya). 
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Nor does the simultaneous rising take place, Mahamati, (except 
on account of) one's individual attachment to one's own nature 
of discrimination. (Categories discriminated as): existence and 
non-existence of the external (world), one's specific and generic 
(attributes), one's material existence (composed of) body, food 
and habitat, (are only) seen in one's own mind, (and therefore), 
o Mahamati, the simultaneous, along with the gradual [types 
of causation] do not take place (in actuality). Otherwise, the 
perception (vijfiana) (of categories) develops on account of 
discrimination which discriminates what is (only) seen in one's 
own mind. Consequently, Mahamati, you must become (free) 
by desisting from the views of simultaneous and gradual 
(causation), characterized by the combination of (causal) agent 
(kriya), (causal) conditions (pratyaya), and (principal, or main) 
cause (hetu). 

After denying the reality of the six types of causal situations, 
and now the possibility of their sudden or gradual emergence, the 
author, in a relentless display of dialectical vigor, will reach the 
climax of his argument, namely, the refutation of the idea of 
Causality itself. Coincidently or not, the discourse shifts at this 
point (as if caught in a flight of inspiration) from argumentative 
prose to metaphysical poetry. Here are the gathas which follow 
immediately after the above citation (Lanka II: 84-85, gathas 140-144): 

Thus it is said: 
"Indeed, nothing whatever rises or disappears through [or, 
by reason of] causal factors [or, conditions, pratyaya]. (For), it 
is merely when causal conditions are discriminated that they 
[or, things?] rise and disappear. 

(On account of) causal relations [i.e., discriminated as such], 
the affliction (saJpklesa) of birth and destruction is not stopped; 
(But) wherever the immature discriminate, that (affliction, 
or pain) is stopped along with (the stopping of) causal conditions. 

The Being and non-Being of things subject to [or, produced 
from] causal conditions do not exist; It is by reason of habit
energy that the mind is erroneously known as the triple world. 

Not' being existent, nothing whatever is born or disappears 
through causal conditions; When one regards the effect
producing cause (saJpskrta) like a flower in the sky, or (like a) 
barren woman's child, then one having perceived the supject 
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[lit., grasping, grahya] and the object [lit., the grasped, graha] 
as an error (bhrantit one turns away (from it). 

And there is nothing to be born, and nothing that has been 
born, nor is there even something (called) Causation; Then 
where and whence is the (causal) action said to be found?" 

The answer to this paramount question is contained in the 
quintessential expression of the Yogacara-Vijfianavada school, 
namely Mind-only, or Representation-only (Citta-matm, VijilapJi
matm), elucidated in the preceding chapter with the same title (see: 
ch. 2.1.). This expression points out, as we have shown, the con
tinuous evaluative, and yet deluding activity of the mind, the source 
of suffering which needs to be transcended in order to achieve true 
insight into the nature of Reality, free from discrimination (here 
called tathatil, bhfitatil, or sunyatil). These examples from the Sagathakam 
illustrate the point (p. 312 gathas 366-68): 

Nothing is produced, and yet things are being set in motion; 
nothing disappears, and yet things are falling away (from 
sight); it (all) resembles the simultaneous (reflections of the) 
moon in the water, seen over a multitude of sites. 

Unity [or, oneness] having become plurality [or, manyness, 
multiplicity], and the rains falling, or the fires burning; having 
(all) thoughts produced in the mind, they [i.e., the Tathagatas] 
declare that there is nothing but the mind. 

The (idea of) Mind-only is in the mind, and the (idea of) No
mind is also produced by the mind; (thus) understood, the 
appearances of various forms are produced in the mind only. 

If both Mind and No-mind ideas are nothing but mental products, 
and the concept of Mind-only refers to the unifying vision acquired 
in the process of yogic contemplation, as a result of the immediacy 
of the experience of Enlightenment (as previously indicated in our 
discussion of the Citta-matra concept, chapter 2.1.), then on the 
discursive, philosophical plane, the idea of Mind-only can best be 
understood in relation to the Dependent Origination (pratftya
samutpada) and the Middle Way (madhyama-pmtipad) concepts about 
the nature of Reality, as expounded in many Madhyamika and 
Yogacara works, including the Laflkavatilra. Thus, in the Sagathakam, 
certain verses seem to underscore the distinction between the 
self-deluding mental activity and the external Reality as such by 
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means of the correct understanding of the Middle Path (with respect 
to causation). 

First, we find the following exposition of the philosophers' 
mistaken apprehension of the nature of causality through the 
Middle Path (Sagathakam: 310 vv. 355-57): 

[According to the philosophers] there is an entity (born of) 
no cause, which is free from either permanency or imper
manency and removed from the alternatives of Being and non
Being; this they imagine to be the Middle Path (of causation). 

They (also) imagine the theory of No-cause; (but their) No
cause is (the equivalent of) the doctrine of Nihilism. As they 
fail to comprehend the real nature of the external (world), they 
destroy [or, miss entirely the meaning of] the Middle Path. 

The attachment to existence is not relinquished, lest they be 
considered Nihilists; (so) they try to teach the (meaning of) 
the Middle Path by means of denial and affirmation [i.e., in a 
contradictory manner]. 

The author then goes on to explain the meaning of the Middle Path 
in connection with the view of Dependent Origination of all things, 
and their lack of Self-nature (naib-svabhavyam) (gathas 358-61): 

Through the understanding of Mind-only, (the attachment to) 
the external objects (is!) are abandoned; (this is) the end [or, 
completion] of discrimination, and (thus) the Middle Path is 
entered upon. 

They [the philosophers] do not understand Mind-only (which) 
is not produced by the visible objects; this is taught by myself 
and other [Tathagatas] as the attainment of the Middle (Path). 

Birth and No-birth, existence and non-existence-the lack of 
self-nature of (all) things (is called) Voidness; (therefore) the 
two-fold nature (of things) is not possible [or, is not to be 
conceived]. 

The condition of the activity of discrimination is not the emanci
pation that the immature ones imagine; (for) without under
standing (the nature of) mental activity, the attachment to 
duality is not destroyed. 

Lastly, the author states that it is only by renouncing this 
intellectual attachment to the mode of cognition characterized by 
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dividing, or discriminating the world through mutually definable 
categories, that the true nature of reality (here called Suchness, 
lathata) can reveal itself (gathas 362-63): 

(But) as it is understood that the seeing is of one's own mind 
(only), the attachment to duality is destroyed; thorough 
knowledge, indeed, is the abandonment, not the destruction 
of the discriminated (object). 

As it becomes thoroughly known that the seeing is of the 
mind (only), discrimination is stopped; (and) as the stopping of 
discrimination (occurs), Suchness is relinquished from the 
intellect (cilia). 

This criticism was not new, however, since Buddha himself 
warned against discriminating views (Pali: ditthi).22 Its full develop
ment is fo-und in the radical critique of all philosophical positions 
which characterizes the Madhyamika school, beginning with 
Nagarjuna. It may be helpful, therefore, to pause for a moment and 
contrast Nagarjuna's position regarding Causality to that expressed 
in the Laitkavatara. The similarity between the two may thus come 
to the fore, which would indicate that the author of the SUira was 
nof only familiar with, but had thoroughly assimilated, the teachings 
of this most celebrated Mahayana master. 

Excursus: Highlighting Nagarjuna's Thought 
in Respect to Causation 

We pointed out earlier in the first sub-section that the Buddhist 
theory of Causation was first formulated at the empirical, psycho
logical level in the form of the twelve-fold Chain of Causation and 
only later expanded to cover the nature of the world as such, in the 
ontological sense. 23 It is also important to note that from its very 
beginnings, the theory of Causation was associated with the concept 
of the Middle Path between the two extremes, such as the belief in 
existence (atthita) and non-existence (nallhila). Both were rejected 
by the Buddha as leading to two equally wrong doctrines, those of 
Eternalism (sassatavada) and Annihilationism (ucchedavada), respectively. 
This position was maintained continuously throughout the develop
ment of Buddhist thought, from the early Abhidharmists to the 
later Mahayana writers.24 The Madhyamikas, in particular, made 
the Middle Way (madhyamii pratipad) the cornerstone of their 
teachings. 
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Nagarjuna, for instance, in his celebrated Mulamadhyamika
karikas (15.10); states: 25 

astIti sasvatagraho nastIty ucchedadarsanarp./ 
tasmad astitvanastitve nasrlyata vicak?aI).a]:l// 

(The theory that everything) exists is the adherence to 
Eternalism; (the theory that) nothing exists is the doctrine 
of Annihilationism. Therefore, the wise should not adhere to 
either of these (two views of) existence and non-existence. 

According to Nagarjuna, the only acceptable alternative to these 
two views is the Relational Origination (pratftya-samutpada). This is 
clearly stated in the opening dedicatory verses of the karikas, the 
so-called Madhyamika Creed: 26 

anirodham anutpadam anucchedam asasvatarp./ 
anekartham ananartham anagamam anirgamarp.// 

ya]:l pratItyasamutpadarp. prapaficopasamarp. sivarp./ 
desayamasa sarnbuddhastarp. vande vadatarp. vararp./1 

I pay homage to the Fully Awakened One, 
the supreme teacher who has taught 
the doctrine of Dependent Origination, 
the cessation [lit., calming] of (all) 
deceitful thought-constructions, 

which is (characterized by both): 
non-origination (and) non-extinction, 
non-destruction (and) non-permanence, 
non-identity (and) non-differentiation, 
non-coming (into being, and) non-going (out of being). 

Furthermore, in the first verse of the first chapter on Causal 
RelaJion (or, Condition, pratyaya), this denial of opposite alternatives 
is extended to all possible relational conditions between cause and 
effect, by means of the fourfold negation formula (catu?koti): 

na svato napi parato na dvabhyarp. napy ahetuta]:l/ 
utpanna jatu vidyante bhava]:l kvacana ke cana" (1.1) 

Nowhere and at no time can objects be found to originate from 
themselves, from something else, from both (self and other), 
or from no cause. (1.1) 
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As the common notion of a primary causal condition (helu-pralyaya) 
is found without real support in reality, the very idea of Causation, 
in the simplistic sense in which it is asserted by the speculative 
philosophers (Buddhist and non-Buddhist), is utterly rejected by 
Nagarjuna: 

na san nasan na sad asan dharmo nirvartate yadal 
katharp nirvartako hetur evarp sati hi yujyatell (1.7) 

If an element of existence does not evolve from Being, or non
Being, nor from both Being and non-Being, how can a cause be 
referred to [lit., abolishedl, or, indeed, even thought upon 
[or, meditated upon]? (1.7) 

In the seventh chapter of the Kiirikiis, devoted to the analysis 
of the composite nature of Reality (Sa1Jlskrla-parrk§ii), Nagarjuna 
arrives at the following conclusions regarding the triple nature of 
the causal process (Le., origination, utpiida, duration, sthiti, and 
cessation, bhanga): -

yadaiva sarvadharmal)arp utpado nopapadyatel 
tadaivarp sarvadharmal)arp nirodho nopapadyatell (7.29) 

utpadasthitibhanganam asiddher nasti sarpskrtarpl 
sarpskrtasyaprasiddhau ca katharp setsyaty asarpskrtarpll (7.33) 

yatha maya yatha svapno gandharvanagararp yathal 
tathotpadastatha sthanarp tatha bhanga udahrtarpll (7.34) 

Since the origination of all elements of existence does not occur, 
so (also) the cessation of all elements [of existence, dharmasl 
is not possible. (7.29) 

Because of the non-substantiation of [the factuality ofl 
origination, duration, and destruction, and without the estab
lishment of the composite Reality, how could a non-composite 
Reality be proven? (7.33) 

So, just like an illusion, a dream, or a city in the sky, in the same 
manner the (concepts of) origination, duration and cessation 
have been named [or, set upl. (7.34) 

In another, lesser known work, the Mahiiyiinavi1Jlsaka, which 
appears very close to the Lankiivatiira in conceptual outlook, Nagarjuna 
reiterates this denial of absolute, independent reality of either 
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origination (utpada) or cessation (nirodha), and reasserts the fictitious 
nature of all mental constructs: 27 -

mayaiva drsyate mayanirmita:ql sa:qlmskrtam yadal 
naiva ki:ql cit tada bhavo dharmaDa:ql sarva dharmatal/ (18) 

cittramatra:ql ida:ql sarva:ql mayavad avati~thatel 
tatal). subhasubha:ql karma tato jatil). subhasubhal/ (19) 

If the composite nature of Reality is (only) imagined, and even 
the illusion (itself) is regarded as illusion, then there is nothing 
whatever (which can be regarded, or called as) "the real thing" 
-Such is the nature of all elements of existence. (18) 

All this is nothing but thought [or mind, cittaJ and exists only 
as an illusion. Hence, the good and evil action, and from them 
the auspicious and inauspicious birth. (19) 

Clearly, we can observe here that quite early in the Mahayana 
literature, the Citta-matra concept was used with the equivalent 
sense of illusion (maya), ignorance, error, delusion (moha, verse 17), 
fancy, imagination, false discrimination, or notion (vika/pa, vika/pitii, 
verse 18b), The real truth (bhuta-artha), however, says Nagarjuna 
(verse 15) is the Dependent Origination (pratftya-samulpada), which is 
the same as the Void, without beginning, middle or end (sunyam 
adimadhyanta-varjitam, verse 15). It resembles the sky in that it has 
neither origination nor cessation (verse 2), "it is devoid of any duality 
and remains always and in all circumstances in the same way" 
(tathaM, verse 4). The world being made of appearances is perceived 
as "illusory and it exists only on account of its cause and conditions" 
(verse 9). 

From this brief excursion into the thought of Nagarjuna, it 
appears obvious that the Yogacara writers did not really invent the 
Citta-matra concept, nor were they the first in establishing the dis"' 
crepancy between the mental habit of discrimination (through dual 
categories of thought), on the one hand, and the integraL non-dual, 
monistic nature of Reality, on the other. It was the merit of the 
Yogacaras, however (such as the author of the LaflkavaMra), to have 
fully developed the epistemological implications of these concepts, 
especially in relation to the theory of Causation (hetu-pralyaya). 
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The SoteI'iological Value of the Theory of Causation 

Having pointed out the essential empirical fact that all processes 
of discrimination take place in the mind, the late Abhidharmists 
arrived at the idea of Mind-only in regard to the interpretation of 
the interaction between various phenomena. From here, some late 
Mahayana philosophers or commentators, as well as certain modern 
interpreters or translators, made the misleading assumption (by 
obviously extrapolating from the mental onto the metaphysical, 
existential level of reference) that the entire external world was 
made up of fleeting appearances that lacked objective reality, or 
existence. 28 However, as I have previously argued, contending that 
the world evinces an illusory character does not necessarily mean 
that the objective universe is unreal, just as the idea that the world 
is devoid of self-existence (nibsvabhava) does not imply that it is 
devoid of existence altogether, or that it is non-existent. This is the 
point which Nagarjuna, along with his disciples Aryadeva and 
Candraklrti (and certain Yogacara writers as well) never tire of 
making, thereby refuting all accusations of nihilism. 29 

The Larikavaiara, too, insists on this subtle but crucial distinction, 
as illustrated by the following verses (III: 200-1; vv. 86-87, 92-
94,96-97): 

For the sake of removing (the notion of) birth [or causal 
origination, utpada], and rendering clear (the notion of) no
birth [or non-production, anutpada], I teach the doctrine of 
No-cause [or Non-Causation, ahetu-vada]; but (this) is not 
comprehended by the immature (ones). 

All this (world) is un-originated [or, un-created], but that 
does not mean that there are no earthly objects (bhava); they 
seem like an illusion, a dream, a phantasm, (for) the objects 
are found (to be) causeless (ahetuka). 

If compounded things are perceived as (arising) neither from 
causes, nor without cause [or, are neither subject to causation, 
nor above it], then the view (maintained by) the opponent 
(teachers) about origination and destruction is averted [or 
layed aside]. 

Is non-existence really no-birth? That is, is an investigation of 
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causal relations (pratyaya) (really possible)? Therefore, is this 
being's name without object? Please, tell me! 

Truly, non-existence is not no-birth, nor is the investigation 
of causal factors (possible); however, this being's name is not 
a name without a (corresponding) object (behind it). 

The removal of the (notion of) (primary) cause and of causal 
conditions, the cessation of the instrumental cause [or, causal 
agent, kara~a], and the establishment of nothing but the mind 
[as the source of the notion of Causality]-this I call Non
origination. 

The practice of non-cause (means) freeing oneself from [the, 
duality, or the idea of] imagined and imagining of objects; 
(it means) liberating oneself from the alternatives of Being 
and non-Being-this I call the doctrine of Non-origination. 

From this assessment of the futility of entertaining any causal 
notions to the complete abandonment of all philosophical views, 
there seems indeed to emerge in the Lankavatara-sutra (and later in the 
development of Ch' an Buddhism) a relentless drive toward a certain 
kind of spiritual condition which is absoutely free from any cognitive 
associations. There is, however, a pragmatic motivation behind 
such denial, for, in India, the pursuit of knowledge never lacked the 
depth of the existential concern for self-fulfillment and inner 
realization. Here is how the Surra sums up its considerations re
garding Causation (III: 202-203; vv. 99,100, 103-104): 

There is no external existence, nor non-existence, and not 
even comprehension through the mind, (for they are like) a 
dream, a hair net-like apparition, an illusion, a phantasm, a 
mirage [lit., a "deer-thirst"]; rather, the abandonment of all 
(philosophical) views [about Causation?]-this is what charac
terizes No-birth. 

And the bundle of causal relations is rising and falling, but by 
becoming separated from the bundle, one is neither born, nor 
annihila ted. 

Nothing is generated, there is neither Being nor non-Being, 
nowhere is there Being-and-non-Being (found by themselves), 
except when there is a system [of causal relations, or conditions], 
within which there is (only) the rising and dissolution (of 
things). 
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Even this chain of mutual (origination) is to be regarded as a 
mere convention, (for) apart from the chain of causal relations, 
the (idea of) origination does not even make sense [lit., there 
is not even meaning in the notion of birth]. 

And this is how the author of the SUira justifies the rejection of 
all explanations of Causality, namely on salvific rather than epistemic 
ground (Lanka III: 204; vv. 113-15, 117): 

When what is born is non-existent, from what causal relation 
would it be understood? Things are indeed mutually originating 
and it is by that (mutual origination) that causal conditions 
are being taught (to arise). 

Heat, fluidity, solidity-these are things discriminated (only) 
by the immature; (for) this is a system (of relations) and not 
(of individual) entities; hence the denial of self-nature-hood 
(of things). 

The physician renders his treatment differentially, according 
to his strong authority [or, quick wish]; (for), although there 
is no variety of principles [or doctrines of healing], the treat
ment does differ, however, on account of the variety of diseases. 

My doctrine [or, teaching, correction, sasanal does not vary 
with the differentiated power of the senses (indriya) and of 
(different) afflictions (of people, kleSas)i (for) even though there 
is only one vehicle [of salvation, yana], there may be an auspicious 
eightfold path (marga). 

Thus, in the ultimate sense, the system of causes and conditions 
(helu-pralyaya) is to be regarded as just another teaching device 
employed by the master for the purpose of closing the gap between 
the inner and outer realities. The denial of birth and annihilation 
is a display of the teacher's skill in means (upaya-kausalya) aimed at 
removing the faulty views of causation, such as the emergence of 
one separate entity from another, apart from causal conditions. 
Causality proves itself to be an ultimately intractable network of 
causal relations between a multiplicity of external factors and 
compounded objects. Therefore, the investigation of the entire 
system (or bundle) of causal conditions is not really possible (na 
pralyayavfk$ar:am). The religious goal, however, means to free oneself 
from such futile, and tormenting pursuits, as speculating about 
various views and theories of Causation. 
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Concluding Observations 

This differentiated teaching in regard to causality (i.e., the 
multiplicity of causal relations, hetu-pratyaya, on the one hand, and 
the denial of the possibility, as well as the validity of a thoroughgoing 
causal theory, on the other), gave rise to a certain epistemological 
inconsistency, or unresolved tension between the two points of 
view, namely: the immediate, or empirical, and the ultimate, or 
transcendental (here called aryajiiana, as opposed to vijiiana, or dis
criminative knowledge). The solution to this problem is best 
described by Suzuki in the following lines (of his Studies, p. 300): 

... It is from this point of view [i.e., of the absolute, supreme 
wisdom, aryajfiana, n.n.] that the world is now describable as 
unborn, with no self-substance, and unconditionally empty and 
not at all limited by causation. Birthlessness (anutpada) or 
emptiness does not belong to the domain of our relative con
sciousness. The sutra in this respect is quite explicit lest the 
unwary should slip at this point. The development and definite 
assertion later in the Madhyamika school of the conception of 
twofold truth, Sarp.vrti and Paramartha, or worldly and trans
cendental, is the natural consequences of the positions taken 
up by the Lan kava ttira. 

In other words, according to Suzuki, in their obstinate efforts 
to achieve an unqualified unifying vision of Reality (monism), the 
author(s) of the Laftkavattira were forced to admit the epistemic duality 
in regard to perception. For, the ontic domain (which includes here 
both Being and non-Being) only appears to be multi-faceted, or multi
phenomenal (to the empirical mind), when under ultimate analysis 
it is void (of self-existence, svabhava), and therefore, unborn, 
unorigina ted, uncrea ted (anutpada). 

Indeed, according to the Laitkavattira, the notion of a Creator 
(such as Isvara, Pradhana, or Brahma) is due to mental activity of 
imagination, or discrimination (vilwlpa, vikalpitti). The analysis of 
Causation with its three distinct aspects (namely, primary cause, 
hetu; causal conditions, pratyaya, and instrumental, or agency cause, 
karalJa, or karya) is itself a mental construct due to imagination. 
Therefore, the reader is urged throughout the Sutra to attain the 
transcendental mental state of pure concentration (prajiia, parijfia, 
samata-jfiana, abhisalpbodha, etc.),30 the only state of consciousness 
that can perceive the primal condition of Non-origination, or, Non
causation, that is to say, the primal unity behind the diversity of 
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the phenomenal world. This is the state of Mind-only, as we have 
indicated above (vide: Laflka III: 201, gatha 96).31 

But SUzUki, on the other hand, goes one step further, by 
interpreting the whole matter in a different light, when he concludes 
the following (in Studies, 272): 

The logical necessity of reaching the ultimate notion of 
unity has made the author of the Laflkavaliira accept the doctrine 
of "Mind-only" instead of that of "matter-only." When no 
creator is recognised and all forms of dualism are set aside as 
not in accord with the real state of things, there remain two 
ways for achieving the unification of thought, realism and 
idealism; and as the Laflkavatara denies the reality of an external 
world (vishaya), or outside objects (bahyabhava) that are charac
terised with multitudinousness (viciirata), the doctrine of "Mind
only" seems to be the natural conclusion. The philosophical 
thesis of the present sutra is thus an absolutely idealistic 
monism. (Italics mine, n.n.) 

Our analysis, however, led us to different conclusions, for there 
are ways of solving this classical dilemma (between unmitigated 
realism and uncompromizing idealism) without taking recourse to 
such clearcut "either/or" absolutisms. For instance, as far as the 
concepts put forth in the Laflkavatara are concerned, one may very 
well say that its author(s) asserted an epistemological dualism (true, of a 
very biased idealistic sort, by emphasizing the Citta-matra state of 
knowing over the empirical Vijfiana state), while becoming dialectical 
relativists (Le., quasi-dualists, or almost monists) in respect to their 
ontology. This we have already demonstrated by developing at some 
point or another, the following three arguments: 

(1) The external, objective world (traidhatuka) is never clearly 
denied in the Lankavaliira, in spite of its illusory character, due to the 
fallibility of empirical perception, and the super-imposition of our 
misconstructed judgments; 

(2) If the world were nothing but Mind (Citta-matra), why 
would Enlightenment (pratyaksm7lbodhi) be needed? And, as a corrolary 
of that, whence would ignorance, the impure accretions (kieSas), 
and the evil deeds (karma) originate? For, indeed, there must be 
somewhere in the world (which is supposedly "nothing but Mind") 
something which is essentially different (Le., other than Mind), to 
account for their existence and continuous efficacy; and finally, 

(3) To assert that the Yogacara philosophy is an absolute 
monistic idealism would amount to attributing to the Yogacaras a 
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specific philosophical point of view, which would be against their 
transcendental position based upon the tetralemma logic, and sus
tained throughout the Satra, as we have seen. 

Thus, in regards to causation, the Mind (dUa) neither is, nor is not 
identical with the external world, since the two are in a relation of 
mutual dialectical interaction and dynamic interdependence. For, 
just as NirvaDa cannot be conceived without Sarpsara, so does the 
reflecting Subject (i.e., Mind, citta) exist because of the Object 
(i.e., the external world, loka, tribhava, traidhatuka), and conversely, the 
Object is defined as such due to the existence of a Subject which 
perceives it (apart from itself). Consequently, to affirm the absolute 
existence of one over the other (i.e., Subject only = absolute idealism; 
Object only == absolute realism) would be in direct contradiction 
with the most fundamental Buddhist idea of causality through Inter
dependent Origination of all things (pratftya-samutpada), as well as 
against the concept of the Middle Way between extreme philosophical 
views. 

Therefore, in light of the above analysis, one is forced to conclude 
that the Yogacara author(s) of the Laftkavatara-satra did not ultimately 
intend to present a water-tight monistic, or any other one-sided 
view of the universe. The philosophical thesis of this sutra is not (as 
Suzuki said) "an absolutely idealistic monism," but rather a radical 
critique of the absolutizing tendency of the mind (i.e., of the habit 
of reification of concepts) mounted from the point of view of the 
Mahayana dialectical relativism (both logical and ontic) and soteri
ology. The form of qualified monism it developed should not be regarded 
as an absolutism based upon the Mind-only doctrine writ large, but as 
yet another kind of Mahayana relativism (along with that developed 
by Nagarjuna and his followers) based upon the causal theory of 
Dependent Origination (of the mind vis-a.-vis the world) and 
dialectical logic. 32 

To say, as Suzuki does (and there are others as well, as I had 
the opportunity to indicate above), that "it would be unreasonable 
of us to expect anything systematically or logically thoroughgoing 
in the Laftkavatara" (Studies, p. 276), would mean to throw in the 
hermeneutical towel, something which he himself, obviously, was 
not willing to do. 
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During the last one hundred years or so, Western philosophy has 
become increasingly preoccupied with problems of logic, language, 
and meaning, thereby relaxing the traditional focus on ontological 
categories, such as: mind-matter, time-space, determinism-freedom, 
relative and absolute principles, and so forth. In this modern context, 
the so-called Oxford, Cambridge, and Vienna schools of philosophy 
have been instrumental in advancing a new methodological outlook, 
based on logical analysis (whether mathematically or linguistically 
oriented), which from its beginnings has never ceased to affect, 
one way or another, all fields of human inquiry. Linguistic analysis, 
particularly (i.e., the study of the value and meaning of words and 
of their usefulness in knowing reality) has been held by some to 
be heralding an epoch-making, true Copernican "revolution in 
philosophy."1 

With all due respect for the remarkable clarification concerning 
the modes and the limits of knowledge, brought about by this pre
sumably modern shift of perspective from the ontological to the 
epistemological domain (Kant is believed to have been the first to 
proceed upon this path), may we suggest that from the larger stand
point of the history of human thought, such radical turn is neither 
so new, nor so revolutionary as it may seem. For Buddhism, a culture 
with an effervescent development spanning twenty-five centuries 
of continuous history, has known even more radical solutions to 
similar problems confronting all mankind, namely: the relation 
between substance and appearance, between Being and Becoming, 
between logical Truth and objective Reality, between cause and 
effect, between self and the world, on the one hand, and the question· 
of reconciliation of contradictory claims set forth by various schools 
of thought, on the other. And as we have already pointed out, some 
of the Buddhist answers to all these questions were at least as 
radical, as new and original, as the Western world has seen in the 
last hundred years or so of intellectual innovation and discovery. 

287 
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Moreover, Buddhism, as a particular type of religio-philosophical 
mode of interpreting the world, did not suddenly appear out of a 
cultural vacuum. Rather, it gradually emerged, meandering over a 
fertile soil of competing ideas more or less crystallized into various 
schools of thought, some orthodox (Le., maintaining continuity with 
the ancient Vedic and Brahmanic tradition), some radically anti~ 
nomian. Out of this rich cultural environment, over the centuries, 
a process of creative selection took place which at some point in 
time, under the nourishing influence of certain powerful per
sonalities, blossomed out into a world of ideas as magnificent and 
profound as they were new and original. 

Now, the highest point, or better yet, the highest plateau in 
this historical development, was the creative synthesis that.can be 
placed chronologically some time between the first and the fifth 
centuries A.D. in Indian history. By this time, all important ideas 
(i.e., the impermanent and the ever-evolving nature of Reality, the 
non-substantial and dynamic nature of Self, the universal Void, 
the fourfold dialectics or tetralemma, the Dependent Origination 
of all things, the cognitive and depth psychology of Enlightenment, 
the primacy of Self-realization and of practical experience over 
theoretical speculation), have already been formulated in one form 
or another. This was also the period when Buddhist ideas began to 
exert a powerful and long-lasting impact upon other cultures as 
well, not only in India, but, more importantly, outside the sub
continent, stretching its far-reaching influence in all four directions: 
from Indonesia in the South to Mongolia in the North, and from 
Japan in the East to Greece and Egypt in the West. 

It was also at this time that the Laflkavatara-sutra was written and 
compiled as a major synthesis of the most widely circulating ideas 
of both the Hlnayana and the Mahayana branches of Buddhism. It 
was to have a great impact on the subsequent development of the 
last truly creative and influential school of Mahayana Buddhism in 
India, that of the Yogacara. Later on, following Buddhist missionary 
activities in China and beyond, it contributed to the foundation of 
one of the most popular and original currents of thought in Asia: 
Zen (Ch'an) Buddhism. Its impact upon the medieval and modern 
history of Japan, for instance, cannot be underestimated. 

That is why we have attempted in this work the immensely 
difficult task of bringing into clear focus the two pillars of thought 
upon which the Yogacara philosophy rests, as preserved in the 
Laflkavatara and other related texts. These two main pillars (which 
define the essential outline of any coherent worldview, for that 
matter) are: (1) its description of Being, its ontology, and (2) its mode 
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of Knowing, its epistemology, broadly defined. 
In pursuing the former, we found it useful to follow certain 

guidelines laid out by the German existentialist philosopher Edmund 
Husserl, the founder of phenomenology. According to him, Being 
as such, or to use his expression, Being-in-the-world (Dasein) can be 
defined along three dimensions, namely, its essence, its temporal, imd 
its spatial coordinates. Therefore, we have selected, perhaps some
what arbitrarily (but does not any hermeneutical effort involve a 
good measure of subjective selection of data, method, and focus?) 
three distinctive Buddhist concepts treated in the Lankavattira at 
great length, namely: the Tathagata-garbha, the five Skandhas, 
and the Dharmadhatu. 

First, the inner "essence" of Being is symbolized in Mahayana 
metaphysics by the technical term: Tathagata-garbha (ch. 1.1.). It has 
broad usage in the Lanka, as well as other related texts. Its meaning 
varies, however, depending upon the context. Thus, as "essential, 
supramlindane pure dharma," it is constantly being compared and 
contrasted with the Upani;;adic (Hindu) notion of Atman. It is 
pointed out that it does not represent a metaphysical "substance," 
or "substratum" underlying the universe, as Atman does, but rather 
it is to be understood as a merely metaphysical construct, without 
ontological validity per se, devised by the Master as a didactic tool 
for the benefit of those who cannot yet grasp the terrifying truth 
of the ego-Iessness of all things (dharma-nairatmya) and of Voidness 
(Sunyata). 

As "embryo," "womb," and "matrix" of Buddhahood, the concept 
can also provide the disciple with a great deal of inspirational power, 
since it symbolically represents the "seed" of Buddhahood present 
in all things, as well as the ideal embodied in the religious Law, or 
Dharma, which envelops the entire universe with its receptive, 
womb-like quality. 

Next follows the "temporal" manifestation of Being as the 
ever-evolving psycho-physical aggregates which make up the human 
personality, the five Skandhas (ch. 1.2.). Unlike the inner "essence" 
which is not directly manifested, the Skandhas along with the 
Dharmadhatu, which we have designated as their "spatial" correlate, 
represent the concrete, direct oufer manifestations of Being in the 
physical world. 2 The Skandhas, of course, represent one of the most 
radical and original contributions made by Buddhist thought to the 
age-old effort of man towards a better understanding of himself. 
Instead of a rigid, indivisible metaphysical entity called Self, soul, 
or Atman, the Buddhists introduced the dynamic, empirical notion 
of five interwoven strands, or streams of events, which together 
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form a dynamic river of energy, accounting for the baffling mystery 
of human personality. 

Now, while the Skandhas stand for the personal aspect of the 
manifestation of Being, Dharmadhatu (liL, the "Realm-of-the
existential-elements") indicates its impersonal, cosmic manifestation 
(ch.1.3.). Therefore, they are to be seen in a complementary relation
ship to one another, one being the more subjective aspect of Being, 
the other its objectification in "space" (both physical, the Cosmos 
as a whole with its natural Law, and metaphysical, as the cosmic Void, 
Sunya, the very ground of Being). Naturally, since Buddhism is a 
religious philosophy, both Dharmadhatu and the Skandhas are treated 
in their dual dimensions: both empirical and trans-empirical. 

The second part of the study sets out to systematize the essential 
epistemic structure underlying the Buddhist world view by using 
as paradigm, or key to its understanding, a revolutionary form of 
dialectical reasoning, developed by the Buddhists themselves: the 
tetralemma (catu!jkofi). The four limbs of the Buddhist form of 
dialectics are: (1) Affirmation; (2) Negationj (3) Conjunction of 
both; and (4) Disjunction (Le., neither affirmation nor negation, 
hedging). Subsequently, we have selected four crucial epistemo
logical concepts which not only define the Yogacara school and its 
place in Buddhist history, but also beautifully illustrate particular 
doctrinal instances in which the four alternatives of the tetralemma 
may be applied. 

Thus, the first affirmative alternative is exemplified by the much 
debated notion of "Mind-only" (Citta-matra) (ch. 2.1.). We have 
shown that, while it is true that it dominates the Yogacaras' 
epistemological outlook, it does not represent (as many believe) 
a forthright denial of the external world. It rather underscores the 
role of the subjective factors in our perception of Reality, and the 
way in which our own preconceived notions limit and define the 
kind of "reality" we are able to see. Truly, as the saying goes, 
"perception is reality," and Reality is "made of mind," that is, of 
our perceptions ("Mind-only"). 

If this is true, then a transcendental leap from "Mind" to 
"No-mind" is necessary to overcome and expand the barriers to 
perception and to transgress our self-built limitations. This can 
be done through a fundamental understanding of the process of 
cognition, its Categories and Modes, which will bring about an 
inner Revolution (paravrtti), and ultimately, the attainment of 
Transcendental Wisdom or Gnosis (A.ryajfiana). This constitutes 
the subject of the next section (ch. 2.2.), which, from the epistemic 
point of view, is nothing but the clearing of the clutter of preconce-ived 
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erroneous notions that our mind has accumulated "since beginning
less time.~' Therefore, this state may be called "No-mind," free from 
discriminations (nirvikalpa) and imaginations (nirabhasa), and it illus
trates the second, opposite limb of the tetralemma, the negation. 

The third, conjunctive alternative is instantiated when the first 
two (Affirmation and Negation, Mind and No-mind) are integrated 
in a functioning manner, such as is the case with the psychological 
system of the eight States-of-perception (Vijnanas) (ch. 2.3.). This 
system, of which the deepest state of subliminal perception, or 
unconsciousness (Alaya-vijnana), is an integral part, represents yet 
another original creation of the Yogacaras. It is, certainly, the first 
empirical mapping of the various levels of consciousness, long before 
anything similar in precision and depth has even been attempted 
anywhere else in the world. 

Finally, the fourth, disjunctive alternative is exemplified by the 
last section on the doctrine of Causation (ch. 2.4.), which lays down 
the foundation for a unifying view of the world by means of 
negating the static view of things (this being "neither this, nor that") 
in favor of their constant dynamic interaction, inter-dependence, and 
transformation. Therefore, the unifying link between phenomena 
and events can possibly be found only when the doctrine of Causality 
is understood as a complex network of causes and co~ditions (hetu
pratyaya). The soteriological value of this doctrine is provided by the 
following factual observation: since all things arise by virtue of their 
mutual conditioning and through dual discrimination (Le., between 
Being and non-Being, high and low, SaITlsara and Nirval).a, and so on), 
spiritual freedom can only be obtained from the understanding that 
no one-sided dogmatism, or absolutism, can be sustained for long 
("neither this, nor that"), and only integrative dialectics can prevail 
over dualistic thinking in interpreting the world" as it is," in its 
"facticity," or "suchness" (Tathata). 

That brings us to the final questions that need to be addressed 
at the conclusion of this study on Yogacara Buddhism, namely: 
(1) Should the Yogacaras' world of ideas be regarded as a rationaL 
analytic philosophy, or as a religious transcendentalism with mystical 
overtones? and (2) Whatever the answer to the first question might 
be, does Yogacara Buddhism have any value in helping us, free
thinkers, multi-cultural seekers of the twentieth century, with our 
own different set of problems, to find a new paradigm by means of 
which we might try to reformulate our own vision of a changing 
world? 

Addressing the first question, let us first consider the widespread 
criticism raised in the West against Buddhist philosophy in general 
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on the ground that it is not really a philosophy on a par with the 
Western tradition, since it lacks analytical rationality and detached
intellectual discipline as understood in the West. Therefore, at best 
one may regard it as closer to theology, or philosophy of religion. 

To that one can reply that, although the Yogacaras' outlook 
is certainly not a purely analytical philosophy, it cannot be con
sidered as a full-fledged religious philosophy either, since its radical 
critique of knowledge is equally directed, as I had the opportunity 
to demonstrate above, against both Hindu and Buddhist doxologies, 
as well as against Indian philosophical Materialism (Lokayata). 
Indeed, one may say that it does not offer ground of support to any 
reified, absolutized concept, or idealized being (such as a creator 
God, Allah, or Isvara-Lord), nor does it accept the limitations imposed· 
upon experience by the purely rationalistic philosophical analysis 
based solely upon the inference derived from the senses, as the 
materialists would have it. As we have seen, it advocates trans
cendence of both "pure" reason and "irrational" belief. So, while it 
has certain elements of both religious and analytical philosophy, 
the Yogacaras' worldview can be said to be neither. At most, the 
only absolute one can speak of in this case, is the Goal (of Enlighten
ment, or Self-realization) which, if interpreted transcendentally, 
can be said to be of a spiritual nature, but only in the most general 
sense. 

Basically, however, if our ultimate notions of Reality are, 
according to the Yogacaras, hopelessly clouded by distorted con
ceptualization and misleading dualistic logic, how can one speak 
of either a Yogacara "philosophy," or a "theology," when both 
disciplines are dependent upon definite statements and confident 
affirmations, without even mentioning their undaunted reliance 
upon the infallibility of language and of conventional logic? For, 
as indicated in this book, the Yogacara Buddhist believed only in 
the power of direct, intuitive wisdom, or insight, which, by going 
beyond conceptual discourse, can put us back in touch with our
selves, our deepest aspirations, our Reality "as it really is." 

Consequently, in answer to the second question raised above, 
the so-called "New paradigm" that the Yogacaras' worldview might 
help us construct today, is a "No paradigm," since another iron-clad 
paradigm would be yet another case of self-hypnosis, as was the 
Old paradigm. The reason for this is quite simple: there is no one 
model of Reality that will solve all our present existential problems 
and aspirations. Indeed, we do not need anther "tunnel" reality to 
narrow our options for an unpredictable future. Reality, "as it really 
is," cannot fit into the Procrustean bed of our mental fabrications, 
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no matter how ambitious, or ingenious, they might be. This is, 
perhaps, the most important, and paradoxically, the most rational 
lesson the Yoga caras can teach us today. 

Another, 'no less paradoxical lesson the Yogacaras can teach us, 
is that it is precisely in the transcendence of our own conditioned 
"realities" (through Enlightenment), that we can directly experience 
Reality "as it really is." It is in this directly experienced Reality that 
the Buddhist epistemological endeavor is ultimately validated. It is 
also here, one may add, that Buddhist existentialism and soteriology 
can be said to truly differ from their Western counterparts, namely: 
philosophical existentialism and ethical theology. 

And yet, as I had the opportunity to suggest in the course of 
this book, there are also areas of unexpected convergence between 
ancient Buddhist thought, on the one hand, and evolving modern 
philosophy, on the other hand. For example, as far as the Yogacara 
critique of the fundamental inadequacies of language and of meta
physical speculations is concerned, it may also apply to most of the 
philosophical activities we tend to engage in, here in the West, as 
Wittgenstein's "language games" theory has 50 well demonstrated. 

On the other hand, Sartre's and other modern philosophers' 
and theologians' attitude of "commitment to," or"engagement in" 
the life process rings like a distant echo of the Yogacaras' extoll
ment of self-transcendence and of direct experience of life. But I 
shall leave to the reader the pleasure of drawing parallels and of 
deciding upon the place the Yogacara philosophy deserves in the 
larger picture of the history of ideas, or, for that matter, its useful
ness for his or her own personal aspirations. 

In as far as the difficulties inherent in understanding the ultimate 
meaning and significance of the Yogacara school of Buddhism are 
concerned (to which I have briefly alluded above, and which are 
only in part due to the great distance from us in both time and space), 
suffice it to say that, from a historian's perspective, in the West, 
too, from Plato to Kant, from Augustine to Spinoza and Hegel, 
philosophy has been "tainted" by more than a touch of mystical 
"irrationalism" which, when garbed in poetic, metaphorical, or 
symbolic language (as has often been the case), has appeared just 
as cryptic to the uninitiated as the ancient Oriental gnosis (such as 
that contained in the Lankavatara-sUlra) may seem to us today. That 
is not to say that the germs planted by such great minds of the past 
have been sterile and have not borne rich fruits, in spite of their 
initial limited appeal, for these fruits are today visible all around 
us in subtle and not so subtle ways. 

Therefore, having presented in this book some of the more 
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disturbing aspects of the Yogacaras' world of ideas, I shall now 
entrust the reader to decide for himself, or herself, whether Yogacara 
thought is primarily a rational philosophy of language, a mystical 
transcendentalism, both, or neither. And may the seeds of wisdom, 
planted by the Yogacara Buddhists many centuries ago and carefully 
nourished over the years by scholars and practitioners of many 
generations and nationalities, continue to bear fruit in the minds 
of those who, courageously, dare to fathom such difficult and 
fascinating issues. For, ultimately, the results of this process of 
enlightenment, although not immediately visible, cannot but help 
increase the degree of open-mindedness and of the general livability 
of our planet, where mutual tolerance in the ideological realm is 
increasingly becoming the most essential ingredient of a realistic 
prescription for survival. 



Appendix 

Containing 
The Lailkiivaliira-sfitra excerpts quoted in the book 

(arranged in the order in which they appear). 

Introduction 

0.1. The Pu.rpose of the Study and the Significance of the 
Lailkavatara-sutra within Buddhist Doctrinal History 

III: 194 (1-2): 
rutarrt mahamate ak~arapatitam artho 'nak!iarapatitaDI 

III: 195 (1-3): 
vyai'icananusarI mahamate kulaputro va kuladuhita va svatmanarrt ca 
nasayati paramartharrts ca navabodhayatil 

III: 196 (4-8): 
tena na mahamate kulaputre1).a va kuladuhitra va yatha rutarthabhinivesa
kusalena navitavyaml nirak!iaratvat tattvasyal na canguliprek!iakena 
navitavyaml tad yatha mahamate angulya kascit kasyacit kirrtcid adarsayet 
sa cangulyagram eva pratisared vlk!iituml 

III: 197 (1-8): 
artho mahamate vivikto nirva1).ahetuDI rutarrt vikalpasarrtbaddharrt sarrtsara
vahakaml arthas ca mahamate bahusrutanarrt sakasallabhyatel bahusrutyarrt 
ca nama mahamate yad utarthakausalyam na rutakausalyaml tatrartha
kausalyarrt yat sarvatlrthakaravadasarrtsr!itarrt darsanarrt yada svayarrt ca na 
patati pararrts ca na patayatil evarrt satyarthe mahamate bahusrutyarrt 
bhavatil tasmad arthakamena te sevanlyaD ato viparIta ye yatharutarthabhi
nivi!itas te varjanlyas tattvan ve!ii1).al I 

VI: 223-24 (gatha 3): 
ailgulyagrarrt yatha balo na grh1).ati nisakaraml 
tatha hy ak~arasarrtsaktas tattvarrt na vetti mamakamff 
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Part OniE: Concepts Gf Being 

1.0. The Nature of Buddhist Onfology 

III: 176-77 (19-20, 1-4): 
punar api bho gautama sarvam avyakrtaJTl sarvaJTl vyakrtam asty atma nasty 
atmasty ayaJTlloko nasty ayaJTlloko 'sti paro loko nasti paro loko nasty asti ca 
paro loko 'sti mok~o nasti mok~al:t sarvaJTl k~al).ikaJTl sarvam ak~al).ikam 
akasam pratisaJTlkhya nirodho nirval).aJTl bho gautama krtakam akrtakam 
asty antarabhavo nasty antarabhava iti/ 

III: 177 (5-16): 
tasyaitad uktaJTl mahamate maya/ yadi bho brahmal).a evam idam api 
brahmal).a lokayatam eva bhavatHi/ na mad IyaJTl tvad Iyam etad brahmal).a 
lokayatam/ ahaJTl bho brahmal).a anadikalaprapaf\cavikalpavasanadau~thulya
hetukaJTl tribhavaJTl varl).ayami svacittadrsyamatranavabodhad brahmal).a 
vikalpal:t pravartate na bahyabhavopalambhat/ yatha tIrthakaral).am 
atmendriyarthasaJTlnikar~at trayal).aJTl na tatha mama/ ahaJTl bho brahmal).a 
na hetuvadI nahetuvadI anyatra vikalpam eva grahyagrahakabhavena 
prajf\apya pratItyasamutpadaJTl desayami/ na ca tv adrsa anye va budhyanta 
atmagrahapatitaya saJTltatya/ nirval).akasanirodhanaJTl mahamate tattvam 
eva nopalabhyate saJTlkhyayam/ kutal:t punal:t krtakatvamll 

II: 80-81 (14-17, 1-3): 
yaduta mayasvapnarupajanmasadrsal:t sarvabhaval:t svaparobhayabhavan 
notpadyante/ svacittamatranusaritvad bahyabhavabhavadarsanad 

ijf\ananam apravrttiJTl dntva pratyayanam akutarasitvaJTl ca vikalpapratya
odbhavaJTl traidhatukaJTl pasyanto 'dhyatmabahyasarvadharmanupa
abdhibhir nil:tsvabhavadarsanad utpadadr~tivinivrttau mayadidharmasva
havanugamanutpattikadharmak~antiJTl pratilabhante/ 

II: 52 (1-3): 
ehabhogaprati~thagativikalpamatre mahamate sasasrri.gaIfl nasty asti 
inivrttaJTl na kalpayet tatha mahamate sarvabhavanaJTl nasty asti vinivrttaJTl 
a kalpayitavyam/ 

II: 54 (vv. 125, 127, 128): 
p;yaJTl na vidyate citraJTl cittaJTl drsyat pravartate/ 
ehabhogaprati~thanam alayaJTl khyayate nmam// 
lrghahrasvadisaJTlbandham anyonyatal:t pravartat;/ 
stitvasadhakaJTl hasti asti nastitvasadhakamll 
l).uso bhajyamanaJTl hi naiva rupaJTl vikalpayet/ 
ittamatraJTl vyavasthanaJTl kudntya na prasldatil/ 
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1.1. The Threefold Meaning of Tathagata-garbha and its Relation 
to Alaya-vijfliiina: the Essence of Being 

II: 77-78 (13-18, 1): 
atha khalu mahamatir bodhisattvo mahasattvo bhagavantam etad avocatl 
tathagatagarbhal:t punar bhagavata siltrantapathe 'nuvarl)ital:tl saca kila 
tvaya prakrtiprabhasvaravisuddhyadivisuddha eva varl)yate dvatrirp.sal
lak~al)adharal:t sarvasattvadehan targato maharghamUlyaratnamalinavastu
pariveHitam iva skandhadhatvayatanavastuve~tito ragadve~amohabhilta
parikalpamalamalino nit yo dhruval:t sival:; sasvatas ca bhagavata varl)ital:;l 

II: 78 (1-4): 
tatkathamayarp. bhagavarp.stIrthakaratmavadatulyastathagatagarbhavado na 
bhavatil tlrthakara api bhagavan nityal:; karta nirgul)o vibhUravyayaity 
atmavadopadesarp. kurvantil/ 

II: 78 (5-18): 
bhagavan ahal na hi mahamate tlrthakaratmavadatulyo mama tathagata-
garbhopadesal:;l kirp. tu mahamate tathagatal:; sUnyatabhutakotinirval)anut
padanimittapral)ihitadyanarp. mahamate padarthanarp. tathagatagarbhopa
desarp. krtva tathagata arhantal:; samyaksarp.buddha balanarp. nairatmyasarp.
trasapadavivarjitartharp. nirvikalpanirabhasagocararp. tathagatagarbha
mukhopadesena desayantil na catra mahamate anagatapratyutpannail:; 
bodhisattvair mahasattvair atmabhinivesal:; kartavyal:;l tadyatha mahamate 
kumbhakara ekasmal)mrtparamal)uraservividhani bhal)dani karoti hasta
silpadal)dodakasutraprayatnayogat evameva mahamate tathagatas tad eva 
dharmanairatmyarp. sarvavikalpalak~al)avinivrttarp. vividhail:; prajfiopaya
kausalyayogair garbhopadesena va nairatmyopadesena va kumbhakaravac
citrail:; padavyafijanaparyayair desayantel etasmat karal)an mahamate 
tIrthakaratmavadopadesatulyas tathagatagarbhopadeso na bhavatil 

X: 358 (vv. 750, 751): 
prakrtiprabhasvaram cittarp. garbharp. tathagatarp. subham/
upadanarp. hi sattvasya antanantavivarjitamll 
kantir yatha suvarl)asya jatarUparp. ca sarkaraml 
parikarmeI),a pasyanti sattvarp. skandhalayais tathall 

II: 79 (1-13; gatha 139): 
evarp. hi mahamate tathagatagarbhopadesam atmavadabhinivi~tanarp. 
tlrthakaral)am akar~al)artharp. tathagatagarbhopadesena nirdisantil katharp. 
vatabhutatmavikalpadr~tipatitasaya vimok~atrayagocarapatitasayopetal:; 
k~ipram anuttararit samyaksarp.bodhim abhisarp.budhyerann itil etad artharp. 
mahamate tathiigata arhantal:; samyaksarp.buddhas tathagatagarbhopadesarp. 
kurvantil ata etan na bhavati tlrthakaratmavadatulyaml tasmat tarhi 
mahamate tIrthakaradr~tivinivrttyartharp. tathagatanairatmyagarbhanu-
saril)a ca te bhavitavyamll 
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atha khalu bhagavaIfls tasyaIfl velayam imaIfl gatham abha?atall 
pudgalal:t saIfltatil:t skandhal:t pratyaya aDavastathal 
pradhanam isvaral:t karta cittamatrarp vikalpyatell 

VI: 236 (4-8): 
asaIflsariDo mahamate pailcavijilanakaya ananubhiltasukhadul:tkha anirvaDa
hetaval:tl tathagatagarbha1;l punar mahamate anubhiltasukhadul:tkhahetu
sahital:t pravartate nivartate ca catasrbhir vasanabhil:t sarpmilrcchital:tl na ca 
bala avabudhyante k?aDikadr?tivikalpavasitamatayal:t11 

VI: 221 (12-19): 
aparavrtte ca tathagatagarbhasabdasarpsabdita alayavijilane nasti saptanaIfl 
pravrttivijilananaIfl nirodhal:tl tat kasya hetos tad dhetv alambanapravrtta~ 
tvad vijilananam avi?ayatvac ca sarvasravakapratyekabuddhatirthyayoga
yoginarp svapudgalanairatmyavabodhat svasamanyalak?aDaparigrahat 
skandhadhatvayatananarp pravartate tathagatgarbhal:t paficadharmasva
bhavadharmanairatmyadarsanan nivartate bhilmikramanusarpdhiparavrttya 
nanyatlrthyamargadntibhir vicarayiturp sakyatel 

VI: 221-22 (19, 1-8): 
tato 'calayarp bhilmau bodhisattvabhilmau prati~tito dasasamadhisukha
mukhamargan pratilabhatel samadhibuddhail:t sarpdharyamaDo 'cintya
buddhadharmasvapraDidhanavyavalokanataya samadhisukhabhiltakotya 
vinivarya pratyatmaryagatigamyail:t sarvasravakapratyekabuddhatirthya
karasadharaDair yogamargair dasaryagotramargarp pratilabhate kayaIfl ca 
jilanamanomayaIfl samadhyabhisarpskararahitaml tasmat tarhi mahamate 
tathagatagarbha alayavijfianasarpsabdito visodhayitavyo vise?arthibhir 
bodhisattvair mahasattvail:tll 

VI: 220-21 (13-16, 1): 
anadikalavividhaprapaficadau?thulyavasanavasita alayavijfianasarpsabdito 
'vidyavasanabhilmijail:t saptabhir vijfianail:t saha mahodadhitarangavan 
nit yam avyucchinnasarira1;l pravartate anityatado~arahita atmavadavini'Vrtto 
'tyantaprakrtiparisuddhil:tJ 

II: 37 (12-15) 
trividharp vijfianarp pravrttilak?aDarp karmalak~aDarp jatilak?aDarp cal 

II: 38-39 (13-19, 1-2): 
evam eva mahamate pravrttivijfianany alayavijfianajatilak?aDad anyani syur 
analayavijfianahetukani syul:tl athananyani pravrttivijfiananirodha alaya
vijfiananirodhal:t syat sa ca na bhavati svajatilak?aDanirodhal:t1 tasmat 
mahamate na svajatilak?aDanirodho vijfiananarp kirp tu karmalak?aDa
nirodhal:tl svajatilak?aDe punar nirudhyamana alayavijfiananirodhal:t syatl 
alayavijfiane punar nirilpyamaDe nirviSi?tas tirthakarocchedavadena ayarp 
vadal:t syatl 
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II: 46 (vv. 102, 103, 104): 
nacanyena ca nananyena taranga hy udadher maUl 
vijfianani tatha sapta cittena saha sarrtyuta!:tll 
udadhe!; pariIJ.a~o.'sau tarangaIJ.arrt vicitratal 
alayaIfl hi tatha citraIfl vijfianakhyarrt pravartatell 
cittaIfl manas ca vijfianaIfl Jak~aIJ.arthaIfl prakalpyatel 
abhinnalak~aIJ.a hy a~tau na lak~ya na ca lak~aIJ.amll 

VI: 222 (9-14): 
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yadi hi mahamate alayavijfianasaIflsabditas tathagatagarbho 'tra na syad ity 
asati mahamate tathagatagarbha alayavijfianasarrtsabdite na pravrttir na 
nivrtti!; syatl bhavati ca mahamate pravrttir nivrttiS ca balaryaIJ.aml 
svapratyatmaryagatidr~tadharmasukhavihareIJ.a ca viharanti yogino 
'nik~iptadhura du~prativedhascal 

VI: 222 (l4-19): 
mahamate ayaIfl tathagatagarbhalayavijfianagocara!; sarvasravaka
pratyekabuddhatlrthayavitarkadarsananaIfl prakrtiparisuddho 'pi san na 
suddha ivagantuklesopakli~tataya te~am abhati na tu tathagatanaml 
tathagatanaIfl punar mahamate karatalamalakavat pratyak~agocaro bhavatill 

VI: 222-23 (20, 1-13): 
etad eva mahamate maya srlmalaIfl devim adhikrtya desanapathe 'nyaIfls ca 
Sl1k~manipuIJ.avisuddhabuddhin bodhisattvan adhi~thaya tathagatagarbha 
alayavijfiana sabditah, saptabhir vijfianai!; saha pravrtty abhinivi~taDaIfl 
sravakaDaIfl dharmanairatmyapradarsanarthaIfl srlmaJaIfl devlm adhi~thaya 
tathagatavi~ayo desito na sravakapratyekabuddhanyatlrthakaratarkavi~ayo 
'nyatra mahamate tathagatavi~aya eva tathagatagarbha alayavijfianavi~ayas 
tvatsadrsanaIfl ca sl1k~manipuDamatibuddhiprabhedakanaIfl bodhisattvanaIfl 
mahasattvanam arthapratisaraDanaIfl no tu yatharutadesanapathabhi
nivi~tanaIfl sarvanyatirthyasravakapratyekabuddhanaml tasmat tarhi 
mahamate tvayanyais ca bodhisattvair mahasattvai!; sarvatathagatavii/aye 
'smins tathagatagarbhalayavijfianaparijfiane yoga!; karaDiyo na srutamatra
saIfltu~tair bhavitavyamll 

VI: 223-24 (vv. 1-4): 
garbhas tathagatanaIfl hi vijfianais saptabhir yuta!;1 
pravartate dvayo grahat parijfianan nivartatell 
vimbavad drsyate cittamanadimatibhavitaml 
arthakaro na cartho 'sti yatha bhl1taIfl vipasyata!;11 
angulyagraIfl yatha balo na grhIJ.ati nisakaraml 
tatha hy ak~arasaIflsaktas tattvaIfl na vetti mamakamll 
natavan nrtyate cittaIfl mana vidl1;;asadrsaml 
vijfianaIfl paficabhi!; sardhaIfl drsyaIfl kaJpeti rangavatll 
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1.2. The Five Skandhas: the Temporal M.mifestation of Being 

II: 124 (2-10): 
tatra mahamate mahabhute~u kathaIfl bhautikaI)1 bhavati yaduta sneha
vikalpamahabhutaIfl maham;ite abdhatuI)1 ni~padayaty adhyatmabahyaml 
utsahavikalpamahabhutaI)1 mahamate tejodhatuI)1 ni~padayaty adhyatma
bahyaml samUdlraI;tavikalpamahabhiltaI)1 mahamate vayudhatuI)1 ni~
padayaty adhyatmabahyaml rilpaparicchedavikalpamahabhiltaI)1 punar 
mahamate prthivldhatuI)1 janayaty akasasahitam adhyatmabahyaml mithya
sityabhinivesat paficaskandhakadambakaI)1 mahabhiltabhautikaIfl pra
vartatel 

II: 124 (10-16): 
vijfianaI)1 punar mahamate vicitrapadavi~ayabhinivesabhila~ahetutvad 
vijfianaI)1 pravartate 'nyagatisaI)1dhaul prthivlbhiltabhautikanaI)1 mahamate 
karaI;tam asti mahabhiltani na tu mahabhutanaml tat kasya he tor yad uta 
bhavalingalak~aI;ta[ml grahaI;tasaI)1sthanakriyayogavataI)1 mahamate kriya
saI)1yogotpattir bhavati nalingavataml tasmad etan mahamate mahabhilta
bhautikalak~aI;taI)1 tIrthakarair vikalpyate na tu mayall 

II: 124-25 (17-18, 1-4): 
punar aparaI)1 mahamate skandhanaI)1 skandhasvabavalak~aI;taI)1 nir
dek~yama1:t1 tatra mahamate paficaskandha1:t katame yaduta rilpavedana
saI)1jfiasaI)1skaravijfiananil tatra mahamate catvara1:t skandha arilpiI;to 
vedana saI)1jfia saI)1skara vijfianaI)1 cal rilpaI)1 mahamate caturmaha
bhautikaI)1 bhiltani ca parasparavi1ak~aI;tanil 

II: 125 (4-15): 
na ca mahamate arilpiI;taI)1 catu~kasaI)1khya bhavaty akasavatl tadyatha 
mahamate akasam saI)1khyalak~aI;tatftamatha ca vikalpyata evam akasaI)1 iti 
evam eva mahamate skandha1:t saI)1khyalak~aI;tagaI;tanatIta bhavabhava
vivarjitas catu~koti karahital:! saI)1khyagaI;tananir desena nirdasyante walair 
na tv aryail:!11 
aryail:! punar mahamate mayavicitrarilpakrtivadanyanany avarjita1:t 
prajfiapyante svapnavimbapuru~avatl asrayananyatvad aryajfianagati
saI)1mohan mahamate skandhavikalpa1:t khyayatel etan mahamate skan
dhanaI)1 skandhasvabhavalak~aI;taml sa ca vikalpas tvaya vyavartanlyal:! 
vyavrtya viviktadharmopadesal:! karaI;tlyal:!1 

II: 125-26 (15-18, 1-5); 
sarvabuddhapar~anmaI;t9ale~u tIrthyadr~tinivaraI;taya viviktadharmopa
desena mahamate kriyamaI;tena dharmanairatmyadarSanaI)1 visudhyate 
dilraI)1gamabhilmipravesas ca bhavatil sa dilraI)1gamaI)1 mahabhilmim 
anupravisyanekasamadhivasavartI bhavatil manomaYilkayapratilambhac ca 
samadhiI)1 mayopamaI)1 pratilabhatel balabhijfiavasitagatiI)1gatal:! sarva
sattvopajivyo bhavati prthivlvatl yatha mahamate mahaprthivI sarva-
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sattvopajIvya bhavati evam eva mahamate bodhisattvo mahasattvab sarva-
sattvopajIvyo bhavatil I . 

III: 146-47 (17, 1): 
skandhadhatvayatanani sarptitiprabhadhena vinivrtya vinivartantal 

X: 358-59 (vv. 752-761): 
na pudgalo na ca skandha: buddho jfianam anasravaml 
sada:santirp vibhavitva gacchami saraQ.arp hy ahaml I 
prakrtiprabhasvararp cittam upaklesair manadibhibl 
atmana saha sarpyuktarp deseti vadatarpvarabl I 
prakrtiprabhasvararp cittarp manadyas tasya vai parabl 
tair acitani karmaQ.i yatab klisyanti tav ubhaull 
agantukair anadyaiS ca klesair atma prabhasvarabl 
(p.359) 
sarpklisyate upetas ca vastravat parisudhyatell 
malabhavad yatha vastrarp hemaQ. va do~avarjitaml 
ti~thanti na ca nasyante a:tma do~ais tatha vinal I 
vinasankhe 'tha bheryam ca madhuryasvarasarppadal 
mrgayed dhy akovidab kascit tatha skandhe~u pudgalaml I 
nidhayo maQ.ayas capi prthivy amudakarp tathal 
vidyamana na drsyanti tatha skandhe~u pudgalaml I 
cittacaittakalaparps ca svaguQ.arp skandhasarpyutaml 
akovida na grhQ.anti tatha: skandhe~u pudgalaml I 
yatha hi garbho garbhiQ.ya vidyate na ca drsyatel 
atma hi tadvat skandhe~u ayuktijfio na pasyatill 
au~adhInarp yatha saram agnirp va indhanair yathal 
na pasyanti ayuktijfias tatha skandhe~u pudgalaml I 

X: 359-60 (vv. 762-71): 
anityata sarvabhave~u sunyatarp ca yathabudhabl 
vidyamanarp na pasyanti tatha skandhe~u pudgalaml I 
bhumayo visitabhijfia abhi~ekarp ca uttaraml 
samadhayo vise~as ca asaty atmani nash vail I 
(p.360) 
vainasiko yada gatva bruyad yady asti desyataml 
sa vaktavyo bhaved vijfiab svavikalparp pradariiayaml I 
nairatmyavadino 'bha~ya bhik~ukarmaQ.i varjayal 
badhaka buddhadharmaQ.arp sadasatpak~adr~tayabl I 
tIrthado~air vinirmuktarp nairatmyavanadahakaml 
jajvalaty atmavado 'yarp yugantagnirivotthitabll 
khanc;fek~usarkaramadhvadidadhitilaghrtadi~ul 
svarasarp vidyate te~u anasvadyarp na grhyatel I 
paficadha grhyamanas ca atma skandhasamucchrayatel 
na ca pasyanty avidvarpso vidvan dn;tva vimucyatel I 
vidyadibhis ca dr~tantais cittarp naivavadharyatel 
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yatra yasmad yad artharp ca samuharp navadharyatel I 
vilak~aDa hi vai dharmas cittam ekarp na grhyatel 
ahetur apravrttis ca tarkikaI;.arp prasajyatel I 
cittanupasyI ca yogI cittarp ciUe na pasyatil 
pasyako drsya nirjato drsyarp kirp hetusarpbhavaml I 

X: 357-58 (vv. 746, 748): 
pratyatmagatigamyas ca Hma vai suddhilak~aDaml 
garbhas tathagatasyasau tarkikanam agocarabll 
alayarp garbhasarpsthanarp matarp tIrthyanuvarDitaml 
atmana saha sarpyuktarp na ca dharmab prakIrtitabl I 

III: 88-89 (16-17,1-7): 
evarp skandhebhyo nanyo nananyas tathagatabl yady ananyab 
skandhebhyab syad anityab syat krtatvat skandhanaml athanyab syad 
dvaye satyany atha bhavati govi~aDavatl I 
tatra sadrsyadarsanad ananyatvarp hrsvadIrghadarsanad anyatvarp 
sarvabhavanarpl dak~iDarp hi mahamate g6vi~aDarp vamasyanyad bhavati 
vamam api dak!?iDasya evarp hrsvadIrghatvayob parasparatab evaqt 
varDavaicitryatas cal atas caparasparato 'nyo na canyas tathagatab 
skandhadhatvayatanebhyabl 

II: 114-15 (12-17,1-6): 
avyakrtany api ca mahamate tIrthakaradntivadavyudasartharp nopadisyante 
tathagataibl tIrthakara hi mahamate evarp vadino yaduta sa jIvas tac charlram 
anyo jlvo 'nyac charlram ity evam adye 'vyakrtavadabl tlrthakaraDarp hi 
mahamate karaDavisarpmughanam avyakrtarp na tu mat pravacanel mat 
pravacane tu mahamate grahyagrahakavisarpyukte vikalpo na pravartatel 
te~arp katharp sthapyarp bhavetl ye tu mahamate grahyagrahakabhini
vi~tab svacittadrsyamatranavadharitamatayas te~arp sthapyarp bhavatil 
caturvidhapadaprasnavyakaraDena mahamate tathagata arhantab samyak
sarpbuddhab sattvabhyo dharmarp desayantil sthapanlyam iti mahamate 
kalantara desanai~a maya krtaparipakvendriyaDarp na tu paripakvendri
yaDarp sthapyaqt bhavatil 

II: 116 (vv. 173, 175): 
caturvidharp vyakaraDam ekarpsarp pariprcchanaml 
vibhajyarp sthapanlyarp ca tlrthavadanivaraDaml I 
buddhya vivecyamananarp svabhavo navadharyatel 
tasmad anabhilapyas te nibsvabhavas ca desitabl I 

III: 188 (7-16): 
yad apy uktarp maya niratmanab sarvadharma iti tasyapy artharp nibod
dhavyarp mahamate niratmabhavo mahamate nairatmyarp svatmana 
sarvadharma vidyante na paratmana go 'svavatl tad yatha mahamate na 
gobhavo '§vatmako na casvabhavo gavatmako na san nasan na ca tau 
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5valak~aDato na vidyate eva tau svalak~aDatal;t evam eva mahamate sarva
dharma na Ga svalak?aDena na saIDvidyante vidyanta eva tena ca bala
prthagjanair niratmarthatav abudhyate vikalpam upadaya na tva vikalpam 
evaID sunyanutpiidasvabhavyaID sarvadharmanaID pratyavagantavyam! 

X: 266 (vv. 19,20): 
saIDskrtasaIDskrtaID nasti anyatra hi vikalpanat! 
bala grhnanti dhinmuda bandhyal;t svapne yatha sutam!! 
nail;svabhavyam anutpado pudgalal;t skandhasaIDtatil;t! 
pratyaya dhatavo jf\eya sunyata ca bhavabhavam!! 

III: 189 (13-17): 
yaddhi mahamat~ na nityaID nanityaID na karyaID na karaDaID na saIDskrtaID 
nasaIDskrtaID na buddhir na boddhavyaID na lak~yaID na lak~aDaID na 
skandha na skandhebhyo 'nyan nabhidheyaID nabhidhanaID naikatvanya
tvobhayatvanubhayatvasaIDbaddhaID tat sarvapramal),avinivrttaID yat 
sarvapramal),avinivrttaID tad vanmatraID saIDpadyate! 

II: 43 (2-6): 
tasmat tarhi mahamate te bodhisattvair mahasattvail;t tathagatakayanu
gamena pratilabhina skandhadhatvayatanacittahetupratyayakriyayogot
padasthitibhangavikalpaprapaficarahitair bhavitavyaID cittamatranu
saribhil;t!! 

1.3. Dharmadhatu: the Spatial or Cosmic Dimen.sion of Being 

III: 140 (9-17): 
punar api mahamatir aha! desayatu me bhagavan buddhanaID bhagavataID 
kathaID bhagavan buddhanaID buddhata bhavati! bhagavan aha! dharma
pudgalanairatmyavabodhan mahama,te avaral),advayaparijfianavabodhac 
ca cyutidvayadhigamat klesadvayaprahal),ac ca mahamate buddhanaID 
bhagavataID buddhata bhavati! ete~am eva mahamate dharmal),am adhigamac 
chravakapratyekabuddhasaIDbuddhata bhavati! atha etas man mahamate 
ekayanaID desayami!! tatredam ucyate!! nairatmyasya dvayaID klesas 
tathaivavaral),advayam! acintya paril),aminyas cyuter labhat tathagatal;tll 

III: 142-43 (16-17, 1-3): 
punar api mahamatir aha! yad idam uktaID bhagavata yaID ca ratriID tathagato 
'bhisaIDbuddho yaID ca ratriID parinirvasyati atrantara ekam apyak~araID 
tathagatena nodhahrtaID na pravyahari~yati avacanaID buddhavacanam iti 
tat kim idaID saIDdhayoktaID tathagatenarhata samyaksaIDbuddhenavacanaID 
buddhavacanam iti! 

III: 143 (3-14): 
bhagavan aha! dharmadvayaID mahamate saIDdhaya mayaitad uktaID 
katamad dharmadvayaID yaduta pratyatmadharmataID ca saIDdhaya 
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paural)asthitidharmatarp. cal ida1jl mahamate dharmadvayarp sarpdhayedam 
ukta1jl mayal tatra svapratyatmadharmatanusa1jldhib katamattais tatha
gat air adhigatarp. tan mayapy adhigatam anUnam anadhikarp svapratyatma
gatigocara1jl vagvikalparahitam ak~aragatidvayavinirmuktaml tatra 
pauraI;tasthitidharmata katama yaduta paural)am idarp mahamate 
dharmatavan me hiraI;tyarajatamuktakaravan mahamate dharmadhatu 
sthititotpadad va tathagatanam anutpadad va tathagatanarp sthitaivai~arp 
dharmaI;ta1jl dharmata dharmasthitita dharmaniyamata pauraI;tanagara
pathavan mahamatel 

III: 143-44 (14-16, 1-13; vv. 7-8): 
tad yatha mahamate kascid eva puru~o 'tavyarp paryatan pauraI;tarp nagaram 
anupasyed avikalpathapravesarp sa tarp nagaram anupraviset tatra pravisya 
pratinivisya nagara1jl nagarakriya sukham anubhavetl tat kirp manyase 
mahamate api nu tena puru~eI;ta sa pantha utpadito yena path a ta1jl nagaram 
anupravi~to nagaravaicitrya1jl cal ahal no bhagavanl bhagavan ahal evam eva 
mahamate yan maya tais ca tathagatair adhigatarp sthitaivai~a dharmata 
dharmasthitita dharmaniyamata tathata bhUtata satyatal ata etasmat 
karaI;tan mahamate mayedam uktarp ya1jl ca ratrirp tathagato 'bhisarpbuddho 
ya1jl ca ratrirp parinirvasyati atrantara ekam apy ak~ararp tathagatena 
nodahrta1jl nodahari~yatill tatredam ucyatell 
yasyarp ca ratrya1jl dhigamo yasyarp. ca parinirvrtabl 
etasmin nantare nasti maya ki1jlcit prakasitamll 
pratyatmadharmasthitita1jl sarp.dhaya kathitarp mayal 
tais ca buddhair maya na ca kirpcid vise~itamll 

II: 73, 74 (12-16, 1-8): 
desayatu bhagavafi chunyatanutpadadvayanibsvabhavalak~al)a1jl sarva
dharmal)a1jl yena sunyatanutpadadvayanil:;tsvabhavalak~al)avabodhenaharp. 
canye ca bodhisattva mahasattva nastyastivikalpavarjitab k~ipram anuttara1jl 
samyaksa1jlbodhim abhisa1jlbudheranll 
bhagavan etad avocatl sUnyata sUnyateti mahamate parikalpitasvabhava
padam etatl parikalpitasvabhavabhinivesena punar mahamate sunyatanut
padabhavadvayanibsvabhavabhavavadino bhavantil tatra mahamate 
sarpk~epel)a saptavidha sUnyata yaduta lak~aI;tasUnyata bhavasvabhava
sUnyatapracaritasUnyata pracaritasUnyata sarvadharmanirabhilapyasunyata 
paramartharyajfianamahasunyatetaretarasUnyata ca saptamIl1 

X: 289-90 (vv. 185, 190-93): 
dharmasarpketa evayarp tasmi1jls tad idam ucyatel 
sa1jlketac ca prthagbhuto na jato na nirudhyatell 
ekatvena prthaktvena bhavo vai pratyaye na tul 
janma samasamevokta1jl nirodho nasa eva hill 
ajatasunyata caikam eka1jl jate~u sunyatal 
ajatasunyata sre~tha nasyate jatasunyatell 
tathata sUnyata kot] nirvaI;tarp dharmadhatuvatl 
kayo manomayarp citra1jl paryayair desita1jl mayall 
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siltravinayabhidharmeDa visuddhiIll kalpayanti yet 
granthato na tu arthena na te nairatmyam asrital:t/! 
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II: 87-88 (8-17, 1-13; vv. 145-48): 
bhagavan aha! na mahamate vacanaIll paramarthal:t na ca yad vacanenabhi
lapyate sa paramarthal:t! tat kasya hetor yaduta paramartharyasukhabhi
lapapravesitvat paramarthasya vacanaIll na paramarthal:t! paramarthas tu 
mahamate aryajiianapratyatmagatigamyo na vagvikalpabuddhigocaral:t tena 
vikalpo nodbhav<lyati paramartham! vacanaIll punar mahamate utpanna
pradhvaIllsi capalaIll parasparaIll pratyayahetusamutpannaIll yac ca 
mahamate parasparaIll pratyayahetusamutpannaIll tat paramarthaIll 
nodbhavayati sV<lparalak~aDabhavan mahamate vaglak~aDaIll nodbhavayati!! 

punaraparaIll mahamate svacittadrsyamatranusaritvad vividhavicitra
lak~aDabahyabhavabhavad vagvikalpal:t paramarthaIll na vikalpayati! tasmat 
tarhi mahamate vagvicitravikalparahitena te bhavitavyam/! 

tatredam ucyate!! 
sarvabhavo 'svabhavo hi san vacanaIll tathapy as at! 
silnyata silnyatartham va balo 'pasyan vidhavati/! 
sarvabhavasvabhava ca vacanam api nrDam! 
kalpana sapi nasti nirvaDaIll svapnatulyam! 
bhavaIll parlk~eta na saIllsare napi nirvayat!! 
raja sre~thI yatha putran vicitrair mrnmayair mrgail:t! 
pralobhya krlc;layitva ca bhiltan dadyat tato mrgan!! 
tathahal11 lak~aDais citrair dharmaDal11 prativimbakail:t! 
pratyatmavedyaIll putrebhyo bhutakotim vadamy aham/! 

Part Two: Concepts of Knowing 

2.0. Buddhist Epistemology, Buddhist Dialectics 

II: 79 (5-11): 
bhagavan aha! na hi mahamate tlrthakaratmavadatulyo mama tathagata
garbhopadesal:t! kiIll tu m~hamate tathagatal:t silnyatabhiltakotinirvaDanut
padanimittapraDihitadyanaIll mahamate padarthanaIll tathagatagarbhopa
desaIll krtva tathagata arhantal:t samyaksaIllbuddha balanaIll nairatmyasaIll
trasapadavivarjitarthaIll nirvikalpanirabhasagocaraIll tathagatagarbha
mukhopadesena desyanti! 

II: 80 (13-15): 
kathaIll punar mahamate bodhisattvo mahasattva utpadasthitibhailgadrHi
vivarjito bhavati! yad uta mayasvapnarilpajanmasadrsal:t sarvabhaval:t 
svaparobhayabhavan notpadyante! 

V: 217, 218 (3-5, 14-16; 1-2, 5-8): 
bhagavan aha! na mahamate 

tathagato nit yo nanityal:t! tat kasya hetor yad utobhayado~aprasailgat! ... ! 
punar api mahamate na nityas tathagatal:t kasmad akasasaIllbharaivayarthya-
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prasangat! tad yatha rnahamate akasarp na nityarp nanityarp nitya
nityavyudasad ekatvanyatvobhayatvanubhayatvanityanityatvado~air 
vacanlyal;t! . . . 

punar apararp rnaharnate astyasau paryayo yena nityas tathagatal;t! tat 
kasya hetor yad utabhisarnayadhigarnajnananityatvan nityas tathagatal;t! 
abhisarnayadhigarnajfianarp hi rnaharnate nityarp tathagatanarn arhatarp 
sarnyaksarpbuddhanarn! 

V: 219 (1-9; vv. 1-3): 
vikalpabuddhik~ayan rnaharnate nityanityagraho nivaryate balanarp na tu 
viviktadr~ti buddhik~ayat! tatredarn ucyate!! 

nityanityavinirrnuktan nityanityaprabhavitan! 
ye pasyanti sada buddhan na te dr~tivasarp gatal;tll 
sarnudagarnaivayarthyarp nityanitye prasajyate! 
vikalpabuddhivaikalyan nityanityarp nivaryate!! 
yavat pratijfia kriyate tavat sarvarp sasarpkararn! 
svacittarnatrarp sarppasyan na vivadarp samarabhet!! 

III: 176, 177 (16-20, 1-5): 
punar api rnaharnate rnarnevarn aha brahrnaI:l.O lokayatikal;t! sarvarp bho 
gautarna ekatvarp sarvarn anyatvarp sarvarn ubhayatvarp sarvarn anubhaya
tvarp sarvaql. karaJ)adhlnarp vicitrahetupapattidarsanat! idarn api brahrnaJ)a 
ekadasaql. lokayatarn! punar api bho gautarna sarvarn avyakrtarp sarvarp 
vyakrtarn astyatrna nastyatrnastyayarp 10ko nastyayarp 10ko 'sti paro 10ko 
nasti paro 10ko nastyasti ca paro 10ko 'sti rnok~o nasti rnok~al;t sarvarp 
k~aJ)ikarp sarvarn ak~aJ)ikarn aka sam pratisaql.khyanirodho nirvaJ)arp bho 
gautarna krtakarn akrtakam astyantarabhavo nastyantarabhava iti! 

III: 177 (15-16): 
nirval)akasanirodhanaql. rnahamate tattvam eva nopa1abhyate saql.

khyayarn! kutal;t punal;t krtakatvamll 

II: 76-77 (7-17, 1-2; vv. 137, 138): 
advaya1ak~aJ)aql. punar rnahamate katarn adyad uta cchayatapavad<;ihlrgha
hrasvaknQ.asuk1avan rnahamate dvayaprabhavita na prthakprthak! evaql. 
sarpsaranirvaJ)avan rnahamate sarvadharrna advaya};! na yatra rnaharnate 
nirvaJ)aql. tatra sarpsaral;t! na ca yatra sarpsaral;t tatha nirvaJ)aql. vilak~aJ)a
hetusadbhavat! tenocyante 'dvaya sarpsaraparinirvaJ)avat sarvadharrna iti! 
tasmat tarhi rnaharnate sunyatanutpadadvayanil;tsvabhavalak~aJ)e yoga}; 
kalaJ)Iyal;t!! 

atha kha1u bhagavaql.s tasyarp velayarn irne gathe 'bha~atall 
desemi sunyataql. nityarp sasvatocchedavarjitaql.! 
saql.saraql. svapnamayakhyaql. na ca karrna vinasyati!! 
akasarn atha nirvaJ)aql. nirodhaql. dvayarn eva cal 
ba1a ka1pentyakrtakanarya nastyastivarjital;t!! 
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III: 172 (10-14): 
yad utaikatvanyatvobhayatvanubhayatvapak~apatanatacittamanomano
vij fiana tItaJTl sva pra tya tmaryaga tigocaraJTl hetuyuktidr~tilak~al)avinivrtta
manalI<;lhaJTl sarvakutarkikais tIrthakarasravakapratyekabuddhayani kair 
nastyastitvantadvayapatitais tam ahaJTl siddhanta iti vadamil 

III: 202-203 (13-15; vv.103, 104): 
asan na jayate bhavo nasan na sadasat kvacitl 
anyatra hi kala po 'yaJTl pravartate nivartatell 
saJTlketamatram eve dam artyonyapek~asaJTlkalal 
janyam arthaJTl na caivasti prthakpratyayasaJTlkalatl I 

2.1. The Epistemological Redu.ction. of the Citta-matra (Mind-only) 
Doctrin.e 

X: 322-23 (gatha 459): 
cittaJTl vikalpo vijfiaptir mano vijfianam eva cal 
alayaJTl tribhavas ce~ta ete cittasya paryayabll 

II: 130 (gatha 182): 

cittaJTl vi~ayasaJTlbandhaJTl jfianaJTl tarke pravartatel 
nirabhase vise~e ca prajfia vai saJTlpravartatel I 

III: 200 (5-8): 
tatra nirval)am iti mahamate yathabhutarthasthanadarsanaJTl vikalpacitta
caittakalapasya paravrttipurvakaJTl tathagatasvapratyatmaryajfianadhi
gamaJTl nirval)am iti vadamil 

X: 311 (gatha 358): 
cittamatravabodhena bahyabhava vyudasrayal 
vinivrttir vikalpasya pratipatsu ca madhyamal I 

sarvarupavabasaJTl hi yada cittaJTl pravartatel 
natra cittaJTl na rupal)i bhrantaJTl cittam anadikaml 
tada yogY hy anabhasaJTl prajfiaya pasyate jagatll 

X: 276 (gatha 93): 

II: 42 (vv. 99, 100): 
taranga hy udadher yadvat pavanapratyayeritabl 
nrtyamanab pravartanta vyucchedas ca na vidyatel I 
alayaughas tatha nityaJTl vi~ayapavaneritabl 
cittais tarangavijfianair nrtyamanab pravartatel I 

II: 46 (vv. 102, 105): 
na canyena ca nananyena taranga hy udadher matal 
vijfianani tatha sapta cittena saha saJTlyutabll 
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udadhes ca tarangal)aIll yatha nasti vise~al)aml 
vijfiananaIll tatha citte pariDamo na labhyatell 

cittena clyate karma rnanasa ca viclyatei 
vijfianena vijanati drsyaIll kalpeti pancabhil:tll 

II: 46 (gatha 106): 

II: 47 (gatha 111): 
udadhis tarangabhavena nrtyarnano vibhavyate/ 
alayasya tatha vrttil;! kasrnad buddhya na garnyatell 

X: 335 (gatha 569): 
na paraIll na ca vai tantraIll kalpitaIll vastum eva cal 
paficadharrna dvicittaIll ca nirabhase na santi vaill 

IV: 215 (gatha 1): 
cittarnatre nirabhase vihara buddhabhurni cal 
etad dhi bha~itaIll buddhair bha~ante bha~ayanti call 

cittaIll hi bhurnayal;! sapta nirabhasa tv iha~tamII 
dye hi bhurnI viharo 'tra se~a bhurnir marnatmikall 

IV: 215 (gatha 2): 

VI: 221 (12-13): 
aparavrtte ca tathagatagarbhasabdasaIllsabdita alayavijfiane nasti saptanaIll 
pravrttivijfiananaIll nirodhaJ;ti 

II: 54 (vv. 125, 127, 128): 
drsyaIll na vidyate citraIll cittaIll drsyat pravartatel 
dehabhogaprati~tanarn alayaIll khyayate nrDarnl1 
dlrghahrasvadisaIllbandharn anyonyatal;! pravartatel 
astitvasadhakaIll nasti asH nastitvasadhakarnll 
anuso bhajyarnanaIll hi naiva rupaIll vikalpayetl 
cittarnatraIll vyavasthanaIll kudntya na prasldatill 

11: 121 (vv. 176, 178): 
dhyanani caprarnal)ani arupyas ca sarnadhayal;!1 
saIlljfianirodho nikhilas cittarnatre na vidyatell 
dhyata dhyanaIll ca dhyeyaIll ca prahal)aIll satyadarsanarnl 
kalpanarnatram evedaIll yo budhyati sa rnucyateli 

X: 335 (gatha 568): 
svadharaIll hi yatha khangaIll svagraIll vai angulir yatha! 
na cchindate na sprsate tatha cittaIll svadarsanell 
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III: 223-24 (gatha 3): 
aftgulyagraITl yatha ba.lo na grhDati nisakaraml 
tatha hy ak~arasaITlsaktas tattvam na vetti mamakaml/ 

II: 49 (gatha 123): 
ature ature yadvad bhi~ag dravyam prayacchati/ 
buddha hi tadvat sattvanaITl cittamatraITl vadanti vail I 

cittamatraITl yada lokaITl prapasyanti jinatmajal;1.1 
tad a nairmaDikaITl kayaITl kriyasaI!1Skaravarjitaml 
labhante te balabhijfiavasitail;1. saha saITlyutaml/ 

II: 73 (gatha 136): 
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II: 42 (10-13): 
cittabahyadarsanatayanimittadhi~thananugata anupurveDa bhumikrama
samadhivi~ayanugamanataya traidhatukasvacittatayadhimuktital;1. 
prativibhavayamana mahopamasamadhiITl pratilabhantel 

II: 80 (5-10): 
tatra kathaITl mahamate bodhisattvo mahasattval;1. svacittadrsyavibhavana
kusalo bhavatil yad uta sa evaITl pratyavek~ate svacittamatram idaITl 
traidhatukam atmatmlyarahitaITl nirlham ayuhaniryuhavigatam anadi
kalaprapaficadau~thulyavasanabhinivesavasitaITl traidhatukavicitta
rupopacaropanibaddhaITl dehabhogaprati~thagativikalpanugataITl vikalpyate 
khyayate cal 

II: 123-24 (15-17, 1-2): 
evaITl prativipasyan nama vikalpamatram svacittadrsyamatravabodhad 
bahyabhavabhavan nama cittadrsyavikalpamatram idaITl yad uta trai
dhatukaITl mahabhutabhautikarahitaITl prativipasyati catu~kotikanaya
visuddhim atmatmlyarahitaITl yathabhutasvalak~aDavasthanavasthitam 
anutpadasvalak~aDasiddhaml 

II: 112 (6-7): 
tatra yathabhutavasthanadadanaITl mahamate sarvadharmaDaITl yad uta 
svacittadrsyamatravataral;1.11 

IV: 213 (10-13): 
na tu mahamate 'tra kascit pravartate va nivartate vanyatra svacitta

drsyamatram idaITl yad uta bhumikramanusaITldhis traidhatukavicitropa
caras cal 

X: 269 (gatha 36): 
cittaITl hi traidhatukayonir etat bhrantaITl hi cittaITl Ihamutra drsyatel 
na kalpayellokam asatta e~aITl etadrSIITl lokagatiITl viditval/ 
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III: 208 (12-13): 
mama tu mahamate na nitya nanityal tat kasya hetor yad uta bahya
bhavanabhyupagamat tribhavacittamatropadesatl 

III: 208 (16-17): 
vikalpasya pravrttidvayaparijfianad bahyabhavabhavadr~tivigamat 
svaci ttama travabodhadl 

X: 282 (gatha 134): 
cittaITl hi sarvaITl sarvatra sarvadehe~u vartatel 
vicitraITl grhyate 'saddhis cittamatraITl hy alak~aDamll 

II: 69 (11-13): 
cittamanomanovijfianapaficadharmr:svabhavarahitan mahamate sarva
dharman vibhavayan bodhisattvo mahasattvo dharmanairatmyakusalo 
bhavat! 

X: 282 (vv. 132, 133): 
na bhumayo na satyani na k~etra na ca nirmital:tl 
buddhal:t pratyekabuddhas ca sravakas capi kalpital:tll 
pudgalasaITltatiskandhal:t pratyaya hy aDava~tathal 
pradhanam I§varal:t karta cittamatre vikalpyatell 

X: 276 (vv. 93-94): 
sarvarupavabhasaITl hi yada cittaITl pravartatel 
natra cittaITl na rupaDi bhrantaITl cittam anadikamll 
tada yogI hy anabhasaITl prajfiaya pasyate jagatl 

X: 353 (vv. 708, 709): 
bimbavad drsyate cittam ana dim abhibhavitaml 
arthakaraITl na cartho 'sti yatha bhutaITl vibhavayet/l 
yatha hi darpaDe rupam ekatvanyatvavarjitaml 
drsyate na ca tan nasti tatha cotpadalak~aDamll 

III: 154 (vv. 32, 33): 
vikalpavasanabaddhaITl vicitraITl cittasaITlbhavaml 
bahir akhyayate nmaITl cittamatraITl hi laukikamll 
drsyaITl na vidyate bahyaITl cittaITl citraITl hi drsyatel 
dehabhogaprati~thanaITl cittamatraITl vadamy ahamll 

X: 374 (gatha 872): 
k~aDabhedasaITlkalabaddhal:t svacittarthavigrahiDal:t1 
saITlsthanalak~aDakara manocak~vadisaITlbhaval:t11 

III: 153 (vv. 25, 29): 
alambalambyavigataITl yada pasyati saITlskrtaml 
niscitaITl cittamatraITl hi cittamatraITl vadamy ahamll 
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vyavrttil; sarvadr~tlnam kalpyakalpanavarjita.! 
anupalambo hy ajatis ca cittamatram vadamy ahamll 

III: 153-54 (vv.30, 31): 
na bhavam napi cabhavalTl bhavabhavavivarjitaml 
tatha cittavinirmuktalTl cittamatralTl vadamy ahamll 
tathatasunyatakoti nirva:Q.alTl dharmadhatukaml 
kayarp. manomayalTl citralTl cittamatralTl vadamy ahamll 

tathata cittamatralTl ca aryavastunayasya tul 
vidyante na ca vidyante na te mannayakovidal;11 

X: 335 (gatha 565): 
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2.2. From Mind to No-mind: the Transcendental Leap beyond 
Empirical Cognition 

I: 17 (11-13): 
asH dharmadharmayol; prativibhago balaprativikalpam upadaya ria tvarya
jfianadhigamalTl pra tidarsanena. 

VI: 224-25 (15-17, 1-2): 
yad uta nama nimittalTl vikalpal; samyagjfianalTl tathata ca tathagata
pratyatmaryagatipravesal; sasvatocchedasad asad drHivivarjital; dnta
dharmasukhasamapattisukhavihara amukhlbhavati yogayoginalTll 

VI: 225 (6-7): 
namasalTljfiasalTlketabhinivesena mahamate balas cittam anusarantil 

VI: 225-26 (18, 1-2): 
tatra nimittalTl punar mahamate yac cak~urvijfianasyabhasam agacchati 
rilpasalTljfiakam evalTl srotraghra:Q.ajihvakayamanovijfiananalTl sabda
gandharasaspraHavyadharmasalTlifiakam eta:Q. nimittam iti vadamil 

VI: 228 (7-9): 
yat tasmin nimitte ghatadisalTljfiakrtakam evam idalTl nanyatheti tan namal 

VI: 228 (10-12): 
yan namanimittayoratyantanupalabdhita buddhipralayadanyonyananu
bhutaparikalpitatvad e~am dharma:Q.alTl tathatetil 

VI: 226 (3-5): 
tatra vikalpal; punar mahamate yen a nama samudlrayatil nimittavyafijakam 
idam enam idalTl nanyatheti hastyasvarathapadatistrlpuru~adisalTljfiakalTl 
tat vikalpal; pravartatel 
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VI: 226 (5-8): 
samyagjfianarp punar mahamate yena namanimittayor anupalabdhir 
anyonyagantukatvad apravrttir vijfianasyanucchedasasvatatab sarva
tIrthakasravakapratyekabuddhabhumyapatanatvat samyagjfianam ity 
ucyatel . 

VI: 226 (8-10): 
punar aparam mahamate yena samyagji'ianena bodhisattvo mahasattvo na 
nama bhavI karoti na ca nimittam abhavI karotil 

VI: 226 (10-14): 
samaropapavadantadvayakudr~tivivarjitarp namanimittarthayor apravrtti
vijfianam evam etarp tathatarp vadamil tathatavyavasthitas ca mahamate 
bodhisattvo mahasattvo nirabhasagocarapratilabhitvat pramuditarp bodhi
sattvabhumirp pratilabhatel 

VI: 226 (15-16): 
sa pratilabhya pramuditii.rp bodhisattvabhumirp vyavrttab sarvatlrthyapaya
gatibhyo bhavati lokottaradharmagatisamavasrtabl 

VI: 226-27 (17-18, 1): 
... vibhavayan svapratyatmaryadharmagatilak~al).arp tarkadntivinivrtta
kautuko 'nupurvena yavad dharmamegha bhumir itil 

VI: 227 (4-5): 
a~tapadasunibaddhadharma nanadhimuktikataya sattvebhyo dharmarp 
desayatil 

VI: 227 (5-7): 
kayarp manoviji'iaptirahitam etan mahamate tathatapravesat pratilabhante 
bodhisattva mahasattvabll 

II: 42 (4-7): 
dehabhogaprati~tasamalayavijfianavi~ayagrahyagrahakavisarpyuktarp 
nirabhasagocaram utpadasthitabhangavarjyarp svacittotpadanugatarp 
vibhavayi~yanti nacirattel 

II: 42 (7-8): 
mahamate bodhisattva mahasattval:t sarpsaranirval).a samataprapta 
bhavi~yantil 

III: 157 (14-15): 
punar aparam mahamate asali.galak~al).arp ji'ianarp vi~ayavaicitryasanga
lak~al).arp ca viji'ianaml 
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VI: 227 (9-12): 
bhagavan ahal atraiva mahamate trayab svabhava antargata a~tau ca 
vijfianani dye ca nairatmye (paficasu dharme~u) I tatra nama ca nimittaIll ca 
parikalpitab svabhavo veditavyabl 

VI: 227 (12-15): 
yab punar mahamate tad asrayapravrtto vikalpas cittacaittasaIllsabdito 
yugapatkalodita aditya iva rasmisahito vicittalak~aDasvabhavo vikalpa
dharakab sa mahamate svabhavab paratantra ity ucyatel 

VI: 227 (15-17): 
samyagjfianaIll tathata ca mahamate avinasatvat svabhavab parini~panno 
vaditavyabll 

X: 293 (gatha 218): 
madIyaIll drsyate cittaIll bah yam arthaJTl na vidyatel 
evaIll vibhavayed bhrantiIll tathataIll capy anusmaret/l 

X: 294 (gatha 222): 
pratyekabodhiJTl buddha tv am arhattvaIll buddhadarsanaml 
gU9havIjaIll bhaved bodhau svapne vai sidhyate tu yabll 

X: 287-88 (vv. 173, 174): 
pratibhasavimbamayabhamarIcya supinene tul 
alatacakragandharvapratisrutkasamodbhavabll 
advaya tathata sunya bhiltakotis ca dharmatal 
nirvikalpas ca desemi ye te ni~panna1ak~aDabll 

II: 67-68 (15-17, 1-7; gatha 134): 
tatra mahamate parini~pannasvabhavab katamo yad uta nimittanama
vastulak~aDavikal pa virahi taIll tatha taryaj fianagatig amana pra tya tmarya
jfianagatigocara e~a mahamate parini~pannasvabhavas tathagatagarbha
hrdayamll 

atha khalu bhagavaJTls tasyaIll velayam imaJTl gatham abha~atall 
nimittaJTl nama saIllkalpab svabhavadvayalak~aDaml 
samyagjfianaJTlhi tathata parini~pannalak~aDamll 

e~a mahamate paficadharmasvabhavalak~aDapravicayo nama dharma
paryayab pratyatmaryajfianagatigocaro yatra tvayanyais ca bodhisattvaib 
sik~itavyamll 

II: 130-33 (vv. 182,187, 196, 202): 
cittaIll vi~ayasaIllbandhaIll jfianaIll tarke pravartatel 
nirabhase vise~e ca prajfia vai saJTlpravartatel1 
saIllvrtib paramarthas ca trtIyaIll nasti hetukaml 
kalpitaJTl saJTlvrtir hyukta tac chedad aryagocaramll 
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paficadharma bhavet tattvarp svabhava hi trayas tathal 
. etad vibhavayed yogI tathatarp nativartatell 
vikalpadvayanirmuktarp ni~pannarp syat tad eva hill 

IV: 215 (vv. 1, 2): . 
cittamatre nirabhase vihara buddhabhumi cal 
etad dhi bha~itarp buddhair bha~ante bha~ayanti call 
cittarp hi bhumayal,l sapta nirabhasa tv iha~tamII 
dye hi bhumI viharo 'tra se~a bhumir mamatmikall 

II: 39 (13-16): 
punarapararp mahamate saptavidhal,l paramartho yad uta cittagocaro 
jfianagocaral,l prajfiagocaro dr~tidvayagocaro dr~tidvayatikrantagocaral,l 
sutabhumyanukramar;agocaral,l tathagatasya pratyatmagatigocaral,lll 

II: 49-50 (15-17,4-12): 
tatropari~tadaryajfianalak~ar;atrayarp mahamate kat am adyad uta nirabhasa
Iak~ar;arp sarvabuddhasvaprar;idhanadhi~tanalak~ar;arp pratyatmarya
jfianagatilak~ar;arp cal ( ... ) 

tatra nirabhasalak~ar;arp punar mahamate sarvasravakapra.tyekabuddha
tIrthalak~ar;aparicayat pravartatel adhi~tanalak~ar;arp punar mahamate 
pu:rvabuddhasvaprar;idhanadhi~tanatal,l pravartatel pratyatmaryajfiana
gatilak~ar;arp punar mahamate sarvadharmalak~ar;an abhinivesato mayo
pamasamadhikayapratilambhad buddhabhumigatigamanapracarat 
pravartatel etan mahamate aryar;arp Iak~ar;atrayarp yenaryer;a lak~atrayer;a 
samanvagata aryal,l svapratyatmaryajfianagatigocaram adhigacchantil 
tasmat tarhi mahamate aryajfianalak~ar;atrayayogal,l karar;Iyal,l11 

III: 172 (4-18; gatha 61): 
bhagavarps tasyai tad avocatl dviprakaro mahamate 'tltanagatapratyut
pannanarp tathagatanam arhatarp samyaksarpbuddhanarp dharmanayo yad 
uta desananayas ca siddhantapratyavasthananayas cal tatra desanapatanayo 
mahamate yad uta vicitrasarpbharasutropadeso yatha cittadhimuktikataya 
desayanti sattvebhyal,ll tatra siddhantanayal,l punar mahamate katamo yen a 
yoginal,l svacittadrsyavikalpavyavrttirp kurvanti yad utaikatvanyatvo
bhayatvanubhayatvapak~apatanatacittamanomanovijfianatltarp svaprat
yatmaryagatigocararp hetudntilak~ar;avinivrttamanaII9harp sarva
kutarkikais tIrthakarasravakapratyekabuddhayani kair nastyastitvanta
dvayapatitais tam aharp siddhanta iti vadamil 

etan mahamate siddhantanayadesanalak~ar;arp yarra tvaya canyaiS ca 
bodhisattvair mahasattvair yogal,l karar;Iyal,lll tatredam ucyatel/ 
nayo hi dvividho mahyarp'siddhanto desana ca vail 
desemi ya balanarp siddhantarp yoginarp ahamll 
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VI: 229 (15-18): 
bhagavan ahal na mahamate yatha rutarthagrahaDaIfl kartavyaml na ca 
mahamate gaftganadlbalukapramaDataya tryadhvakabuddhapramar;tata 
bhavatil 

II: 132 (vv. 198, 199): 
buddhya vivecyamanaIfl tu na tantraIfl napi kalpitaml 
ni~panno nasti vai bhaval::t kathaIfl buddhya vikalpyatell 
ni~panno vidyate bhavo bhavabhavavivarjital::tl 
bhavabhavavinirmukto dvau svabhavau kathaIfl na taul! 

2.3. The Conjunctive System of the Eight Vijiianas: the Integration 
of Both Mind and No-mind States of Consciousness 

II: 37 (8-12): 
dvividho mahamate vijfiananam utpattisthitinirodho bhavati na ca tarkika 
avabudhyante yad uta prabandhanirodho lak~aDanirodhas cal dvividha 
utpado vijfiananaIfl prabandhotpado lak~aDotpadas cal dvividha sthitil::t 
prabandhasthitir lak~aDasthitis cal 

II: 37 (12-15): 
trividhaIfl vijfianaIfl pravrttilak~ar;taIfl karmalak~aDaIfl jatilak~ar;taIfl cal 

III: 156-57 (14-15, 8-13): 
tatra mahamate triprakaraIfl jfianaIfllaukikaIfllokottaraIfl ca lokottaratamaIfl 
call tatra laukikaIfl jfianaIfl sad asat pak~abhinivi~tanaIfl sarvatlrthakara
balaprthagjananaIfl cal tatra lok6ttaraIfl jfianaIfl sarvasravakapratyeka
buddhanaIfl ca svasamanyalak~aDapatitasayabhiniviHanaIflI tatra lokottara
tamaIfl jfianaIfl buddhabodhisattvanaIfl nirabhasadharmapravicayada
nirodhan utpadadarsanat sad asat pak~avigataIfl tathagatabhuminair
atmyadhigamat pravartatell 

III: 157 (1-7): 
tatrotpannapradhvaIflsi vijfianam anutpannapradhvaIflsi jfianaml punar 
aparaIfl mahamate nimittanimittapatitaIfl vijfianaIfl nasty asti vaicitrya
lak~aDahetukaIfl ca nimittanimittavyatikrantalak~aDaIfl jfianaml punar 
aparaIfl mahamate upacayalak~aDaIfl vijfianam apacayalak~aDaIfl jfianaml 
tatra trividhaIfl jfianaIfl svasamanyalak~aDavadharakaIfl cotpadavyayava
dharakaIfl canutpadanirodhavadharakaIfl call 

III: 157-58 (14-17, 1): 
punar aparam mahamate asaftgalak~aDaIfl jfianaIfl vi~ayavaicitryasaftga
lak~aDaIfl ca vijfianaml punar aparaIfl mahamate trisaftgatik~ayotpada
yogalak~aDaIfl vijfianam asaftgasvabhavalak~aDaIfl jfianaml punar aparaIfl 
mahamate apraptilak~aDaIfl jfianaIfl svapratyatmaryajfianagatigocaram 
apravesanirgamatvad udakacandravajjalell 
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II: 68 (Il-13~: 
ajfianakarmatr~l).aprabhavaI!l cak~u~a rupadigrahal).abhinivesat pravar
tamaI1aI!l vijfianaI!l sarvendriyaib svacittadr~yabhajanadehalayasvacitta
vikalpavikaipitaI!l vijfiapayatil 

II: 65 (Il-14; vv. 131, 132): . 
triyanam ekayanaI!l ca ayanaI!l ca vadamy ahaI!lI 
baianaI!l mandabuddhlnam aryal).aI!l ca viviktataI!ll1 
dvaraI!l hi paramarthasya vijfiaptidvayavarjitaml 
yanatrayavyavasthanaI!l nirabhase sthite kutabll 

II: 37-38 (15-19, 1-2): 
khyasyati khyativijfianaI!l ca mahamate vastuprativikaipavijfianam ca dye 
'pyete 'bhinnaiak~al).e 'nyonyohetukel tatra khyativijfianaI!l mahamate 
'cintyavasanaparil).amahetukam vastuprativikalpavijfianaI!l ca mahamate 
vi~ayavikalpahetukam anadikaiaprapaficavasanahetukaI!l call 

II: 127 (gatha 180): 
tadd hetukaI!l tad alambya manogatisamasrayaml 
hetuI!l dadati cittasya vijfianam ca samasritamll 

II: 46 (vv. 102, 103, 104): 
na canyena ca nananyena taranga hy udadher matal 
vijfianani tatha sapta cittena saha saI!lyutabl1 
udadheb paril).amo 'sau tarangal).aI!l vicitratal 
alayaI!l hi tatha citraI!l vijfianakhyaI!l pravartatell 
cittaI!l manas ca vijfianaI!l lak~aDarthaI!l prakalpyatel 
abhinnalak~al).a hy a~tau na lak~ya na ca lak~al).amll 

X: 278 (gatha 103): 
cittam avyakrtaI!l nityaI!l mano hy ubhayasaI!lcaraml 
vartamanaI!l hi vijfianaI!l kusalakusalaI!l hi tatll 

X: 293 (gatha 217): 
alayo muficate kayaI!l manab prarthayate gatiml 
vijfianaI!l vi~ayabhasaI!l bhrantiI!l dr~tva pralabhyatell 

X: 293 (gatha 216): 
svacchaI!l cittaI!l svabhavena manab kalu~akarakaml 
man as ca sahavijfianair vasana k~ipate sada/! 

X: 330 (vv. 521, 523): 
,vyavrtte rupavijfiane yadi karma vinasyatil 
nityanityaI!l na prapnoti saI!lsaras ca na vidyatell 
pradhvaI!lsi patitaI!l rupaI!l vijfianaI!l ca bhavalayel 
rupavijfianasaI!lbaddhaI!l na ca karma vinasyatill 
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udadhes ca taraIi.ganarp yatha nash vise~aDaml 
vijfiananarp tatha citte!:J pariDamo na labhyatell 
cittena clyate karma manasa ca viclyatel 
vijfianena vijanati drsyarp kalpeti paficabhi!:JI/ 

II: 46 (vv. 105, 106): 

II: 47-48 (vv. 113-115, 121): 
udeti bhaskaro yadvat samahlnottame jinel 
tatha tvarp lokapradyota tattvarp desesi balisanl/ 
krtva dharme~vavasthanarp kasmat tattvarp na bha~asel 
bha~ase yadi va tattvaql citte tattvaql na vidyatel/ 
udadher yatha taraIi.ga hi darpaDe supine yathal 
drsyanti yugapat kale tatha cittaql svagocarel/ 
desemi jinaputraDaql neyaql balana desanal:ll 
vicitra hi yatha maya drsyate na ca vidyatell 
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II: 38 (3-8): 
tatra sarvendriyavijfiananirodho mahamate yad utalayavijfianasyabhuta
parikalpavasanavaicitryanirodha!:J e~a hi mahamate lak~aDanirodha/:i1 
prabandhanirodhal:) punar mahamate yasmac ca pravartatel yasmad iti 
mahamate yad asrayena yad alambanena cal tatra yad asrayam 

anadikalaprapaficadau~thulyavasana yad alambanaql svacittadr~yavijfi.ana
vi$aye vikalpal:)1 

X: 354 (gatha 722): 
cittam manas ca ~advanyavijfiananyatmasaqlyutal 
ekatvanyatvarahita alayo 'yarp pravartattel/ 

II: 38-39 (13-19, 1-2): 
evam eva mahamate pravrttivijfiananyalayavijfianajatilak~aDadanyani syur 
analayavijfianahetukani syul:)1 athananyani pravrthvijfiananirodha alaya
vijfiananirodha/:i syat sa ca na bhavati svajatilak~aDanirodhal:)1 tasmat 
mahamate na svajatilak~aDanirodho vijfiananaql kiql tu karmalak~aDa
nirodha/:il svajatilak~aDe punar nirudhyamana alayavijfiananirodhal:) syatl 
alayavijfiane punar nirilpyamaDe nirvisi~tastlrthakarocchedavadenayaql 
vadal:) syatl 

II: 235-36 (12-17, 1): 
pravrtya ca vinasyanti svacittadrsyanavabodhat samanantaranirodhe 
'nyadvijfianarp pravartate saqlsthanakrtivise~agrahakaql manovijfianaql 
paficabhir vijfianakayai!:J saha saqlprayuktaql pravartatel k~aDakalana
vasthayi tat k~aDikam iti vadamil k~aDikaql punar mahamate alayavijfianarp 
tathagatagarbhal:) samsabditaql manal:)sahitaql pravrttivijfianavasanabhil:) 
k$aDikamanasravavasanabhir ak~aDikaml 
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VII: 242-43 (15-17, 1-3): 
punar apararp. mahamate ~aDam vijfianakayanarp. nirodhad ucchedadrHim
asrayanti balaprthagjana alayanabodhat sasvatadntayo bhavantil ... I 
svamativikalpasyaiva vinivrtter mok~al;t praji'iayatel caturvasanaprahaDat 
sarvado~aprahaDamll 

bhavakamarupadntlnarp. vasana vai caturvidhal 
manoviji'ianasarp.bhuta alayarp. ca manal;t sthital;tl! 
manoviji'iananetradyair ucchedas capy anityatal;tl 
sasvatarp. ca anadyena nirvaDamatidr~tinarp.1! 

VII: 243 (vv. 4, 5): 

II: 48-49 (vv. 119-20, 122-23): 
sattvanarp. kar~aDarthaya rari.gais citrarp. vikalpyatel 
deSana vyabhicararp. ca tattvarp. hy ak~aravarjitaml! 
krtva dharme~vavasthanarp. tattvarp. desemi yoginaml 
tattvarp. pratyatmagatikarp. kalpyakalpena varjitamll 
desanapi tatha citra desyate vyabhicariDII 
desana hi yad anyasya tad anyasyapy adesanal! 
ature ature yadvad bhi~agdravyarp. prayacchatil 
buddha hi tatvat sattvanarp. cittamatrarp. vadanti vail! 

III: 155-56 (13-17, 1-2): 
punarapararp. mahamate aniruddha anutpannal;t prakrtiparinirvrtas triyanam 
ekayanarp. ca pai'icacittasvabhavadi~u yatharutarthabhinivesarp. pratItya
bhinivesatal;t samaropapavadadntipatito bhavatil anyatha vyavasthitan 
anyatha prativikalpayan mayavaicitryadarSanavikalpanavatl tad yatha 
mahamate anyatha hi mayavaicitryarp. dntavyam anyatha pratikalpyate 
balair na tvaryail;tll 

III: 156 (7-10; gathas 36-37): 
astitvarp. sarvabhavanarp. yatha balair vikalpyatel 
yadi te bhaved yatha dr~tyal;t sarve syus tattvadarsinal;tl! 
abhavat sarvadharmaDarp. sarp.kleso nasti suddhis cal 
na te tatha yatha dnta na ca te vai na santi call 

2.4. The Disjunctive Theory of Causation: Things are Neither 
this, Nor that/ for They Are All Subject to Causes and Conditions 
(Hetu-pratyaya) 

II: 82-83 (9-18, 1-2): 
desayatu me bhagavan hetupratyayalak~aDarp. sarvadharmaDarp. yena 
hetupratyayalak~aDavabodhenaharp. canye ca bodhisattva mahasattva 
sad as ad dr~tivikalparahital;t sarvabhavanakramarp. yugapad utpattirp. na 
kalpayeyul;tll 
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bhagavan aha! dviprakaralTl mahamate pratItyasamutpadahetulak~ar:talTl 
sarvadharmar:talTl yad uta bahyalTl cadhyatmikalTl cal tatra bahyapratItya
samutpado mahamate mrtpir:tgadar:tgacakrasutrodakapuru~aprayatnadi
pratyayair mahamate ghata utpadyate! yatha ca mahamate ghato mrtpir:tgad 
eva tantubhyab patab vlrar:tebhyab kata vljad ankurab khar:tgadipuru~a
prayatnayogad dadhno navanlta utpadyate evam eva mahamate bahyab 
pratItyasamutpadab purvottarottaro dntavyam!! 

II: 83 (3-7): 
tatradhyatmikab pratItyasamutpado yad utavidya tnr:ta karmety evam 
adhya mahamate dharmab pratltyasamutpadasalTljiialTl pratilabhante! 
ebhya utpanna mahamate skandhadhatvayatanakhya dharmab pratltya
samutpadasalTljiialTl pratilabhante! te cavisi~tab kalpyante ca balaibll 

III: 203 (vv. 110-111): 
yada sarvam imalTl IokalTl salTlkalam eva pasyati! 
salTlkalamatram evedalTl tada cittalTl samadhyate!! 
ajiianatnr:takarmadib salTlkaladhyatmiko bhavet! . 
khejamrddhar:tgacakradi vljabhutadi bahiram!! 

III: 197-98 (9-19,1-4): 
na bhavatanirodhanutpadadasanena kilTlcid visi$yate! tat kasya hetoh 
sarvatlrthakarar:tam api bhagavan karaI).any anutpannanyaniruddhani 
tavapi bhavannakasam apratisalTlkhyanirodho nirvar:tadhatus canirodho 
'nutpannah! tlrthakara api bhagavan karar:tapratyayahetukIlTl jagata 
utpattilTl varr:tayanti! bhagavan apyajiianatnr:takarmavikalpapratyayebhyo 
jagata utpattim varnayati! tasyaiva karar:tasya salTljiiantaravise$am utpadya 
pratyaya iti! evalTl bahyaih pratyayair bahyanalTl te ca tvalTl ca bhavanam 
utpattaye! ato nirvisi$to 'yalTl bhagavan vadastlrthakaravadena bhavati! 
ar:tupradhanesvaraprajapatiprabhrtayo navadravyasahita aniruddha 
anutpannah tavapi bhagavan sarvabhava anutpannaniruddhab sad asato 
'nupalabdheb! bhutavinasac ca svalak~ar:talTl notpadyate na nirudhyate 
yalTl talTl gatilTl gatva bhuto bhfitasvabhavalTl na vijahati! 

II: 42 (7-8); 

mahamate bodhisattva mahasattvab salTlsaranirvar:tasamataprapta 
bhavisyanti! 

II: 76 (7-13): 
advayalak~ar:talTl punar mahamate katamad yad uta cchayatapavad

dlrghahrsvaknr:tasuklavan mahamate dvayaprabhavita na prthakprthak! 
evalTl salTlsaranirvar:tavan mahamate sarvadharma advayah! na yatra 
mahamate nirvar:talTl tatra salTlsarah! na ca yatra salTlsarah tatra nirvar:talTl 
vilak~ar:tahetusadbhavat! tenocyante 'dvaya salTlsaraparinirvar:tavat sarva
dharma iti! tasmat tarhi mahamate sunyatanutpadadvayanibsvabhava
Iak~ar:te yogab karar:tlyab!! 
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II: 103 (7-17): 
atha khalu mahamatir bodhisattvab punar api bhagavan tam etad avocatl 
pratltyasamutpadarp punar bhagavata desayata karaDavyapadesa eva krto 
na svanayaprakrtyavasthanakathal tIrthakara api bhagavan karaData 
utpattiIl1 varDayanti yad utapradhanesvarapuru~akalaDupratyayebhyo 
bhavaniim utpattayabl kiIl1 tu bhagavata pratyayaparyayantareDa utpattir 
varDyate bhavanaIl1 na ca siddhantavise~antaraml sad asato hi bhagavaIl1s 
tIrthakara apy utpattiIl1 van)ayanti bhutva ca vinasaIl1 pratyayair bhavanaml 
yad apy uktaIl1 bhagavatavidyapratyayab saTflsara yavajjaramaraDamati 
ahetuvadavyapadesa e!1a bhagavatanuvarDito na sa hetuvadabl 

II: 103-104 (17-18, 1-11): 
yugapad vyavasthitanaTfl bhagavann etad dhavatil asmin satidaTfl bhavatIti 
na kramavrttyapek!1avasthitanaml kiTfl tu tlrthyakaravyapadesa eva 
bhagavan visi!1yate na tvadlyaml tat kasya hetos tIrthyakaraDaTfl hi bhagavan 
karal)amapratItyasamutpannaTfl karyam abhinivartayatil tava tu bhagavan 
karal)am api karyapek!1arp karyam api karaDapek!1aTfl hetupratyayasaTflkaras 
caivam anyonyanavastha prasajyatel ahetutvam ca bhagavaTflllokasyasmin 
satIdaTfl bruvata\:ll bhagavan ahal na mahamate mamahetukakaraDavado 
hetupratyayasaTflkaras ca prasajyatel asmin sat IdaTfl bruvato grahya
grahakabhavat svacittadrsyamatravabodhatl ye tu mahamate grahya
grahakabhinivi!1tab svacittadrsyamatraTfl navabudhante bahyasvavi~aya
bhavatvena te~aTfl mahamate e~a dO!1ab prasajyate na tu mama pratlya
karal)avyapadesaTfl kurvatabll 

II: 83-84 (8-17, 1): 
tatra hetur mahamate !1advidho yad uta bhavi~yadd hetub saTflbandhahetur 
lak~al)ahetub karal)ahetur vyafijanahetur upek!1ahetur rna hamate ~a~thabl 
tatra bhavi~yadd hetub mahamate hetukrtyaTfl karoty adhyatmabahyot
pattau dharmal)am IsaTflbandhahetub punar mahamate alambanakrtyaTfl 
karoty adhyatmikabahyotpattau skandhavljadlnaml lak!1al)ahetub punar 
aparaTfl mahamate anantarakriyalak!1aDOparibaddhaTfl janayatil karaDahetub 
punar mahamate adhipatyadhikarakrtyam karoti cakravartinrpavatl 
vyafijanahetub punar mahamate utpannasya vikalpasya bhavasya lak!1al)a
dyotanaTfl krtyaTfl karoti pradlpavadrupadlnaml upek~ahetu1:t punar . 
mahamate vinivrttikale prabandhakriyavyucchittiTfl karoty avikalpotpattaull 

II: 84 (2-15): 
ete hi mahamate svavikalpakalpita balaprthagjanair na kramavrttya na 
yugapat pravartantel tat kasya hetor yadi punar mahamate yugapat 
pravarteran karyakaral)avibhago na syad apratilabdhahetulak~al)atvatl 
atha kramavrttya pravarteran alabdhasya lak~aDatmakatvat kramavrttya 
na pravartatel ajataputrapitrsabdavan mahamate kramavrttisaTflbandhaYQga 
na ghatantel tarkikaDaTfl hetvarambaDanirantaradhipatipratyayadibhir 
janyajanakatvan mahamate kramavrttya notpadyantel parikalpitasvabhava
bhinivesalak!1al)an mahamate yugapannotpadyate svacittadrsyadehabhoga-
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pravi~tanatvat svasamanyalak~aI).abahyabhavabhavan mahamate krameI).a 
yugapadva notpadyantel anyatra svacittadrsyavikalpavikalpitatvad vijfianarp 
pravartatel tasmat tarhi mahamate hetupratyayakriyayogalak~aI).akrama
yugapaddr~tivigatena te bhavitavyamll 

II: 84-85 (vv. 140-44): 
tatredam ucyatell 
na hy atrotpadyate kirpcit pratyayair na virudhyatel 
utpadyante nirudhyante pratyaya eva kalpital;tll 
na bhaftgotpadasarpklesal;t pratyayanam nivaryatel 
yatra bala vikalpanti pratyayail;t sa nivaryatell 
yac casatal;t* pratyaye~u dharmaI).arp nasti sarpbhaval;tl 
vasanair bhramitarp cittarp tribhave khyayate yatal;tll 
nabhutva jayate kirpcit pratyayair na virudhyatel 
bandhyasu takasapu~parp yada pasyan ti sarpskrtamll 
tada grahas ca grahyarp ca bhrantirp dntva nivartatel 
na cotpadyaITl na cotpannal;t pratyayo 'pi na kiITlcanal 
sarpvidyantekvacit kecid vyavaharas tu kathyatell 

ajal;t prasutajanma vai acyutas ca cyavanti cal 
yugapajjalacandrabha drsyante k~etrakoti~ull 
ekadha bahudha bhutva var~anti ca jvalanti vail 
citte cintamaya bhutva cittamatrarp vadanti tell 
citte cittamatrarp ca acitta cittasarpbhaval 
vicitrarupasarpsthanas cittamatre gatirpgatal;tll 

asty anakarato bhaval;t sasvatocchedavarjital;tl 

X: 312 (vv. 366-68): 

X: 310 (vv. 355-57): 

sad as at pak~avigatal;t kalpayi~yanti madhyamamll 
ahetuvade kalpyante ahetucchedadarsanaml 
vahyabhavaparijfianan nasayi~yanti madhyamamll 
bhavagrahaITl na mok!?ate rna bhuducchedarsanaml 
samaropapavadena desayi!?yanti madhyamamll 

X: 311 (vv. 358-61): 
cittamatravabodhena bahyabhava vyudasrayal 
vinivrttir vikalpasya pratipatsye ca madhyamall 
cittamatrarp na drsyanti drsyabhavan na jayatel 
pratipanmadhyama caisa maya canyais ca desitall 
utpadarp capy anutpadarp bhavabhavas ca sunyatal 
nail;tsvabhavyarp ca bhavanarp dvayam etan na kalpayetll 
vikalpavrttya bhavo na mok~arp kalpenti balisal;tl 
na cittavrttyasarpbodhad dvayagrahal;t prahlyatell 

* Rather, sadasatab or yaccilsadasaiab, according to Nanjio ed. 
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svacittadplyasarpbodhad dvayagraha1:t prahlyatel 
prahal)arp hi parijnanarp vikalpyasyavinasakamll 
cittadrsyaparijnanad vikalpo na pravartatel 
apravrttir vikalpasya tathata cittavarjitall 

X: 311 (vv. 362-63): 

III: 200-201 (vv. 86-87, 92-94, 96-97): 
utpadavinivrtty artham anutpadaprasadhakaml 
ahetuvadarp desemi na ca balair vibhavyatell 
anutpannam idarp sarvarp na ca bhava na santi cal 
gandharvasvapnamayakhya bhava vidyan ty ahetukahll 
nahetuko na hetubhyo yada pasyanti sarpskrtaml 
tada vyavartate dntir vibhaIi.gotpadavadinIII 
kim abhavo hy anutpada uta pratyayavlk~al)aml 
atha bhavasy namedarp nirartharp va bravlhi mel I 
na cabhavo hy anutpado na ca pratyayavlk~al)aml 
na ca bhavasya namedarp na ca nama nirarthakamll 
hetupratyayavyavrttirp karal)asya nirodhanaml 
cittamatravyavasthanam anutpadarp vadamy ahamll 
ahetuvrttir bhavanarp kalpyakalpanavarjitaml 
sad asat pak~anirmuktam anutpadarp vadamy ahamll 

III: 202-203 (vv. 99, 101, 103, 104): 
na bahyabhavarp nabhavarp napi cittaparigrahahl 
svapnarp keSOl)9Ukarp maya gandharvarp mrgatnl)ikal 
sarvadr~tiprahal)arp ca tad anutpadalak~al)amll 
kalapah pratyayanarp ca pravartate nivartatel 
kalapac ca prthagbhutarp na jatarp na nirudhyatell 
asan na jayate bhavo nasan na sad asat kvacitl 
anyatra hi kala po 'yam pravartate nivartatell 
sarpketamatnim evedam anyonyapek~asarpkalal 
janyam artharp na caivasti prthakpratyayasarpkalatll 

III: 204 (vv. 113-15,117): 
yadi janyo na bhavo 'sti syad buddhih kasya pratyayatl 
anyonyajanaka hy ete tanaite pratyayah smrta!:tll 
u~l)adravacalakathina dharma balair vikalpitahl 
kalapo 'yarp na dharmo 'sti ato vai nihsvabhavatall 
vaidya yathaturavasat kriyabhedarp prakurvatel 
na tu sastrasya bhedo 'sti do~abhedat tu bhidyatell 
na klesendriyabhedena sasanarp bhidyate mamal 
ekam eva bhaved yanarp margam a~taIi.gikam sivamll 
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1. Ed. J. Thomas, in his History of Buddhist Thought (London: 1933, reprint: 
1971), p. 230, refers to this sutra as "the chief canonical text for the doctrine 
of subjective idealism." Ed.Conze calls it "a work of quite exceptional spiritual 
profundity," in his Buddhist Thought in India (London: 1962, reprint: 1973), 
p. 251. In addition, D. T. Suzuki considers it "the sutra par excellence in 
relation to the Zen teaching of Buddhism;" see his Studies in the Lailkavatara 
Siilra (London: 1930, reprin t: 1968), p. 90. More recently, Heinrich Dumoulin, 
yet another major European scholar, reinforces this high regard for and 
general agreement on the importance of this text in the history of Buddhism: 

. "Of all the sacred .scriptures of Buddhism, this siltra comes closest to Zen;" 
see A History of Zen Buddhism (Berlin: 1959, Boston: 1963), p. 45. 

2. Wm. M. McGovern, A Manual of Buddhist Philosophy (London, New York: 
1923), vol. 1 "Cosmology," p. 20. E. Frauwallner also regards the Yoga caras 
as "the most important school of the Mahayana," in Die Philosophie des 
Buddhismus (1956), p. 264. 

3. See the introduction to Silvain Levi's translation of Asanga's major 
opus Mahayana-Siilralarrkara (Paris: 1907 & 1911). For details concerning the 
lives of Vasubandhu and Asanga, see Takakusu's translation of "The Life 
of Vasu-bandhu by Paramartha (499-569)," Toung Pao, ser. 2, 5 (1904), pp. 
269-96; and E. Frauwallner, "On the Date of the Buddhist Master of the Law, 
Vasubandhu," Serie Orientale Roma, 3 (1951). More recently, Stefan Anacker 
suggested A.D. 316 in Gandhara as the time and place of his birth, in Seven 
Works of Vasubandhu, The Buddhist Psychological Doctor (Delhi: 1984), p. 11; for an 
extensive discussion, see Chapter II, "Vasubandhu, His Life and Times," 
pp.7-28. 

4. See also Alex and Hideko Wayman, The Lion's Roar of Queen Sr/mala 
(New York, London: 1974), p. 6. The historicity of Asanga's teacher Maitreya 
(-natha), the founder of the Yogacara school, is accepted only by some 
scholars, e.g., T. R. V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism (London: 1955, 
1980), p. 107 & n. 6. 
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5. See also Ed. Conze, Buddhism: lis Essence and Development (New York: 
Harper Torchbooks, 1975), pp. 119-24; Ed. Conze, The ,Prajfiiipiiramitii 
Literature (The Hague: 1960) (Indo-Iranian Monographs), p. 9; Nalinaksha 
Dutt, Aspects of Mahiiyiina Buddhism and its Relation to Hfnayiina (London: 1930), 
pp. 28-43; Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan (gen. ed.), The Cultural Heritage of India, 
vol. 1: The Early Phases: Prehistoric, Vedic, tmd Upanishadic, Jaina, and Buddhist 
(Calcutta: 1937), p. 517; Kajiyama Yuichi, "Hannya-gyo" (Prajfia literature) 
in Nihon no buten (Buddhist Literature of Japan), ed. by Toshinori Takeuchi and 
Takeshi Umehara (Tokyo: 1969), (Chuk6 shinsho No. 179 in a series), p. 25; 
A. K. Warder, Indian Buddhism (Delhi: 1970), pp. 352-53; Diana Mary Paul, 
The Buddhist Feminine Ideal: Queen Srfmiilii and the Tathiigatagarbha, AAR Disser
tation Series No. 30 (Ann Arbor: 1980), pp. 9-10 & 34; and Etienne Lamotte, 
Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien (Louvain: 1958), pp. 580-82. 

6. See also Bhikshu Sangharakshita, A Survey of Buddhism (Bangalore: 
1957), p. 332; E. Obermiller, History of B~ddhism (Chos-hbyung) by Bu-ston 
(Heidelberg: 1931; repro 1965), pp. 110 & 120. 

7. See Diana M. Paul, op. cit., p. 10 & p. 38, nn. 10 & 11. 

8. According to Paramartha and from inscriptions at AmaravatI, quoted 
by Andre Bareau in us Secles Bouddhiques du Petit Vlhicule (Saigon: 1955), pp. 
32-33: 

9. This introductory chapter is best understood in light of the Buddhist 
tradition, according to which: " ... the Conqueror, in the ninth month of 
his buddhahood, at the full moon of Phussa, himself set forth for the isle 
of Lanka, to win Lanka: for the faith. For Lanka was known to the Conqueror 
as a place where his doctrine should (thereafter) shine in glory; and (he 
knew that) from Lanka:, filled with the yakkhas, the yakkhas must (first) 
be driven forth." Cf. Mahiivarrsa, or The Great Chronicle of Ceylon 1.19-20, vol. 3, 
Wilhelm Geiger, tr. (London: 1912), "The Visit of the Tathagata," p. 3. 

10. See Suzuki, S1udies, p. 4. 

11. Aside from the continual migration between north and south, in 
many places various Buddhist sects co-existed rather successfully. Bareau 
writes (op. cit., pp. 38-39, my translation): 

"Certain regions, where it (Buddhism) thrives, seem characterized by 
the fact that very diverse sects and both Vehicles live there side by side" 
(This is based on Hsuan-tsang's observations). 

12. See also Lama Chimp a and Alaka Chattopadhyaya, tr., Tiiranii1ha's 
History of Buddhism in India, Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya, ed. (Calcutta: 1980, 
reprint Atlantic Highlands, N. J.: 1981), pp. 18, 325. An interesting parallel 
may be noted here between the personal history of this Buddhist teacher 
and the textual history of the Laizkiiva1iira-sfilra, as reflected in its internal 
eclectic structure, a composite of early Hindu mythology (Ch. I), middle 
Mahayana doctrine (Chapters II-VII), and late Tantric ideas (Chapters 
VII-IX). 

13. According to Philip B. Yampolsky, this story is fictional, since 
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GU:Qabhadra must have been dead by the time Bodhidharma carne to the 
Middle Kingdom from South India; hence; the recognition of Bodhidharma 
as the first patriarch by most Chinese writers. See Ph. B. Yampolsky, The 
Platform SU/ra of Ihe Sixth Patriarch (New York: 1967), p. 20-21 & n. 55, p. 20. 

14. Ibid., p. 20, n. 57. This attribution may be spurious, according to 
Prof. Yampolsky, who says: "Many works are attributed to Bodhidharma; 
almost all of them are products of a later age." 
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thorough investigation of this obscure phase orCh'an history done by 
John Robert McRae in "The Northern School of Chinese Ch'an Buddhism," 
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation at Yale University (New Haven: 1983), pp. 86-92. 

16. Ibid., p. 92. The complex issues involved in authenticating hagio
graphical accounts are explored by Bernard Faure in his article "Bodhidharma 
as Textual and Religious Paradigm," found in History of Religions 25, no. 3 
(Feb. 1986): 187-98. 

17. McRae, op. cit., p. 105. 
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pp. 188-90 & 197-98. 

19. McRae, op. cit., pp. 104-105. 
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nection with the Zen teachings of sudden enlightenment: the Prajiiiipiiramilii 
(for the Voidness doctrine), the Avatarrzsaka (for its cosmotheism), and the 
Vimalakrrti (for its emphasis on the undogmatic and non-verbal essence of 
enlightenment). See also Heinrich Dumoulin, Zen Enlightenment, Origins and 
Meaning (N.Y.: 1979), pp. 26-28. 

21. McRae, op. cit., pp. 106-107. 

22. D. T. Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism (First Series) (London: 1927, 
reprint: 1933), pp. 87-88. 

23. Bernard Faure, "La Volonte d'Orthodoxie," unpublished Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Tome 1 (Paris: College de France, 1984), p. 353 (my translation _ 
from the original Fr'ench manuscript). 

24. Ibid. (my translation from the French manuscript). 

25. Ibid., pp. 464-66. 

26. Suzuki, Stu-dies, p. 53. For a doctrinal history of the Sarrzparigraha (She
lun) school, see also Junjir5 Takakusu, The Essentials of Buddhist Philosophy 
(Honolulu: 1947, reprints, Bombay: 1956; Delhi: 1975, 1978), pp. 82f. 

27. See Suzuki's Studies, p. 55. 

28, Ibid. 
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29. Ibid., pp. 53 & 55. 

30. Jikido Takasaki, A Study on the Ratnagotravibhiiga (Uttaratantra) (Roma: 
1966), p. 53. 

31. See Bunyiu Nanjio's Preface to his edition of The Lalikiivatiira Sil/ra 
(Kyoto: 1923), pp. 8-9. For a detailed account of the history and the compar
tive textual condition of the three extant Chinese versions, see D. T. Suzuki's 
Studies, pp. 4-37. The three translations are referred to as the Sung, the Wei, 
and the Tang (according to the ruling dynasty), or simply, the Four, the Ten, 
and the Seven Fasciculi (p. 15, n. 1). They are mentioned in the Kai-yuan Lu 
records (Fascicule 4, 38a. Kokyo Shoin edition). 

32. Suzuki, Studies, pp. 12-13. 

33. According to Suzuki (Ibid., p. 63), these "are still in current cir
culation, as they are all included in the supplementary part of the Tripitaka 
compiled by Mr. Tatsuye Nakano, Kyoto, 1905-12, and one is in the Chinese 
Tripitaka itself." The existence of only two Tang commentaries may indicate 
the relative unimportance of the text in China at that time. 

34. See Faure, "Bodhidharma as Paradigm, op. cit., pp. 195-96. 

35. Suzuki, Studies, pp. 63-65. 

36. D. T. Suzuki, tr., The Lalikiivatiira Satra, A Mahiiyiina Text (London: 
1932, reprint Boulder: 1978). 

37. See B. Nanjio, ed., op. cit., p. 9; see also pp. 12-13 for a reproduction 
of Mitsui's tabulation of the chapter divisions found in the Sanskrit and the 
three Chinese translations. 

38. According to an anthropological study by Todd T. Lewis, "The 
Tuladhars of Kathmandu: A Study of Buddhist Tradition in a Newar 
Merchant Community," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation at Columbia University 
(New York: 1984), pp. 3 & 448. 

39. Suzuki, Studies, pp. 54-55. 

40. For a continuous rendition of the text, see Suzuki's translation of 
The Lalikiivatiira SflIra, pp. 166-69. 

41. Ibid., ch. VI, pp. 223-24, giitha 3. 

42. Suzuki, Studies, pp. SO-51. 

43. Suzuki's account of the history of Zen in relation to the Lalikiivatiira 
is given in his Studies, pp. 56-63 and 96£. 

44. Faure, "La Volonte d'Orthodoxie," (op. cit.), pp. 291-93; for the 
description of the three Ch'an schools and their evolution in five stages, 
see pp. 5-7 and Tableaux 1 & 2. 

45. Suzuki, Studies, p. 56. 
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46. Ibid., p. 57 and Faure, op. cit., p. 292. 

47. Suzuki, Siudies, pp. 60-61. 

0.2. Dating the Text 

1. For Sthiramati, see Sulriilal!!kiira-bhii~yatika, XI, v. 40 (Peking Edition 
reprint)' vol. 108, p. 283-2-7 (quoting Lanka:, III, v. 33); for Dharmapala, see 
Tallva-sal!!graha, vol. 31, p. 10c, and others. 

2. This article first appeared in Indological and Buddhisl Siudies in Honour 
of Prof. ]. W. de long (Canberra: 1982), 545-67. 

3. Ui, Indolelsugaku kenkyu, 1 (1924): 406, quoted by Takasaki, op. cit., 
p.546. 

4. S. Yamaguchi, Bunshu (Collection of Minor Works), vol. 2, p. 312. 
(Originally in Tohogaku Ronshu, July, 1962), cited by Takasaki, op. cit., p. 546. 

5. Takasaki, op. cit., p. 545 and Takasaki, A Siudy on Ihe Ralnagolravibhaga 
(Utlaralanlra) (Roma: 1966), p. 53. 

6. Suzuki, tr., The Lalikiivaliira Sulra, Introduction, p. 42. 

7. Takasaki, "Sources of the Lankavatara," op. cit., pp. 547-50. 

8. Ibid., pp. 550-58. 

9. Ibid., pp. 558-63. 

10. Ibid., p. 564. 

11. D. J. Kalupahana, Buddhisl Philosophy, A Hislorical Analysis (Honolulu: 
1976, reprint: 1982), p. 150. 

12. Quoted by Ashok Kumar Chatterjee in The Yogiiciira Idealism 
(Varanasi: 1962), p. 38. 

13. Suzuki, Siudies, p. 17; see also his Essays in Zen Buddhism, vol. 1 (Tokyo: 
1927), p. 75 and his tr., The Lalikiivaliira Sulra, Introduction, pp. 41-43. 

14. J. Takasaki, "Analysis of the Lalikiivaliira, In search of its original 
form," in Indianisme e/ Bouddhisme, Me1imges offerls ii Mgr. Elienne Lamolle (Louvain: 
1980), pp. 339-52. 

15. Ibid., p. 345. See also Suzuki's sixfold division of the text according 
to its prose/verse structure in Siudies, p. 24. For the reproduction of Kokwan 
Shiren's'division into 86 parts, and the verse correspondences between the 
Sagiilhakam and the other chapters, see Takasaki's "Analysis," op. cit., pp. 
347-52. 

16. Cf. Takasaki, "Analysis," op. cit., pp. 341-45; see also Suzuki, 
Siudies, pp. 37-44. 

17. At least two topics (the characteristic marks, and the arts and 
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sciences, lak~ar;apadam and kaltividytipadam) are repeated in the pada section 
(Nanjio edition, pp. 34-36, II. 13, 11-12, 7-S). 

IS. See Suzuki, Studies, pp. 20, & 65-S5, for an in-depth study of the 
first chapter and its relation to the Rtimtiyar;a epic. 

19. J. W. Hauer, "Das Lailktivaltira-SUlra und das SalTlkhya," Beitrifge zur 
Indischen Sprachwissenschaft und Religionsgeschichte (Stuttgart: 1927), p. 3. 

20. See also Suzuki, Studies, p. 16. 

21. See Hauer, op. cit., pp. 2-6, and n. 10, pp. 3-4. 

22. Suzuki gives a thoroughly Buddhist interpretation of this chapter 
in his Studies, pp. 368-71 (i.e., ethical rather than text-critical). 

23. Takasaki, "Analysis," pp. 345-47. 

24. See also Suzuki, Studies, pp. 21-24. For an illuminating discussion 
of the polemics in the Sagtithakam, see Arnold Kunst, "Some of the Polemics 
in the Lailktivaltirasiitra," in Buddhist Studies in Honour of Walpola Rahula 
(London: 1980), pp. 103-12. 

25. Suzuki, An Index to the LaflktivaMra SiilTa (Nanjio Ed.) with the Chinese and 
Tibetan Equivalents (Kyoto: 1933). 

26. Suzuki, tr., The Laflktivattira SUlra, Introduction, pp. 47-48. See also, 
Studies, p. 65, n. 1. 

27. See Suzuki's Studies, p. 181. 

28. Apparently, this text is the same as the Mahtiytina-sa7J1graha; see also 
Chandradhar Sharma, A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy (Delhi: 1960, 
reprint: 1976), p. 109. 

29. Sir M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Oxford: 1899, 
reprint: 1964), p. 154. 

0.3. Methodology an.d Outlin.e 

1. The largest such MS used for this Sanskrit version is No. 3 in the 
Sanskrit Catalogue of the Asiatic Society, London, in six volumes, which 
was collated with MSS, Add. 915 & 1607 from the Cambridge University 
Library, as well as with Kawaguchi MS and some palm leaf fragments found 
in Nepal by J. Takakusu, in 1914. See Preface to B. Nanjio's edition of The 
Lailktivattira SUlra (Kyoto: 1923), p. 6-7. 

2. Ibid., pp. 7-8. 

3. See Wm. Barrett's Introduction ~to Zen Buddhism, Selected Writings of 
D. T. Suzuki (New York: Doubleday & Co., 1956), p. 11. 

4. I would like to express my special debt of gratitude and sincere 
appreciation to Professor Alex Wayman of Columbia University, whose 
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generous suggestions and overall critique greatly enhanced the clarity of 
my work. In addition, his many books and articles on Yogacara scriptures 
and ideas have offered an invaluable wealth of information and insight 
to anyone daring to venture upon the forbidding domain of Mahayana 
esotericism. 

5. The term enlightenmenl used in the title of this book circumscribes 
more appropriately, in my opinion, the pursuit of religious truth, with its 
own sphere of specific concerns, quite distinct from other kinds of epistemo
logical enterprises (e.g., empirical-scientific, aesthetic, or social). This term 
is particularly appropriate in the context of Oriental religio-philosophical 
systems, where it is not Who you know, but Whal you know (i.e., Gnosis, 
Jfiana, or enlightenment) that ensures the attainment of the final goal of 
liberation. 

6. Perhaps an in situ investigation of the way in which the teachings 
of the Lankiivaliira are still being followed today in Buddhist communities, 
such as the Newaris of Nepal, or the Tibetan refugees settled in India and 
around the world, might shed more light on the practical aspects of this 
ancient Mahayana text. 

7. Given in the Madhyiinlavibhiiga-bhii?ya, 3, K.3 (R. C. Pandeya's ed., 
p.38). 

8. This term has been used before by Buddhist, as well as non-Buddhist 
scholars. See Suzuki, The Zen Doc/rine of No Mind (London: 1969), p. 43; also 
H. Benoit, The Supreme Doc/rine, Psychological Siudies in Zen Thought (N.Y.: 1955, 
1959), pp. 72-78, where he speaks of "the Fundamental Unconscious 
(No-Mind of Zen);" and H. Dumoulin, who in Zen Enlightenment (N.Y.: 1979), 
pp. 50-52, ha's a section on "The Doctrine of No Mind." 

9. These five steps are yet another original contribution of the Lankii, for 
it differs from both the Five Paths theory (pancamiirga) of the Sarvastivada 
Abhidharmists, and from the Ten Bodhisattva Stages (bhumis), as outlined 
by the Mahasanghikas in the Mahiivastu and the Dasabhumika-sUira. 

1.0. The Nature of Buddhist Ontology 

1. See also, Th. F. Carter, The Invention of Printing and its Spread Westward 
(2d ed.) (New York: 1955), pp. 54-56; Paul Pelliot, Les De'buts de l'imprimerie en 
Chine (Paris: 1953), pp. 47-48. 

An unconfirmed newspaper report (Canberra Times, 16 Feb. 1967) 
mentions the finding of a scroll, printed from 12 wooden blocks, in the 
stonework of a South Korean pagoda built in 751. The date of the translation 
can be no later than 704, according to a reference given by J. W. de Jong in 
Buddhist Siudies, ed. by Gregory Schopen (Berkeley, Ca.: 1979), p. 100, n. 56. 

2. The Greek contemporary of the Buddha, Heraclitus of Ephesus 
(c. 540-470 B.C.) also developed a cosmology of process ("All things are 
flowing," panla rheil, but his leanings were materialistic and the impact of 
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his teachings was xather limited, due to the oracular character of his 
utterances. Cf. G. S. Kirk, "Natural Change in Heraclitus" in The Pre-Socralics, 
A. P. D. Mourelatos, ed. (New York: 1974), pp. 189, 195 & 229f. 

3. See Milindapaiiha 25, 28; Visuddhi-Magga, Ch.17, Maha-Nidana-Sulta of 
the Drgha-Nikaya; Sarrzyutta-Nikaya 22. 85; Visuddhi-Magga, Ch. 21; Sarrzyulta
Nikaya 12. 62, etc. in H. C. Warren, Buddhism in Translations (New York: 1977), 
pp.128-52. 

4. For a detailed presentation of the development of substance and 
process (or modal) philosophies in India, see T. R. V. Murti, The Central Philo
sophy of Buddhism (London: 1980), Ch. 3. 

5. For a succint review of the' history of the term, the authors and 
the relevant literature, see the first chapter "Ontology and the Ontological 
Question" in Adrian Thatcher, The Ontology of Paul Tillich (Oxford: 1978), 
pp.1-24. 

6. See Eisler, R., Kant Lexicon (Berlin: 1930), p. 400. 

7. G. W. F. Hegel, The Science of Logic (London: 1969), Foreword §33. 

8. M. Heidegger, Being and Time, J. Macquarrie & E. Robinson, tr. (Oxford: 
1967), p. 13 (German pagination number). 

9. This emphasis upon the role of subjectivity in defining Reality, along 
with the consequent low regard for conceptual language and high regard 
for the totality of "pure" experience, have led to many misunderstandings 
of Buddhism as a valid philosophical way of interpreting the world in 
general, and of Yogadira thought in particular, as a radical denial of the 
objective status of Reality. Prof. Robert Thurman, in his book Life and 
Teachings of Tsong Khapa (New Delhi: 1982), p. 97, commenting on the phIlo
sophical works of the celebrated 16th-century Tibetan master Je Rinpoche 
Tsong Khapa, says the folloWing: 

" ... They conclusively disprove the popular misconception that Bud
dhism has no philosophy, no refined conceptual thinking, since its goal is 
non-conceptual realization. The fact is that truly insightful conceptual 
thought brings the philosophical meditator to the ultimate confrontation 
with reality, where even conceptuality is transcended." 

10. Unless one is willing to accept the meditational process as an 
empirical activity of self-exploration. For further elaboration on this view
point, see Alex Wayman, Buddhist Insight, George Elder, ed. (Delhi: 1984), 
pp. 69-117. 

11. I follow, in this essential distinction, the views of a number of 
modern existentialist philosophers, such as: Guido Kung, Ontology and the 
Logical Analysis of Language, An Enquiry into the Contemporary Views on Universals 
(Wien: 1963, repr. Dordrecht, Holland: 1967), esp. pp. 9-10, n. 30; R. In
garden, Der Streit um die Existenz der Welt, 2 vols. (Tubingen: 1964/65, repro 
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of Krakow: 1947/48 and Warszawa: 1960), vol. 1, §5, reprinted in English 
only partially as Time and Modes of Being, ed. H. R. Michejda (Springfield, 
Ill.: 1960). 

12. These on tic categories are: 1) the Essential Being (Wesen, Essenz) 
or Eidos; 2) the Temporal Horizon manifesting in a continuous succession 
of content, forms, and relationships; and 3) the Spatial Order of the world, 
which can be "objective" (physical) and "perceptual" (symbolic representation 
of the first). See for (1) Husserl's Ideas, pp. 56-59, 161-65; for (2) ibid., pp. 
92-93, 215-18; and for (3) ibid., pp. 116, 383, which summarizes all three 
dimensions of existence. 

13. D. T. Suzuki, Studies, op. cit., p. 412. 

1.1. Tathagata-garbha 

1. See the most comprehensive monograph to date written by David 
Seyfort Ruegg, La Thiorie du Tathiigatagarbha et du Gotra, Etudes sur la Soteriologie 
et la Gnosiologie du. Bouddhisme (Paris: 1969), Conclusion, pp. 499-516 (esp. 
p. 504, n. 1), where the numerous renditions of the term-in both Eastern 
and Western languages, old and new-are presented. Here, Ruegg divides 
all possible meanings into two categories: "contenu" and "contenant;" 
examples of the former would be "embryo," "essence," "nature," "germ," 
"seed," and of the latter, "womb" "matrix," "receptacle," "heart," "shrine," 
granary," etc. 

Other synonyms and alternate references are given by A. Wayman 
following Abhayakaragupta's Munimatalal']'lkiira, Ralnagotravibhaga, and Srl
Mala-sutra, in Alex and Hideko Wayman, The Lion's Roar of Queen Sr/mala, 
A Buddhist Scripture on the Tathagatagarbha Theory (New York and London: 1974), 
pp.44-46. 

See also Jikido Takasaki, A Study on the Ratnagotravibhaga (Uttaratantra), 
Being a Treatise on the Tathagatagarbha Theory of Mahayana Buddhism (Rome: 1966), 
esp. Ch. 4 "Genealogy of Tathagatagarbha," pp. 32ff. 

2. Suzuki, Studies, p: 177 and in the Glossary, p. 405. 

3. Published in Daija Bukkyo kara Mikkyo e (From Mahayina Buddhism 
to Tantra); Han. vol. for Dr. Shunkyo Katsumata (Shunjusha, Tokyo, 
Sept. 20, 1981), pp. 1320-34 (Japanese order), pp. (1)-(15) (English order). 

4. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, Vijiiaptimalraliisiddhi, La Siddhi de Hiuan-
Tsang (Paris: 1929), "Appendice," p. 755. 

5. Ibid. For a discussion of the 32 mahapuru~alak~a1'Jas in the Ratnagotra
vibhaga, see V. S. Agrawala, "The Thirty-two Marks of the Buddha-Body," 
Journal of the Oriental Instilute, M. S. University of Baroda, vol. I, no. 1 (Sept. 
1951), pp. 20-22. 

6. Poussin, op. cit., pp. 755-56. 

7. These lines may be translated as follows: 1) "All these sentient beings 
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have the embryo of Tathagata" (i.e., the potential of fulfilling the teaching 
of the Buddha,dharmakaya); 2) "The Tathagata's embryo is .the Thusness 
of all beings" (i.e., Thusness, tathafii, can be taken here as the "essence"); 
3) "The realm of Tathagata is the womb of all these beings" (i.e., dhiilub, 
'realm, domain, place', may be the equivalent of 'womb, matrix, family, 
lineage', gotra). 

8. Takasaki, A Study on the Ratna, op. cit., p. 198. 

9. Ibid. 

10. Ibid. 

11. See J. W. de long, Buddhist Studies, Gregory Schopen, ed. (Berkeley, 
Ca.: 1979), p. 40. 

12. The most obvious Buddhist borrowings are the references to the 
Hindu myths, e.g., the myth of Rama, which found its way into the first 
chapter of the Laftkavafiira, and into the Buddhacarita of Asvagho~a (see chs. 
6.36; 7.8; 9.9, 59; 13.11, etc.). 

13. The problem arises only if Tathagata-garbha is taken as a real 
ontological substance (named prakrti in the passage quoted here), existing 
independently (svabhava) as the common essence of all sentient beings, and 
yet transcendent to them. 

However, this would be a literal interpretation of the term, discouraged 
by the authority of the text, who uses it-as we shall see-with didactic and 
soteriological purpose in mind. 

14. According to Mahabharata 12, 312, 1-7, quoted by E. W. Hopkins 
in Epic Mythology (Varanasi: 1968, reprint). 

15. See S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 1 (Cambridge: 
1963), pp. 25-27; 45-48; 52. 

16. See Radhakrishnan, The Principal Upaniiiads (London, New York: 
1974 reprint), pp. 793, 837. Common Buddhist-Hindu ideas shown here 
are "the illusory character of the world, momentariness of phenomena," 
as well as such technical terms as iisraya and alaya. 

17. See Paul Deussen, The Philosophy of the Upanishads. The Religion and 
Philosophy of India Series (Edinburgh, New York: 1906, 1908), p. 201. 
Quoted by Dasgupta, op. cit., v. 1, p. 52. 

18. E. B. Cowell, ed., The Buddha-karila of Asvaghosha (Oxford: 1893), 
pp. 4 and 9; 

19. Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, The Milinda-Questions (London: 1930), 
p.23. 

20. See Sacred Books of the East, tr. vols. 35-36 (t. 2, 15). 

21. Paul Demieville, 'Sandhinirmocanasutra: Bulletin de I'Ecole Franfaise 
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des Eludes Orienlales, 24, 1-2, 53 (my own translation from the French original 
text). 

22. Paul Masson-Oursel, 'Tathagatagarbha et Alayavijfiana/ Journal 
Asialique 210 (Paris: 1927), 297-98. 

23. La Vallee Poussin, op. cit., p. 754 (my English rendition). 

24. Ibid. 

25. Gishin Tokiwa, "Tathagata Garbha," Journal of thelndian and Buddhisl 
Studies, Vol. 22, No.1 (Dec. 1973): pp. (11)-(15) (Eng!.). 

26. Ibid., p. (11) and n. 5 (English order); Chinese version, Tokiwa tr. 

27. Ibid., pp. (11)-(12) (English order); Chinese version, Tokiwa tr. 

28. Tokiwa, op. cit., p. (13) (Eng!. order), n. 12. 

29. Alex Wayman, "The Title and Textual Affiliation of the Guhya
garbhatantra," in Daijo Bukkyo kara Miklcyo e (From Mahayana Buddhism 10 TanlraJ, 
Hon. vol. for Dr. Shunkyo Katsumata. Tokyo, Set. 20,1981: p. 4, n. 5 (English 
order). 

30. Quoted by Tokiwa, op. cit., p. (22) (Eng!. order), n. 8. 

31. Takasaki, A Siudy on the Raina, p. 290. 

32. Ibid., pp. 53, 61. 

33. See N. Takata, "On the AryacandrotlaradarikavyakaralJa-nama-mahayana
siilra (Japanese)," Journal of Indian and Buddhisl Siudies, vol. 5, No.1 (1957), 
pp.83-86. 

34. Takasaki, op. cit., pp. 53-54. 

35. Nakamura's edition, p. 89, Tokiwa's translation. 

36. Takasaki's translations, from here on, op. cit., p. 291. 

37. Ibid., p. 197. 

38. Ibid., p. 259. 

39. Wayman, The Lion's Roar, pp. 104-105. 

40. In the Brahma-jala Sulla of the Dfgha-Nikaya 1.34, the Buddha upholds 
the higher truth over against the seven different sorts of Nihilist doctrines, 
among which two (Uccheda-ditfhi and the Atta-di!fhi) are the illusions regarding 
personality. 

41. For a more extensive discussion of the system of Vijfianas, see 
infra, Ch. 2.3 on "The Eight Vijfianas." 

42. Wayman, The Lion's Roar, op. cit., p. 45. 

43. Ibid. 
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44. Ibid., p. 46, quoting Johnston, ed., Ralnagolravibhaga (Patna: 1950), 
text p. 54. Here the term alman does not appear, but its meaning is clearly 
indicated by the four epithets which-when everything is considered
point to the gradual infiltration of Hindu ideas into the mainstream of 
Buddhist thought. 

45. Alex and Hideko Wayman, tr., op. cit., pp. 27-28. See also Takasaki, 
op. cit., pp. 258-61. 

46. See Obermiller's translation of "The Sublime Science of Maitreya," 
Ac/a Orientalia, 9, pp. 95, 156-7, and also his "Doctrine of Prajfiaparamita," 
Ibid., pp. 90, 99-100; quoted by T. R. V. Murti in The Central Philosophy of 
Buddhism (London: 1980), p. 257. 

47. Johnston, ed., Ratnagotravibhaga, text citation translated by Alex and 
Hideko Wayman, op. cit., p. 46. 

48. See the section "Synonyms and Alternate References to the Tatha
gatagarbha" in Alex and Hideko Wayman, op. cit., pp. 44-46. 

49. According to Takasaki, op. cit., p. 53. 

50. Ibid. See also infra, ch. 2.1. on the Mind-only doctrine. 

1.2. The Five Skandhas 

1. Bhikkhu Nyal)amoli, tr., The Palh of Purification by Bhadantacariya Buddha
ghosa, vol. 2 (Berkeley: 1976), p. 587. 

2. S. Radhakrishnan, The Principal Upanifads (London: 1978), p. 163. 

3. For a detailed view of the Buddhist schools and sects, see: Nalinaksha 
Dutt, Early History of the Spread of Buddhism and Ihe Buddhist Schools (Calcutta: 
1925), followed by the Buddhist Sec/s in India (Calcutta: 1970). Also in Mrs. 
Rhys Davids & J. Ras, The Sec/s of Buddhism (London: 1891), pp. 409f. 

4. See Dutt, B. Sects, p. 6 (following Taranatha's account) and Shwe 
Zan Aung & Mrs. Rhys Davids, tr., Points of Controversy or Subjects of Discourse 
(Kalha-Vallhu) (London: PTS, 1915), p. 6. 

5 .. See J. Bloch, Les inscriptions d'Asoka (Paris: 1950), pp. 152f. 

6. Shwe Zan Aung & Mrs. Rhys Davids, op. cit., p. 7; this incredibly 
equal division of all remembered heads of the Buddha's discourses, if any
thing, reveals the strength of the opposing groups: the Elders and the 
Personalists. 

7. The book was written by many authors, or rather, compilers, as 
Mrs. Rhys Davids indicates in her "prefatory notes." 

8. The 57 dhammas, which are reiterated in the Lanka, were 5 khandhas, 
12 ayatanas, 18 dhatus, and 22 indriyas. See S. Z. Aung & Rhys Davids, op. cit., 
pp. 8, 15-16; and Compendium of Philosophy (Abhidhammalha-Sangaha, pt. 7.8) 
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(London: 1910), PTS, pp. 175£., 182. 

9. Aung & Rhys Davids, Points of Controversy, p. 23. 

10. Ibid., p. 22. 

11. Sa'f!1yulla-Nikaya 3.127, Pali Texts Society 3, 108-9; see also Nolan Pliny 
Jacobson's Buddhism, The Religion of Analysis (London: 1966), p. 85. 

12. Abhidharmakosa 9.271, commented by Ed. Conze in Buddhist Thought 
in India (London: 1962, repr. Ann Arbor: 1973), p. 126. 

13. E. Sara chandra, The Buddhist Psychology of Perception (1958), also quoted 
by Conze, op. cit., p. 282.' 

14. L. Silburn, Instant et Cause (1955), pp. 237-43, ibid. 

15. Conze, op. cit., pp. 131, 133. 

16. Louis de -La Vallee Poussin, tr., L'Abhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, 
6 vols. (Paris: 1923-31), 644. 

17. Th. I. Stcherbatsky, "The Soul Theory of the Buddhists," Bull. 
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR (Leningrad: 1919), pp. 824-25; also quoted 
by N. P. Jacobson, op. cit., pp. 85-86. 

18. See article "Atta(n)" in A Critical PaIi Dictionary (Copenhagen: 1948), 
p. 95; and also J. C. Jennings' commentary in The Vedantic Buddhism of the Buddha 
(London: 1948), p. 817. 

19. Alagaddupama-sulla of the Majjhima-Nikaya 1.140, Lord Chalmers, 
tr., Further Dialogues of the Buddha, vol. 1 (London: 1926), p. 99. The two opposing 
theories regarding the survival of consciousness after death were Sannivada 
and Asannivada. 

20. H. C. Warren, Buddhism in Translations (New York: 1977), p. 381. 

21. Ibid., pp. 238-39. 

22. Ibid., p. 172. 

23. See Mrs. Rhys Davids in Buddhist Psychology, p. 21; Compendium of 
Philosophy, p. 278; and Keith in Buddhist Philosophy, p. 14 .. _ 
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pp. 242-43, where other interpreters' views are cited. 

72. In that he is in agreement with the three-valued and many-valued 
modern logical systems, such as the indeterminate, intuitionistic logic, 
based on the multi-set, intuitionistic mathematics of L. E. J. Brouwer (See 
Staal, op. cit., pp. 39-40, 42-3, 46), where the need to reject, or rather 
transcend, the principle of the excluded middle, or of the double negation, 
is acknowledged. 

The inadequacy of language in the study of subatomic physical pheno
mena is also well known: Heisenberg in his elaboration of the 'Uncertainty 
Principle: and Einstein in his explanation of the 'Quantum physics,' have 
pointed this out (See for a brief review of their conclusions, along with 
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pertinent comments and bibliography: Michael Talbot, Mysticism and The New 
Physics (New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1981), pp. 70-73, 199-204). 

73. See for instance: Ninian Smart, Doclrine and Argument in Indian 
Philosophy (London: 1964, reprint: 1969), p. 58; Stefan Anacker, Seven Worh 
of Vasubandhu, The Buddhist Psychological Doc/or (Delhi: 1984), p. 62; and Thomas 
A. Kochumuttom, A Buddhist Doctrine of Experience: A New Translation and 
Interpretation of the Works of Vasubandhu, the Yogacarin (Delhi: 1982), p. 222. 

2.1. Citta-matra 

1. See, for instance, Stephen Beyer, who in his book The Cult of Tara: 
Magic and Rilual in Tibet (Berkeley: 1973), p. 92, says the following: "Much of 
Buddhist 'ontological psychology' is an attempt to explain in historical 
terms why we make a systematic epistemological error in our apprehension 
of the world, why we attribute to it a solidity that in fact it does not possess." 

2. Janice Dean Willis, On Knowing Reality, The Tallvartha Chapter of Asanga's 
Bodhisallvabhiimi (New York: 1979), pp. 24-25. 

3. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, Nirvana (Paris: 1925), p. 64; I'Abhidharma
kosa de Vasubandhu, ch. VI (Paris, Louvain: 1925), p. 299; Vijiiaplimatraiasiddhi 
(Paris: 1928-29), pp. 109-113,215, 530. 

4. "Precanonical Buddhism," Archiv Orientalni, VII (1935), p. 131. 

5. Beitrage zur Indischen Philologie und Alterlumskunde (Hamburg: 1951), p. 152. 

6. Quoted by J. W. de Jong in Buddhist Studies, Gregory Schopen, ed. 
(Berkeley, CA.: 1979), pp. 48-49. 

7. For a detailed presentation of the various klesas as held by both 
Northern and Southern schools, see Wm. M. McGovern, A Manual of Buddhist 
Philosophy, Vol. I (London: 1923), pp. 145-49. 

8. See J. W. de Jong, op. cit., p. 49. 

9. Cf. Nalinaksha Dutt, Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism (London: 1930), 
p. 148; see also Schayer, op. cit., p. 131 and C. Regamey, Roczik Orienlalislyczny, 
21 (1957), p. 48. 

10. For a review of the relevant texts and commentaries, see La Vallee 
Poussin, Vijiiaptimatraiasiddhi, vol. 1, pp. 420-23. 

11. See chapter 1.1. on the triple meaning of the Tathagata-garbha 
and its relation with the Alaya-vijnana. 

12. For a systematic analysis of the usage of the word manas in the 
Lanka, see J. Takasaki "The concept of manas in the Lankavaiara," Journal of 
Indian and Buddhisl Siudies 39, 2 (1981), 1-8. 

13. For an extensive discussion of the significance of the term vijiiapli
matra and its correlates: prajiiaplimatra, namamalra, vika/pamalra and vijiianamatra, 
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see Suzuki's Siudies, pp. 181f., and 278-82. For its various interpretations in 
the secondary literature, see Thomas A. Kochumuttom's A Buddhisl Doctrine 
of Experience (Delhi: 1982), pp. 198-200, "The Meaning of Vijfiapti-matra." 

14. Monier Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Oxford: 1964), 
p.395. 

15. Ibid., p. 394; see also Suzuki's "Introduction" to LAS, p. XXI, and 
F. Edgerton's Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary (Delhi: 1977), p. 229. Stefan 
Anacker in his study, Seven Works of Vasubandhu, The Buddhist Psychological Doctor 
(Delhi: 1984), indicates that both meanings of the word citta can be found in 
the writings of Vasubandhu, as well. Thus, on p. 161, he translates ciUa-matra 
as "All this is perception-only ... the equivalent of an optical disorder," while 
on p. 290, he equates ciUa with citatviit ("becoming accumulated"), as having 
virtually the same meaning. 

16. Lanka, pp. XXI-XXII. 

17. Monier-Williams, loco cit., gives only the past participle cita for the 
root ci, but the sense could have easily been expanded to include the meaning 
usually associated with the Alaya-vijfiana, the Repository of Impressions, 
although this would not necessarily imply its derivation from ci, but rather 
a semantic transference, or slippage. 

18. Studies, p. 254, note 3. 

19. Alex Wayman, "The Yogacara Idealism," review article in the 
Philosophy Easl and Wesl, vol. 15, no. 1 (Jan. 1965), p. 66. 

20. Monier-Williams, op. cit., p. 804. 

21. Sylvain Levi, Vijiiaplimalralasiddhi par Vasubandhu (Paris: 1925), 
pp. 20-1. 

22. Th. Stcherbatsky, The Cenlral Conceplion of Buddhism and Ihe Meaning 
of Ihe Word "Dharma" (Delhi: 1979), Appendix II, pp. 100-4. See also Etienne 
Lamotte, Hisloire du Bouddhisme Indien, Des Origins Ii /'ire Saka, Bib!. de Museon, 
Vol. 43 (Louvain: 1958), pp. 659-70. 

23. The complete list is found in Nyanatiloka, Guide Ihrough Ihe Abhi
dhammapifaka (Colombo), p. 12 (table). See also the list in the Abhidhammallha
sangaha, S. Z. Aung, tr., Compendium of Philosophy (London: 1929), summarized 
in H. von Glasenapp, Die Philosophie der Inder (Stuttgart: 1949), p. 326-332. 

24. See Vasubandhu's Tri1psika IX, in S. Radhakrishnan and Ch. Moore, 
ed., A Sourcebook in Indian Philosophy (Princeton: 1957), p. 335; also, E. Lamotte, 
op. cit., pp. 659-60. For a detailed commentary, see A. K. Chatterjee, The 
Yogacara Idealism (Varanasi: 1962), pp. 150f. 

25. Quoted by Stcherbatsky,op. cit., pp. 18-19. 

26. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, A Buddhist Manual of Psychological Elhics (New 
Delhi: 1975), pp. 265, 318; see also notes no. 4, loco cit. 
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27. In Radhakrishnan and Moore, op. cit., p. 337. 

28. Suzuki, Studies, p. 277. 

29. Ibid., p. 407 and Edgerton (op. cit., pp. 258, 259) agree on the rendi
tion of these two terms as the "triple universe" of the kama-, rupn, and arupa
states of existence. 

30. See P. D. Shastri, The Docrine of Maya in the Philosophy of the Vedanta 
(Luzac: 1911), pp. 30f.; and Teun Goudriaan, Maya Divine and Human (Delhi: 
1978), pp. 243f. Radhakrishnan defines maya as "the principle which accounts 
for the apparent conditioning of the unconditioned Absolute," History of 
Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 66. 

31. See K. N. Jayatileke, Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge (London: 1963, 
Delhi: 1980), pp. 359f. 

32. See chapter 1.1. on the Tathagata-garbha and the rejection of the 
Atman doctrine. For a general account of the philosophical debates which 
the Yogacara thought provoked in India, see J. Sinha's Indian Realism (Delhi: 
1938) and Stcherbatsky's examples in Buddhist Logic (New York: 1962), vol. 2, 
pp. 360f. 

33. See Alex Wayman, "Yogacara and the Buddhist Logicians," JIABS, 
Vol. 2, no. 1, 1979, p. 75. 

34. Ibid., p. 73. 

35. In Wayman, op. cit., p. 76. 

36. Ibid. 

37. Alex Wayman, "The Yogacara Idealism," review article of Ashok 
Kumar Chatterjee, The Yogacara Idealism (Varanasi: 1962), in Philosophy East 
and West, Vol. 15, no. 1, Jan. 1965, p. 67. 

38. Lambert Schmithausen, as given in German Scholars on India, Contri-
butions to Indian Studies, vol. 2 (Bombay: 1976). 

39. Ibid., p. 246. 

40. Ibid., p. 247. 

41. Quoted by Conze in the Introduction to Suzuki's On Indian Mahayana 
Buddhism (New York: 1968), p. 26. 

42. Ibid., note 83. 

43. Loc. cit., and p. 27. See also the Indo-Iranian Journal, vol. 2 (1963), p. 74. 

44. Cited by Wayman in the "Yogacara and the Buddhist Logicians," 
In. of Ihe Int. Assoc. of Buddhist Studies, vol. 2, no. 1 (1979), 72. 

45. See Ed. Conze, I. B. Horner, et. aI., Buddhist Texis Through the Ages 
(New York: 1964), p. 98, n. 1. 
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46. Suzuki's Studies, p. 267. 

47. Ibid., p . .273. 

48. Suzuki's Studies, p. 273. 

49. For instance, the solid appearance of a table is utterly deceiving. 
When our visual ability is enhanced by microscopic devices, the.table looks 
more like a structured energy field than as a continuous, solid mass. 

50. See M. Monier-Williams, English-Sanskrit Diciionary, p. 804. 

51. According to G. Lakoff and M. Jahnsoh in Metaphors We Live By 
(Chicago: 1980), p. 5, where they also state that "human thought processes 
are largely metaphorical" and "the human conceptual system is meta-
phorically structured and defined." . 

52. See Heinrich Dumoulin, A History of Zen Buddhism (Boston: 1963), 
pp. 151ff. 

53. See Suzuki's Zen and Japanese Cullure (New York: 1959), p. 150ff. 
See also Dumoulin, op. cit., pp. 227-78 and 264-68. 

54. H. Dumoulin, Zen Enlightenment, Origins and Meaning (New York, 
Tokyo: 1979; orig. 1976), pp. 50-52. 

55. See Suzuki's The Zen Docirine of No Mind (London: 1969), p. 57. 

56. P. B. Yampolsky, tr., The Platform SUlra of the Sixth Patriarch (New York: 
1971), pp. 137ff. 

57. Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, 1 (London: 1927, 1958), pp. 233ff. 

2.2. From Mind to No-mind 

1. Reason: if cilia = vijfiiina = 'iMind," and iiryajfiiina = Jfiiina = "No-mind," 
then the eight Vijfi.anas system = both "Mind and No-mind"). 

2. E.g., saddharma, "the true, good Law," dharmakiiya, the "body of Law," 
dharmacakra, "the Wheel of Law, dharmaparyiiya, the "practice of religion," etc. 

3. Such as sarvadharmasiinyalii, "the Voidness of all things," or dharma
nairiilmya, "the Selflessness of objects," for instance. 

4. See, for instance, Akira Sugunuma, "The Five Dharmas in the 
Lailkiivaliira," lndo-Gaku Bukkhyo-Gaku Kenkyu 15, no. 2 (29-30), March 1967, 
pp. 32-39 (English order). 

5. M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Diciionary (Oxford: 1964), 
p.551. 

6. See the following section 2.3. on the eight Vijfi.anas. 

7. Tathalii is frequently related in theLankii to the twofold ego-lessness 
(of things and persons, the two nairiilmyas), which is always mentioned along 
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with the five Dharmas, the three Svabhavas and the eight Vijfianas (vide 
L1I11ka VI: 224). 

8. A. Wayman, "Buddhism," in Historia Religionum, Handbook for the History 
of Religions, C Jouco Bleeker & Geo Widengren, eds. (Leiden: 1971), vol. 2, 
pp. 440-41. For a detailed presentation of the 'five paths' theory, see Eugen 
Obermiller, "The Doctrine of Prajfia-paramita as exposed in the Abhisamaya
lar]1kara of Maitreya," Acta Orientalia, vol. 11, 1932. Wayman also points out 
that Asanga used the term bhumi instead of marga, in "Nescience and Insight 
According to Asanga's Yogacarabhilmi," see Buddhist Studies in Honour of Walpola 
Rahula (London, Vimamsa: 1980), p. 260. 

9. See, for instance, the discussions of the tri-kaya doctrine by D. T. 
Suzuki in his Studies in the Larlkavatara Sii/ra (London: 1930, reprint: 1968), 
pp. 308-338; and byT. R. V. Murti, in The Central Philosophy of Buddhism (London: 
1955, 1980), pp. 184-7. 

10. Suzuki, op. cit., p. 331. 

11. M. Monier-Williams, op. cit., p. 274. 

12. Mircea Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom (Princeton: 1973), p. 361. 

13. See T. R. V. Murti's outline of the dispute op. cit., pp. 317-20; and 
also the preceding section 2.1. dealing with the Citta-matra doctrine in the 
Larlkava/ara-sii/ra. 

14. See jiiana in the glossary appended to Suzuki's Studies, p. 397; see 
also the next chapter 2.3. on Vijfianas, in the present work. 

15. The former in relation to the abstracting and synthesizing faculties 
of the mind, the latter vis-a-vis the ability to see the world in its totality, 
beyond the contradictory points of view, as indicated previously in this 
chapter. For a more comprehensive synopsis on the various epistemic 
structures developed in the Larlka, see the subsection "Jiiana and vijiiana ... " 
of the following ch. 2.3. 

16. Suzuki, Studies, pp. 158-59. 

17. Suzuki, Studies, p. 159. 

18. See Chr. Lindtner, Nagarjuniana, Studies in Ihe Writings and Philosophy 
of Nagarjuna (Copenhagen: 1982), p. 193. For a discussion of the three Modes 
of Cognition in the writings of Vasubandhu, see: Fernando Tala and Carmen 
Dragonetti, "The Trisvabhavakarika of Vasubandhu," Journal of Indian Philosophy 
11 (1983): 225-266, esp. pp. 232-235 and pp. 230-231, where an extensive 
bibliography of modern studies on this interesting subject can be found. 

19. Suzuki, The Larlkavalara Sutra (Boulder: 1978), pp. 243-44, n. 8. 

20. For a summary of this early debate among Ch'an Buddhists, see 
Heinrich Dumoulin, Zen Enlightenmenl, Origins and Meaning (New York, Tokyo: 
1979; German original: 1976), pp. 39 & 46-50. 
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21. Quoted and translated by Heinrich Dumoulin in A Hislory of Zen 
Buddhism (Boston: 1963; orginal German version by A. Francke AG Verlag: 
1959), p. 49 (Paul Peachey's English translation). 

22. Cf. H. Dumoulin, Zen Enlighlenment (as above), p. 39. 

23. For various accounts and interpretations of the experience of 
Buddhist enlightenment (Chinese: wu; Japanese: satori), see: Heinrich 
Dumoulin, Zen Enlightenment, Origins and Meaning (New York & Tokyo: 1979), 
especially chs.: 11 & 12; A Hislory of Zen Buddhism (Boston: 1963), pp. 276-81; 
also Suzuki's Essays in Zen Buddhism, First Series (New York: 1949, 1961), pp. 
260-66; and H. Benoit, The Supreme Doctrine: Psychological Stl{dies in Zen Thoughl, 
with a Forword by Aldous Huxley (New York: 1955,1959; French original, 
Paris: 1952), pp. 72-78 & 134. 

2.3. The Eight Vijiianas 

1. Quoted by Edgerton, op. cit., p. 486. 

2. Ibid. 

3. One should note, however, that the supreme Wisdom of the Buddhas 
and the Bodhisattvas (Aryajfiana), is already present in all sentient beings, 
albeit in potentiality only, as the Gerin-of-Buddhahood (Tathagata-garbha). 
See Suzuki, Siudies, p. 140, and the preceding chapter of this thesis (1.1.). 

4. See previous ch. 2.2. on the three Epistemic States (svabhavas). 

5. Cf. Nalinaksha Dutt, Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism and its Relation to 
Hfnayana (London: 1930), ch. 2, "Points of agreement between the two Yanas 
mentioned in the Mahayanic texts," pp. 54-57. 

6. These two types of knowledge developed by the Yogacaras differ 
from Husserl's similar categories of "perceptual" and "objective" space 
(Ideas, p. 1,16), in that they are subject to errors of both perception and 
judgment (vide supra, ch. 1.3.). 

7. This Repository-of-impressions (sometimes known as the mula- or 
bfja-vijiiana) is contrasted in the Lanka with the seven dynamic vijiianas 
(pravrlli-vijiianas). See L. de La Vallee Poussin, Vijiiaptimatralasiddhi (Paris: 
1928-29), vol. 1, p. 398. 

8. Ibid., pp. 1.41, and 1.289f. For the variety of alternate names for 
alaya-vijiiana in the Yogacara literature, see ibid., p. 1.166. 

9. Ibid., p. 1.39Bf. Cf. Edward Hamlin, "Discourse in the Lankavalara
sulra," Journal of Indian Philosophy J-1 (1983): 267-313, where he interprets manas 
as the clinging force which "develops attachments and aversions to the 
'things' which manovijiiana isolates" (p. 281). 

10. Yoshifumi Veda, "Two Main Streams of Thought in Yogacara 
Philosophy," Philosophy Easl and West, vol. 17, No. 1-4 Gan.-Oct. 1967), p. 162 
and also note 2 for further reference. 
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11. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, op. cit., p. 1.297. ("The perceptive con
sciousness discerns the general character of the object," n.n.) 

12. This cognitive paradox is beautifully illustrated in the metaphorical 
work of the Dutch artist M. C.Escher. One of his lithographs (the 1935 
Self-portrait) is reproduced here on the cover of this book, showing the artist 
holding a mirrored sphere which reflects a curiously distorted image of 
himself and of his world. 

13. Since the viisanii is stored in the iilaya, it is here, too, that the revulsion 
(pariivrtli) takes place; Mind-only, also, ultimately refers to the eighth vijfiiina, 
the iilaya. Cf. Suzuki, Studies, p. 362, note 3, and Alex and Hideko Wayman, 
The Lion's Roar of Queen Srfmiilii (New York: 1974), p. 55, who point out that 
the term used for the Buddha Stage in the Ratnagotravibhiiga is iisraya-parivrlti 
("reversion of the basis"), referring to the Tathagata-garbha. Also, I should 
add, it is our contention that it was precisely this idea of sudden psychological 
transmutation which provided the doctrinal basis to the Northern Ch'an 
(or Zen) school of sudden Enlightenment (Japanese, sa tori), althought it was 
not advocated as such in the text itself (see conclusions to ch. 2.2. above). 

14. Alex Wayman, "The Sacittika and Acittika Bhumi, Text and 
Translation," in Buddhist Insight,.G. R. Elder, editor (Delhi: 1984), pp. 330-31. 
Originally published in the Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies (Tokyo), 7:1 
(1960), pp. 375-79. For an extensive bibliography of the Yogacara sources 
discussing the topic of the .Alaya-vijfiana and its derivatives, see Fernando 
Tola and Carmen Dragonetti, "The Trisvabhiivakiirikii of Vasubandhll," Journal 
of Indian Philosophy 11 (1983): 225-266, esp. pp. 259-260, note 21. 

15. The four principal poisonous outflows are: lust (kiima), clinging to 
life (bhiiva), speculation (dnti) and ignorance (avidyii). 

16. Here lies yet another connecting link between the Lmikiivaiiifa and 
the teachings of Zen Buddhism, namely the accessibility of Enlightenment 
to people of all sorts, along with the disdain of intellectualism for its own 
sake. 

17. See Conze, Buddhist Thought in India (Ann Arbor: 1973), pp. 251f.; 
also P. T. Raju, Idealistic Thought in India (London: 1953), pp. 277-78. 

18. Ibid., p. 277. 

19. See Georg Feuerstein, The Yoga-Sutra of Patafijali (Folkestone, Kent, 
England: 1979), p. 194. 

20. Quoted by Padmasiri De Silva in his Buddhist and Freudian Psychology 
(Colombo: 1973), p. 122. 

21. See, for instance, the valuable anthology Buddhist and Weslern 
Psychology, edited by Nathan Katz (Boulder: 1983), which includes comparative 
articles written by scholars of Buddhism and by mental health practitioners 
from both East and West. See also Edwina Pia, Buddhisl Psychology: A Modern 
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Perspective (New Delhi: 1988), esp. ch. 5, pp. 125-153 ("Psychopathology in 
Buddhism"), and ch. 6, pp. 155-158 ("Summary"). Indeed, Eastern psychology 
at last is earning respect among Western intellectuals. 

2.4. The Theory of Causation 

1. See Ed. J. Thomas, The History of Buddhist Thought (London: 1933, 1971), 
the chapter on causation: pp. 58-70; A. B. Keith, Buddhist Philosophy in India 
and Ceylon (India reprint), pp. 105-109; A. Wayman, Buddhist Insight (Delhi: 
1984), pp. 163-92. 

2. D. J. Kalupahana, Causality, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism (Hono
lulu: 1975), pp. 163-76. 

3. His own mistranslation of the passage ("The Great Recluse says 
that the Tathagata has spoken ... etc.") befuddles the issue even more; see 
K. N. Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge (London: 1963, Delhi: 1980 
reprint), p. 454. 

4. Jayatilleke, op. cit., p. 449. 

5. See, for instance, the list of the twelve causal links (nidiina), or 
conditions (pratyaya) given by Wayman in op. cit., p. 164, thus: 1) nescience 
(avidyii), 2) motivations (sa/flskiira), 3) perception (vijiiiina), 4) name-and-form 
(niima-rupa), 5) six sense-bases (saQiiyataniini), 6) sense-contact (sparsa), 
7) feelings (vedanii), 8) craving (tnIJii), 9) indulgence (upiidiina), 10) gestation 
(bhiiva), 11) birth (jii/i), and 12) old age and death (jarii-maraIJa). 

These are pictorially represented along the rim of the well-known 
Tibetan Wheel-of-Becoming (bhavacakra), reproduced, for instance, in 
Thomas, op. cit., opposite p. 68. 

6. See, for instance, the numerous passages describing the immortality 
of the Self in the Brhadiiranyaka Upani?ad 1.4.1; 4.5.14-15; 3.9.26; 4.2.4; 4.4.22; 
2.3.5; and in Chiindogya Upani?ad 8.8.3, 14, etc. Cf. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, 
Vijiiaptimii/raliisiddhi (Paris: 1928,1929), Tome 1, p. 32 and ff. 

7. Cf. La Vallee Poussin, op. cit., 1. 72f.; 2. 534f. 

8. Cf. Th. Stcherbatsky, The Conception of Buddhist NirviiIJa (Delhi, New 
York: 1968, 1978), pp. 1.70, 78-88; 2.48-51. By contrast, Kochumuttom's 
interpretation of the Yogacara as a form of realistic pluralism, identical to 
the Theravada atomism, cannot seriously be sustained in light of such 
essential concepts as Sunyata (Voidness), Tathata (Suchness), Buddhata 
(Buddhahood), or even the Buddha's own rejection of Eternalism, as one of 
the extreme philosophical views. See Thomas A. Kochumuttom, A Buddhist 
Doclrine of Experience (A New Translation and Interpretation of the Works of Vasubandhu 
the Yogiiciirin) (Delhi: 1982), pp. 1-4,227-228. 

9. Quoted by A. Wayman in Buddhist Insight (Delhi: 1984), pp. 175-76 
and note 22, p. 176. 
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10. Photo ed. of Tibetan Tanjur, vol. 23, p. 19-5-2, q. by Wayman, op. cit. 
p.176. 

11. Photo ed. of Tibetan canons, vol. 154, pp. 71.4 to 72.1, ibid., p. 177. 
For the orig. Sanskrit, see J. Rahder, ed., Dasabhumika et Bodhisatlvabhumi, 
pp.48-49. 

12. See David J. Kalupahana, Causality: the Central Philosophy of Buddhism 
(Honolulu: 1975), especially chapters 1 & 2. 

13. Ibid., pp. 60-22. 

14. Ibid., pp. 23-44. 

15. Ibid., pp. 44-53. 

16. Ibid., pp. 45, 53. See also K. N. Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory of 
Knowledge (London: 1963, Delhi: 1980), pp. 67,261. 

17. Kalupahana, op. cit., p. 53; see also note 152, p. 202. 

18. Jayatilleka, op. cit., p. 261; Kalupahana, loc. cit. 

19. Kenneth K. Inada, tr., Niigiirjuna, A Translation of his Mulamadhyamaka
kiirikii with an Introductory Essay (Tokyo: 1970), p. 39 (Chapter 1, verse 1). 

20. For a review of the various causal theories and lists of terms, with 
special emphasis on the Yogacara literature, see Ch. 7: "Causal Correlations: 
Another Facet of Development," in Kalupahana, op. cit., pp. 163-76. 

21. Ibid., Ch. 3: "Clarification of Terminology," pp. 54-66. See also 
La Vallee Poussin, op. cit., Tome 2, pp. 454,467. 

22. See Jayatilleke, op. cit., pp. 213-15,256,275, 357n, 431-2. 

23. See the description of paticca-samuppada in the Kacciiyana-gotla-sutla -of 
the Samyutla-Nikiiya,and for references to European writings on this topic, 
see Nyanatiloka, Guide through the Abhidhamma-Pifaka (Colombo: 1957), 2nd ed., 
pp.157-73. 

24. For a textual illustration of the Abhidharmists' position, see 
Bhadantacariya Buddhaghosa, The Path of Purification (Visuddhi-magga), bhikkhu 
Nyanamoli, tr. (Berkeley, London: 1976), vol. 2, pp. 592f. 

25. Louis de La Vallee Poussin, ed., Madhyamikavrtli (Miidhyamika-kiirikiis), 
Biblioteca Buddhica 4 (St. Petersburg: 1903-1913); tr. by Frederick J. Streng, 
Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning (New York: 1967), Appendix A. pp. 
183-219. 

26. According to Kenneth K. Inada, Niigiirjuna (Tokyo: 1970), p. 38. 

27. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, ed. and tr., Mahiiyiinavi1Jlsaka of 
Niigiirjuna (Calcutta: 1931). 

28. This mistake is still being made today as it has been in the past; 
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for a review and discussion of various scholarly opinions on the notion 
that the world is "nothing but the mind," supposedly held by the Yogacara 
Buddhists, see the preceding Citta-matra section of this work (ch. 2.1.). 

29. See Vas~bandhu's Trif/'lsika, stanzas 7 and 28, in Radhakrishnan and 
Moore, A Sourcebook in Indian Philosophy (Princeton: 1973), pp. 336-37, where 
he speaks of a "state of mind" only, and not of a denial of the external world. 

30. For a complete list of synonyms, with their textual location, see 
Suzuki's Studies, p. 273 and notes 2 through 9. 

31. The second line of verse 96 reads: cillamiitravyavasthiinam anutpiidam, 
that is "the non-origination is the (state of) abiding in nothing but the 
mind," or the "Mind-only" state. 

32. Being essentially a practical "philosophy," Yogacara (like Zen, its 
distant brain-child) defies clear-cut designations, favored in the West. For, 
any such categorization (i.e., an object upon which to fix one's thought) 
would be a strangling snare to the freedom of the spirit, the ultimate goal 
of the Yogacara practitioner. 

3.0. Final Overview 

1. See]. L. Austin, How /0 Do Thing;-with Words (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1977), p. 3. For an essential summary of the analytical 
and logical positivism as a method, see Bertrand Russell, A History of Western 
Philosophy (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1945), pp. 828-36. For an in
depth presentation of its modus operandi, see A. J. Ayer, Language, Truth, and 
Logic (New York: Dover Pub., Inc., 1952), chs. 2, 3 and 5. 

Also, see Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations (New York: Macmillan 
Press Pub., Co., Inc., 1968), pp. 5e-21e; and for its limitations, consult· 
Russell's Introduction to E. Gellner's Words and Things (London: Victor 
Gollancz, Ltd., 1959), p. 13. 

2. This is, of course, a much simplified view of these very complex 
Buddhist metaphysical concepts,done here for the sake of clarity only. 

3. The precise nature of Buddhism, whether religious or philosophical, 
has been debated for the past 150 years without a clear answer in sight. 
Indeed, as Th. Stcherbatsky the great Russian Buddhologist put it, in The 
Conception of Buddhist NirviilJa (Leningrad: 1927), p. 1, "no other religion has 
proved so refractory to clear formulation." 

For a review of the various arguments and a systematic attempt to 
. clarify the adequacy of Western philosophical categories within Buddhist, 

as well as global context, see George Chataliim's article "Early Indian 
Buddhism and the nature of philosophy: a philosophical investigation," in 
the Journal of Indian Philosophy 11 (1983): 167-222. 
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Abhidharmakosa-karika, 83, 84, 90, 93, 
96,97,119, 176 

Absolute: goal of the Yogacaras, 292; 
Idealism, xv, 164, 184, 220; 
Nagarjuna's view of, 150; principle, 
154; Reality, 135 

Absolutism: intellectual, 36, 167, 
184, 204; of "either/or" type, 285; 
radical critique of, 286. See also 
Idealism; Monism 

alaya-vijiiana. See Repository-of-
impressions 

analman (analla). See non-Self 
Aligullara-Nikaya, 95, 170 
Annihilationism (ucchedavada), 68, 

183, 215, 252. See also Eternalism; 
Nihilism 

Anunalvapun:zalvanirddaparivarla, 71 
Aplamfmatrlsa, 136 
arya-jiiana. See Noble Wisdom. See also 

Knowledge; No-mind 
Asailga: his interpretation of reality, 

20, 174, 187, 188; his life, 1-2, 13, 
190; his works, xv, 20, 174; on 
Alaya-vijfiana as universal 
Consciousness, 20, 253; on 
Dependent Origination, 268; on 
Nirval),a, 253. See also Vasubandhu 

asal. See non-Being 
iilman (aI/a). See Self, self 
Avalatrlsaka-siilra, 2, 6, 7 

Becoming (bhava), Buddhist Wheel 
of, 40. See also Being; Causation; 
Change 

Being (sal): cosmic and personal 
Essence of, 40, 55; elements of 
(dha/us, dharmas), 119, 148; ground 
of, 124; Heidegger's view of, 
41-42; Hindu-Brahmanical view 
of, 40; Husserl's dimensions of, 48, 
289-290, 331n. 12; in the Lalika
valara, 42; manifestations of, 48, 
117 (see also Personality, Realm-of
elements); perfection of, 226; 
radical transformation of, 241; 
three realms of, 119; threefold 
nature of, 130; true mode of, 191. 
See also non-Being; E)(istence; 
Ontology 

Bhadrapalasiilra, 189 
Bhagavad Gila, 59 
Bhagavali-siilra, 137 
BodhiciliavivaralJa, 223 
Bodhidharma: his life, 3; his role in 

early Ch' an (Zen) school, 3-4, 
7-10, 206, 207 

Bodhisallvabhumi, xv, 237, 242-243 
Bodhisallvapifaka-siilra, 268 
BrhadaralJyaka Upani~ad, 80, 81 
Buddha, the: on Annihilationism, 85; 

on definition of an Enlightened 
Being, 102-103, 233; on discri
minating views (warning against), 
277; on Ego (khandhas), 84; on futile 
(indeterminable) questions, 
106-107; on his e)(istence after 
death, 105; on the Middle Way, 
142; on non-Self, 86, 96; on Self, in 
the Lalikavalara, 104, 221; silence 
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of, 144; on the seed of salvation, 
84; on the six wrong outlooks, 97 

Buddhacarila, 59 
Buddhaliisiislra, 53, 54 
Bulsugoshinron ("Treatise on the 

Essence-or Heart-of the 
Buddha-teaching"), 8 

Causation, the theory of, and the 
unreality of dualistic views, 270; 
as a teaching device, 167, 268, 269, 
283; as a possible basis for Monism, 
268; cosmic, complex (helu
pra/yaya), 33-34, 261, 262-263, 264, 
283; factors of, 269; four possi
bilities of, 34, 270-271; external 
and internal, 264; gradual and 
simultaneous, 264, 270; psycho
logical, linear (pralflya-samulpiida), 
261, 262-264, 353n. 5; refutation 
of, 274-275, 281-282; six kinds of 
causes, 272-273, all denied, 274; 
soteriologicai value of, 272, 
282-283,291; three aspects of, 284 

Change: and impermanence (anilya), 
261; and Western philosophers, 
41; as a dynamic view of Reality, 41 

cil/a-miilra. See Mind-only 

Dasabhiimika-sUlra, 189, 216, 268 
Dhammacakkappavalana-sutla, 86 
Dhammapiida, 85, 87, 102, 104, 171, 

189 
Dhamma-Sangatri, 177 
Dharma. See Law, cosmic 
Dharmadharmalii-vibhiiga, 129 
dharmas. See Elements-of-existence. 

See also Realm-of-elements (dharma
dhiilu); Epistemic categories (five 
dharmas) 

Dialectic: as a practical, didactic tool, 
156, 164; first systematic use of, 
164; in Lailkiivaliira, 156-163; in 
Nagarjuna's Kiirikiis, 145-155; in 
the Pali canon, 141-144; Jain, 137, 
139, 163; method in Yogacara 
school, 139, 163, 285-286; original 

meaning in Greek philosophy, 
345n. 67; ultimate exp~ession in 
Ch'an and Zen traditions, 160. See 
also Logic; Tetralemma (calu?ko!i) 

Dlgha-Nikiiya, 85, 103, 104, 171, 262 
Dualism: epistemological, 35, 174, 

233, 243, 257, 265; logical, 163; 
ontological, 35, 161, 215; tran
scendence of, 158-159, 202, 215. 
See also Extremes (anla, dr?{i, views) 

Elements-of-existence (dharmas), 
de-void of self-existence, 148. See 
Realm-of-elements (dharmadhiilu) 

Embryo/Germ-of-Buddhahood 
(Ialhiigala-garbha), 51, 52, 54, 60, 
62-66 

Enlightenment: "adoxic," 154, 210; 
as epistemological pursuit, 135, 
162; as perfection of mind, 128, 
169,228; as the only absolute goal 
of the Yogacaras, 292; as the sub
jective aspect of the universal Law, 
128; gradual, 136, 209, 232; in ten 
Bodhisattva stages (bhiimis), 216; 
learning about, 234; map of, 216; 
meaning of, 329n. 5; salari, origins 
of, 4,6, 11; subject to, and fulfill
ment of the cosmic Law of 
Dependent Origination, 123, 129; 
sudden, intuitive, 166; three paths 
to, 231, 234. SeealsaNoble Wisdom; 
No-mind 

Epistemology (epistemic): Buddhist, 
138-139; definition of, 135; in 
Husserl's Ideas, 338n. 2; in the 
Lailkiivaliira, 156-163; Jain, 136-137; 
local coloring of, 136, 138; three 
methods, 137-138; Yogacaras' 
outlook in regard to, 284-285, 
290-291 

Epistemic Categories (the five 
dharmas), 5, 31, 211-216, 244; and 
the futility of conceptual encap
sulation of Reality, 181 

Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun ("Treatise on the 
Two Entrances"), 3 
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Essence-of-Buddhahood (talhagala
garbha), 54; and Repository-of
impressions (lilaya-vijiiana), 14, 67; 
and Hindu Atman, 52, 56, 58-59, 
61; as didactic device for the 
teaching of non-Self, 56, 61-62, 76, 
78,289; as pure Dharma, 55; in the 
Lmikavalara, 55; its triple meaning, 
76-77 

Eternalism (sassalavada), 69, 96, 99, 
142, 183, 215, 257. See also 
Annihilationism; Nihilism 

Existence (sal, aslila): and Enlighten
ment, 197; dream-like quality of 
(maya, svapna), 45; partly non
existence, 182, 197; three charac
teristics of, 40. See also Being; non
Being 

Experience, 162, 183, 184. See also 
Enlightenment 

Extremes (an/a, dnti, views), 68-69, 
72, 99, 142, 183, 215, 277. See also 
Dualism 

Gar.z4havyuha, 9, 62, 118 
God (fsvara, fssara, Lord); and 

salvation, 26; as creator, 35, 266, 
269; as Mind-only, 198; as 
spurious mental construction, 
212; due to imagination, 284; 
idealized being, 292 

heiu-pralyaya (causes and conditions). 
See Causation, complex 

Hsu Kao-seng-chuan ("Biographies of 
Famous Buddhist Monks," by Tao
hsuan),4 

Idealism, Yogacara, xv-xvi, 6, 19, 30, 
184-201, 204, 220, 222. See also 
Absolutism; Monism 

fsuara, fssara, Lord. See God 

Karma: accumulation oE, 176, 179, 
249; caused by ignorance, 86; 
destruction of, 248-249; 
transmission of, 85, 175 

Kmhu-Val/hu, 82 
Knowledge, cognition (vijiiana, jiiana, 

gnosis): always wanting, 240; and 
freedom, vehicle for, 26; and self
realization, 162; as didactic device, 
27; as hindrance, 26; limitations of, 
29, 138, 157, 250, 292; non
discriminating, 250; subjective 
bias of, 203-204, 215, 250, 
290-291; summum bonum of, 162; 
synopsis of, in the Lankauafara, 244; 
three kinds of, 241-243; tran
scendence of, 162, 210-211, 240; 
transcendental, 220; two types of 
(dual, empirical, concrete, relative, 
imaginary, and non-dual, intuitive, 
abstract, absolute, perfect), 165, 
209,220,258; two-fold (perceptual, 
and object~discriminating con
sciousness), 245 

Lalilavisiara, 63 
Language: adequacy in reflecting 

reality, 127, 147; artificiality of, 
xvii, 126, 230; as a didactic tool, 47; 
limitations of, xvii, 29, 157, 229, 
293; radical critique of, 203, 292, 
345n. 65; reification (objecti
fication) of, xvii, 190, 205; tran
scendence of, xvii, 162-163; use
fulness of, 155. See also Metaphor 

Lankavafifra-siilra: and Avatal11saka 
school, 6-7; and Ch' an (Zen) 
school, 3-6, 9; and Western 
thought, 36; chapter headings in, 
16-17; dating of, 13-19; Hindu 
influence on, 18,19,27, 76; 
importance of, 2-6; Southern 
origins of, 2; translations of, 7-9, 
19; transmission of, 3, 7-11, 23 

Law, cosmic (Dharma), 118-119, 
120-123, 129, 131; four meanings 
of, 210. See also Realm-oE-elements 
(dharmadhiflu) 

Leng-chia yao-i (Ta-mo lun) ("Com
mentary on the Lankauafifra-sfilra"), 
3 
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Logic: Aristotelian, 30, 146; as 
meditational tool, 30, 147; 
Buddhist, 138-139; Hegelian, 30; 
in Nagarjuna's Karikas, 146-147; 
Jain, 136-137, 163, 164; modern 
views of, 145, 345n. 72; tran
scendence of, 164. See also Dialectic; 
Tetralemma 

Logical alternatives (catu!ikofi, 
tetralemma), 29, 138 

Madhyamakavatiira, 268 
Madhyamika, and early Greek 

philosophy, 342n. 29. See also 
Nagarjuna 

Madhyantavibhaga-karika (-bha!iya), xvi, 
130,186 

Mahabharata, 104 
Mahabherfharaka-siUra, 71 
Mahaparinirval}a-sfitra, 2, 14 
Maha-vagga, 89, 91 
Mahavastu, 216 
Mahayana-sa1]lgraha, 6, 128, 188 
Mahayanasa1]lparigraha-sastra, 20 
Mahayana Sraddhotpada-sastra, 15, 64 
Mahayana-SiUrala1]lkara-saslra, 174, 

188 
Mahayanavi1]lsaka, 279 
MaUrz Upani!iad, 58, 87 
Majjhima-Nikaya, 34, 85, 88, 90, 96, 

97, 102, 104, 106, 123, 143-144, 
171, 262, 263 

manas (pre-conscious volition). See 
Vijfiana(s) 

manovijfiana (conscious volition). See 
Vijfiana(s) 

Materialism, xvi; substantialism, 
156, 186, 188. See also Matter 

Matter (rupa, bhuta), 88, 90, 91, 113, 
237,248 

Meaning: in the wnkavatiira, 10; 
literal, attachment to, 257; 
provisional (indirect), xvi, 190; 
final (ultimate), 190 

Meditation, 205, 217-218; final goal 
of,245-246 

Metaphor: and human thought, 

349n. 51; dangers of, 202, 204; 
epistemological reduct jon to (as 
the main thesis of the wnkavatiira
sfitra), 31; essence of, 202, 204; 
reification of, 202; relation to 
Reality, 43; spiritual power of, 75, 
256. See also Language 

Metaphysical: categories (dualities), 
93, 107, 118, 140, 163; questions, 
43,97,106-107,159; speculations, 
144,190,202; theories, 92, 93, 105, 
143; underlying principle, 104, 
203; views (dr!ifi, difthi), 97, 99, 142, 
144, 277 

Middle Path (madhyama pratipad), and 
causality, 276; as ideal mental 
equipose, 191; as teaching device, 
47; between extremes, 47, 142, 
148; Nagarjuna's view of, 278 

Milinda-pafiha, 60, 87 
Mind-only (cilla-malra): as empirical 

mind, 31, 178-183; as hallmark of 
the Yogacara school, 30; as 
pinnacle of Yoga car a philosophy, 
202; as the triple world (tribhava), 
31, 183-201; as transcendental 
Mind, 31, 178-183; epistemological 
context of, 200; influence on 
Indian philosophy, 204-205; 
influence on Zen school, 205-206; 
meditational context of, 169; 
multiplicity of meanings in the 
wil1cavatiira, 171-172; origins and 
etymology of, 170, 174-176, 
188-189, 347nn. 15, 17; provisional 
and final meaning of, xvi, 190, 201; 
Suzuki's arguments about (in 
favor of Yogacara idealism), 
192-201 

Modes-of-Cognition (three sva
bhavas), 5, 31, 243-244, 258; as 
Absolute-knowledge (parini!!panna), 
222; as False-knowledge (pari
kalpita), 221; as Relative-knowledge 
(paratantra), 221-222; conventional 
nature of, 239-240. See also 
Knowledge 
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Momentariness (k~a1Jika), of all 
Vijfianas, 254-255 

Monism, 267-268, 285, 286; derived 
from Causation, 268. See also 
Absolu tism; Idealism 

Mulamadhyamika-karikas, 30, 86, 104, 
140, 148-149, 153, 154-155, 158, 
160, 161, 164, 206, 219, 266, 
278-280 

Mumonkan, 205, 232 

Nagahvaya-sillra (Nagarjuna-sulra), 14 
Nagarjuna: alleged irrationality of, 

145; and tetralemma logic, 140, 
145-156; as founder of Madhya
mika school, 140; his view of 
causation, 271, 278-280; his 
view of Nirvarya, 219, 267; life of, 
1; on non-Self; 1,49; on Reality, 
223, 279, 280, 281 

Nihilism, 96, 97, 99. See also 
Annihilationism; Being; Existence; 
non-Being 

Nihon Daizokyo, 8 
Nirvarya, as fulfillment of the 

universal Law, 129; as self
realization, 177; relative to 
Sal11sara, 127, 160-161, 219, 286; 
two kinds of, 25, 86, 161, 335; 
unobtainable through ques
tioning, 160 

Noble Wisdom (aryajnana, jnana, 
gnosis), 31, 207, 209, 224; and 
transcendence of dualities, 224, 
242; means by which is obtained 
(three avenues toward), 226-228; 
prerequisites for, 224-226. See also 
Enlightenment; No-mind 

Nominalism: Theravada, 169, 220; 
Yogacara, xv, 40 

. No-mind, doctrine of, 206-208, 228; 
highest state of, 224. See also 
Enlightenment; Noble Wisdom 

non-Being (asa/, nat/hi), 83; 108, 124, 
148,167, 191, 230, 265, 282. See 
also Being (sat); Existence 

non-Self (aniflman, anaHa): 

Abhidharmist view on, 100; and 
self-identity (self-nature), 
108-109; Asanga's view on, 99, 
100,113; Buddha's own view on, 
86,97,113,149,159; controversies 
about, 82; Hlnayanist view on, 99; 
in the Lafzkavaiara, 100-101; 
Nagarjuna's view on, 149. See also 
Self, self (a/man, alia) 

Ontology, ontic: and the Madhya
mika school, 155; and metaphysics, 
47; change of, 231; definition of, 
41, 47; etymology of, 41; of 
process, 41, 94, 258; separation 
of (from the epistemic domain), 
154; various terms for, in the 
Lafzkavaiara, 47, 289. See also Being; 
Existence; Metaphysical 

Pancaslikaya-sara, 137 
Paramarlha-giflha-sillra, 99 
paravrt/i, vyavrlli. See Revolution, 

reversal 
Personality (five skandhas): as 

manifestation of Being in lime, 28, 
48, 79, 289-290; Buddhaghosa's 
view of, 85-86; constituents of, 
28; early Buddhist controversies 
about, 82-85, 87, 89; genesis of, 
89-90; Hindu view of, 80-81, 87; 
in the Lafzkavaiara-sillra, 88, 89, 
93-99, 289; later Mahayana 
theories about, 86. See also Self, 
non-Self 

Pluralism, xvi-xvii, 21, 197,200,220, 
275, 353n. 8; as Theravada 
realistic atomism, 40. See also 
Absolutism; Idealism; Monism; 
Yogacara, school of 

Prajna-paramila, 2, 201, 202, 206, 
216,263 

Prasannapada, 152 
pralflya-samulpada (Dependent 

Origination). See Causation, 
psychological, linear 

Psychology: 31, 260; Buddhist, 
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Yogacara, 32-33, 246-250, 291; 
Western, dynamic, 166, 172, 253, 
260. See a./so Vijfiana(s) 

Ramayar;a, 18 
Ralnagolravibhaga, 27, 53, 64, 70, 71, 

72,74 
Reality: access to, 229; conventional, 

44; denial of, 164, 183, 185, 201; 
ever-changing, 111, 229, 230; 
highest, 126, 127; limit of, 128, 
151; model of, 292-293; multi
faceted, 110, 186; objective, 118; 
orderly, 122-123; relation to 
language, 44, 150, 199; relativity 
of, 126; subjective, spurious, 126, 
212, 290-291, 330n. 9 

Realm-of-elements (dharmadhiilu): as 
cosmic, impersonal manifestation 
of Being in space, 48, 130, 290; as 
cosmic Law, 118-119, 120-123, 
131; as didactic device, 118; as 
ideal, mental universe(s), 118-119; 
as physical universe, 118, 121; as 
realm of Self-realization, 129; as 
Receptacle-of-impressions, 128; 
as Sphere-of-religion, 118; as 
universal Void, 124; equivalents 
of, 28-29, 120-121, 129; etymology 
of, 119 

Repository-of-impressions (alaya
vijiiana): and Tathagata-garbha, 
14; etymology of, 20, 219, 239, 
252-254; independence from the 
other seven Vijfianas, 248; two 
views of, 254-255. See also Vijfiana(s) 

Revolution, reversal (paravrlli, 
vyavrlli), 33; as doctrinal basis for 
Zen Buddhism, 259; as return to 
pure consciousness, 181, 198, 231, 
251 

~g-veda, 27, 57, 59, 122, 271 
Ryogakyo Koyoku, 8 

Saddharmalatikavillara-siilra, 9 
Sa1J1yulla-Nikaya, 84, 87, 89, 95, 96, 

102, 104, 123, 142, 144, 262 

Satidhinirmocanll-siilra, 15, 60, 188 
Safijaya (first who used the tetra

lemma dialectic), 141, 153, 154, 
164 

sassalavada. See E ternalism 
Self, self (alman, alia), 80-81; absence 

of, 5; Asanga's view of, 99, 
100-101; Buddha's own view of, 
96-97,100,101,102,103,104,106, 
113; Buddhaghosa~s view of, 97, 
100; dynamic concept of, 112, 114, 
117; empirical, 93, 96-98; inherent 
nature of (svabhava), 108-109; 
Nagarjuna's view of, 100; new 
paradigm of, 114-115; trans
empirical (Tathagata), 101-105, 
157; varieties of Eastern views on, 
112-113; varieties of Western 
views on, 111; Vasubandhu's view 
of, 97, 101. See also non-Self 
(analman, anatla) 

Sik~asamuccaya, 62 
skandhas, khandhas, 336n. 33. See 

Personality, constituents of 
Srfmaladevf-siilra, 2, 27, 52, 63, 65, 70, 

71,72,187 
5unya, 5unyalii. See Voidness 
Sunyalasaplali, 125 
Sulla-Nipala, 83 
Sulrakrlatiga, 271 
Suvarr;aprabhasa-siilra, 2 
svabhava. See Modes-of-Cognition; 

Self, inherent nature of 
Svelii5valara Upani?ad, 57, 59, 271 

Tathagata-garbha: its Vedic origins, 
54-55, 57; multiple meanings of, 
51-54, 331n. 1. See EmbryolGerm
of-Buddhahood; Essence-of
Buddhahood; Womb/Matrix-of
Buddhahood 

Talhagala-garbha-sutra, 27, 63, 70 
Tetralemma (ca/u?kofi): Aristotle's 

use of, 146; as a meditative 
exercise, 153, 156; as a teaching 
device, 152, 167; conceptual 
illustrations of, 164-167, 290; 
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denial of, 156-157, 164; historical 
origins of, 141, 164, 337nn. 49,52; 

. in the Latikiivatiira, 156; Nagarjuna's 
usage of, in regard to Causality, 
153-154; in regard to the Middle 
Way, 148; in regard to Self, 149; 
numeric representation of, 
150-151; Pali usage of, 141; 
purpose of using, 154, 164. See a/50 
Logic; Logical alternatives (calll~
koti) 

The Genko Shakllsho, 8 
The "Truth," 135 
Two truths, doctrine of, 35, 110, 154, 

158 
Transcendental: dimension of 

Buddhist logic, 140; philosophy, 
291-292· 

Trirpsatikii, xvi, 13, 15, 174 
Trisvabhiiva-nirdda, xvi 
Tson-kha-pa: on calming the mind, 

188; on Dependent Origination, 
268; on provisional meaning of 
idealistic statements in the 
Lalikiivaliira-sUlra ("Mind-only" 
concept), xvi, 190; on tetralemma 
dialectics, 147 

IIcchedaviida. See Annihilationism; 
Nihilism 

Utlaralanlra, 74, 187 

Vajracchedikii-prajiiii-piiramilii, 11 
Vasubandhu: his life, 1, 2, 13; his 

understanding of reality, xvi, 174, 
187; his works, xvi, 174; 
Laflkiivaliira-siilra, known to, 14; 
on Alaya-vijfiana, 253; on mental 
functions (celasikii), 176, 178; on 
Tathagata-garbha, 53. See a/50 
Asanga (his half-brother) 

Vigrahavyiivarlanf, 140 
Vijfiana(s) (as percepfion, con

sciousness, etc.): didactic value of, 
250, 256; eight-fold psychological 
system of, 146-148; empirical 

cognition (evolving, pravrlli
vijiiiinas), 67, 74, 239-240, 253,254; 
etymology of, 238; five different 
meanings of, 237-238; Repository
of-impressions (iilaya-vijiiiina), 
252-254; volitional, pre-conscious 
and conscious (manas and mano
vijiiiilla), 173, 246-248. See also 
Knowledge; Repository-of
impressions 

Vijiiapti-miilralii-siddhi (-Bhii~ii, 174), 
xvi, 15, 53, 176 

Vimalakfrti-sUlra, 2 
Virpsalikii, xvi 
Vinaya, 262 
Visuddhi-Magga, 85, 86, 97 
Voidness (Siinyalii): and tetralemma 

logic, 140; meaning of, 151, 
344n. 57; seven kinds of (in the 
Laflkiivatiira), 124-125; substitutes 
for, 156 

Vyiikhyiiyukti, 14 

Worn b/Ma trix -of-Buddhahood 
(tathiigala-garbha), 51, 52,54,66-68; 
identical with the AIaya-vijfiana, 
66-71, 73, 77; its role in the system 
of Vijfianas, 69 

Yogacara (Vijfianavada), school of: 
alleged idealism of, 184-201, 220, 
285; etymology of, 156, 169; 
origins of, 1, 30; practical aim of, 
27,46,161-162, 169, 265, 282, 
355n. 32; religious or philosophical 
Buddhism of, 355n. 3 

Yogiiciirabhiimi, 253 
Yogasiislra, 250 
Yoga-sUlra, 259 
Yllkli~a~tikii, 267 

Zen (Ch'an), school of: origins of, 
3-6, 206, 288, 325n. 20, 352nn. 13, 
16; path to Enlightenment, 232; 
salori, sudden flash of illumination, 
4, 6, 11, 206-207, 232, 259 






